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INTRODUCTION
This thesis represents an attempt to measijre tiie ex-
tent and variety of children’s reading Interests. It Is
hoped that the Information secured thereby concerning these
reading Interests will be valuable for adaptation and use in
practical, educational procedures of the olasaroom.
In order to secure its fullest expression, this study
does not confine itself wholly to that of a test construction
and evaluation type of research activity; this major trend of
the study Is preceded by and supplemented with a psychological
background of general informational, pertinent material drawn
from varied authoritative sources and considered by the writer
as valuable and necessary for a sufficiently adequate Inter-
pretation of this study.
It may be stated further that this moderately compre-
hensive treatment of the extent and variety of chlldroi ’s
reading Interests Is an attempt to measure Individual differ-
ences In reading preference by securing their free and
genuine reactions to specific reading Interest situations
presented In the several tests designed for that puipose.
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statement of Main Probleji
To construct and evaluate a measure of the extent and
variety of reading Interests of fifth and sixth grade
subjects is the main problem under investigation.
Reading Interests are to be considered the extensions
and the enrichment of reading experiences participated in and
enjoyed by those persons who find in their expression of
individual differences in reading preferences a satisfying
and satisfactory personal-social development as an Important
experience in daily living.
The main problem, the construction and evaluation of
the extent and variety of reading Interests of fifth and sixth
grade subjects, implies recognition of and agreement with
this definition of reading Interests.
Hecosnition of Need and. Importance of Investigation
The need and Importance of measurement of reading
1
interests is suggested by Durrell in the following section:
1. Donald D, Durrell "Individual Differences and Their
Implications With Respect to Instruction in Reading." Ch.XI,
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Sturly of
Education, Part I . The Teaching of Reading; A Second Report.
Bloomington: Public School Publishing Co., 1937, pp. 330,' 349.
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It is generally agreed that the most Important
outcome of reading instruction is the intensity and
extent of reading interests. Objective tests have
contributed little a.s yet to the measurement of
this type of reading outcome.... Measurement of
individual differences is of little value unless
specific provision is made to adjust instruction
to the needs of children as revealed by the results
of measurement.... Both the Intensity and range of
reading interests must be taken into account in
evaluating the needs of the child.
The educational implication of both the actual measure^
ment and slso of the Instructional procedures to follow in a
reading program designed to suit the needs and interests of
the child as he» as an individual, expresses them, are readily
apparent. To recognize the need for the type of study pro-
posed in this thesis is to accept the theory of Individual
differences in action.
lQ,Yg.slig§t4Q.f>
The scope of this study is necessarily limited to
the attempted solutions of the problems Involved therein, in
so far as this report is concerned. Its actual scope extends
far beyond this, a fact which it is necessary to appreciate
for an adequate interpretation of both the study itself, and
this report, as presented.
Major alms are outlined under further explanation of
the ma.in problem and Its several subordinate problems.
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4Features of EduoatlQnal_3ignlflcano_e
Measurement of various phases of reading which have
been developed and axe in use in elementary schools is a
commonly-accepted procedure in modern education. The measure
of reading readiness, reading achievement and the analysis
of reading difficulties are features of a sound program of
evaluation of the effects of instruction on the developmental
reading process. Tests of humble origin for these purposes
were no doubt crude in their initial stages of development
and were refined and perfected after numerous investigations
were made and data thereby secured and analyzed. They were
tried out with many representative cases and by statistical
procedures proved to be more valid and therefore more useful
as time elapsed.
An attempt at measuring a less tangible outcome of
reading instruction is that Involved in this study. Its
educational significance lies in the fact that It is more or
less a pioneer activity in this partlculan aspect of reading
measurement
•
Educational Values
Anticipated practical, eaucatlonal values of the
present study, interpreted in the light of the background of
information concerning reading Interests and related research
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as prese^nted, as v/ell as In consideration of d-ta secured In
the test adialnlstratlon Itself, may be listed as follows:
1. Analytic In respect to determining Individual
differences in reading interests
2. Indicative of special reading Interests of
pupil which may not have yet been satisfied
3. Practical in dally planning for pupil reading
4. Valuable as functional part of cumulative test
records on Individual pupils
5. While not sole determiner of progress, practical
cand objective for use in a progr^am of reading
guidance
6. Useful in analysis of leisure reading
7. Useful in book selection
8. Useful in library-reading program
9. Basic, for utilization of interest trends which
can be used in reference work
10. Practical for detection of reading needs,
deficiencies and an improperly-balanced reading
program
11. Informational for curriculum builders
12. Indicative of effect of school reading program -
instructional and free reading - on pupil-
development in reading
13. Practical for measure of consistency and fluctuation
of reading interests over a period of years.

6CMPTER I
THE PROBLEMS
Introduotion
The most Important function of this chapter is to
identify* define and delimit the main and subordinate
problems of this study. Basic assumptions and precise
questions concerning the problem situation in its entirety
are also included.
Because of the lack of availability of the primary
source of the reference about to be quoted as a comprehensive
series of statements concerning the matter of the defining
and the delimitation of a problem under consideration the
secondary source is being used.
1
Monroe and Engelhart state the follo\dng viewpoints:
To define a problem means to specify it in de-
tail and v;ith precision. Each question and sub-
ordinate question to be answered is to be specified.
The limits of the Investigation must be determined.
Frequently, it is necessary to review previous
1. Walter S. Monroe and Max D. Engelhart. The Techniques
of Educational Research
, p. 14. University of Illinois
Bulletin, Vol.XXV, Mo. 19. Bureau of Educational Research
Bulletin No. 58. Webana: 111.: University of Illinois 1928,
in Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr and Douglas E, Scotts. The
Methodology of Educational Research . New York: D. Appleton-
Century Go., 1935, p. 85-86,
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studies in order to determine Just what Is to be
done. Sometimes It is necessary to formulate the
point of view or educational theory on which the
Investigation Is going to be based. If certain
assumptions are made, they must be e>pllcitly noted.
The definition of the problem afforde a basis
for the subsequent phases of educational research.
It is the guide for the collecting of data. The
data are to be analyzed, organized and summarized
so as to be the most useful for answering the
questions specified in the definition of the
problem, and the conclusion is merely a statement
of the answers resulting from this investigation.
The basic importance of the problem and its
definition indicates that they should appear
early in a report of educational research....
Statement of Main and Subordinate Problems
The main problem of this thesis is to construct and
evaluate a measure of the extent and variety of reading
interests of fifth and sixth grade subjects.
Subordinate problems, the solutions of vrhlch are
necessary for the proper treatmait of the main problem, are
as follovjs:
1. By means of a series of seven constructed tests to
survey and analyze the extent and variety of
reading interests.
2. To secure genuine reactions of subjects in
specified reading interest situations
3. To analyze test data in terms of age, grade,
sex, intelligence and reading achievement
4. To determine the order of preference, per cent
of preference and first choices of items on
tests (as tests lend themselves to these
partlculcar types of treatment
)
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5. To analyze in a general manner, consistency of
response In test situations
6. To determine which test approaches, or combina-
tions of approaches, are most effective for use
In a plcanned, revised test of the extent and
variety of reading Interests
7. To mcike tentative plans for such a test revision
according to the findings derived from solutions
of subordinate problems (3), (4) and (6)
8. To suggest possible methods of analysis of
individual differences In Interest patterns
in reading
9. To suggest methods of determining what
characteristic interest patterns in reading,
if any, exist in each of the two grades
respect Ively
10. To secure Information helpful In planning a
well-balanced reading program which will tend
to meet the needs and Interests of the average
fifth and sixth grade child.
In addition to the previously-made statements of
main and subordinate problems. It seems expedient to piTovlde
further explanations In order that well-clarified thinking
may result concerning the more detailed alms, functions and
possibilities involved In each of the total eleven problems
of the study.
The purpose of the inclusion of the forthcoming
section, therefore, may be considered to be that of the
provision of an outline of the thinking and the procedures
necessary on the part of the writer in the attempted solution
of the main problem Itself, by means of preliminary solution
of the more detailed, functional, subordinate problems.
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Defining, ana Delimiting the Problema
The task of delimiting the problems of this study
proved to be not a.n easy one. The development and use of
severe,! comprehensive measures of reading interests in-
evitably will disclose a very large number of possible
avenues of thinking and of action in researdi endeavor in
this partioular* phase of elementary school reading.
The main and the subordinate problems in turn will
be given individual attention. Points of consideration are
outlined as follows:
The .Main .Problem
”To construct and evaluate a measure of the extent
and variety of reading interests of fifth end sixth grade
subjects*’ Includes the following aims:
1. To study theories of test and interest in-
ventory construction and methods of analysis of
data thereof in order to decide which theories and
facts are pertinent to and applicable in the
present experimental situation.
2. To obtain as accurate and scientific as
possible a background of general information con-
cerning reading and reading Interests of elementary
school children, particularly those of the upper
intermediate grades, as a foundation for aporoaoh-
ing the problem of constructing a battery of read-
ing interests tests built according to theories of
measurement and also according to psychological
and pedagogical principles involved in reading
and reading instruction.
3. To analyze the meaning of the extent and
variety of reading interests <and Incorporate into
the proposed battery of tests procedures and
situations which will objectively measure these two
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specif io aspects of reading interests.
4, To consider fifth and sixth grade subjects
as being in that stage of reading development
characterized by desire for varied and enriched
reading experiences and therefore capable of partici-
pation in this experimental situation as planned.
Tre^atment of subordinate Problems
Subordinate Problem No, 1
“By means of a series of seven constructed tests to
survey and analyze the extent and variety of reading
interests” means Involvement of the following alms:
1. To outline a plan of organization of test
content •
2. To incorporate into tlie plan of organiza-
tion of test content utilized sufficiently compre-
hensive topics of reading material to provide for
adequate expression of the subjects* range and
variety of reading Interests.
3. To evaluate that plan of organization of
test content according to commonly accepted
theories and procedures involved in test construc-
tion.
Subordinate Problem No. 2
”To secure genuine reactions of subjects in specified
reading interest sltuF’.tlons” implies that the follow'd ng alms
be given attention:
1. To consider ifhat possible genuine reactions
are or may be in the test* situations Involved.
2. To Judge the relative importance of
possible reactions Induced by the several techniques
I
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of measurement to be employed and to vary according-
ly the constructional features of tests, the
techniques of measurement utilized therein and the
proposed methods of analysis of results.
5. To endeavor to secure clarity and specificity
of reading Interests situations in the case of each
section a.nd item of each test in the battery, to the
degree that the resulting reaction of a subject ra,?y
be, in isolation, definite and pertinent in the
analysis of even one sm<?ll feature of the extent
and variety of the reading interests of that partic-
ular individual subject.
4. To provide sufficiently varied reading
interests test situations that provision for in-
dividual differences in freedom of expression of
personal preference v/ill not be impaired.
Subordinate Problem No, 5
“To analyze test data in terms of age, grade, sex,
intelligence and reading achievement” means the acceptance of
the responsibility of carrying out ttiese alms:
1. To classify suojects of the study according
to age, gra.de, sex, intelllgoice and reading achieve-
ment for purposes of having group levels necessary
in the interpretation of the range of reading in-
terest features with which the main problem is con-
cerned.
2. To so organize test data that comparative
analyses may be made possible with clas sifioations
suggested in (l).
3. To secure, by statistical procedures, the
index of relationship between the intelligence of
the two hundred ten fifth and sixth grade subjects
of this study and their determined, composite read-
ing Interests tests scores made on the seven
constructed tests.
4. To consider Individual differences within
each classification of subjects as well as group
trends
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Subordinate Problem No. 4
”To determine tiie order of preference, per cent of
preference end fli st choices on Items (as tests lend them-
selves to these particular types of treatment)” Implies
recognition of the need of handling this problem with these
prerequisite alms In mind:
1. To so rearrange Items of tests which lend
themselves to these particular types of treat-
ments that. In descending order of preference
and accompanying descending per cent of preference,
it will be possible to review with ease the pre-
pared lists,
2. By the preparation of these lists to have
at hand, for use In planning a suggested revision
of the reading Interests testa battery. Important
Information necessary in the selection and"
arrangement of test items, if desirable features
of the present battery are to be retained.
Subordinate Problem No. 5
”To analyze, In a general manner, consistency of
response in test sltviatlons” Involves consideration of the
following alms:
1. For purposes of this study, to be more
concerned with free, uninhibited reactions of
subjects and the broad and varied preferences for
test Items expressed than with any attempts to
secure, by statistical procedures, estimates or
facts concerning reliability of battery of tests
in part or as a whole
,
2. To be cognizant of the possibilities and
the advisability of features of attempted revision
of the measures which will malte for greater
reliability
.

3. To so tentatively plan such revised measures
that their construction will undergo sufficient and
necessary refinement In order that specific test
situations will be Involved whereby consistency of
responses and consistency of measurement of such
responses may be made more possible than they
probably v/111 be in the present test battery.
4. To make group generalizations frx>m analysis
of the data of this study concerning evident con-
sistency of responses of subjects Involved*
Subordinate Problem No. 6
”To determine vhlch test approaches, or combinations
of approaches, are most effective for use In a planned,
revised test of the extent and variety of reading Interests,”
Implies the need of first accomplishing the following alms:
1. To set up practical, usable criteria
of evaluation of the several constructional,
administrative, and analytic features of the
battery of tests of reading interests*
"To make tentative plans for such a test battery
revision according to the findings o-^ the attempted solutions
of subordinate problems (3), (4), and (6)" Involves
consideration of this aim;
1. To base these suggested plans upon
critical evaluations of each test as conceived,
constructed, administered, scored and siialyzed*
a* In Isolation
b. In total test battery
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Subordinate Problem No. 8
“To suggest possible methods of analysis of in-
dividual differences in interest patterns in reading” implies
the need of these preliminary activities;
1.
To first consider what types of individual
differences in reading interest patterns may and
do exist according to analysis of data from this
study.
2. To classify and organize in outline form
the most common and outstanding individual differ-
ences in interest patterns in reading and also
methods for determining them.
3. To suggest what use may be made of this
suggested outline of methods for analysis of in-
dividual differences in Interest patterns.
Subordinate Problem No. 9
”To determine what oha.racterist Ic interest patterns,
if any, exist in each of the two grades, respectively”
presents the situation of integrating, for the solution of
this particular problem, the results of the solutions of the
preceding subordinate problem, with consideration of the
following special aim:
1. To consider all the pupils of both sexes
of each grade level represented in the study.
Subordinate Problem No. 10
”To secure information helpful in planning a well-
balanced reading program whldi will tend to meet the needs

15
and interests of the average fifth and sixth grade child” is
in keeping with the previous authoritative statement by
1
Durrell in the Introduction to the effect that measurement
of individual differences is of little value unless specific
provision is made to adjust Instruction to the needs of
children as revealed by the results of measurement.
Necessary additional alms involved in the carrying
out of the solution of this subordinate problem may be listed
as follows!
1.
' To define a ” well-balanced fifth and sixth
grade reading pro grain.”
2. To review the cited needs, functions and
values of each of the seven constructed reading
interests tests as presented later in this study.
3. To decide, from the genera.l and specific
analyses of test battery data T.vhlch general and
specific items of information are of value for
further consideration.
4. To organize, in expanded outline form,
these items of helpful information so that they
may be available for consideration when planning
a revised battery of reading Interests tests.
6. To note the anticipated degree of integr*a-
tlon betwe^an the information obtained by the
attempted solution of this subordinate problem
and the dominant underlying principles of the
development of this study in its entirety -
nejnely, that of measurement, and the implied use
of results therefrom, of individual differejioes
in reading Interests of fifth and sixth grade subjects.
1. Donald D. Durrell ’’Individual Differences and Their
Implications V/lth Respect to Instruction in Reading.” Gh.XI,
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Studv_.CLf
Education
.
Part I. The Teaching of Reading: A Second Report.
Sloomlngton: Public School Publishing Co., 1937, pp. 330", 349.
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Basic Asauaiptlons ConoernARf^ tM .Prablemg.
Basic assumptions ma.de In this study concerning both
the ma.in and the subordinate problems end their solution
have their foundation partly in authoritative statements
of specialists and other experts in the field of elementary
school reading (which will be noted in the chapter on
Reading and Reading Interests) and partly in theories of
educational measurement (to be described in the chapter on
Interest and Interest Measurement). A summary of these
assumptions is presented:
1. Marked individual differences in reading
Interests exist in subjects of the fifth and sixth
level who are participants in this study.
2. The extent and variety of reading Interests
varies vjlth age, grade, sex and reading achievement.
5.
Genuine, individualized reactions of
subjects can be secured in a controlled test
situation.
4. These reactions ma.y be determined by
varied techniques of measurement suited to the
age and grade levels of the subjects.
5. Tests can be constructed which permit
highly-individualized expression of personal
preferences in an acceptable and objective
manner
.
6. The order of preference of a grade or
gi’ades for certain test items as selected will
probably be in direct relation to the attractive-
ness of appeal and interest quality of those
items.
7. A fairly reasonable degree of consistency
of response of subjects may be expected in
different test situations involving the same
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general scope of reading interests.
8. The utilization of an initial series of
measures designed to determine extent and variety
of reading interests vjill yield sufficiently
comprehensive results so that after a detailed
analysis of data has been made a refinement of
the measures will be both possible and practical.
9. Character Istlo reading interest patterns
of a grade or grades arc representative of the
composite reading interests patterns of the
individual subjects therein.
10. Much objectively-obtained and helpful
information which can be used in the analysis
of reading interests of an individual subject
or grade, as well as in the development of a
well-balanced rea.dlng program, will result
from the use of measuring instruments designed
for the specific purpose of testing the extent
and variety of reading interests.
The Justification of these assumptions made concern-
ing the main and subordinate problems of this study v/111
be an attempted major objective of the study. It is
presumed that through the attempted solution of the problems
as stated, evidence can be brought to bear that will carry
weight and value in the analysis of reading interests as
an educational procedure, in keeping with underlying
principles and theories of scientific measurement.
;iLuestions Concerning? the Problems
Some questions x-zhlch might be asked concerning the
problems of this study are:
1. bo the subjects of fifth and sixth grades
differ from each other in respect to age, grade,
sex, intelligence and reading achievement as noted
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in the extent and variety of their reading
interests^
2. Do these subjects possess the ability
to analyze and record their Individual prefer-
ences when presented with specific reading
interests tests situations^
3. Will the individual differences recorded
by the expression of their preferences signify
genuine reactions
t
4. What criteria of evaluation will be used,
in addition to a study of the analysis of data
obtained from the testing procedure, for the
elimination of test items and other neoesscTiry
features of test revision?
5. Will attempts at refinement of the con-
structed measures of this study be definitely
allied to provision for varied individual
differences of subjects’ reading interests, or
will they follow group trends so exclusively
tiiat the Uieory of measurement of individual
differences will not function as freely as in the
present measure?
6. To what extent will it be possible to
analyze individual differences in interest
patterns of a subject or grade of subjects by
means of the reading interest measures as con-
structed?
7. What is the extent and v/hat is the
variety of reading interests of the average
fifth and sixth grader?
8. l^Vhat is a well-balanced Intermediate-
grade reading program in respect to the extent
and variety of reading material, as well as the
Instructional procedures which aim to suit the
needs and interests of individuals within the
grcades represented?
9. What specific, applicable information
can be gained by the attempted solution of
problems of this study, which will be of educa-
tional value in planning a well-balanced inter-
mediate-grade reading progra.m?
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Siamm^iry
In summarizing this chapter oonoeming the main
and subordinate problems of this study a restatement of the
probleais is provided.
Statement of Main and Subordinate Problema
The main problem of this thesis is to construct and
evaluate a measure of the extent and variety of reading
Interests of fifth and sixth grade subjects.
Subordinate problems, the solutions of which are
necessary for the proper treatment of the main problem , are as
follows;
1. By means of a series of seven constructed tests
to survey and analyze the extent and variety of rea.d-
ing interests.
2. To secure genuine reactions of subjects in
specified reading Interest situations
3. To analyze test da.ta in terms of age, grade,
sex, Intelligence and reading achievement
4. To determine the order of preference, per
cent of prefer^ce and first choices of items on
tests (as tests lend themselves to these particular
types of treatment
)
5. To analyze, in a generous manner, consistency
of response in tost situations
6. To determine which test approaches, or com-
binations of approaches, are most effective for use
in a planned, revised test of the extent and vavTlety
of reading interests
7. To make tentative pla.ns for such a test
y'4
k.
I
-
i
revision according to the findings derived from
solutions of subordinate problans (3), (4), and
(6)
8. To suggest possible methods of analysis
of individual differences In Interest patterns
in reading
9. To suggested methods of determining what
oharaoterlstlo interest patterns In reading, If
any, exist In each of the two grades, respectively
10. To secure information helpful in planning
a well-balanced reading program which will tend
to meet the needs and interests of the average
fifth end sixth grade child
.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH AND ITS IMPLICATIONS '^ITH
THE PRESENT STUDY
Introduction
Not a great deal has been done, in so far as the
writer has been able to determine, in attempts to develop
objective tests or batteries of objective tests for the
purpose of measuring children’s reading interests*
Many studies have been under t?ds:en
,
however, xirhich
^have yielded interesting information concerning various
aspects of children’s reading Interests.
Although the bibliography contains other references
of a general nature concerning related research, this review
of more pertinent articles is considered sufficiently com-
prehensive for the moment.
Generail Claesifioation of Related Research
To attempt to classify under major headings the
numerous and varied articles presents a problem because of
the fact that many Interrelated factors existed in the
articles reviewed. However, an attempt to classify rather
broadly the material in the related research background is

22
made. Although one article noted features subjects of the
adult age-level, it is included because of the nature of
the study - that of analysis of reading interest patterns,
in the apparent absence of a similar study done on the level
of the intermediate grades.
Descriotlon of General Claesifioations of Related Research
In the following order will be presented reviews of
pertinent articles with transitional statements and comments:
1. Oeneral Statements Concerning Research Which
Has Been Conducted and Also That '^diich Heeds to be
Conducted
2. Comprehensive Study of Various Aspects of
Children's Reading Interests
5.
Rate, Kind and Amount of Heading Done
4. Influences of Age, Sex, Grade and Intelligence
Upon Children's Reading Interests
5. Voluntary Reading
6. Reading versus school Subjects
7. Children's Interests in Magazines, Poetry
and Comics
8. Influences of Radio and Motion Pictures on
Children's Reading Interests
9. Interest Factors in Reading Material
10. Selection of Reading Materials
11. Reading Interests of Junior Higji School
Pupils
12. Reading Interest Patterns of Adults
13. Reading Interests Tests.
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PRESENTATION OF CLASSIFIED REUTED RESEARCH
General Stat ementg Concerning Research Which _Hag_
Conducted and Also That Which Needs to be Conducted
Recent Investigations In Heading Interests :
1
Betzner and Lyman offer the following report con-
cerning investigations In children’s reading Interests:
The reported investigations of children’s tastes
and Interests up to the present time cannot be
accepted at their face value. At best, they have
disclosed only broad, average trends in the prefer-
ence of somewhat narrov/ly selected groups. More-
over, they have been concerned mainly with the
compiling of choices under different conditions,
seldom under conditions of adequate exposure to
wide varieties of reading materials. Little or no
light has been thrown on the ohajiglng tastes of
individuals or on the specific determining factors
that affect changes in tastes of individuals. Since
taste and interests are predominantly individual
matters, generalizations expressing the preference
of a race, a sex, an age, or a group of given read-
ing ability are not sufficiently specific to furnish
valid criteria. Moreover, many of the studies have
been so loosely controlled that the results probably
do not indicate the free choices of the groups studied.
Adequate techniques for determining such choices have
not been discovered.
2Gray toids to confirm the findings of previous
studies made on the elementary school level. He concludes
that in general, children in their respective grades are
interested in a wide variety of reading topics; that reading
1. Jean Betzer and R. L. Lyman. '‘The Development of Read-
ing Interests and Tastes.” The Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of fiiducation . Part I, The
Teaching of Hea.ding. A Second Report. Bloomington: Public
School Publishing Co., 1937, pp. 188-S9.
2. William S. Grssy. ’’Sumniary of Reading Investigations,”
(February, 194i), pp.
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interests change rapidly as children mature; that such
changes occur more rapidly in the case of the rapid learner;
that rapid learners read more widely than do slow learners;
that older children, rapid learners and pupils v/ith a higher
socio-economic background show more discrimination in what
they read than younger children, slower learners and pupils
possessing a low socio-economic background; that many
significant differences in reading interests exist according
to sex classification and also a.ccordlng to rate of learning;
and that interests in different schools and communities vary
appreciably.
The concluding statement of the author, folloi^lng a
detailed summary of investigations made during the current
year, concerning needed trends in research in reading
interests, is noted herewith:
A comparison of the studies rqsorted in this
and previous articles reveals a distinct trend
toward types of research in reading that are
basic and highly slgnif leant . Furthermore, use
has been made of far more rigorous controls and
crltioa.lly selected procedures. Every effort
should be made to recognize and encourage this
trend. The need Is urgent for much carefully
planned and rigorously controlled experimentation
concerning numerous problems of both a theoretical,
and highly practical character.
These conclusions suggest the need of a general
understanding of the reading Interest of children supplemented
by a careful study of the reading interests of a particular
group in order to organize instruction based upon information
gained.
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1
In a more recent consideration of the matter Gray,
reports a smaller number of studies in the field of reading
interests than usual for the year ending in June, 1942,
commenting that the situation seems difficult to explain in
vlev; of the widely recognized needs of improvement in reading
interests and tastes at practically all levels of maturity.
CaaDrehenalv^ -StAidy of Various Aaoeots of Children’s Reading
Interests
2
An Intensive study made by Lazar, on two thousand
children in grades two to seven had been in school for a
period of ten to twelve years, yields the following oonclusioni^
1 The results of correlations showed a
marked relation between the occupational status
of the parents and the intelligence of the pupils;
the same was true of the home background status and
the intelligence of pupils.
2. A substantial correlation was found be-
tween the number of books in the home and the in-
telligence of the children and even a closer
association between books in the home and socio-
economic status ....
5. As indicated by tiie correlations for number
of magazines in the home, there was a decided
association betx'sreen this item and the intelligence
quotients of the pupils and a sli^tly higher associa-
tion with socio-ecohofflio status....
,
1. William S. Gray. “Summary of Reading Investigations,
“
July 1, 1941 - June 50, 1942. Journal of Educational Research .
XXXVI, (February, 1945 ), pp. 401-44.
2. May Lazar. Reading Xnterv^sts. Activities, and Activ-
ities. and Opportunit ies of Jr Dull qhll'dren .
Teachers College Contributions to education, Mo. 707. Mew
York; Teachers College, Columbia University, 1957, op. 100-5.

4, The newspaper most frequently mentioned was
one of the tabloids. The so-oalled ‘better types’
of papers were reported cshlefly by the bright
pupils; the tabloids were mentioned ohlefly by the
dull pupils «...
5. An analysis of Ihe responses of bright
pupils rating lowest in socio-economic status showed
that these pupils were interested In reading but
that the quality of the material was Inferior....
6 Dull pupils preferred subjects not In-
volving much reading. . .
.
7. Girls showed greater Interest In owning
library cards than boys did.
8. Girls reported reading more books in a
month than boys. Average and dull girls read more
than average and dull boys. The largest percentage
of ’no books read’ was in the dull group..,. In-
telligence was more closely related to the number
of books read than socio-economic status.
9. Although the kind of book liked best was
'mystery stories* for both boys and girls, there
were marked sex differences in most of the choices
of reading materials . . .
10. Boys read magazines more frequently than
girls. Detective and mystery types were most
populaj? with boys and general story types with
girls ... .Children ' 6 magazines were read more fre-
quently by brl^t pupils ... .There was a marked
relationship between quality of niagazines md.
socio-economic status
.
11. The comic section of the newspaper was by
f,ar the most popular section for both boys and
girls. The girls shov/ed wider variety of interest
than the boys, although the boys reported that
they read nev/spa,pers more frequently than the girls.
The more serious and intellectual phases of the
newspapers were mentioned chiefly by bright pupils.
Although, the number was small, most of the pupils
mentioning 'rotogravure' v/ere dull pupils.
12. An Inventory of voluntary reading of the
pupils was made. A wide acquaintance with the
titles of books was shown; these varied from simple

P7
material to those of adult level. The two main
trends in the types of hooks read were the popular
juvenile series and the stana.ard children's
classics. The quality of the reading was reason-
E.bly satisfactory and judged by standard lists of
children's books. Interest in newer types of good
literature was negligible, probably because of
lack of availability. Girls read more books than
boys; girls showed Interest in boys* books, but
boys showed little Interest in girls’ books....
Brl^t pupils read considerable more than average
or dull puplls....An analysis of the reasons for
the popularity of the series books showed that
children liked them chiefly because of elements of
adventure, action, excitement and thrills.
Rate. Kind and Amount of Heading Done
A summarization of numerous studies of reading inter-
ests at both elementary and high school levels presented
1
by Kramer seems to Indicate that interest In reading books
increases rapidly during the elementary school period and de-
creases during the high school period. Both the kind and the
amount of reading done, she reports, are influenced by
intelligence and environmental factors.
Influences of Age. Sex.. Grade and Intelligence Upo_a
C,li,j^ldrcn 'g _He.adir\g, , lilt er,gja.l^
A discussion of the age differences in qualities of
2
readings given by Reed:
1. Sister M. Immaculata Kramer. "Reading Preferences of
Elementary and Hl^ School Punlls," Gatholio Education Re-
view . XXVII (May. 19J^9), pp. 310-25.
2. Homer B. Reed. Psychology of Elementary School
Subjects . Boston: Ginn and Co., 19o8, p. 124.
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After fourth grade the boy becomes Interested
In adventure, discovery, fighting and mystery, while
the girl begins to be interested in maternal qualities.
The boy from eleven to thirteen years of age is
interested in sensory life for its ov;n sake. He
wants rapid aiid sudden dianges of scene and vividness
of detail. He admires outdoor sports, has a zest
for war, and shows a milder but real Interest in
kindliness and friendship. The qualities and in-
cidents in reading which appeal to him are display
of strength, independence, "self-control, making a
team at the expense of an unfair rival, saving a
person’s life, gaining mastery in physical combat
when the opponent is despicable . The girl from
eleven to thirteen yeers of age has interest in
nursing and in caring for, fussing over and com-
forting others. She would rather sit and dream
than ejcperienoe rapid action> but she likes to
take a trip to the olty, \4iere people in gay clothes
attract her. Her heroine is usually shy and ex-
presses rivalry in being unselfish, kindly and
thoughtful.
One conclusion reached by tv;o investigators, in the
field of children’s reading interests, Termaii and Llma^ is
that non-flotlon, science and encyclopedic material possess
more interest for boys than girls. That girls' reading
interests are more homogeneous and of greater stability than
Interests of boys, is another conclusion presented.
Sex and Intellifcenoe Faotors in Reading Interests
A reading interest ouestionnalre v;as given to
approximately one hundred rapid and one hundred slow learners
1. Lewis Terman and Margaret Lima. Children’s Reading .
New York! D. Appleton and Company, 1926, pp. 68-76.
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and reported by Thorndike and Henry, In such a way that the
pattern of Interest would be obscured as little as possible
by differences in rea.dlng experience and ability. The primary
purpose of the investigation was to compare the interests of
the fast-learning and slow-learning children. The differences
noted are set forth as folloiATsi
•
A general summary of the differences associated
with ability levels indicates that slow-learnlng
children chose with reliably greater frequency one
or more titles in these o.^tegories:
1. Useful feminine activities
2. Hobbies
3. Science and invention
4. Biography and biographical adventure
5. Self-improvement
6« Money-making and practical themes
7. Mild adventures of diildren
Fast-leamlng c±iildren chose i4th reliably greater
frequency one of the titles on war. These are the
only categories in #xlch reliable differ aices appear*
between the ability levels. Large differences between
the sexes are common and appear in many of the
categories.
Clearly, in a determination of the pattern of
reported reading interests, sex is a vastly more
Important factor than even the largest difference
in intelligence level characterizing these groups.
An interesting feature of the experiment is reported
to be the follow-up procedure afforded. One hundred and
seventy- three of the two hundred eight children provided the
1. Robert L. Thorndike and Florence Henry* ” Differences
in Reading Interests Related to Differences in Sex and In-
telligence Level,** Elementary School Journal . >li, (June,
1940), pp. 751-63.
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experimenters with lists of material read during the two-
months' period follovring the Initial study. Certain
Interesting trends concerning classification of reading
materials of interest revealed that actual reading included
a vast majority of fiction titles. A aiarked discrepancy
appeared In the range of titles and in the literary quality;
more different titles were selected hy fast-learners than by
slow-learners . The number of titles r^r esentatlve of
duplication was less In the fast-learning group although
twice as many titles were selected by the gifted group.
The most striking difference indicative of the quality
of reading was the number of pupils reading comics reported.
One hundred of the two hundred elghty-two items were re-
ported by the slow-learners while the fast-learners made up
twenty-three of the five- hundred- sixty items reported comics
a preferred quality of reading*
The findings of the follow-up activity in combination
with those of the experiment, would seem to indicate that
although both fast and slow learners may have much the same
topical interest patterns, educators must expect that the
reading through which these interests are satisfied will
differ markedly both in amount and in medium of expression.
Influence of Intelligence Upon Ghildren's Reading Interests.
The influence of intelligence upon children's reading
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Interests, as summarized by Huber, ^ folloi'Jlng her study in
this particular field, is worthy of comment. Her conclusions
are;
1, Marked preferences in d-ifferent kinds of
reading material are shown by dull, average and
bri^t children. They really do discriminate
and express consistent preferences.
2. A striking similarity exists in the choices
of dull, average and bright children for types of
literature, each type presenting equally good
selections from the available materials of that
type.
3.
Dull children like the selections of humor
here used less than do the average and the bright,
and they like the selections designated as “-familiar
experience” more than do the children of the higher
levels of Intelligence represented by subjects in
this experiment.
The method of recording and analyzing voluntrry
choices of reading material has been utilized more frequently
than others; the reason perhaps is that the attack is direct
and results reasonably reliable.
3e_x_Dif£erenoes in s!.uallt.v of Reading
2
Reed states his viewpoints on sex differences in
qualities of reading:
1. Miriam B. Huber. Influence of Intelligence Upon
Children’s Reading Interests . Contribution to i'^ducation.
No. 312. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University 1928, p. 38.
2. Homer B. Reed, oo. cit .. p. 123,
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A study of lists of vbltAntary readings show that
about ninety per cent of them are fiction or imagina-
tive compositions of some kind and that informational
materials have small attraction. The type of fiction
chosen varies considerably in relation to sex and age.
Among boys over half the fiction chosen consists of
adventure, \fhereas with girls less than one fifth of
the fiction chosen was of this sort. In the choice
of informational reading, sex differences are in-
significant for little is chosen by either sex, with
the exception of magazines. Magazines on science
and mechanics are read almost wholly by boys, while
those on woman's arts .... by girls.
1
The results of this study reported by Lancaster
Indicate that boys are more interested in animal fiction,
Indians, war and outdoor sports than girls.
Children's Heading Interests as Related to Sex and Grade in
S.ShQ.Ql
The relationship of the factors of sex and grade
placement on children's reading interests are noted by
2
Johnson in a report on a study which he conducted as follows:
1. Differences in the reading interests of
the boys and girls are Indicated by the sections
of magazines and newspapers in \4iloh the children
of the twd sexes reported an interest.
2. Among both the boys and the girls the comic
section is the most popular section of the newspaper.
3. The boys are more interested in adventure
books; the girls prefer books about home, about
school and about children.
4. The large amount of magazine and newspaper
1. Thomas J. Lancaster. "A Study of the Voluntary Reading
of Pupils in Grade IV-VIII^ Elementary School Journal . XXV III
.
(March, 1928), op. 525-37.
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reading on the part of both the children (ejnd the
adults; taking part in this study indicates a
responsibility which the public school has failed
thus fa.r to adequately assume.... Comparatively
seldom is there found a course or a unit for a
course the purpose of ^Ich is to guide the pupil
in his reading of newspaper or magazines.
Conclusions made by Jordan^ concerning reading in-
terests of girls of the ages of ten to thirteen are as
follov7sJ stories of home life, school experiences, love
stories and fairy stories are preferred to those of other
types; and the elements of rivalry, kindliness, desire for
approval and attention to others a,re important factors. Con-
cerning reading Interests of boys he states that boys of a
oompa.rative age period enjoy reading content which pertains to
fighting, desire for approval of behavior, and sensory life.
The follov7lng review is included because of its
special emphasis on hobbies, which frequently are responsible
for well-motivated reading activities.
Interest Fluctuations Apcordlng to arade Status.
In studying grade trends in the Interests of
elementary school children as reve.aled by their possession of
2
specific hobbies, KcCehee utilized returns from five thousand
1. Arthur M. Jordan. Children's Interests in Reading .
Chapel Hill; North Carolina, University of North Carolina
Press, 1926, p. 46.
2. William MoGehee. ‘’Changes in Interest with Changes in
Grade Status of Elementary School Children." Journal of
Educational Psychology . XXXII
,
(January, 194l), pp. 151-56.
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pupils In forth to eighth grades in ?^rrlvlng at his oon-
oluslons. He analyzed findings to determine if certain types
of interests increase or decrea.se vjith changes of grade
status. A random sampling of caees yielded the following
list of hobbles as being significant in the interests of
children at these age levels in this study:
Reading of novels, mysteries, history, science
and ooffllc papers; active games or sports; quiet
games (such as checkers); playing of musical
instruments; listening to radio or phonograph;
sewing, knitting and fancywork; housework; "going
to shows; participation in dramatics; playing
make-believe games; religious activity; building
things (as shop work); traveling; riding in a.n
airplane; studying; v/orking on a farm or in a
store; clubs with social activity, including danc-
ing; scouting; and collecting.
No clear-out change of Interest with change of
grade status was noted.
On the basis of data presented in this study,
tentative conclusions may be dravjn that grade trends in
interests of elementary school children are existant; these
trends f=jre functions of specific activities, or particular*
hobbles, rather than of those of general types of interests.
If an analysis were started at lower grade levels than
those used in this investigation and extended beyond the
levels of this study Interesting Information on changes of
interests v/ith changes in grade status v/ould thereby be
made available.
r
VJltty pjfifi Lehman found, in a,ooordance with other
studies, tha.t gir-ls are more Interested in home, school and
children than pj*e hoys.
That hoys and girls often like hooks of the same age,
in spite of considerable differences in reading ability, is a
2
conclusion offered hy Washhurne and Vogel."
J\eMXn^
By means of a questionnaire ballot aporoxiinately four
thousand children, in a study reported by Lancaster*", sub-
mitted returns which warrant the following conclusions:
1. Girls in grades four to eight do a
larger amount of voluntar*y reading than boys.
2. Books, usu-ally read by both sexes are
fiction.
3. Children’s tastes in literature may be
satisfied by reputable books by reputable authors.
4. Boys are more interested in anlmel fiction
than girls.
5. The most rapid readers and the slovrest
readers apparently select the same type of book.
1. Paul Witty and Harvey C. Lehman. ”A Study of the Read
Ing and Reading Interests of Gifted Children.” Pedagogical
Seminary and Journal of Genetic Psychology . XL (April, 1922),
pp. 472-85.
2. Carle ton Washburne and M. Vogel, ‘^/innetka Graded Book
List . Chicago 5 American Library Association, 1927, p. 35 .
5. Thomas J. Lancaster. ”A Study of the Voluntary Reading
of Pupils in Grades IV to VIII. ** Elementary School Journal .
XXVIII (January, 1923 ), p. 527.
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Concerning range and fluctuation of childrm 's read-
ing Interests, Humphreys^ summarizes evidence secured from a
study of the leisure reading interests a.nd habits of six
hundred intermediate grade children, as they were concerned
with leisure reading. The r?nge of interests in books re-
ported as read was greatest in sixth grade showing with a
broad distribution of types of reading represented. Specific
findings follow;
1. The percentages of distribution were:
a. General fiction
b. Animal, stories
c. B'airy stories, myths and legends
d. History, historical fiction and
biography
e. Science and na.ture
f. Primitive man
g. Conduct and manners
2. Interests at this age change rapidly
3. Reasons for selecting books were because of:
a. Recommendations of personal friends
or classmates
b. The availability of books in library
c. The factor of personal ownership
d. The general appearance of books was
appealing
.
10%
1.5;^
0
. 5^
1. Phlla Humphreys. “Reading Interests and Habits of Six
Hundred Children in the Intermediate Grades." Lr-^ngua^ee Arts
in the Elementary School . The National Elementary Principal,
bulletin of the Department of Elementary School Principals
,
National Educational Association. Twentieth Yearbook, Vol.
XX. July. 1941, p. 423.
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Reading Versus School Subjects
The preference of reading as compared with that of
other school subjects was one feature of a study conducted by
Lazar^ with approximately tv/o thousand children in grades two
to eight. Her findings reveal this degree of oreferenoe for
reading:
1. Reading as an isolated subject was not
selected by a large percentage of any of the three
ability groups. (This may have been due to the
fact that they did not think of reading as unin-
terrupted reading of material but as a series of
dull lessons combined with oral and silent reading.)
QhilArcA*.^ Interests In Kagagipes. Poetry and .Oomlcs
Interest in magazines, as reported by Lazar, reveals
that:
1. Detective aiid mystery magazines vjrere
mentioned most frequently by the boys and general
story magazines by the girls
2. Science and mechanics ranked second for
the boys and movie and theater second for the
girls
g
^ 3. Children's magazines ranked third for
I
both boys and girls
1 4. Household magazines were mentioned by nine
« and one-tenth per cent of girls as comprU*ed with
one and eight-tenths per cent of boys
5. Aviation v;as mentioned by seven and four-
tenths per cent of boys but no girls mentioned
this type
1. May Lazar, op. cit .. p. 46.
2. Kay Lazar, op. cit .
.
pp. 59-Cl.
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6. General story magazines v;ere twice as
popular with girls as i-^ith boys; detective and
mystery magazines were almost three times as
popular with girls as with boys.
Need of Further Investigation into Magazine Heading Interests
Reporting another feature of her study of reading
Interests, Lazar^ relates her conoluelons about mags.zlne
Interests thus:
Boys read magazines to a greater extent than
girls. Mystery and detective magazines were men-
tioned most frequently by boys and general story
magazines by girls. There v/ere marked sex differ-
ences for certain types of magazines.
In general magazines reported by the pupils
vjere those read by their parents. Children *s
magazines were found more frequently in the homes
of bright pupils and those of higher economic
status
.
Bright pupils read better tyoes of magazines
tha.n average pupils read better types than the
dull. According to the statistical computations
the quality of magazines showed a slgnifica,nt
association with the intelligence of the pupils.
That the better types of magazines were read by
children with superior intelligence was evident.
The problem of what determines children *s
magazine reading interests needs investigation....
The schools should aim to develop a greater ac-
quaintance and appreciation of magazine literature
than they have done in the past.
Inquiries concerning the extra school activities.
r 1* Ibid., pp. Gg-63.
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Including an Indication of the ajaount of time usually spent in
magazine and newspaper reading, were made of approximately
eighteen hundred children in grades five to elev^ and are
1
reported hy Johnson as yielding findings warranting the
following conclusions and questions;
1. Preferred magazines were of an adult level
2. Both sexes liked comic parts of newspapers
3. Both sexes showed Interest in different
sections of newspapers
4. Continued and short stories in magazines
and humorous sections were most frequently reported
by both sexes as interest features
5. Sex and grade have significant relatione
to the amount of time spent in reading magazines
and newspapers
6. Boys spend two and one -half hours per week
in the reading of magazines
7* Do children have sufficient access to
juvenile magazines? Do they really enjoy them?
Magazine Interests of Gifted Children
In reporting the magazine interests of gifted
p
children, Witty and Lehman point out that the reading
interests reflect the opportunities of the children and de-
pend to a large degree upon the materials found in the home.
1. Lamar Johnson. ‘’Children’s Reading Interests as Re-
lated to Sex and Grade in School.” School Review . XL, (April,
1932), pp. 257-72.
2. Paul Viitty and Harvey C. Lehman. ’’The Reading and
Reading Interests of Gifted Children.” Journal of Genetic
,Psychology .XL (June, 1932), pp .473-85 and aLi (Deo^ber ,i9o4)
,
pp. 4bP-81.
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They also comment upon the finding that in most superior homes
the magazine material was abundant and of superior quality.
Cl:^
.
Udren » p j; aga^Ane , .I.qter ggtjL
In a summarization of a study to determine the
character of children’s magazine reading and the influence of
school contacts on their selection of magazines, Norris^
writes tha,t children respond readily to reading material
within their range of oompr ehension. She comments further:
....The desire to become interested in a
variety of ma. gazines can be brou^t about vjlth the
children in the early grades; vhen interested they
become extensive readers. .. .It becomes the duty
of every sympathetic person who knows the child’s
interests and has the ability, to reach the
youngster with appropriate literature. The
Interests of boys and girls becomes rather clearly
defined at an early age in matters of reading. One’s
ability to sense this has a great deal to do with
the successful guidance of children’s reading tastes....
If a sufficiently varied reading program is provided
in the child’s formative years he i-dll have a natural
background of interests at his command, on which to
superimpose his adult interests; there will be a
substantial foundation upon vAiioh to build.
Improvement of Heading Tastes ^d Habits
2
An experiment conducted by Erickson was designed
1. Ruth E, Norris. Comparative Study in Children’s
Magazine Interests,*’ ~ lementary English Review . V, (October,
1928), pp. 241-45; 48.
2. Marion I. Erickson. “Developing Heading Tastes in
Magazine Literature, “ Element^^rv Enklish Revievf . XV”!
(January, 1939), pp. 10-14.
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to Improve the reading tastes and habits of sixth grade
children. She emphasizes the Importance of providing guidance
t
that will develop Interest and appreciation of the best
literature suitable to the reading interests of children as
well as that of providing a large and varied quantity of
interesting and attractive literature
.
Children *s Interests in Poetry
A study of fifty thousand children in grades one to
nine on Interests in poetry, conducted by Huber, Bruner and
1
Curry, * is reported to show a great variety of interests in
each grade. Typical grade preferences In poetry are: fourth
grade, humor and nonsense; fifth grade, heroes; sixth grade,
home a.nd dmger; and seventh grade, satire and romance.
Comics
Plenty of evidence exists that children read the
comics extensively.
2
The v/rlter, Strang mad.e a detailed study of the ex~
tenfof reading and reasons for interest of comic books by
1. Miriam B. Huber, H. B. Bruner ajnd C. M. Gurry.
Children’s Interest in Poetry . New York: Rajid McNally Co.
1927, p. 104.
2. Huth StTrang. ‘'Why Children Read the Comics."
Elementary School Journal . XLIII, (February, 1945), pp. 356-42.
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children. Interviews were conducted with thirty children in
grades one through tvielve and one hundred fifty written re-
ports from high school and college classes ifere requested.
It was learned tha,t huge figures on sales of comics did not
by any means represent the total circulation of these books as
children were found to frequently extend their purchasing
power by a co-operative exchange system through which each
child buys a book and trades ’with other children. A mother
related that sixteen children came in a period of one day to
trade books with her child.
In her conclusion, Strang states that adults should
advocate modera.tlon rather than abstinence in reading the
comics. Individual children appear to gain rjifferent values
from reading this type of materia.1. If comics serve a useful,
transitory purpose, stimulating an initial interest in reading
and leading to the reading of books which, although 13iey are
of better quality, possess the comic's appe^’l of adventure,
surprise, plot, life-like ohajacters, humor and action,
educators may well utilize this reading material more
effectively in the classroom. If they can turn objections
into a positive program for the Improvement of comics and
utilize the Improved material to good advantage because of its
Interest and appeal to children, they will have made an im-
portant contribution to education. This suggestion would
apply not only to the printed material but also to the art
which the comic-strip artists use at present.
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A rather composite picture of children's opinions
of comic hooks, from a conclusion reached by the panel dis-
cussion group of the Curriculum Class of the Humboldt State
1
Teachers College in Areata, California, of idiich Frost was a
member, is presented herev/ith:
Practically all children read comic books. One-
third of the new copies are bought by parents who
either admit they get them for themselves or pre tid-
ing that they buy them for the children, read them
anyway. Boys who earn their own money buy coimlc
books; they think it is a good investment for a dime.
Exchanges are many. One-third of the parents do not
appear to mind if their children read comics. Some
protest but do not provide other literature.
As a controversial viewpoint concerning the value of
2
comlCB as reading material, Hill expresses the opinion that
the use of manufactured words end distortions serves a needed
purpose in the comics adding pleasure to the reading so that
children enjoy the words Just as adults do. He notes*.
V/e need to be more concerned about the total
effect of the comics on the attitudes and the
ethical concepts of children. Teachers can make
better use of the comics than they do. Comics are
a part of the folk literature of our day and are
'current event' reading in language study. The
ethical significance of the comics is almost im-
measurable. They furnish the best ready-made
material for character training that Is available.
1- Mary E. Frost, *‘Ghildren’ssOpinions of Comic Books,”
Elementary English Review . XX ( Decent) er, 1943), pp. 330-31.
2. George E, Hill. “Word Distortions in Comic Strips.”
Elementary School Journal . XLIII (May, 1943), p. 525.
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Hole of r-ir.dlQ in l>c)uc-\tion
The valuable role of radio as a supplement to the cur-
ricular as well as the extra-curricular program of the modern
school is becoming more apparent to educators. Radio has
become more than just a tool, termed comparable to reference
books, laboratory specimens, pictures and maps as a supple-
mentary device to broaden learning experiences. Radio seems
to be one of the few ‘‘educational** experiences shared in
common by parents and their children. If children can be
made more a.ware of the influence of the more desirable radio
broadcasts, learning would be more enriched in the classroom
as a result.
Seegers^ points out the significance of the influence
of motion pictures on reading, suggesting the value of
capitalizing upon the opportunity to utilize a recreational
procedure educationally. His study concerned an analysis of
uncontrolled undirected reading of books done outside of
school by city school pupils numbering approximately one
thouspJid. Two methods of reporting were used; one concerned
listing of books and the other was that of a reading diary.
Many hundreds of different titles were reported indicating
vjlde variety of reading Interests. He states that substantial
1. Luella Haskins. "Road to Radio.** Education . LXII
,
(March, 1942), pp. 424-26.
2. J. C. Seegers, "Study of Children’s Reading."
Element ~.ry English Review . XIII (November, 1936), pp. 251-54.
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reading material can be made just as annealing as cheap
material
.
l.^p,yA^s
One conclusion concerning the effect of movie
1
attendance on children offered by Forman is that the percentage
of retention of children for what is seen on the movie screen
seems to grow with time and after the lapse of one month or
more many children actually remember more than they did on
the day after the actual seeing of the movie. Some socially
desirable effects of movie attendance may be noted, he states.
The retention of items concerning sports, crime and acts of
violence seem to be rather common; also mental imagery and
conduct appear to be affected by the more dramatic features of
movies as observed by many children.
Interest Factora _iP Heading Material
I 2
ThE purpose of a study conducted by Dunn was to dis-
cover the interest factors in primary reading material.
Ssjnples of reading material were paired in such order that
certain qualities of likeness and difference existed between
1. Henry J. Forman. Our Movie i-iade Children . New York:
MaDffiillan Company, 1933, pp. 273-84.
2. Fannie Dunn. Interest Factors in Primary Heading
Katerial . Contribution to Education, No. 113. New York:
Bureau of Publloations
,
Teachers College, Columbia University,
1921, p. 85.
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each pair of speolmens.
Reports are provided outlining findings noting that
all data were of high Interest value with the exception of
verse samples, which rated low. Elemental qua.llties within
the individual reading ^ecimens determined the interest re-
action, judging from the fact that history content rated
both high and low with different children. Interest value
of surprise outranked that of plot, both qualities being liked
by bo^th sexes. The boys liked animalness, viiereas the girls
preferred childness, familiar experience, less repetition,
and conversation more than did the boys. Dunn states:
Interest offers no obstacle to a varied selection
of primary reading material. The qualities which are
important as factors of Interest may, by skillfuL
authorship, be embodied in almost any class of read-
ing material.
That these five most important qualities of Interest -
surprise, liveliness, animalness, humor and conversation -
were indicative of children's interest in thirty Important
literature selections as judged by experts in the field of
literature is a report tendered by Gates, Peardon and
1
Sartorlous. The aut^iors, however, do not consider that any
one of the five qualities is particularly potent by itself.
The next five qualities, as reported by the investigators,
are plot, nr^rrativeness, poetioalness
,
familiarity and
1. Arthur I. Gates, 0. Peardon and I. Sartorlous. ”Studle«
of Children's Interests in Heading.*’ Elementary School
Journal . XXXI (May, 1931), pp. 656-70.
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repetition; all of these are considered by the authors to
produce but little interest. The next three qualities -
fancifulness, realism and verse form - are reported to be
negligible in the arousal of interest and the quality of
moralizing a means of actual detraction from interest.
Book Selections
In analyzing book selection ?Jid variety of Interests,
1
Zelige, in determining the reading Interests of three hundred
and twenty-five sixth grade children above average in
mentality, in terms of factors of selection of material ?.nd in
analyzing choices and interests evidenced in voluntary reading
offers these conclusions: (l) that ninety-seven per cent of
the children attributed their reasons for book selection to
attractive illustrations; (2) thirty-five per cent to
attractive front covers; and (s) twenty-seven per cent to
favorable size of print.
She further concludes tha.t proper guidance in
developing in children an awareness of good books tends to
develop a taste for good and varied reading content on the
Intermediate grade level, which appreciation would tend to
carry over into the Junior High School period.
She cites as necessary applications of the theory
1. Rose Zeligs. “What Sixth Grade Children are Reading.**
Elementary English HeYiew . XIV, (November, 19S7), pp. 257-62.
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of her investigp.tlon the need of the teacher's ability to be-
come more closely acquainted with the children throup^h their
reading interests and pIso the value of integrating reading
interests with those involved in other school activities.
The summarise ati on of data by Lazar^ concerning that
part of her recent study with children in grades two to eight
which concerned the kinds of books liked, best reveals thfit
:
1. Fiction was more popular than non-fiction
2. Adventure v;as checked most frequently by
the boys and fairy tales by the girls
^
3. The greatest sex differences were found
in the following types of reading material :
Kind of book Bpys
Hank
Girls
Invention 4 10
Science 7 12
Fairy tales 9 1
Home and school 11 6
Poetry 12 7
4. The types of books most frequently men-
tioned by bright pnd average boys were adventure
p.nd history; by dull boys, mystery and history
5. Science and invention were mentioned
by more thran fifty per cent of the bright boys
6. Science was not included in the first
five for average boys
7. Adventure, history and mystery were in-
cluded among the first five reported by all three
ability groups
8. Mystery stories were the first choice of
both boys and girls
1. May Lazar, oo. cit .«
.
pp. 53-54.
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TotpJL first and second choices of types of reading
material of primary children ere reported by Grant and White^
to be those concerning animals, fairy stories, folk lore,
poetry, informational and historical material followed by
children's experiences.
2
Findings by these two authors, Terraan and Lima,
reveal that the lists of books read by boys as compared with
those read by girls varies in the folloifdng respects: boys
are not interested in girls books but girls possess some
interest in boys books.
Effect of Phvsioel Make~uo of Book Upon Its Selection
Score cards were kept of varied items of physical
make-up of books with individualized reasons of children for
preferring; certain books in a study conducted by Bamberger ^
with these resulting conclusions:
1. The physical make-uo of a book does exert
an influence upon book selection
2. Blue, red and yellow were cover color
preferences in order given
3. Internal arrangement of book presented
a major factor of appeal
1. Emma B. Grant and Margaret L. Vdiite. "A Study of
Children's Choices of Reading Materials." Teachers Goller.e
Record . XXVI, (April, 1925), pp. 20-27.
2. Lev/1 8 Termen and Margaret Lima. Chilclr^ * s Reading .
Mew York: D. Appleton and Go., 1926, p. 86.
3. Florence E. Bamberger. Effect of Physical Make-un of
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4. Children preferred fewer lines per page
to pages with many lines
5. Few sex differences were noted, but
girls showed sllgj['itly more interest in artistic
qualities of books than boys
6. V/ith attractive story content, the rel-
ative value of appeal of the physical make-up
of a book was more negligible than otherwise.
Adjusting Books to Children’s Interests
The necessity of studying childroi by various
techniques of observation in reading activities, unsupervised
play, and informal discussions also the use of more formal
methods, such as questionnaires, dlaxies and book withdrawals
1
is stressed by Leary if a teacher would know children and
their general and reading interests.
2
Stroh, from a study of children *s reading Interests
reports that children’s own interests furnish one of the most
Important single guides to the selection of reading
materials.
1. Bernice E. Leary ’’Adjusting Books to Children's
Interests and Abilities.” Recent Trends in Reading. Sunnle -
mentary Education MonogTaDh. Ho. 49. (Compiled and Edited by
William 5. dray ). Shica^ s University of Chicago Press, 1939,
pp. 306-14.
2. K. M. Stroh. Literati.a?e for Grades YU to IX . Contribu-
tions to Education, No. 232. New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926, p.61.
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Selectlong of Reaaing MaterUIfl
1
Huber found that bri^t
,
average and dull pupils
like to read slmilax types of literature and also that rail
levels of Intelligence do possess and use discriminatory
powers. The dull pupils prefer the sensational type of read-
ing to that of familiar experience; however the dull pupils
seem to be fonder of familiar experience than are average and
bright pupils. Subject mavtter and literary qua.llty affect
the dull the least, the average more, and the brigjit most of
all.
Readina Material for Slow Learning Children
Reading material adjusted to reading abilities rand
interests of slow-learning pupils, is not extensive in nature,
2
states Hooke tt. He suggests that material adjusted to read-
ing abilities of slow learners be sufficiently easy for a
satisfactory degree of understanding and appreciation, lest
interest be sacrificed as a result.
In the intermediate grades especially a demand that
the average reading ability be nresent if the children are to
1. Marlon B. Huber, H. B. Bruner, rond C. M. Curry,
Children *s Interests in Poetry . Chapel Hill, N. C., University
of North Carolina Press, 1926, p. 105.
2. John Hockett. **Readlng Interests of Z - Section
Pupils.*’ Slementarv School Journal . XXXVI (September, 1965),
pp. 26-34.
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Reading Inteiiesta gf Juni or High School FupUa
Dominant ending Interests
A study of reading Interests of Junior Hi^ School
1
pupils by Malchow is deserving of mention because It
identifies dominant reading interests. She lists the types
of reading material of greatest interest to boys as:
Stories of animals; Vcariety and number of ad-
ventures; tales of boys a.nd girls who find them-
selves in mischief and trouble; stories which
introduce new places, people and customs; books
about v;ar and fighting; stories about real boys;
episodes of great action; and humorous pranks and
predicaments.
Girls' interests v/ere found by the author to be
as follows:
Stories of mystery; accounts of home life and
family relationships; stories of everyday life or
affairs that are true to life; variety and number
of adventures; tales of boys and girls who find
themselves in mischief and trouble; humorous pre-
dicaments and pranks; books that introduce new
places, people and customs; and accounts of poor
and downtrodden people.
Factor of Interest in Junior High School Heading Material
Measurement made of the relative importance of
interest factors in the reading of approximately four thousand
1. Evangeline C. Malchow. "Reading Interests of Junior
High School Pupils" School Revlev/, XLV (March, 1937),
pp. 176-79.
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Junior high school pupils is reported by Zeller.^ Forty-eight
boohs, eaoh containing the selected eighteen factors of
Interest were rated by eight Judges according to the degree
of eaoh interest factor contained therein. Statistical treat-
ment of the data concerning the relative importance of
interest factors is given; ^’action*’ and ’’humor'* were the tw
factors which apparently exerted an influence on tlrie pupils*
interest in reading. U’hen these two factors of int^est were
combined in predictive equations for interest in reading
materials the author concludes that these interest factors
made a predictive equation as reliable, practically, as one
that is based on more or all of the factors studied.
Findings appear to indicate the importance of in-
vestigating ?md utilizing the factors of Interest of Junior
high school pupils in both the selection of reading materials
and in guidance of reading aotivltlee.
Headin> Interest Patterns
A very interesting and unusual study in the field of
2
reading interest patterns was conducted by Strang. Leading
1. Dale Zeller. Relative I.mpQr,t.an.c.e .of Fac tors of
Interest In Junior High School Readina Materials . Contribution
to Education, No. 841. Mew York: Bureau of Pul lications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1939, p. 109-15.
2. Huth Strang. F^xoloration in ' eadine: Interest P-^tterns .
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1941, p. 104-8.
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hypotheses upon which she based her study concern these
pointsJ
1. The complexity ejad uniqueness of each
personas reading pattern should receive recognition
and appreciation that many individual factors, such
as environment, childhood experiences and instruc-
tion, are involved in the development of the sub-
sequent reading pattern.
2. Certain reading habits, interests and
abilities are frequently associated in definite
patterns which vary greatly with individuals.
3. Certadn persons possess the ability to
comprehend passages that they ha.ve read more
effectively than they can express the author’s
thougtit to others and this difference may be due
to a number of factors.
4. An apparent relation exists between a
person’s interest and enjoyment of an article,
his estimation of its difficulty and his pro-
ficiency in residing it.
5. People read with their experience and
emotions.
6. No one magazine or group of magazines Is
read exclusively by a certain occupational, geo-
graphical, socio-economic age or e^cational group.
This intensive study Is based on findings gained from
interviews with subjects. G-eneral returns indicate that the
individual’s reading pattern possesses a central core, or
radix, which determines to a greater or lesser degree its
nature. Heading seems to be essentially functional.
Through the medium of the ease study method, the
interrelation of many factors, such as accessibility of reading
material, reading level of content, the reader’s predisposi-
tions find quality of observed responses, were studied. The
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focus of the case study being specifically on reading Interests
and responses pertaining thereto and the case workers being
objective in the interviewing procedure, a situation was
produced whereby little introspective data were obtained
from the subjects of the study.
An effort was made to trace the relationships among
interest determinants. Quantitative deteils followed by
narrative account usually included features such as:
1. Dominant characteristics of silent residing
as related to the subject’s predispositions
8. Accessibility of reading materials
3, Kind and amount of reading done
4* Reading interests
5. Summary of important points.
General results of case studies showed uniqueness of
Individual reading patterns and the influence of a dominant
interest. One of the most Important contributions the study
makes is that of the methodology used in interviewing subjects.
Heading Interests Tests
A..CQiiinarative Study of GhUdren’a Reading Int^ eats
An analysis of the responses of approximately three
thousand children to a reading interest questionnaire based
on fictitious annotated titles and reported by
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Thorndike Indicates the follovdng general conclusions
J
1. Within the same sex, the interest patterns'
of groups differing by several years in age by as
much as thirty points in average IQ show a sub-
stantial positive correlation,
2. In their pattei*n of reported reading
interests, bright children (median IQ about one
hundred twenty- three) are most like a group of
mentally slov/er children (median IQ about ninety-
two) v/ho are tx^ or three years older than they - are.
5, Sex is conspicuously more important than
age or intelligence as a determiner of reported
interest patterns, at least within the range of
age and ability here studied.
4, The acceleration of interest in bright
children does not seem to be entirely, or even
predominantly, a scholarly or bookish precocity.
Syaluation of the Helative A'OueeX of Various heading
2
The investigation conducted by Lyons notes reactions
of ^approximately three hundred children to various types of
activities selected In executing certain rea.dlng assignments
and evpj.uates the degree of interest resulting from choices
I
made by children after they had compared and weighed the
assignments for interest value.
1. Robert L. Thorndike. A Oomparative Study of ChiMren »
s
Reading Interests . (Based on a Fictitious Annotated Title
Questionnaire ) . New York: Bureau of Publications, Teac'ners
College, Columbia University, 1941, pp. 25-S6.
2. Catherine Lyons. “An Evaluation of the Relative
Appeal of Reading Assignments.*’ Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, 1943.
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Activities classified to these categories were employed
in the investigation; communicative, constructional, ej:plora-
tory, dramatic and artistic. Assignments in science, social
studies, language and literature, music and art, vocational
Interests and Interests in sports and hobbles were utilized
in the construction of tests. Order of preference for reading
assignments which are allied to various activities, differences
in interests between children in progressive and conservative
schools, sex differences Indicative of children's preferences
for reading assignments, and preference for activities in
related order are analyzed and conclusions presented as
follows:
1. Order of preference for assignments tested
was: first, excursion; second, no activity; third,
constructing; fourth, entertaining; fifth, talking;
and sixth, writing.
2. Progressive school children preferred assign-
ments which involved talking.
3. Writing assignments were preferred more by
girls than by boys
.
4. Construction activities were preferred more
by good readers than by poor readers.
5. Mo differences of importance e'^lsted between
bri^it and dull children for the various reading
activities,
6. Assignments Involving writing were most
popular when rated with asslgnmarits involving
talking and assignments v;lthout activity of all
the combinations of reading situations being allied
to the various activities.
7. Individual differences in preferences for
the various- activities were evident.
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Summary
Various opinions, of both agreement and those of a
conflicting nature, have been noted In reviewing articles of
related research. Eacdi axtlcle has made its ovm Individual
contribution to the total review. Some outstanding trends of
thinking remain with the reader as a result; It Is
appreciated that each investigation was conducted in its own
particular school situation; and the general trends of find-
ings are the ones most valuable to record.
i/F'actors of sex, grade, age and Intelligence are im-
portant In both the kind and amount of reading done. The
socio-economic status of the home, in relation to the
ava.llablllty of reading material in the home, affects both the
quality and quantity of reading done. A wide range of
reading interests tends to develop during the years of fifth
and sixth grades in school, with special interests in ad-
venture, mystery and action. The comics hold attraction for
children. Suggestions for refining and utilizing this medium
of reading was made. The influence of radio, movies and
other out-of-school activities on reading interests was
commented upon by several investigators. In some instances,
recreational reading featured interest in informational
materials. \/
That girls read boys' books vdth more interest and
pleasure than boys read girls' books was noted. Voluntaxy
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reading was found to be more actively participated In by girls
than boys. The possibility of studying grade trends of
Interest In hobbles over a continuous period of time to deter-
mine fluctuation In interest was noted by one Investigator.
' More use of magazines in the schoolroom w'as mentioned,
especially Juvenile magazines suited to the special
Interests of the readers. The need of provision of very
varied magazine content vras stressed. That teachers should
first know children and then books, in an effective program
of reading instruction plus guidance in extensive reading,
is the keynote of the thinking of numerous vrrIters.
The adjustment of materials of reading to individual
differences in reading interests v/as an important trend of
thinking noted.
A particularly interesting investigation, featuring
determination of reading interest patterns seemed to open up
possibilities for much further study of this type.
V/orthy of note is the fact that in the various re-
lated research background as presented only two persons have
attoapted to construct an objective group test for administra-
tion find use in analyzing reading interests.
Avenues of thinking, in turns of further research,
are opened up by noting what has been done previously in in-
vestigating various phases of reading interests. Interesting
and informational as past investigations iiave been, objective
measures for determining such features as the extent end
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variety, the stability or fluctuation, and the depth sjid
intensity of reading interests might well receive more
attention in the future. Rather than providing generalizations
>
more specific informp:tion concerning individual differences
in preference would he basic in analyzing reading interests.
Techniques of measurement which can be refined to a degree
that maltes them produce reasonably valid and reliable results
would be both useful and practical. In severa.1 instances in
reviewing articles of related research, the preceding ob-
servations have been either directly or indirectly suggested,
A more thorough study needs to be made of appreciation or
development of taste. To be able to analyze more effectively
this trend in children of the upper Intermediate grades would
provide instructors with a better basis of Judgment, both in
instructional techniques and in selections of material on
the Junior high school level ^ere refinement of reading
tastes is presumably a characteristic feature.
The educational implications of related research with
the present study may be considered those noted in the
preceding paragraph.
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CHAPTE21 III
BEADim AND Ri;ADlNG INT£E£STS
Introduction
The pxirpose of this chapter Is to bring together from
various sources authoritative statements concerning reading
and reading interests. Quoted sections will appear as it is
considered that that medium of ejqjression is the best to
adopt in order to convey the original interpretation of
comments. Transitional statements and implications with the
present study will be made, as necessany. Conflicting
opinions of authorities, some seemingly irrelevant but
genuinely pertinent, informational material and inevitable
repetitions of trends of thinking are offered at their own
value as a conceptual background, and an aid in the orienta-
tion of the reader to the thesis in its entirety,
De£lnlSi,0.ns
, Qt HegO^l^ng
1
Strang offers the following definition of the term,
1, Ruth Strang, Problems in the Importance of Reading in
Hirrh School and Golle've , L-nc aster. Pa. Science Press Print
Company, 1938, p, 35.

reading:
In Its Anglo-Saxon derivation, 'to read* means to
make use of 'raed' (advice or counsel). When speech
came to be recorded in writing 'to read' came to mean
to get the wise counsel, thought or interpretation
of the person whose speech had been put into written
form. Thus, reading in its original me<aning is not
only a thinking process Involving language but also a
personal application of the ideas gained from written
communication.
Another definition of reading, as alven by Broom,
1
et al is presented herewith:
Reading is a tool of the acquisitive mind; it
is the vehicle for obtaining ideas that cannot be
transmitted verbally. The individual v;ho reads well
has at his command a means of widening his moital
horizons and for multiplying his opportunities for
experience. Reading is a crucial factor affecting
individual and emotional growth.
lliat Joy in reading is born of freedom of comprehension
of a printed passage containing material of importance in
the experience of the reader is the opinion of Gates, Jerslld,
2
McConnell and Challman; they say:
Hea,dlng is very much more than a re-
statement of experience. It is the active use of
experience In oonstruotlng a new organization of
ideas or in solving a problem.
1. Maude E, Broom, M. A. Duncan, D. Smig and J.Steuber.
Effective Reading. Instruction in the Klemaitarv School . New
York:MoGraw-H3.11 Book Co., 194^?, p. 1.
2. Arthur I. Gates, Arthur T. Jerslld, T. R. McConnell
and Robert C. Challman, Eduoat ional P s vcholog'y . New York:
Macmillan Co., 1942, p. 435.
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Sl^jDimcanoe of Her,aiiig
The significance of reading In modern social life Is
described by McKee^ as that of serving as a means through
which one may enrich and exteM his experiences, offering un-
limited possibilities in this field. The widening of the
range of observation and thoug:hts, the improved ability to
participate in the affairs of men and the awakening of many
caried interests .are other considerations of note.
Specific applications made by the author concern
J
1. The development of vicarious interests in
science and history follovjcd throu^ the medium of
reading.
2. The enjoyment of poetry and drama, partially
and conveniently realized by reading.
3. The appreciation of the wealth of short
stories and books of fiction available for the per-
son who possesses the tools of reading.
4. The cultural pursuits afforded by music and
art.
5. The initiation and development of various
hobbies.
The process of learning to read is from symbol to the
symbol of the meaning. The meaning v;hlch one reads out of a
1. McKee, Paul. The Te.-phint- of Heading: and Literature
in the Elementary School . Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company,
1934, pp. 17-13.
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v/ord Is quite different from thp.t gained vAien the visual symbol
was first read. The print directs the reader to reconstruct
and recombine his own familiar experiences in such a manner
as to cause nevi vicarious experiences. Each individual has
his own unique experiences, comprehension of such experiences,
therefore the meanings which he will derive from visual
perception rand recognition will differ greatly from those of
another person.
Alma and Pbieotiyes of Heading Instruotian
The love for and a permanent interest in good reading
is one of the most Important objectives of elementary educa,-
tion, therefore too much emphasis cannot be placed upon it.
Reading may rightly be considered .an all-school function,
but specific skills must be developed by specially trained
teachers.
That reading instruction be determined by pupil
interests and experience is a theory opnosed by many in-
dividuals who feel that children's interests, not being
synonymous with their needs, are not sufficiently reliable for
providing a defensible basis for planning a program of in-
struction. To appreciate children's individual differoioes
in interests and ability and to utilize them in an instruc-
tional program based rather largely on actual needs in so fsT
as available scientific procedures are able to determine them.
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should be a sensible method of procedure In elementary school
reading.
The opinion of
1
Crrry at this point is worthy of note:
The ultimate end of instruction in reading is
to enable the reader to participate Intellectually
in the thought life of the world and appreciatively
in its recreational activities.
Individual Differences in Reading
At the Fifth Annual Conference on Reading at the
University of Chicago held on June 24 to June 27, 1942, the
central theme was ‘’Cooperative Effort in Schools to Improve
Heading.” One aspect of this central theme was the principle
2
of provision for individual differences. Tyler, in a report,
says;
The most effective learning e3q>erience6 are
always individualized. This principle suggests
a challenge to teachers in that they must provide
for and cater to the individual differences of
children
•
Twelve years of experimentation in the Winnetka,
Illinois, public schools by Washburn as super intmdent of
1. V?iiiiam S. Gray. “Essential Objectives of Instruction
in Heading.*’ Gh. II in William S. Gray, et al, “The Teaching
of Reading: a Second Reoort
,
” T^Arenty~Fourth Yearbook. Part I_
oX the National Society for the Study of Education: Blooming-
ton: Public School 1?ublishing Co., 1925, p. 9.
2. Ralph W. Tyler. “Educationfil Mews and Editorial
Comment,” Elementf^ry School Journal . XLIII, (September, 1942),
pp. 9-10,
3 . C a,r1e to n Washbum e . ad.lustinfc the School to the Ghilr ,
Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book Co., 1932, o, 1S2,
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schools, brou^t into development and use many effective
methods of individualized instruction. In support and ex-
planation of theories of and provisions for individual
differences, ’»%shburne states the following: views:
It is right to adjust our school work to the
individual differences of children. It is right
to bring out each child's individual interests
and abilities. It Is rl^t to help children to
inner emotional adjustment. It is rl^t to
develop the children's sooial-mindedness . Our
means to these ends are imperfect. But If the
parents see clearly our goals and are convinced
of our open-minded earnestness of effort to per-
fect our xirays of reaching them, we can count on
a reasonable degree of tolerance toward our
failures and on the cooperation and support of
the community to help us toward ever increasing
success.
Discussing individual differences and their implloa-
1
tlons with respect to instruction in reading, Durrell states:
Children of the same age differ greatly in
their abilities, habits and interests in read-
ing.... The range of individual differences in
reading v;lll increcase rather than diminish under
an excellent, instructional program. Children
v:ith superior mentral endo’,fment are capable of
achieving high levels of ability and of pursuing
a wide vpTiety of interests in reading while
children with Inferior ability are ordinarily
limited to lower achievements and a narrower range
of interests even under the best conditions. While
a certain uniformity of interests within a learning
£Toup Is desirable for developing social under-
standings the infinite variety of things to be
learned, at rjiy school level makes it important
that differences In interests should be encouraged,
to the end that the classroom may be enriched by the
1, Donald D, Durrell. "Individual Differences and Their
Implications ^’^Ith Reference to Instruction In Reading."
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the I'bation^g Society for the Study
of Education. Part I. Bloomington: Public School Publishing
Co
.
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contributions of various members. Individualization
in interests and abilities \^en properly utilized
enhances the degree of socialization in the class-
room.
That children of the same age differ greatly in their
abilities, habits and interests in reading is an observation
1
made by Durrell.
He lists, among other causes of individual differ-
ences in reading achievement, the factor of response to
motivation. Further comments include the follo^A’ing state-
ments:
Recent studies of children’s interests Indicate
tha.t, -while there is some uniformity of interests
among children at different age levels, there are
many differences in interests at each grade level.
The de^ippee of a child’s interest in stories of
dogs, airplanes, fairies or inventions, depends
partly on' the types of previous experiences and
the competing interests which he possesses. An ad-
justment of the reading material to the child's
interests will make for success while lack of ad-
justment will make for failure. This does not mean,
however, that children have no interest in common.
Practically all children are Interested in aulmals,
circuses and numberless familiar topics. But with-
in each field wide variations in interests appear.
Success in reading depends in considerable measure
)
on skillful adjustment to the pupil’s vital
interests and purpose.
Adjustment of reading to the interests of the learner
indicates the need of the complete individualization of the
2
matter, comments Cole. As she has aptly expressed it, ”For
research purposes Billy may be generalized; for teaching
purposes he must be individualized.*’
Ibid .
.
p. 5^.
2. Luella Cole. The Improvement of Reading . New York:
Farrar and Rinehard, 1938,pp. 300-5.
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It is the impression of the author tiiat not much
help will be made available by giving tests of reading
Interests because of the immaturity of ability to Judge what
is of genuine interest to the children exists. She suggests
informal methods of procedure such as the number and types
of reading materials that are necessary. The children, then,
should be permitted and encouraged to try many varieties of
reading material such as books, magazines, cartoons, and
newspapers. The avoidance of providing children only 'H^rorth-
while” or classic books should be avoided because of the
possibility that a dislike may be inculcated thereby if the
child does not enjoy such reading.
If the available range of material provided for
reading is too meager it will be difficult to ascertain wh,at
the children’s real Interests are.
With individualization of reading instruction, vjhich
is possible if provision of reading material is suited to
the children’s level of ability and interest is correctly
handled, a greater amount of actual reading will probably
be engaged in, with greater interest and profit than i-^ould
otherwise be possible. Better techniques of and reasons for
selection and subsequent improved quality of taste for varied,
profitable and enjoyable reading on the part of the children
should be the results of this individualized program.
To summarize her contentions, the author reviews her
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ideas of successful adaptation of reading to the interests of
children as:
1. ‘Use all conceivable kinds of materials,
regardless of their literary merit
2 . Treat each child as an individual
3. Don’t expect all pupils to like ’good’
books from their first day in school.
The amount and type of guidance needed by children
depends upon individual differences in Interests tastes,
1
native ability and work habits, comments Colburn. She con-
siders that the aim of individual guidance is to foster a
greater degree of enjoyment in reading and also that develop-
ment of enjoyment and appreciation are manifested by broaden-
ing of reading interests, keener discrimination in book
selection, a greater refinement of taste for better literature,
the desire to own more books and a more desirable attitude
tov/ard books and reading in general.
In his discussion of some of the uses of an extensive
2
reading program Billet notes these features:
1. Kvangeline Colburn. Books and Library Reaclin£ for
Pupils of the Intermediate Grrades . Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1939, pp. 12-20.
2. Roy 0. Billet. Foundations of Secondary School Teachingr .
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940, p. 205.
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A progrem that Is limited to intensive reading
not only exerts an undesirable Influence on the
educative growth of the pupils but it also acts
as a soporific on the teacher. Throu^ constant
repetition he learns a few selections forward and
backward; at each point where the author needs inter-
pretation the appropriate comments rise almost
reflcxly out of the depths of the unconscious. Under
such conditions teaching becomes alarmingly like
certain reflex functions governed by the spinal cord,
medulla oblongata and cerebellum. Under a program
of extensive reading the teacher himself keeps grow-
ing. In Hie search for an abundance of materials,
suited to the aptitudes, abilities, interests, alms
and needs of his pupils, he becomes constantly
better Informed concerning good literature, old and
new, suited to the experiential levels of his pupils
.and likely to be used in promoting their educative
^Tovjth along desirable lines. He is constantly
stimulated to thouf'.ht and new endeavor. Moreover,
when pupils no longer move in the conventionalized
grooves carved by an Intensive reading program, the
problem of guidance cand direction of their reading
experiences becomes real and insists on solution.
A situation vdiloh calls for a new or difficult reading
skill provides in Itself the best of motivation, states
Goodykoontz.^ She contends that as the purpose for reading
is real no artificial stimulation is required; with materials
at hand, there is no need to hunt for suitable selections.”
r
Further viewpoints held are that the general point of view
V
has long been accented that instruction is '’on-the-soot
”
reading has strength. She notes however tha.t there is
evidence to indicate that effective residing guidance is be-
ing provided more and more in all phases of the curriculum
1. Bess Goodykoontz. ”Relation of Reading to the School
Currlciilum.** Recent Trends in Reading : Supplement .^^ry F^ucatlon
Monographs. No. 49. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1939, p, 10.
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and not in a sepaTate reading period only.
One thing to note in considering the place of reading
in the modern school educational curriculum, ’^/feioh emphasizes
the selection of units of work close to the needs and in-
terests of children is that v^en reading impresses then as
individuals it opens up numerous new lines of inquiry and
invites an increasing amount of lndepend.ent reading, it is
1
then considered valuable by the pupil, states Goodykoontz.
The personalized effects of reading guidance is
2
considered a reading problem by Gray. He states}
Any concept of reading that falls to include an
inquiring attltud.e, a clear recognition of purpose,
orderly reflection and critical evaluation is in-
adequate today ....
The guidance provided in reading should attain
still other objectives. If pupils are to be aided
through reading in acquiring adequate power of
self-direction and ability to solve personal and
social problems.... Inherent in this discussion is
the assumption that reading modifies personality.
As pupils apprehend clearly. Interpret bro-adly and
apply wisely, they acquire new understandings,
broader Interests and deeper appreciations. Thus
personality is continually modified and enriched
thr0ugh r eading
.
The most patent force in directing children’s reading
is that of the teacher. It is a rare teacher who does not
Impose his own taste upon the pupils to the exclusion of
!• J^bid .
.
pp. 12-13.
2. William S. Gray. ’’The Mature of Reading Problems in
General Education.*’ Recent Trends in Heading ; Supplementary
Education Monographs, No. 49. New York; University of
Chicago Press, November, 1939, p. 8.
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everything else, note Center and Persons. Specialization
on the part of the teacher in a very "broad and varied
program of reading is inferred as her finest preparation for
her responsibility In guiding chlldrm in their leisure read-
ing pursuits.
The estimation of development of changes in Interests
and attitudes concerning leisure reading- may be termed an
open situation possessing many inherent possibilities. If
these possibilities are met adequately by the teacher whose
opportunity and privilege it is to direct leisure reading
pursuits of children she sliall have met a challenge of great
importance in present-day education.
Broening's interpretation of the role of the
teacher in reading is that of opening the eyes of boys and
girls in order that in books they may find not only facts but
vivid realizations of actions, emotions, and ideas x^rhioh will
satisfy in p,art the yearnings of youth to e^tperienoe all of
life, to attain occupational success, liappy home life,
recreational refreshment and r^lef from emotional drives for
social approval
.
1. Stella Center and Gladys Persons. Teachinp High
School Students to Read . New York: D. Apoleton-Gentury Co.,
1937, pp. 92-100.
2. Angela Broening. ’*Role of the Teacher in Reading.**
(Baltimore Bulletin of Education). ElementaTV School Journal .
Vol. XLI (April, 1941), p. 105.
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It is essential, according to Gray, for a teacher to
possess a knowledge of the reading interests of children for
use in establishing permanent correct habits of Independent
reading. His general conclusions are as follows:
Children rea.d vjldely when stimulating opportunities
are provided; interests of punils at the same grade or
mental level differ notably; and that reading interests
may be cultivated or redirected throu^ proper
guidance.
Promotion and Utilization of Keadinp: Interests
An Inventory of the total motivation progr.am of read-
ing guidance, both general and personal, frecuently needs to
be made; followed by an evaluation program in the li^t of
2
these criteria suggested by Leary the problem of the promo-
tion of reading interests sliould be clarified by answering
such questions as the following:
1. Does the program center in children rather
than in books?
2. Does it aim toward depth rjid breadth of
experience?
3. Does It provide for v^holesome enjoyment
of books?
4. Is it based on a sound understanding of
child growth?
1. 'llliam S. Gray. '’Reading.” Review of Educational
Hesearch . Vol II (December, 193?T, p. 501.
2. Bernice E. Leary. "Classroom Procedures That Promote
Reading Interests and Tastes.” (Supplementary Education
Monographs : ) Adi us,ting Re,adlng Programs to Individuals . No. 52.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, (October, 1941),
pp. 229-235.
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5, Does it take account of Individual
interests and needs?
6, Does It recognize the importance of a
comfortable reading environment?
7, Does it lead to a finer deeper love of
better books?
A basic aim of education at all levels is the stimula-
tion of Interest in, and the development of habits of leisure
1
reading, asserts Gray. He notes that one of the major
handicaps in the attainment of this aim in many schools is
the lack of an adequate supply of interesting reading material
adapted to the reading level and ability of the reader; this
situation may be due, to the necessary expense involved in
the purchase of varied and enriched reading materials.
The importance of increasing interest in reading
through the medium of methods designated to increase the
ability to read Is of great importance, according to
2
Thorndike. Further views follow:
It is safest to first make sure of actual in-
terest in reading - to establish the tendency to
look upon the printed page as a source of enjoy-
ment, f’nd second, to maintain it continually by
providing reading which the child finds worthv/hile.
Within this range the school may favor reading which
it thinks worthwhile. In this connection it should
be noted that children do not dislike good writing
because it is v/ell-i;jrltten or because it has valid
characterization or brilliant imagination, or in-
1. William 3. Gray. “Role of Rea.dlng in A Democracy.”
Elementary School Journal . XLI, (April, 1941), p. 568.
2 . Edvja.rd L. Thorndike. Improving: The Ability To Re-^d .
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935, pp. 18-19.
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genlous description. When they dislike it the re?ison
is that they cannot understand it or do not care
about its topics. Books do not have to be bad litera-
ture; but the vocabulary and sentence structure must
not thwart comprehension of what the book tells and
that must be something that the pupil c?res to be
told.
But the chief training in reading should be by
wide reading of material that can be read with ease;
and one of the best tests of school achievement is
found in what a pupil does read of his ovm free will.
' They cajn be useful as adjuncts to the study of
literature, but it is easy to misuse them under this
cairn
.
At the intermediate grade level Gray^ contends that
motives for reading should be developed which will stimulate
intensive study of the meaning and significance of material
read. The children should Integrate what they read with what
they have read in previous learnings so that new insights
may develop. One function of guidance, he continues, is that
the children be trcained carefully to gain ability to apply
successfully ldea.s gained in reading.
2
Cole summajTlzes dynajnio motives for reading in the
follovjlng manner. A survey of children's Interests and
activities outside of school during the elementary school
period yielded the information that children engage in varied,
active and lnitia,tive gajnes and sports. Usually some degree
of competitive spirit is displayed, also some beginning of
social organization in the ?my of "gangs" or childhood grouping* .
1. William S. Gray ."Education of the Gifted Child: With
Special Reference to Reading." Elementary School Journal .
XLII. (June. 1942), p, 744.
2. Luella Cole, oo. olt .
.
pp. 53-55.
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Movies are attended; -certain types of books are read; adTiira-
tion and imitation of certain types of people are developed
and playing with and oaring for animals is rather universally
enjoyed. Interests in certain active or dr^-matic types of
vocations - engineers, aviators, cowboys, policemen, firemen,
nurses, teachers, explorers, etc., - develop. The reading
process can be connected with these various interests chiefly
through the nature of the reading material which is employed.
Certain special Interests ma,y operate to increase or decrease
reading in cases of individual children. For example, a boy
who enjoys spending all his spare time in building things
and tinkering with ffieohfinlca.1 devices, can easily be led into
reading biographies of inventors, directions for making
articles or reading stories about youthful mechanics. His
interests may act quite as strongly in preventing him from
reading material of a fanciful nature, when factual and
scientific content satisfies his genuine reading interests.
Many and varied environmental opportunities and
demands are important in the development of reading Interests.
Cates, Jersild, McConnell and Challraan^ comment favorably
upon the relating of sohoolv;ork to the Interests and needs
of children but urge teachers to remonber that it is as im-
portant to stimulate new and productive interests as It is to
1, Arthur I. Cates, Arthur T. Jersild, T. B. . McConnell
and Robert G, Challman, Kduoational Psychology . New York:
Macmillan Co., 1942, pp. 296-97.
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As varied tnetliods of stimulating reading Interests
1
In library books, with unobstruslve direction, Fargo
suggests such procedures as hravlng a book circus, desert
island list, storybook ball, airplane flight, treasure hunt,
pupil recommendation, book corner, book parade, book ladder
and a reading thermometer. She stresses the need and value
of personal suggestion lists with good quality of material
as an important feature of a library-reading guidance oregrain.
2
Morgan v/rltes, concerning the matter of the
establishment of reading tastes:
In the effort to establish taste, force is a
failure. TavSte is born of freedom and Joy. We
must associate pleasures v/lth the thing that we
desire and like. We must follow the gleam. We
must allow for subtle differences in likes and
dislikes. Each must begin with what he under-
stands and feel his way toward the better values.
Wise school librarians understand this. They
surround children with tempting things to read*
They have few requirements and not too much advice,
but they can lau^ with children over the personali-
ties and the adventures which come from the pages
of books. This spirit of the librarian, this com-
panionship with the select company of letters,
this ability to lead the child' to feel »=t home in
the magic world of print is a rare gift worth
8 e.arching for*
More economical learning is facilitated in the case of
utllizat 1 ''n of interests. However, in the opinion of Witty
1. Luclle T. Fargo. Activity Book for School Libraries .
Chicago: American Librany Association, 1938, p. 44.
2. Joy E. Morgan. Elem^t^-rv School Librariegi TwpXfth
Yearbook . Washington*. Department of Elementary School
Principals. Elementary School Principals* Association, 1933,
pp . 144-45
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and Kopel^ several questions axlse concerning the effect upon
the functioning of a planned school curriculum:
1. Does not the use of children’s Interests
disrupt the t 3Tpical school organization?
2. Is it possible for teachers engaged in
mass education to utilize children’s individual
interests?
5. Are these interests sufficiently stable
or vjorthwhlle to justify their expression during
school hours?
4. Does use of Interests lead to abolition of
a planned curriculum?
5. To v/hat extent should children’s expressed
interests be permitted to modify the curriculum?
6. How can the Immature interests of poor
readers be used In motivating good reading?
Children’s reading Interests alone should not be con-
sidered an adequate substitute or basis for an organized
curriculum, in reading. Hoviever, the authors contend,
alterations will be needed and advisable in the curriculum
if adequate provision for and utilization of children’s
reading interests are considered.
That Interests play an important role as a basis for
the selection of reading material is the thought advanced by
1. Paul Witty and David Kopel . Heading and the Educative
Process . Boston*. G-lnn and Company, 1959, p, C7.
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1
Lewerenz. He suggests the use of Interest inventories to
determine what children *s hobbles, free-tlme activities,
movies, radio programs and best-liked school subjects are.
Ke points out that a knowledge of six fields of interest;
aesthetic, commercial, medaanioal, natural, scientific and
social, provide teachers opportunities for direction in
reading guidance by suggesting for them possibilities in
free reading.
The factors of accessibility, readability and subject
o
interest in reading material are discussed by Waples. He
contends that on a desert Island an individual would read a
telephone book if he happened to possess one, as an example,
of the factor of accessibility; also he states that the
evidence seems to be that frequently material is read that is
not particularly appealing, but h^^pens to be the most
available material. Incentives for reading triumph over
inhibitions and it is genuinely difficult to know exacHy
why ar Individual reads what he does read, in his opinion.
The factor of reada.bility is discussed by Bryson in
terms of the appeal of reading to the child. He observes that
at first sight it might seem that a child would understand
1. Alfred S. Lev/erenz, “Selection of Reading Materials
by PuDil Ability and Interest.” Elementary English Review.
(April, 1939), pp. 151-56.
2. Dousrlas Naples. Wha.t Reading: Does to People.pn .50-61.
3. Lyman Bryson in Gray, Willipm S. and Leary, Bernice E,
Mhat G 'k cs a Bppk Kqq^able, Chicago: Chicago University Press,
1935, p. 401.
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what he reads although he has no interest in reading it, but
further states that a positive correlation betv;een a desire to
read something and the capacity to really understand and
appreciate it exists. Unskilled readers frequently omit the
reading of certain sections difficult and time-consuming be-
cause Interest in the material as a whole carries them along.
Even as an adult interested in trade processes with their
technical explanations will appreciate information supplied,
a child vjill persist in recading to his o\m personal satisfac-
tion reading material which he finds of dynamic interest and
value to him. To present a satisfactory degree of readability
to an individual, the factor of appeal must be present.
Qlassroom Libraries
That a good olasaroom library prograjn makes good
library practice a part of classroom procedure is a natural
outgrowth of the increased emphasis on provision for in-
dividual educational needs of children. The availability of
pertinent material which suits the needs and interests of
children v;hose privilege it is to enjoy those library
facilities is necessary for an extensive reading program.
1
The authors, Roberts and Martin, state that reading direction
1. Holland H. Roberts and Laura K, Martin. "Classroom
Libraries in the School Llbraj’y Program." Education . XLI,
(September, 1940), pp. 42-46.
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has rlifays been part of library service but generally few
librarians can emphatically and correctly state that they
keep in touch udth childr^’s g^uine interests and prefer-
ences. They suggest' the importance of the advantage possessed
by the classroom teacher for opportunities of effective
reading guidance in cooperation with the school librarian.
1
Smith lists three kinds of Interest which books
hold for children;
1. They evoke memories of his ovm everyday
experiences, heightened and Interpreted by the
child • s imaglnation.
2. They help him to enter into imaginary ex-
periences in line v;lth his hopes ar^l his desires.
3. Books furnish him an opportunity for pro-
jecting himself into new and fuller ranges of
thought and feeling.
EvaI.u^tlon _Qf Heading Material a and Reading Prograoi
The most valuable criticisms of reading material of
course come fix>m the personal reaction of the child, having
completed the initial or second reading of the material. The
two most definite and valuable requirements for maJclng
criticisms are very careful reading and honest, objective
appreciation by the individual concerned. Proper reading
guidance should develop in the child the ability to Judge the
1. Dora V. Smith. ’’Stimulating Interest and Appreciation
Through Reading,” i^lement arv. .English Hey lew . XVI II* (May,
1940), pp. 171-175.
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value of reading increasingly, effectively with his progress
in school grades.
Guidance concerning understanding and appreciation
of the items listed, in terms of reading material of
particular interest to the child, should help him to clarify
in his own mind the problem of adequate satisfaction of his
reading interests.
1. Do some characters arouse my interest because
of being different from people v/hom X knov/, and others
beoa.use of likeness to ray friends t
2, why are certain characters interesting to me?
Z, V/hfi.t new information do I possess as a result
of reading this book?
4. Have my reading Interests been broadened as
a result of this reading?
5. What particular school subject is allied with
general information secured?
6. Do my ideas of conduct correspond with those
held by characters in the book?
V. Did the author make clear his definite ideas
v/hioh he v^lshed me to appreciate?
8. Which part of the book presented humorous
situations?
9. Which experiences have I actually relived v;ith
ch^aracters?
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10. Were my feelings of Joy or pity aroused?
11. Did the author lead me into a better under-
standing of my own personal problems by a description
of the problems of children in the book!
12. Can I explain v/hy certain sections are un-
interesting?
13. How has the reading of the book influenced
my thinking?
14. If recommending the book to a friend how
can I discuss its main points v/lthout disclosing
too much of its information?
15. Would I enjoy a rereading of the book?
Six of the nine questions listed in the New York
Regent’s Inquiry concerning the English prograju and noted by
Smlth^ are!
1’. To what extent does the English Program
guide pupils in the lis.bit of association with
good books adapted to their interests and needs?
2. How far does it develop in pupils such
-
^
staindards of appreciation and taste in the direc-
tion of their own reading as are exercised by
intelligent adults of average culture or better?
3. To v;hat extent does the program recognize
the normal areas of reading Interest pjsong in-
telligent young people and adults?
4. k'hat provision is there in the program! for
individual recreational reading under expert guidance?
1. Dora V, Smith. ‘’Reading - A Moot Question.” Chica^^:
American Library Association Bulletin . Ill, (December, 1958),
D. 1057.
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5, What means Is used to differentiate in
the program in terms of individual needs and
Interests?
6* yihsit responsibility does the school assume
for guiding pupils in attendance at motion pictures
or in listening to programs over the radio?
These questions ral^t well be considered in terms of
the la.nguage a^ts program of the elementary school as well,
^^hlch is assumed to build an acceptable foundation upon which
the high school educational program rests*
Summary
G-eneral unanimity of oolnion appears to be present
in the available literature on childroi *s reading Interests
by specialists in the field and by other authorities,
according to the study made of such material, on several
important points.
A summary of these considerations, as interpreted by
the writer, embraces these specific viewpoints:
1. Relatedness of daily life e>'periences to
voluntary extensive reading stimulated by those
experiences
•
2. Possibilities of utilization of knowledge
gained by analysis of individual difference in
respect to reading interests in more eoonomlcsl
learning situations In less-rigid reading pro grams.
3. Value of a greater or lesser degree of ’uniformity
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of reading interests within a specified group iirithout
sacrifice of individualisation of prevailing interests.
4. The need of planned guidance In reading as a
fund-^mental concern of educators if refinement of
reading tastes is to occur in the formative yesTS
and continue to develop throughout life.
5, The relative importance of the placement
of reading in respect to other subjects in the
school curriculum and as a means of acquiring
Intellectua.l background necessary for the success-
ful carrying-on of other school subjects involving
reading.
.
6. The availability, readability and vitality
of varied reading materials as factors related
to the Individual’s opportunities to examination
of his own reading preferences in reject to his
purposes in reading.
7. The development of a more refined and
effective reading program in order that a marked
educational outcome will be the voluntary use of
reading for personal -social development both in
school and as a leisure- time activity outside of
school
.
8. The development of inherent satisfactions
concomraitant with appreciation of the value of
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reading whlcsh serves a functional purpose In basic
education and enrichment in the experimces of an
Individual.
In relation to this study In general, it might be
stated that some of these specific points may be aided in
development in an intermediate grade program of reading
instruction where reading interests are measured and
returns obtained utilized in providing for individual
interests of children.

CHAPTER IV
INTEREST AND INTEREST MEASUREMENT
Introcluotlon
The purpose of this olx«pter is to attempt to provide
a brief psychological background of Information concerning
interest and interest measurement.
By means of detailed descriptions of a few
standardized interests inventories whicdi are used currently,
techniques of measurement and other important trends may be
noted. As some of the features of test construction in
several of the proposed battery of reading interests tests
of this study feature duplication or modification of the
measurement tediniques of these interest inventories, the in
elusion of this section is justified.
A discussion of both Informal and more formal pro-
cedures of raeasur*ement of children's re-^ding interests will
also be presented, with emphasis on two particular recent
investigations.
Definitions of Interest
In his treatment of the topic of Interest,
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Davis defines the term in this manner:
Interest is an emotional attitude tov/ards a
stimulus which produces a desire for a continua-
tion of attention toward that stimulus. Interest
plays a significant part in the selection of
stimuli to which attention Is given; although
attention aiay be forced when interest is absent;
the greater the interest, the less the effort
necessary for directing attention. Interest
determines which stimuli shall enter the focus
of consciousness and the duration of such fooaliza-
tion. It is the unifying element in attention
v/hich builds up associations, detemlnes sequences
and selects their order of importance.
2
Dewey offers this definition of Interest:
An Interest is primarily a form of self-exoressive
activity - that is of growth that comes through act-
ing upon nascent tendencies. If we examine this
activity on the aide of what is done, we get its
objective features, the ideas, objects, etc., to
which the interest is attached, about which it
clusters. If we take into account that it is
self-development that self finds itself in this
content, we get Its emotional or aporeclatlve side.
Any account of genuine interest must, therefore,
grasp it as an out-going activity holding within
its grasp an object of direct value.
3
Interest is defined by Lee and Lee as a state of
being or a way of reacting to a specific situation and an
interest as a field or area to which an individual reacts
with Interest in a consistent manner over a given period
of time.
1. Robert A. Davis. Psychology of Le-iming . Kew York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1935, p^ 531.
2. John Dewey. Interest a.nd Effort in Education .
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1913, p.2l.
5. J. Murray Lee and Dorris M. Lee. The Child md His
Curriculum . New York: D. Appleton - Century Co., 1940,
p . 116
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Another cjonstderation is set forth by Dewey, as
follows:
The genuine principle of interest is the
principle of the recognized identify of the fact
to be learned or the action proposed with the
growing self; that it lies in the direction of
the agent's own grovjth r-^jid is, therefore, im-
periously demanded if the agent is to be himself.
Let this condition of identification be secured,
and we have neither to appeal to sheer strength
of will, nor to occupy ourselves with making
things interesting.
Characteristics of Interest
2
Dale lists as the most important characteristics of
Interests these points;
1, Interests tend to become primarily ego-
centric
2, Interests tend to vary directly in in-
tensity with emphasis placed on them in the
cultural pattern of the group
3, Permanence of interests tend to develop
v/ith the fixing of social status and crystallizing
of social habit patterns
4, Interests tend to be contagious
5, Interests tend to exist in specific
situations
1. John Dewey, op « oit .
.
p. 7,
2, Edgar Dale. "Utilization of Children's Questions as a
Source of Currloulum Material." Educ at ional H e s e ar ch
Bulletin .XXXVII (March, 1937), p. 19.
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6, Interests tend to become concrete rather
thr'.n abstract
7. Interests tend to develop successful
aohievanent
Phases of Interest
noting again from Dewey it is noted that he notes
andde.scribes the three phases of interest as follows
i
The active or propulsive phase of interest
takes us back to the consideration of impulse
and the spontaneous urgencies and tendencies of
activity.... Impulse is always differentiated
along some more or less specific channel. Im-
pulse has its own line of discharge.... One is
always doing something, intent on something ur-
gent. And this ongoing activity always gives a
drive in some direction. In this primitive
condition of spontaneous, impulsive activity we
have the basis of natural interest. Interest
is no more passively waiting around to be
elicited from the outside than is impulse*
The objective phase of interest concerns the fact that
every Interest attaches Itself to some object; if the object
about v/hloh interest clusters is taken away interest dis-
appears.
He describes the emotional phase of Interest wherein
value is not only objective but also subjective. There is
not only the thing which is projected as valuable or worth-
while but there is also appreciation of its worth.
1. John Dewey, on . cit .
.
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Dimensions of Interests
Interests may be considered to oossess three dlmen-
1
sions or aspects, according to V/rlghtstone, Range of
preference in Interests may be defined as an expression of a
wish to participate in a variety of activities and customarily
this aspect of Interests is evaluated by questionnaires or
Inventories. Range of parti cipati on may perhaps be best de»
fined as observed participation in various activities, common-
ly measured in terms of what a child actually dees. In-
tensity of interests, another dimension, may be p.pplled to
either rsnge of preference or range of participation or in
continuity or persistence of action. It suggests an index
of the growth of interests in any one of an individual's
several interests.
Function of Interest
Describing the function of interest in education,
^
2
, ^Dev/ey states:
We are now in a position to state,... the true and
false ways of understanding the function of interest
in education and to formulate a criterion for Judg-
ing whether the principle of interest is being rl^t-
ly or wrongly employed. Interest Is nomal and re-
1. J. Wayne Wrigjit stone. Ke\>er Instructional Practices
of Promise . Twelfth Yearbook, Department of Supervisors and
Directors of Instruction of the National Educational Associa-
tion, 19S9, pp. 517-18.
2. John Dewey, od. cit .. pp, 25-24.
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llance upon it educationally legitimate in the de-
gree in which the activity in question involves
growth or development . Interest is Illegitimately
used in the degree in which it is either a symptom
or a cause of arrested development in an activity.
Creation of Interest
1
Cole considers interest the most powerful motl^ of
any and suggests that spontaneous and Intense interests should
not be suppressed or disregarded. Her suggestion is to create
a situation in which children are knoxm to possess interest
and then purposlvely group several problems around It to
arouse interest in that specific situation.
The principle of making things Interesting is oon-
2
sldered by Dewey in the following manner:
In reality, the principle of making things
interesting means tl^.t subjects be selected In
relation to the child's present ejqDerlence,
powers and needs, and that (in case he does not
perceive or appreciate this relevancy) the new
material be presented in sudi a way as to eaable
the child to appreciate his bearings, its rela-
tionships and its value in connection v/lth what
already has signifloanoe for him. It is his
bringing into consciousness of the bearings of
the new material which constitutes the reality,
so often perverted both by friend and foe in
making things interesting.
1, Luella Cole, Teatohing of Reading in the Elementary
School . New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1959, pp, 187-91,
2, Jolin Dewey, op , ci
t
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Develoniaent of Interests
That a person beoomee demooratio In spirit <?jTd
exercises intelligence only as his enthusiasm is aroused for
1
so doing is the thought e:cpressed by Saucier, He notes
|
that althou^ educational literature abounds with discussions
i
I
of interest as a nieans to economical learning, stilL in-
sufficient stress seems to have been made on the item of
interest as an end of education. Concerning socially
acceptable interests, his opinion is tha.t a goodly variety i
of Interests are a mark of a v/ell-dis clpllned person, !
In discussing the hinderanoes of development of
Interests in education the author notes that a very rigid
curriculum Inhibits interest-development also that
standardization end uniformity retard development of individual
interests.
With freedom in developing his Interests, when the
result of his activity are gmuine, he states that a child !
will not tend to select the easiest approach or easiest axea '
I
of work; rather, the opposite will be true - his pride in
!
accomplishing a hard task will be very great. He contends
that if growth of the individual child depends upon a con-
tinuous refining no less than upon an expansion of Interests,
1. William A. baucier. Introduction to I’odern Vievrs of
d’duoation . Boston; Ginn and Oo., 1937, pp. 167-S7.
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then a modem, effective and progressive program of elementary
education, directed by a teacher who is skillful in promoting
those interests, should yield desirable results.
Value of Interest
Reed writes that Increased emphasis on motivation
indicates recognition of a fact ttet effective learning must
be purposeful, zestful and vigorous. He continues by saying
that listless effort accomplishes no more in learning than
it does with other activities; also that not until rather
recent years, have psychologists given serious attention to
Interest and made estperlments to evaluate it and to find
the most effective methods of motivation.
The question of the necessity of a child possessing
genuine interest in any activity in order to achieve success-
2
fully in that activity, elicits from Str^ong the following
discussion:
We find the.t the most successful child is
highly intelligent and hi^ly Interested. Some
children who have not been hl^ly Interested
have succeeded but they asre highly intelligent.
Again, some hl^ily intelligent but not highly
interested children have not succeeded. Finally,
some with lov/er intelligence and v/lthout a high
degree of success ajr*e hi^ly interested. The
ansv/er to the question, then, is that a child must
1. Homer B. Heed. Psyo}:^logy of I^lementar.v School Subjects
Boston: Ginn and Co., 193S, preface, iil-lv.
2. Edvjard K. Strong. Vocational Interests of Men and
Women . Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1943, p. 17.
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te Interested to achieve success, the greater the
interest and the hl^er the intelligence, the
greater the success - end not that ability to
auoceed produces the interest. Does that not
imply a definite relationship between Interest and
suocesst In general, the answer is that interest
is an indeterminate indicator of success.
Interest Measurement
Important Gonsiderationa
A summary of important points regarding interests and
interest measurement by Strong^ yields pertinent and general
information,
1. An interest is not a separate psychological
entity but merely one of seva:*al aspects of behavior.
2. An interest is an esipression of satisfaction
but not necessarily one of effectiveness.
3. Saying one likes a certain thing supplies
indefinite information regarding what has been done
In the past and what will be done in the future.
4. Knowing several hundreds of likes, in-
differences and dislikes provides a much better
basis for estimating what has been done in the
past and what will be done in the future.
5. Such estimates are most accurate whm
based on statistical analysis of hundreds of oases.
6. Estimates based on many Interests indicate
what the person wants to do but only indirectly
what he is capable of doing.
7. Recent research Indicates some relationships
between interest and ability
.
Ibid
.
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8. Interest tests sunply Information not given
by ability tests; they Indicate v;hat the Individual
wants to do and the general direction in which he
wishes to go.
A general statement made by Traxler,^ in an article
in which he offers an evaluation of the Kuder Preferences
record, to be described in a later section of this chapter,
concerns the difficulty of measuring interests. He affirms:
Measurement of interests has been hampered
by various factors, two of the most important
of 'Which are the difficulty of obtaining scores
that have hi^ reliability and the instability
of responses when the forms of the item and the
conteKt in which they appear is changed. In viev?
of this fact, it is surprising that in few of the
many attempts that have been made to me»<.sure
interest or motivation in recent years ha. s any
attention been given to the preference type of item.
Fryer ' offers his interpretation of the function and
value of a st-^ndardized interest inventory as an individual ’s
interests consist of objects and activities which create
in him pleasant feelings; aversions are those which create
1 . Arthur E . Tra.xler . The Nineteen Forty Mental Measure-
ments Yearbook. (Oscan K, Buras
,
i^ditor ) , Hiinland" Parle; , * ' .J".
:
I'he Mental easurements Yearbook, 1941, p. 449.
2. Doufclas Fryer. The Measurement o f Xnt er & sts . He*?
York : Henry Holt and Co
. ,
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in him unpleasant feelings. 'When a large variety of objects
or activities are put before an individual and he is asked
to give m estimate of his feeling for them, a procedure
typical of that followed in the development of a standardised
interest inventory is used. This inventory presents a seinple
list of stimuli, requesting reactions in terms of like,
indifference or dislike, order of preference, or similar
expressions of Interest or aversion. A standardized interest
inventory utilizes these reactions by summarizing them Into a
score indicating Interest in a certain field of stimulation.
Construction of..Interest Inventorlea
1
\
i
1
1
i
!
)
Describing the general construction of Interest in»
1
ventories G-reene and Jorgenson end. Gerberlch comment upon the
great variation in Individual interests, noting that fields
of interests are sometimes obscured Intentionally or unin-
tentionally by behavior but adding that his genuine interests
may be unknown to him. The authors describe Interest in-
ventories and tests as teohnlaues somewhat similar to those
used for aptitude testing, requesting the Indications of the
presence or absence of interest an individual has in the
various items presented for his consideration.
1. Harry A. Greene, Albert Jorgenson and J. Raymond
Gerberich. Measurement .and Evaluation in the Elemaitarv
School. New York: Longmans, Green ajfid Co., 1942, p. 32.
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Authors of different types of interest Inventories
and tests employ different approaches In securing requested
Informat Ion,
Vocational Interest Inventories
The analysis of individual differ dices in interests
has undoubtedly been developed most in the field of vocational
interests. Inventories and tests of this type possess certain
characteristics which are valuable to know.
Brief descriptions of tv;o generally popular measures
of vocational interests on whldi various degrees of standard-
ization have been made are supplied as an aid in Interpretation
of some of the underlying theories of constniction of the
reading interests tests of this study.
So little has been done to date in attempts to
develop objective measures of reading interests that the in-
clusion In this chapter of descriptions of vocational
interest inventories is justifiable as these inventories pro-
vide informational material of interest and value.
Gleeton’s Vocational Interest Invoitory
Cleeton,^ in his description of the technique
1. Glen U, Oleeton. Oleeton Vocational Intor-st Inventory
ajid Manual . Bloomington* KcKni^t andMcKni^t, 1943,
M anual
, pp . 5- 6
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utilized in his Vocational Interest Inventory cites a few
points which are applicable to any interest inventory. He
notes that the interest Inventory teohnique goes beyond the
mere naming by the subject of fields of interest. It provides
evidence of direct and indirect interests significant in the
analysis of his case. The expression of an interest is of
little importance unless supplemeited by indirect interests
which underlie the direct interest.
The procedure of encircling, checking or crossing out
items under consideration reveals the comparative degree of
interest in various classifications of items presented in the
inventory. By Indicating likes, Indifferences and dislikes
of classified groups of items, the subject is induced to re-
veal Indirect attitudes which provide either support or
negation to directly expressed preferences
.
The use of such an interest inventory simplifies
choices to be made. A long list of possible choices of items
is confusing whereas the centering around fundamental claa el-
floations of interests of unorganized items makes for clarity
of thinking, ease of interpretation and a feeling of satisfac-
tion on the part of the subject that he h^s indicated with a
reasonable degree of precision and accuracy his Individual
likes and dislikes.
Cleeton states that common trends of interests of
individuals whose experiences show similar trends has been a
major finding in numerous investigations also that numerous

factors of interest enter, as Influences In the direction of
likes, indifferences and dislikes.
Interests are not in themselves a n^asure of
abilities required for successful performances or achievement,
Hov/ever, the possession of a good background of interests like
those possessed by others whose appreciation and utilization
of slmilaj? trends of thought is conducive to richer, brxjader
experiences in living would aid a subject in achieving
through their medium what he desired to achieve. Possession
of such likes and dislikes would also serve as a fairly
reliable basis of interest in subjects to be studied as pre-
paration for anticipated performance and achle veraait •
Knowledge of a subject’s interests is an e?roellent starting-
point in the establishment of rapport in a counselling
situation.
Kuder Preference Hecord
The ptirpose of the Kuder Preference Record^ is that
of making a systematic approach to the problem of narrov/ing
the field of the range of occupations investigated to a
comprehensible size, thereby reducing the Immensity of the ta^
of surveying the whole range of occupations.
1. G. Frederick Kuder. Kuder Preference Record. Form BE
and Preliminary I^anual . Chicago: Science Research Associates,
1942, Manua.l, pp. 1-6.
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By means of obtained scores on the Preference Record,
attention of an individual can be directed toward certain
areas of occupations which, according to the ejqpression of his
preferences on the Record .appear to be especially attractive
and promising. Sometimes lack of familiarity with a given
occupation for ^Ich an individual is genuinely adapted may
be the barrier to his engagement in itj the type and range
of occupations which should be studied can be revealed by
analysis of data from the Record*
Speolflo uses of the measure for vocational guidance
are:
,
1. To call attention to vocations with which
the individual is unfamiliar but whldi do involve
specific activities for which a preference has been
duly stated.
2. To check on the choice of an individual of
an occupation to determine if his choice is consis-
tent vjith the type of activity In which he usually
prefers to be engaged.
Prognostic value of the Recxjrd in the case of youths
seeking guidance is plainly discernible.
The development of the Record has emphasized an
increase of amount of data obtained v;ithout a relative
increase of the amount of reading involved, necessitating
the creation of a different form of the preference item. In
the present form of the measure, utilizing the technique
of paired comparisons three choices are actually obtained
from the reactions of the individual to each group of three
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activities listed.
Further statistical operations need to he carried in
order to secure more conclusive data concerning reliability
and validity.
Adjninlstrativ© features are simplified by th©
negligibility of the time factor involved in taking the test;
caution is advised regarding the position of the pin being
used to piinch holes through all the thiclmesses of paper in-
dlCEtlng which item of three in each of the fifty-six series
is preferred the most and which item the least.
A preliminary profile sheet with a series of nine
explicit directions for self-scoring of a unique nature and
constructing a profile is provided. Scores on seven possible
classifications of occupations can be placed on a percentile
rating chart extending in vertlca.1 form below them .
Discussion of results of measuremoni t with the subject
add to the interpretation of the possibilities of further
investigation of occupations for which he has received high
percentile scores; this is recommended In consideration of
abilities which he possesses to succeed in these special
areas. If significantly high scores do not appear In any
area It may be an indication that other interests prevail*
that Interests are still In the formative stag© or tha.t
careless filling out of the blank mey have been the cause
Because of computed means and standard, deviations of various
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groups Involved in experimentation, norms appear to be
applicable to -^dl age groups sampled.
As a summarization of the charaoterlstlc features of
the Kuder Preference Record, it may be stated that it
1. Has had well~cx?ntrolled experiment ation
(six years)
2. Shows that it has been studied thoroughly
in advance of release for general use
3. Harrows field of investigation
4. Defines olassifioation of general areas
and occupations therein
5. Directs attention toward areas
6. Points out unfamiliar trends
7. Provides patterns of interest or
preference
8. Secures Id^tlf ication of certain
generalized activity patterns
9. Purports to obtain measures of motivation
10. Checks consistency of expression of
preferences
11. Uses test booklet in different ways
12. Has varied uses of scores
13. Features profile construction
14. Has method of securing reliability
15. Shows need of further discriminating
power
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Strong Vooatlonal Interest Blank Women
General Information supplied In the test manual
possess Implioatlons of concern In view of the fact that this
measure developed by Strong^ is piphably one of the best
standardized inventories avadlable,
A score on this vocational interest blank is a
measure of how nearly a woman interests coincide with those
of <9Ji average woman who is successfully engaged in a given
occupation. Characteristic patterns of likes and dislikes
differentiate individuals follovdng different occupations.
Greater effectiveness is assmed if an individual engaging
in it likes the type of activity. Fluctuation of interests
occur with age and experiences. In a section on test
administration it is noted that no time limit is given also
that rapid marking and the subsequent recording of initial
impressions reveal a truer test of likes and dislikes than
vjould be possible if prolonged reflection on each item were
the rule.
The blank demands scoring of each occupational
interest by a different scoring stencil or scale. Each
stencil includes ten slips of cardboard, corresponding to the
ten columns of items In the test. Three columns of figures
1. Edwfird K. Strong. Vocational Interest Blank for
teamen and Manual . Stanford, Oalifornla: Stanford University
Press
,
1941 , Manual
,
pp. 2-15.
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are printed on each slip, each column having a special
function in the scoring process. Methods of hand and also
ma,ohine scoring are possible.
The interpretation of scores is so planned, that the
raw score obtained by scoring m interest blank measures the
extent to v;hlch the individual being tested possesses the
interests of the average Individu?! enga.ged in that occupation.
Deviation as x^ell as agreement of interests from the average
can be ascertained. Frequence of scores are expressed in
terms of percentiles and raw scores may be expressed in terms
of stajidard scores in certain oases.
The significance of Interest scores when expressed
in terms of raw scores, standard scores and percentiles is
not fully appreciated by persons inexperienced in psychological
and statistical tedinlques, therefore ratings of the A, B
and C variety exe provided, facilitating test interpretation
in the guidance function following the testing procedure.
Criterion groups are described; all individuals
therein have been successfully engaged in their preferred
occupations a minimum of three previous years. The per-
centages of first the criterion group, then the women-in-
general group, who like, are indifferent to, or dislike each
of the total four hundred ten test items are determined.
A scoring weight for liking, being indifferent to, or
disliking each item is obtained. The greater the degree of
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differentiation which occurs beWeen the two groups in
respect to ea,di item* the less likely it is that data secured
are due to chance, thus a larger weighting can be assl^ed.
For the sake of convenience weights obtained are reduced to
the range of four to ’’minus four." Bl?nk8 of the criterion
group are scored by use of the above wei^ts . Standard
scores are determined by analysis of the distribution of
scores of the criterion group by calculation of the mean
and standard deviation.
I
Reliability coefficients range from .74 to .94, as
derived by the "odd vs. even" technique. General conclusions
are provided concenalng validation of the instrument. One
conclusion concerns the lack of complete freedom of choice
in occupations because of economic conditions.
The interest blank itself contains eight pages,
each featuring one part of the Inventory. The technique of
lndica.ting degree of preference by encircling "L**
,
"I" or
"D" (record symbols for "Like", "Indifference" or "Dislike")
is commonly employed in the measure. Other techniques are
those of order of preference, comparison of interest between
two items, a,nd the rating of abilities and characteristics
by the use of record symbols, "Yes", cand "No*. A profile
chart is available for purposes of summarization of results
on the final page. A similar interest blank for men is also
available.
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,AllpQrt«>Vernon stua^ gf Valuea
The Allport-Vernon^ Study of Values is included, in
these descriptions of Instniraents designed to measure degree
of preferences because of its relation to the matter at h-nd
.
The Allport-Vernon Study of Values test has for its purpose
the measure of relative prominence of six basis Interests
or motives in personality. The act of numbering items in
order of preference has similar trends to that of evaluating
the relative worth of two or more statements in a series.
The scale consists of tv;o parts with a totrd. of
forty-five series of statements which are to be considered as
to their relative value and the degree of preference
indicated by a system of niimbering according to instructions.
Largely a self-administering measure v/ith no time limit it
can be taJcen individually or in a group. A det>^lled ex-
planation of details of construction is not considered
important, other than to state that the test contains thirty
statements, each having two possible endings; after the
subject has evaluated this multiple-oholoe situation he is to
indicate his ev^^luatlon in the prepared boxes at the right
of each series. In Part II of the Instrument there are
fifteen statements, each with four possible endings; the
1. Gordon W. Allporo rind Philip E. Vernon. A Stud:/ of
Values; Test, Score Sheew and Kmusl . Boston; Houghton
^'ifflin Go., 1931, raanual
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checking procedure involves the numbering in order of
preference of the four items which form the endings of the
statements
•
A score sheet is provided with slii^le directions for
the simple transcribing onto a profile chart of total scores
from the separate values at the bottoms of special columns
prepared for the purpose. The profile of vplues Is
accompanied by percentile norms*
Reading Interests Measurement
Informal Procedures
Teohnloues of determining children's interests in
1
reading are discussed in a general manner by Reed* He
notes that teacher-judgment
,
frequently employed as a means
of determining children's interests in reading, utilizes
the method of grading the success of selections used over a
period of time; after teachers in a group ha.ve studied each
selection the percentage of teachers approving eadh selection
is used as an index of the success of the selection; it can
be then assumed that such material possesses Interest for
children. Other observatiorB made are that the paired com-
parison teohnique of determining reading interest in selec-
tions can yield numbers and percentages of preferences of
1. Homer B. Reed, on * oit .
.
pp. 116-17
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various literary qi^Silitles ranked In order of their interest
to children. Then selections for reading which contain
these qualities may be used as instruments of instruction*
Voluntary readings may be recorded and analyzed; the selec-
tions may later be classified according to age, grade, sex
and intelligence of the children. It is assumed that the
frequency of choice Indicated by a particular group of
children is an Index of the proportional value of that
selection to them.
A discussion of various technloues utilized in
1
evaluating Interests is presented by Wright stone. Analysis
of book withdrawals vras one of the first recorded techniques
of determining reading interests. The questionnaire or
inventory in which the pupil is ai^ed to list materials vdiich
he has read and activities in which he repeatedly engaged
over an extended period of time with indications of his
preferences, is another commonly used method of analyzing
interests. A variation of the questionnaire procedure is one
in which a number of items or situations are presented to
the pupil for his checking, indicating like, indifference to,
or dislike of, the situation or activity*
It is suggested by Durrell that an interest inventory
serve as a basis of conversation i^lth the child to discover
1* J. Wayne Wrightstone, on. cit *. op. 317-18.
2. Donald D., Durrell. Improvement of Sasic Reading
Abilities . Yonkers-on-nudson: World Book Go., 1940, pp .104-5.
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his Interests. To determine if the Interest is a genuine
one or only e. whim, questions concerning whether or not the
child hr^s pursued any activities connected with the presumed
interest should be asked# he states; if activities have been
carried on over a long period of time, it is safe to assume
that the interest will not disappear even if the reading is
di fficult.
1
Another suggestion by Durrell is that an inforsal
objective rating soaJLe can be constructed and used as a
medium of determining voluntary outcomes of reading instruction
His presentation is interesting to note:
It is important to know whether the child enjoys
and practices Independent reading. Until the child
enjoys reading, he v/111 not maker^pid progress. A
simple scale for attitude and interest v;lll be Ibund
satisfactory. The author presents a scale for rat-
ing attitude and interest concerning reading as
follows:
1. Avoids all reading
2 * Requires some reading - no voluntary
reading
5. Reads willingly the assigned - reading
but little else
4. Is above average in voluntary reading
5. Delicts in voluntary reading of all types
More Formal Procedures
Tv/o recent investigations in the field of reading
interests v/hloh are pertinent to this study will be described
!• Ibid .
.
pp. 20-21.
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rather fully as techniques of measurement ^Ailoh have been
tried. Brief citation of the trend of the e^^p^lments and
general conclusions were included in the chapter on Belated
Research.
Fictitious, ,AmiQtated.J?ltXes.j-;Luefllloxma^
Thorndike,^ in his comments on necessary and specific
features of a test of reading Interests, states that in order
to secure reactions to a wide range of varied reading topics
only a mlnlmuni of time con be devoted to each topic under
consideration. The possibility of confusion of interpretation
of titles is noted and the plan of supplying fictitious
annotations discussed as a compromise between objectives of
broad sajnpling and those of completely defined reading
materials; this plan would permit the Inclusion in a test
of a short range of topics difficult to read in entirety but
for which a precise definition through the title alone could
be expected. Tlie theories, as indicated, form the basis of
the questionnaire.
The major concern of the investigation is the explora-
tion of topics of reading interest using the fictitious
annotated title which requires the subject to experience and
1. Robert L, Thorndike. A Comnarative Study, of Children
Heading. Interests Based^o.a a JiiotiMQUs
‘«^ues tionnaire
.
(Monograph). Bew York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University ,1841, pp. 1-48.
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record his reaction to a Bpeclflc reading situation i^rhlch It
Is assumed Is built into the general pattern of his reading
Interests,
The advantages of this type of appro<aoh of analyzing
reading Interests, according to Thorndike, are notev/orthy:
1, Reactions are obta.ined from ecach Individual
to the same array of subjective stimuli. The mean-
ing and Interpretation of a particular title Is, of
course, an individual matter, but for purposes of
analysis each title has been responded to by each
individual.
2, No individual has had specific escperienoe
vjith the atliaull before the experiment. Many of
the children will have encountered similar titles
in reading, movie and radio, and reactions are based
on this general interest background of the individual,
3, Reading difficulty is reduced to a low
level and (it is hoped) largely equated for different
titles,
4, Reaction to a wide array cf stimuli may be
obtained in quite a short time. The method is con-
venient and practical
,
5, The annotations serve to characterize the
title and give it definiteness and reality.
Based upon verbal responses, not upon actual reading
done, it is evident tint a limitation of a type which cannot
be remedied exists. An effort to counteract this situation
however, is provided in the construction of the a ue stlonnalre.
Slmplifiicatlon of meohanioal features of the test attempts
to minimize the effect of residual vocabulary and concept
difficulty of subjects who mif^t experience inadequate or in-
accurate interpretation of certain titles and annotations.
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Elgtity-elgjit titles bearing appropriate annotations
compose the test proper. Items were selected to cover a vflde
range of topics and varied types of materifil appropriate for
reading by children of different ages. A limited sampling is
presented by use of the small number of titles but an
attempt was made to select topics which were at least
moderately representative of a great variety of topics, each
being headed by an attractive and appropriate title.
The r?i.rectlons to sxibj ects are simple and well-
clarified in respect to meaning. The “Yes" -"No” series of
record symbols is employed. As a basis for elimination of
less desirable items, several of this type of so-called
"ringers" vjere included in the test; it was assumed that the
subject would react positively to items which sounded
meritorious to him. This arbitrary procedure was arrived at
as a result of a preliminary tryout of the questionnaire
in a less refined form. It was the feeling of the author
of the questionnaire thai; a truer basis for rejection o f 1 terns
existed with questionnaires i^lch showed evidences of in-
discreet marking and, marking of "catch" items vjlth "Yes".
The proportion of rejections was greater consistently for
subjects of low-ability levels and for younger age groups.
Classroom teachers administered the questionnaires,
supplied by the author. Data concerning the intelligence
and reading achievement levels i-Jere available for use.
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Apprordmately three thousand cues tlonnp ires were
scored by means of an interest score for eadti title in each
sub-group. ‘The computation of the score involved the division
of the number of subjects marking the item *’Xes” plus one-
half the number marking it with a by the total number in
the group responding to the item at all. Considerable
fluctuation betv/een groups occurred as a result of the small
number of cases in several sub-groups. Finally combinations
of adjacent age groups were made and more stable figures for
further analyses were deteitiilned. A weighted three-point
moving average was fitted to the age curves for interest in
each title. Per cents were smoothed and utilized.
Correlations made between different sub-groups by
means of their respective interest scores provide a measure
of the degree to which the relative interest in the titles
is the same in these groups. Computations were necessarily
restricted to a sampling of cases which included those con-
sidered valuable for such treatment.
As the primary purpose of Including a sumimry of this
study in this chapter was to present a description of the
general procedure used in developing the experiment, furtha?
discussion of analysis of data is unnecessary.
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The correlation of children's interests and motives
1
in reading is reported by Lyons to be the fundamental
concern of her study of the ©valuation of the relative
appeal of reading assignments. The degree of interest in-
dicated in motives for reading rather than the degree of
Interest evidenced in any other phase of reading marks the
study as being Individual in plan and development. Children*
reactions to the type of activity selected in executing
certain reading assignments are noted and evaluation of the
relative degree of Interest resulting from choices made
after comparing and weighing the assignments for their
interest value are cited.
Test construction features emphasis on talking, writ-
ing, constructing, entertaining, going on excursions or
engaging in no activity whatsoever as common activities which
may be allied to reading, beoeuse it is considered that
children's Interests, purposes and activities aj*e important
guides to the teacftiing of reading.
Categories of subject-matter include those of science
sooi.al studies, literature and language, music and art,
vocational interests and special interests and hobbies were
1. Catherine Lyons. "An Svaliiatlon of the Relative
Appea.l of Reading Assignments.” Unpublished Master's Thesis.
Boston University, School of Education, 1943.
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made; each category contains eighteen asslg;nments repres^ta-
tlve of the specific activity to he evaluated. Precautions
were observed In the construction of the test against the
possibility of obtaining a set pattern of choices by
rotation and varied position of activities in each series
of items. To reduce the number of possible selections of
choices in any one series of items, the exercises were
divided into groups of three assignments to be judged as a
first, second or third choice.
Administration of the exercises was featured by
self-explanatory directions. Subjects were permitted to re-
quest information as necessary concerning any unfamiliar
material. Ko time allotment for completion of the exercises
was designated.
Only those preferences which vrere given first
choice ratings v;ere considered in the interpretation of
results. Results were organised in such a manner that
order of preferences, differences in interest between
children of progressive and conservative schools, sex
differences, comparisons between good and poor readers,
comparisons betv/een bri^t and dull children, preferences
for assignments as rated v/lth each other in various combina-
tions and study of individual differencev/ were made possible.
Numerous tables and graphs present findings of the Goeclfied
features of organization described.
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A concluding, general oomirient is that the content
of the exercises, as presented to the children, BppmvB to
be made very attractive and interesting.
By means of various authoritative statements mrtde by
psychologists, educators and constructors of inventories this
chapter ha.s attempted to provide a brief psychological
background of the understanding of interest and interest
measurement. Interest is considered as an aspect of
behavlori and in its various degrees of expression can be
measured by techniques \tiioh have been tried In the develop-
ment of several interest inventories and other measures
described in this chapter. Special attention has been given
those particulsj? aspects of Interest measurement which have
been of informational value in the development of the present
study. The inclusion of this cha.pter is justified then,
on the basis that both general and specific information
concerning the construction and interpretation of measures
of interest has bean made possible by the analysis of
materisJ, presented.
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CHAPTER V
CONSTRUCTION OF MATERIALS
Introduction
The main problem of thle study is that of the con-
struction and evaluation of a measure of the extent and variety
of reading interests of fifth and sixth grade subjects.
The puroose of this chapter is to describe the nature
and construction of the battery of seven reading interests
tests and their related records (for later use in compilation
and analysis of data)
,
necessary materials designed for the
conduct of this study with two hundred ten fifth and sixth
grade subjects.
The task of constructing this material was undertaken
by the writer, follox^ng the acquisition of a general infor-
mational background concerning reading and readin^r interests,
and interest and interest measurement, references to which were
presented in preceding chapters.
Theories of test and inventory construction are ore-
sented first; this section is followed by the discussion of
general features of the construction of the battery of proposed
reading interests tests and related record material.
A rather detailed discussion of each of the se'ven tests
under consideration will be given; although a complete set of
tests may be found in Appendix A*, a specimen copy of the test
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being described accompanies Its descriptive content in this
chapter as an aid in interpretation of the descriotlve material.
Additional necessary material, including records, forms
and cards are described, also, in terms of their construction.
0\it Un,e,_pf .atarlqls to _be Constructed
The following outline indicates the necessary materials
which were constructed:
1. Battery of seven reading interests teste
2. Class records
3. City class records
4. Forms for tables, etc.
5. Form for special summary table for
registration and test data on all
study
complete
subjects of the
ltflt_TitIes .in Battery of Seven Reading Interests teats
The following titles are those of the battery of tests
constructed for the pur].)Ose of measuring the extent and variety
of reading interests of the two hundred ten fifth and sixth
grade subjects of this study
^
Test I Extent and Variety of Reading Interests
Test II Interest 3n Reading versus Interest in Other
School Subjects
Test III Interest in Types of Reading
Test IV General and Reading Interest Inventory
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Test V
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Interest in Personal Identification with
Characters 3n Heading
Test VI Interest in Descriptive ^^eading Topics
Test VII Interest in Reading versus Interest in
Activities.
Criteria of, a Good Te st
A careful consideration of the criteria of a good test
is always necessary previous to and during the construction of
a test or series of such measures. The most Important items to
keep in mind are discussed briefly and generally, as outlined
1
principally in Greene, Jorgenson and G-erberlch
,
with further
2 3
comments by Remmers and. Gage and Nelson and Denny . Special
application to the test construction undertaken in t ils study
has been the objective of previous readings done.
Characteristics being considered are those of validity,
reliability, adequacy, objectivity, admlnistratlbility
,
Inter-
pretability, scorabillty, comparability, economy and utility.
1. H^rry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgenson and J. Raymond
Gerberlch. ^Measurement .and ^valuation in the E.lei.ientary School .
New York: Longmans, Green and Co.
,
1942, pp. 52-73.
2. H. H. Remmers and N, L. Gage. Eduoation.al surement
and bvalu' tlon . New York: Harper and Brothers, 1943,
pp. 194-212 and pp. 4S6-509.
3. M. J. Nelson and E. C. Denny. Statistics for Teachers
(Workbook). Nevf York: Dryden Press, 1940, pp. 137-148.
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Validity
As the validity of a test deoends uoon the efficiency
with v/hlch It measures what It purports to measure, this
feature is the most Important feature of the several character-
istics of a test. It is a specific rather than a general
criteria. It is specific in the sense that a test highly valid
in one situation may he highly invalid for use in a different
situation also that a test may be valid for use with one group
of subjects but not with a different group. The concept of
validity of a test can be described only in connection with its
intended use and at the intended ability levels of subjects
tested.
Curricular validity possesses importance in relation
to the degree to which the test covers proper ground according
to ability levels of intended subjects of particular grade
levels. The study of textbooks, courses of study, reports of
national or regional committees and writing of subject-matter
specialists provide opportunities for utilization of source
materials furnishing objective evidence concerning opinions of
oualifled experts on matters of content, method and emphasis.
If faulty and inadequate curricular content is present in text-
books their study does not add to assurance of curricular
validity.
Statistical validity refers to that type of validity
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obtained by use of statistical techniques. Correlations between
the test under consideration and other acceptable criterion
measures, such as standardized tests, provide basis for valid
conclusions.
The use of a test which does not possess validity is
not only a waste of time and money but also a deceptive factor
in analyzing results following its use.
Reliability
The efficiency with which a test measures what it does
measure is referred to by the term reliability. Reliability is
a general term and as aspect of validity. Because a test may
test acceptably well what it does test it does not necessarily
follow that it tests what the user attempts to test; however,
it cannot measure effectively what it attempts to measure unless
it measures effectively what it does measure. In other words,
reliability may exist without validity but validity cannot
exist without reliability.
Udequacy
All outcomes of instruction cannot be measured by one
test. Adequacy is the degree to which a test possesses the
ability to sample sufficiently widely and secures resulting
test scores that are truly representative of relative total
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perfornianoe in the areas fpeas«re*l. Adequacy of saiupllng is
essential to reliability and should therefore be considered as
one aspect of reliability.
The quality of objectivity in a test Is met when the
teacher’s personal Judgment does not in any way affect Its
scoring, Subjective factors of opinion, bias or Judgment are
eliminated from the scoring situation through the medium of
objectivity of Its construction and exercises are so stated
that only one answer or perfect freedom of expression of prefe2>*
ence on the part of the subject taking the test is acceptable.
No variation In the scoring of tests by different persons or
rescoring by the same person should result in an objective
test.
Ease and accuracy of administration are characteristics
of adffilnistratlbillty of a test. From the standpoint of the
subject simple, direct and clear directions for expected
performance should apuear at the beginning of a test and should
be supplemented as necessary by additional asslatanoe from the
test administrator. Illustrations or samples should be pro-
vided, especially if the technique of marking items is
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unfamiliar. Results of a test can be greatly impaired by an
Inadequate presentation. Nature of responses expected should
be within the range of his ability and lengthy or involved
directions eliminated. A test administrator should not have to
make special arrangements in preparation for giving a test.
Everything possible should be done to protect both subject and
administrator from ineffective handling of a test.
So-called '’self-administering” tests possess value in
the case of wide administration in many classrooms vjhere
administrative ability varies greatly. The separation of
directions to examiner from those to the subject is a safe-
guard against the confusion of the subject in attempting to
interpret directions not meant especially for him and irrelevant
to his part in taking the test.
Mechanical features if desirable tend to produce
facility of use in the classroom. The editing and printing of
a test should show that definite attention has been given size
of type, length of line, arrangement of material on page and
size of page.
lot e rpre tablllt
y
The Interpretability of an evaluation device refers to
the meaningfulness and ease with which scores may not only be
derived but also correctly understood. The scoring procedure
being easiest when the counting or simple numbers or marks is
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acceptable; it is evident that the use of special ratings and
the application of correction formulae becomes uneconomical
from the vie^/polnts of both time and effort.
Scorabllitv
If soorabillty of a test Is present a simple, rapid
routine mariner of securing scores is possible. Prepared keys
facilitate the scoring of a test as do separate answer sheets.
Comparability of results of tests pan be obtained by
the use of data from two forms of a test or by the availability
of adequate norms. Some of the major values of a test may be
impaired unless one or the other features of comparability as
noted is possible.
Econoi-iy
The factor of economy of preparation of test material,
economy of time should be considered In the case of tests.
mu.ty.
The degree to which a test satisfactorily serves a
definite need and purpose in a specific situation is the
if
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criteria of its utility. Harmful effects can result if a test
is not selected or constructed for a definitely conceived
purpose and subsequent results used in an Intelligent manner.
A final master criterion may be considered to exist in the
utility of a test. Although not entirely distinct from other
criteria, this particular quality may be assumed to be an
effective final check on test value.
Attempted Avoidance of Limitations
In the construction of the proposed battery of tests of
reading interests, limitations noted in the chapter on “Related
Research” and considered undesirable in previous reading in-
vestigations of a more informal nature, were avoided, insofar
as it was possible. It was realized that specific, clear-cut
results, if such could be obtained, would provide a more valid
measure of individual and group preferences in reading inteie-^ta
An attempt was made to avoid loose construction of the tests
and also to develop the test material so that narrowly-selected
group trends as well as average trends In the extent and
variety of reading interests might be determined. By providing
for adequate exposure of the test subjects to the numerous
items of the several tests featuring a varied list of basic
reading topics, it was hoped that value and weight in the final
analysis of reading interests in terms of the solution of the
main and subordinate problems would result. Avoidance of
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generalizations and attention to individual differences in
reading interests, with general treatment in this study of
trends of reading interest patterns were considered as funda-
mental in the conception of the tests in their entirety.
Qutllria of TMoretloal and PraotloaX 0on9.1derat.lojia
An outline of both the theoretical and the practical
considerations which was kept in mind concerning the con-
struction of the battery of reading Interests tests follows!
1. Advancement in objectivity of measurement over
customary methods of noting book withdrawals,
listing of materials read, reading activities
engaged in teacher- Judgments and other similar
methods of analyzing reading interests
2. Utilization of the recognized principle of interest
in the Identification of the subject with itenis
the tests under consideration because of his past
experiences
3. The indirect measurement of emotional attitudes
toward reading
4. Adjustment of tests to remedial reading or slo^^’-
leaming cases by giving permission to test
administrators to provide any necessary assistance
during not only the period of presentation but also
during that of doing the actual test, if such
assistance does not Influence responses of subjects
5. Free Interpretation of test administration by examiner
permitting any necessary modification or supple-
mentation of directions to suit needs of pai'ticular
group of subjects being tested
6. Simplification of directions including samples and
suggested points of reference during period of
test performance

7. Type of presentation to subject conducive to securing
of highly- indiv idual ized expression of preferences
8. Several approaches to measurement of reading
interests, each to typify, insofar as is possible,
varied features in interest measurement
9. Flexibility in selection of treatment of general
content to orovide for analysis of narrow and
broad scopes of reading interests at the age, sex
and grade levels represented
10. Pleasurable reaction to. stimuli of test items
because of their adaption to common tonics of
interests in the elementary education curriculum
11. Sufficient variety of situations concerning both
reading and general interests to permit later
analysis of individual differences in interest
patterns
IS. Sufficient inconspicuous reoetitlon of similar
items to provide basis for observation of con-
sistency of response
13. Indications of intensity of reading interest
trends in both range of preference and range of
participation
14. Notation of evidences of arrested and .accelerated
development in extent and variety of reading
interests in atypical cases
15. Simplified methods of scoring as an aid in
relatively easy compilation of data for ultimate
analysis
16. Accumulation of tyoes of data and other information
Tvhlch are expressive of many thousands of f.avor-
able and unfavorable reactions, as a basis of
estimating nast reading experiences and predicting
future ones.
Although the tests of reading interests possess some of
the characteristics of an interest inventory the basic trend of
thought underlying their construction and ultimate revision was
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similar that of actual test construction. Recognition of the
difficulty of securing an acceptable degree of validity on a
type of test or battery of tests in which individual preferences
are requested was admitted. It was appreciated that to a
certain extent, validity may be judged by the manner of
selection of items included in a test after the significance of
such items has been duly established.
Consideration of the criteria of a good test in the
construction of the battery of reading interests testa is either
briefly and Informally noted in the succeeding sections con-
cerning the tests in numerous Instances, or is inferred.
Interest Inventory Characteristics of Tests of Reading
Interests
In the chapter entitled ’’Interests and Interest
I
Measurement” were noted specific points of customary development
and value of several interest inventories of various tyoes.
Many of these characteristics were favorably considered and in-
coroorated into the construction of the tests of reading
Interests. A general consideration of some of these character-
istics is presented now; in the nummary of this chanter can be
ftoted the names of the specific inventories after which certain
sonstructed tests or sections of these tests were patterned,
iirectly or indirectly.
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Names of Inventories and Other Measures
The names of Interest Inventories and other measures
previously described in this study are repeated.
1. Cleeton Vocational Interest Inventory^
2
2. Kuder Preference Record
3. Strong Vocational Interest Blank for Women'"
4
4. Allport-Vernon Study of Values
5
5. Thorndike’s Reading Interests Questionnaire
0
6. Lyon’s Reading Interests Investigation
Techniques of Measurement
The techniques of measurement of individual preferences
in the battery of tests of reading interests as constructed in-
volved encircling, numbering, underlining and other methods of
1, Glen U. Cleeton. Cleeton Vocational Interest Inventory
and Manual
. Bloomington: McKnlght and VcKnight, 1943.
R. G. Frederick Kuder. Kuder Preference Record. Form BB
and Preliminary Manual . Chicago: Science •Research
Associates, 1942.
3. Kdward K. Strong. Vocational Interest Blank for Women -
Manual and Test . Stanford*]! California: Stanford Tin iver s i t
y
Press, 1941.
4. Gordon W. Allport and Philip E. Vernon. A Study of
Values; Test, Score Sheet and Manual . Boston: Soughton
Mifflin Co., 1931.
5. Robert I. Thorndike. A Comparative Study of Children’s
Reading Interests Based on a F^ictitious Annotated Titles
Questionnaire ] (Monograph ) . Mew York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941.
6. Catherine Lyons. ”The Relative Value of Appeal of
Reading Assignments." Unpublished Master’s Thesis. Boston
University, School of Education, 1943.
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checking items as those deserving various orders of preferences
or comparative degrees of preference; all are objective in
respect to nature of checking.
The Cleeton Vocational Interest Inventory’s con-
sideration of simplicity of choices to be made was noted.
Exceptions occurred, however, in the case of Test IV, general
and Heading Interests Inventory, one of the reading interests
tests constructed. In order to secure a list of activities,
games and e^3orts for further use in a revised form of the
battery of reading interests tests, reported to be those which
had broadened reading Interests and also in order to follow a
similar double-checking procedure of both numbering of items of
several sections in order of preference in addition to under-
lining, as previously described, a rather long list of activi-
ties, games and sports was presented in the final section of
the Inventory, Even ten items to check could be considered
too many in respect to numbering in order of preference. For
purposes of analysis in this study, the underlining procedure
was more important; therefore, the lengthy series of items in
this section of the inventory was retained. In this measure,
especially, common trends of general and reading interests as
noted by the test author will undoubtedly be shown.
The paired comparisons technique of the Kuder
Preference Record was utilized in numerous Instances in the
construction of tests. A review of the characteristic features
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of the measure, as presented at the conclusion of its des-
cription in the chapter on ^Interest and Interest Measurement”,
provided many suggestions for construction of the, present tests.
Consideration and modification of these points were featured
because of the desire to so construct tests that these features
might result:
1. Narrowing of field of investigation of reading
interests
2. Direction of attention tovmrd certain suggested
categories of reading content and of items therein
3. Pointing out of areas of unfamtllarity in reading
materials
4. Provision of patterns of interest or preference
5. Securing of identification of generalized interest
patterns
6. Good motivation within the actual tests
7. Provision 'of scoring devices which can be used
for various purposes
8. General attractiveness of appeal of measure as
a v/hole
9. Possibility of Individual profile construction
(in revision)
.
The Strong Vocational Interest Blank for Women provided
the suggestion that ultimate scoring of the proposed revision
of the battery of reading Interests tests might be determined
by similar techniques used in this vocational interest blank,
by comparison of a test subject’s scores with those of a
criterion group representing subjects who had engaged in well-
balanced fifth and sixth grade reading programs. Suggestions

154
for possible scoring keys were noted, with letter ratings to
facilitate ease of interpretation of test results. Although a
one-point score was decided as the value of each
(indicating "Like") on reading Interests test No, 1, Fxtent and
Variety of Reading Interests and also on Test V, Interest in
Personal Identification with Characters in Reading, the
Dossibllity of securing weighted values for ‘’L”, ”1'’ and “D"
(indications of ’’Like”, "Indifference" and "Dislike") vras en-
tertained after study of the vocational interest blank and its
accompanying manual. A variety of checking techniques - order
of preference, comparison of Interest between two items, and
"Yes "-"No" ratings - were noted; these features were utilized
in the constructed battery of reading interests tests. The
statistical work done over an extended period of years on the
Strong measure revealed the reason for its present degree of
validity and reliability. General features of arrangement of
record symbols and test items were observed. Decision was
reached to place the record symbols of the two tests recently
mentioned to the left of and close to the item under
consideration.
The Allport-Vernon Study of Values, with its notation of
relative importance of items in a series, suggested the check-
ing technique utilized in Test III, Interest in Types of
Reading. The multiple-choice situation was duplicated, in-
directly, in the construction of several tests involving order

degree of preference. The profile chart presented possibilities
of adaotation in revision of oresent constructed test material.
Thorndike's Questionnaire was particularly interesting
because it included measurement of reading preference with
school subjects of the intermediate grade subjects in
elementary . schools. The **Yes-No-? " checking technique was
modified to th&t of "Yes-No" in Test VI, Interest in descrip-
tive Heading Topics to secure a clearer-cut resoonse; also a
modification of the fictitious annoted titles was employed,
titles being omitted entirely and one phrase only used in the
descriptive reading topic. Half the number (namely, forty)
test items were incoroorated into Test VI. The prooosed
objective of the Questionnaire being to investigate the topics
which require the subject to experience and record his reaction
to a. specified reading Interest situation which, it is assRuaed,
has previously been built Into his general reading interests
pattern, suggestions xvere drawn therefrom for analyzing general
trends of reading interest oatterns of the subjects of
the study.
The technique of numbering, in order of preference,
items in the exercises used in the Lyon's investigation of the
relative appeal of varied reading assignments for sixth grade
subjects presented reading situations involving activities
allied to the specific reading assignments. An adaptation of
this procedure will be noted in several constructed reading
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Interests tests. The general attractiveness of items in the
exercises was noted also and an effort was made to develops
as appealing material for subjects to enjoy.
Mechanical Features Considered
The objective of the battery of seven reading
interests tests being that of determining individual dif-
ferences in preferences, such mechanical features as vocabulary
load and complexity of sentence structure were kept at as low
a grade level as possible for adequate comprehension of mater-
ial to be read in both the directions to the subjects and in
the actual testing sections.
Curricular Validity
An attempt was made to incorporate some degree of
curricular validity into the construction of the tests. Several
textbooks of commonly-used basal reading series for inter-
mediate grades were reviewed in respect to classified contents;
book lists were studied for the purpose of obtaining similar
information. In Anoendlx B may be noted such reference
material
.
Determination of Categories of Reading Content
^Recognition is given the value and necessity of the
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determination of categories of content and topics involved in
test construction. A consideration of the common problems in-
volved in the development of categories found supporting
evidence in a treatment of this matter by Good, Barr and
1
Scates .
Statements in this paragraph concern the authors*
viewpoints. To decide upon, characterize and delimit the
classes into which units should be placed is a technical prob-
lem of frequency studies. The formation of categories is a
characteristic of research - a t>rocees of delimiting concepts,
noting similarities and differences and fitting the concepts
into a plan for use. The selection of those categories of
units being considered which are most truly representative of
the factors necessary to offer an acceotable answer to questions
raised by the problem is of crucial Importance. This type of
determination of categories is the essential process in the
construction of tests v;hlch may be prepared previous to re-
ceiving data from the tests. An entire set of categories
should possess common elements in justification of their
existence. Differentiation, relating as It does to distinc-
tions or differences between the categories which should not
overlap and homogeneity, relating to opposite characteristics
of the classes, are two important features of categorization.
1. Carter V. Good, A. 3. Barr and Douglas F. Scates. The
MethodoIor:v of Fduoational Research . New York: D. Appleton-
Century do.
,
1941, pp. F64-73.
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Attempted Development of Categories
Having compiled a list of three hundred fifty reading
topics, tne problem of developing stiitable major classifications
or categories presented itself. It was noted that various
classifications of reading content and reading topics therefrom
existed in liook lists exajnined, with no set pattern of organi-
zation. Ten major classifications were finally selected as
those which seemed most representative of the majority of
tonics to be incorporated into the test. A chart was built
with numbers one through thirty-five beneath each heading.
Attempts to assign each topic to a logical place in its proper
classification proved to be an exhaustive and difficult task
because of the overlapping of possible interpretations of the
topics. Too large a percentage of the number of topics were
such thr t difficulty was encountered in the endeavor to con-
tinue this procedure. Therefore, it seemed expedient to
abandon the plan of scientific development of categories which
would be the equivalent of considerable experlementation in
itself. Decision was reached to consider, as of more temporary
importance, an organization of topics ^lich would serve the
purpose of determining the extent and variety of reading
interests with plans to arrange according to the order and the
percent of preference by all subjects of the study each of the
three hundred fifty topics. The assumption was that this
preliminary analysis of results would be very revealing,
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informational an<3 helpful insofar as a revision of the basic
list of topics was concerned.
In the cases of a few tests, however, a possible
suggested list of categories vms utilized to aid in selection
and organization of varied test items. Alphabetically ar-
ranged, the categories referred to are the following:
I Animals
II Biography
III Familiar Experiences
IV Informational Fiction
V Mystery and Detective
VI Myths and Legends
VII People and Customs
VIII Recreation and Hobbies
IX Science and Invention
X Travel and Adventure
Flexibility of Use of Test Construction Outline
The basic outline as presented, although fundamental in
the organization of descriptive material concerning the con-
struction of each of the seven reading Interests tests, was not
to be systematically followed in the case of every test
described for the reason that too great formality of descrip-
tion v/ould impair in some Instances the best interpretation of
the construction of the test as a whole. (This was especially

true concerning Test IV, Inventory of General and Reading
Interests.
)
General Outline of Construction of Heading Interests Tests
As an aid In consistency and ease of interpretation of
the seven constructed tests, designed to measure the extent
and variety of reading interests, in respect to general ob-
jectives, educational value, construction, administration,
scoring, compilation of data, analysis of data, suggestions
for revision, and general conclusions expressed in terms of
those particular features of the problems of the study, as well
as pertinent items concerned with the psychological background
and related research presented at the beginning of this study,
it was decided that a general outline of treatment of the
seven tests be adopted.
The general outline developed and utilized more or less
formally embodied such features as the following;
General Outline of Tests
I Title of test
II Need and value
III Function
IV Technique of interest measurement utilized
V Construction
A. Helpful available material
3.
Items
1. Classification
2. Selection
3. Rotation
4. Balance of boy-girl appeal
5. Arrangement

C. Record Symbols
D. Special characteristics
E. Directions (for subject)
VI Administration
A. Work Limit
Desoriotion of Presentation
To acquaint the subjects with the general nature of
each of the seven constructed tests in reading interests a
section entitled *^Dlrections to Pupil” was Included at the
beginning of each test. An attempt was made to explain the
purpose of the particular test under consideration and after a
detailed explanation of the procedure to be employed in the
checking of individual preference in test item situations
sample items were presented 'whenever possible and feasible.
This Introductory section of the presentation which test
administrators were directed to read and discuss with test sub
jects, as necessary, was followed by explicit directions to
oroceed in the same manner to mark the actual test items as
previously directed. Specific points of presentation varied
with the different tests as did the Inclusion of sample items
with accompanying explanations of indications of preference.
Consideration was given to the factor of the undue length of
the section concerning the presentation of a test as an
element of encouraging disinterest in the test itself.
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Test I, EXTEITT AlID VARIETY OP READING INTERESTS
Directions to Pupil: This exorcise contains many topics included in fifth and
sixth grade reading material.
You are to indicate your feeling toward each topic in the list, although you
may not have read stories about it. Each topic has throe letters before it -
(L) (l) (D) . You are to mark just ono of these three letters.
(L) moans "Like".Draw a ring around tho (L) if the topic
you and you would like to road about it.
(I) means ^Ind iffer
o
ne
e
” or "Uncertainty”. Draw a ring around tho
(l) if you aro not 'surc’ if you wish to rcad libout the topic.
(D) means ‘dislike". Draw a ring around the (D) if the topic does
not appeal to you or if you disl ike to road about it.
Work fairly rapidly. Do every line of tho exercise, because you will
(L) Like, (D) Dislike, or (l) be Indifferent to every topic. Do not change
your first marking of a letter.
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EXTEirr AITD VARIOT OP R3ADING IKTERBStS
P a^o 1
i;S
3. (L)
4. (L)
6. (L
6. (L)
7. (L)
8. (L)
iS: S!
11. (L)
12. (L)
13. (L)
14. (L)
16. (L)
16. (L)
17. (L)
18. (L)
19. (L)
20. (L)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(I) (d)
(I) W
(I) (D)
(I) (D
(I) (D
(I) (D)
iski
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
Acting plays
Adventuvo s
,
chil
d
Adventures, outdoor
Airplanes
Airports
Airv/ays
Americans, groat
Animals, realistic
Animals, fanciful
Ancestors
Ants
Archaeology
Architecture
Art and artists
Art masterpieces
AstronoEQT
Athlotos and athletics
Autohiogruply
Automobiles
Ballads(of any country)
51. fL
52. (L
53. (L)
54. (L)
56. (L)
56. (L)
57. (L)
58. (L)
59. (L)
60. (L)
laa
(I)
(I)
(I)
CD
(I)
I)
D
(B) City and covintry
(D) C irou 3
(D) Cleanliness
(d) Climato and v/oathor
(D) Clocks (invention;raako3)
(D; Cloud formations
/d) Clouds
(d) Clo\’ras
DJ Coal
Dj Coats
61. (L) (I) (D) Coins
62. (L) (1)
64. (L.
66. (LJ
67. (L) Id
68. (L) (D
69. (l) (I)
70. (L) (I)
23. (L)
24. (L)
25. (L)
26. (L)
27. (L)
28. (L)
29. (L)
30. (L)
31. (h)
32. C
33 •
34.
36
36
37
38
39.
40.
(D
(D
(D
(I)
(I)
(I)
L)
(L)
CD
: Itl IS 1
. (L)
. Ih)
. (L)
(ID
(!)
(D
(!)
(!)
(
(D
(I)
(I)
CD
(d) Basketry 73# (L)
(D) Bazaars 74. (L)
(D) Boars 75. Tl)
(D) Beauty 76. IL)
(D) Boasts 77
•
(l)
(D) Biblo stories 78. (L)
(D) Biographical adventure 79. (l)
(D) Biography 80. (L)
(D) Birthdays 81. (L)
(D) Boats 82. (L)
(d) Body and its caro 83. (L)
(D) Boxing 84, (L)
'D) Bravo Deeds 85. (L)
,D) Buttons 86. (L)
(D) Camels 87
,
(L)
(D) Comps and carping 88. (L)
(D) Canooo 89. (L)
(D) Caroors or life v/ork 90, (L)
41. (L) (D (D)
42. (L)
43. (L)
44. (L)
45. (L) (D
46. (L) (I)
47. (L) (I)
48. (L) (I)
49. (L) (D
50. (L) (I)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
CD)
(D)
(D)
(D)
Carpontoro and builders 91.
Carving(v/ood, soap, etc.) 92.
Castles 93.
Cats 94.
Causes and effects 95.
Cavemen 96.
Child Life in other lands97.
Children and babies 98.
Children* 3 Activities 99.
Citizenship 100.
(D) Collections
(Dj Colonial lifo
(D) Comics
(Dj Communication
(D) Conquests
(D) Construction
(D) Continonts
(D) Cooking
(D) Country and city
21. (ID (I) (D) Baseball 71. CD i
22. (ID (D Basketball 72. (D (I) (
(I)
ai
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
(I)
CD
CD
CD
CD
Courtesy
Cowboys
(D) Craftsmanship
(D) Crimes
(D) Crusades
(D) Cup s(stylos,a3o,value)
(D) Dances, and dancing
(D) Deserts
(D) Diaries
(D) Dinosaurs
Discoveiy
,D) Dishes
(D) Distance, overcoming of
(D) Dogs
Cd) Dolls(of any countries)
(D) Dragons
^D) Drama
(D) Dreams
(D) Ducks
(D) Electricity and its usos
(I) (D)
13 !S
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
D)
D)( 1)
,
(I) D)
(I) b)
(I) (D)
El ephants
Embroidery
Engineering
Excursions
E3q>editions
Exporionoes (child)
Exploration
Fables
Factories
Pacts of imnortonoo
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EXTEIIT AND YLRJETI OF READING INTERESTS
Page ?.
101. (L) (I)
102. (L) (I)
103. (L) (I)
104. (L) (I)
105. (L) (I)
106. (L) (I)
107. (L) (I)
108. (L) (I)
109. (L) (I)
no. (L) (I)
(D) Fairies and Browiies
(D) Fairy tales(any country)
(D) Pairs
(D) Family Life
(D) Farming
(D) Fiction
(D) Fires and fire protec
-
(d) Fish and fishing(tion
(D) Flowers (all kinds)
(D) Flying
151. (L'l (I)
152. (L) (I)
153. (L) (I)
154. (L) ( I)
155. (L) (I)
156. (L) (I)
157. (L) (I)
158. (L) (I)
159. (L) (I)
160. (L) (I)
(D) Jin2les(jolly rlymcs)
(D) Jokco
(D) Jugglers and juggling
(D) Jungle experiences
(D) Jungles (description)
(D) Kites
(D) Kittens
(D) Knights and castles
(D) Knives
(D) Leadership
111. (L) (I) (D)
112. (-) (I) (D)
113. (L) (I) (D)
114. (L) (I) (D)
115. (L) (D)
116. (L) (1) (D)
117. (L) (I) (D)
118. L) (I) <D)
119. (L) (I) (D)
120. (L) (I) (D)
Folklore
Foods
Football
Forests
Fossils
Frontier life
Fun and nonsense
Games
Game wardons
Gardens
161. (L)
162.
(L)
163. (L)
164. (L)
165. (L)
166. (L)
167. (L)
168. (L)
169. (L)
170. (L)
(l) (D) Learning new things
(I) (D) Legends(any country)
(I) (D) Liberty and froodom
(l) (D) Libraries
(l) (D) Life-saving
(l) (D) Lighthouses
(l) (D) Literature (classic)
(I) (D) Living with others
it) (D) Locks and keys
(I) (D) Locomotives
121. (L) (I)
122. (L) (I)
123. (L) (I)
124. (L) (I)
125. (L) (I)
126. (L) (I)
127. (L>
128. (L) (I)
129. (L) (I)
130. (l) (I)
(D) 6oograpty(any country)
(D) Giants
(D) Goblins and ghosts
(Di Good times at homo
(D) Government
(D) Grandparents
(D) Greek heroes
(D) Growing up
(Di Qyrpsies
(D; Handicaps^ overcoming
171. (L)
172. (L)
173. (L)
174 o (L)
175. (L)
176. (L)
177. (L)
178. (L)
179. (L)
180. (L)
(l) (D) Love and romance
(IJ (D) Magic
(I) (D) Magnets
(l) (D) Mail service
( l) (D) Manufacturing
(I) (D) Marble
( l) (D) Marines
(l) (D) Mechanical devices
(I) (D) Menus and meals
(I) (D) Microscopes
131. a) (I)
132. (L)
133. (L)
134. (L) h)
135. (L) (I)
136. h (I)
137. (L) (I)
138. (L) U)
139. CL) (I)
140. (L) (I)
Handicraft 181.
Health 182.
Heroes or heroines 183.
Historical fiction 184.
History 186.
Hobbios^ special interests 136.
Holidays and festivals 187.
Home lifo and activities 168.
Honor and fair ploy 189.
Horses and horsemanship 190.
(I) (D) Mining
(I) (D) Miraclos
(I) (B) Models and model making
( I) (D) Money
( ij (D) Monk^s
(l) (D) Moon
(I) (D) Mountains
(I) (D) Movies
(l) (D) Museums
(I; (D) Music
141. (L)
142. (L)
143. (L)
144. (L)
145. (L)
146. (L)
147. (L)
146. (L)
149. (L)
160. (L)
(I) (D)
I) (D)
.1) (D)
:3iS
(I)
(I)
(3) (D)
I)
I)
I
1? k
Houses (construction) 191. (L) <[I) (D)
Humor (in verse) 192. (L) ( (D)
Indians 193. (L) 1U) (D)
Indian lore 194. (L) 1[I) (D)
Industrial expansion 195. (L) 1(i5 (D)
Industries 196. (L) 1[I) (D)
Inventions 197. (L) (:d (D)
Islands 198. (L) ( (D)
Iron and stool 199. (L) 1U) (D)
Jewels 200. (L) \:d (D)
Musical instrument
H/-thology
Natural history
Natural resources
Nature
Navy
Needs of man
Negroes
Neighbor 3(geographical)
News (war)
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EXTENT AND VARIETY OP READING INTERESTS
Pago 3
201. (L) (l) (D) Non-fiction
202. (Lj (Ij (d) Nonsense rlynos
203. (L) (I) (D) Novels
20<1, (L) (I) (D) Novoltios, making of
205. (L) (I) (D) Nuts
206. (L) (I) (D) Observations
207. (L) (I) (D) Ooonas
208. (l) (ij (D^ Occupations
209. (L) (I) (D) Old talcs(ony country)
210. (L) (I) (D) Old World history
251. (L) (I)
252 (L) (I)
253. (L) (I)
254. (L) (I)
255. (L) (I)
256. (L) (I)
257. (L) (I)
258. (L) (I)
259. (L) (I)
260. (L) (I)
fD) Radio personal itios
(D) Railroads
(D) Ranchos and ranch lifo
(D) Recreation
(D) Regions (geographical)
(D) Rescues
(D) Rliymos (any kind)
(D) Riddles
(D) Rivers
(D) Rocks
211. (l) (I)
212. W (I)
213. (L)
214. (L) h)
215. (l) (I)
216. (L)
217. (L)
218. (L) (I)
219. a) (I)
220. L) (I)
Outdoor activities
Painting
Paracfautoo
Parados
Parks and playgrounds
Patriotism
Pooplo (any race)
Personal oi^orioncos
Pots
Phantasy(make-bol iovo)
261. (L) (I^ (D) Romanco
262.
(L) (I) (D) Safety
Scenic wonders
Sciontific wonders
Seasons
Self- Idij)rovomont
School lifo
School (boarding)
Science
Scientific (advanoomont)
221* (L) (D
222. (L) (I)
223. (L) (I)
224. (L) (l)
226. (L) (l)
226. a) (I)
227. (L) (I)
228. a) (D
229. a) (Q
230. (L) (Q
(D) Photograply 271. (L)
(D) Picnics 272. (l)
(D) picture-story content 273. (L)
^D) Pilgrims 214. (L)
^D) places (descriptions) 275. (l)
(D) Plans Qi^ planning 276. (L)
(D) Ployground activity 277. (L)
(D) play charaotors 278. (L)
(D) Ploasuros 279. (L)
d) Pionoors and pionocr lifo 280. (L)
(D) Scouts and scouting
(D) Soashoro
(d) Soa poomc
(D) Socrcts
(D) Secret sorvico
(d) Sowii^ and dressmaking
(D) Shells
(d) Sliins and shipyards
(D) Signal
s
(D) Skating
251. (L) <2)
232. (L) (I)
233. (L) (I)
234. (L) (I)
235. a)
236. (l) (3
R3T. (L) (HO
238. (L) (2
(L) (3
*40. (I.) (g
(D) Piratos
(D) Plains
(D) plants
(D) Pootry (all kinds)
fDl Politico
(Dj Pottery
(Dj Prohistoric A^o
(d) Prosidonts
(D) Primitive lifo
(D) Printers and printing
281. (L)1 (I)
282. (l;) (I)
283. a » (I)
264. W' (I)
285. (L (I)
266. (L
287. a 1 (I
268. (L) (I)
289. (Lj (I)
290.
1 (I)
(D) Sketching
(D) Skiing
(D) saqr
(D) Slato (stono)
(D) Snowshooing
(D) Songs and singing
(d) Sp.irz (World War II)
(D) Sbiuoo
(D^ ^orts
(D; S^ottor^s guide
2«.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
246.
t4i.
260.
|l) (D) Protectivo coloration
^l) (D) Public sorvico workers
.3 W Puppets or morionottos
'3 (D) Puzsies
1
1) Cl) Pyramids
1
1) (D) Qitarrics and quarrying
(Dj Q^icstions and answers
(Z) (D) 1^008 (of men)W XUtooo (horses)
(3 (0) Radio
291. (L) (I) (D)
292. (L) (I) (D)
295. (L) (I) (D)
294. (L) (I) (D)
295. (L) (I) (D)
296. (L) (I) (D)
297. (L) (i) (D)
298. (L) (I) (d)
299. (L) (I) (D)
300. (L) (I) (d)
Squirrels
S’banps
Sbars
Stono Ago
Stonos (goms)
Study habits
Submarinos
Suburban lifo
Success stories
5^ugar industry
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Pago 4
301. (L)
302. (L)
303; (L)
304. (L)
305. (L)
306. (L)
307. (L)
308. (l)
309. (L)
310. (L)
311. (L)
312. (l)
313. (L)
314. (L)
315. (L)
316. (L)
317. (L)
318. a)
319. (L)
220. fL)
EXTENT AND VARIOT OP READIHG IHTEEIESTS
(I)
^
(I) (d)
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
(1) (D)
Surprisoe
Swimolng
Tanks
Thanksgiving Day
Tigers
Tools and aoohinos
Toys
Tracks (aniaal)
Trado
Trainort (aninal)
Tronaportation
Traps ond trapping
Travel
s
Iroasuro-sookors
Trooa
Tricks and stunts
Unitod Statos
Unitod Statos (today
Tikings
Toloanoea
321.
322.
323.
524. (l) (I)
525. (L) (I)
326. (L) (I)
327. (L) (I)
328. (Ll
329. 'Lj
rr-^. (L) (I)
531. (L) (I)
332. (L) (I)
333. (L) (I)
334. (L) (I)
335. (L) (I)
336. (L) (I)
337. (L) (]5
(
13
338. (L) (I)
339. (L) (I)
340. (L) (I)
Winds
(D) Winter sports
(D) Wishes
D) Wizards
D) Wolves
d) Womon and girls
(D) Wonder and (unboliof)
(D) Wonders, (natural)
(D) Wonders, (soienco)
(D) Wood (uses of)
341. (L(
342. (L)
343. (L)
344. (L)
345. (L)
346. (LJ
. (L)
348. (L,
349. (L)
350 o (L)
(D)
(D)
(D
(I) (D)
(I) (D)
Woods (forests)
Woodvrorking
Workshops
Zebras
Zoo
Zoography (animals)
yachts and yachting
Youth^o problom'5
Vohicloo (wagons . oto •
)
Village Life
Voyapoa
Wac. (World War Tl)
War
Warriors (Indian}
Wator (bodioa of)
Water sports
Wavos (World War IJ)
TToathor and cliinato
TToaving
7T ost-z/ard ojqjonsion (D.S.)
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DETAILHJD DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSTRnCTION OF THE
BATTERY OF SEVEN READING INTERESTS TESTS
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TEST I. EXTENT A^D VARIETY OF HEADING INTERESTS
Need, Value and Funotlon
To determine the extent and variety of reading
interests of subjects, the first prerequisite was a measure
sufficiently long and varied in topical content to permit
freedom and satisfaction in checking the degree of varied
preferences in a total list of prepared topics. The need of
the d evelopment of such a measure arose because of the apparent
lack of availability of a similar one from other sotirces. Its
value lay in the extensiveness of its construction as a means
of determining broad or narrow interests in reading: The
function of the test may be considered that of obtaining a
meastxre of individual differences in the choices of a subject
in reading-topic test situations where opportunity is afforded
for checking three specified degrees of preference.
Helpful. Available Material
Previously-made comments concerning the availability
and the review of commonly-accepted standard book-lists, text-
books of numerous basal reading series, library catalogs, etc.,
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preclude the necessity of repetlt ion at this time.
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Selection of Tonics
Three hundred fifty reading topics were finally
selected from a more exhaustive list initially developed. The
criteria of selection were tiasedi on securing as wide a variety
as possible of topics, of presumed interest to boys and girls
of both age and grade levels represented in the study, in
consideration of the possible classification of topics under
suggested categories of reading content.
Classification and Arrangement of Topics in Prepared List
An attempt to classify reading topics into ten
categories of reading content proved to be too time-consuming
and difficult for the purooses of this test survey. The final
arrangement decided upon was that produced by alphabetizing the
topics only, which it was appreciated, gave opportunities for
probable similar checking of related topics appearing in
consecutive order, (as in the case of ’’Airplanes**, ’’Airports”
and "Airways”); however, this situation was exceptional. Rather
consistent neutrality of positions of topics was effected by
the alphabetical arrangement.
\1
i
1
{
{
1
!
Arrangement of Topics In Test
To secure neat arrangement, visual breaks, correct
spacing and margins In preparation for duplication of material
this final arrangement was developed. Each test page featured
one hundred topics arranged in two columns with five sections
in each; each section contained a series of ten topics; the
topics were numbered consecutively and preceded by the record
symbols ”L”, “I” and "D”. The final test page v;as of shorter
length. The test presentation was placed on a separate page
preceding the test proper.
144
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Directions to Sub,1ects
An indication of feeling toward each of the three
hundred fifty topics in the test, by the encircling of that
particular record symbol v/hich best typified the subject’s
degree of preference for the topic under consideration, was re-
quested. The anticipation was that the habit of encircling
record symbols would soon become automatic and the attention
of the subject would be directed almost entirely to considera-
tion of the topic at hand and Judgment of his ov/n degree of
preference for it.
Technique of Measurement
Indication of the degree of preference was the tech-
nique of measurement involved in checking the topics.
i;
h
t
I’
Simplied choices were possible, thereby.
Hecord SyiTibols
The record symbols, ”L”, and •’D”, (indicative of
’’Like”, ‘’Indifference” and "Dislike”) were used.
Administration
In the presentation of the test, sufficiently adequate
explanation was given the checking technique involved. Simple
explanations with samples of each of the three degrees of
preference were provided. Caution to work fairly rapidly and
to check but one record symbol in each line was to be empha-
sized. Decision concerning the number of sittings necessary
for the completion of the test vjas left to the discretion of
the administrator. Subjects were to be encouraged to check all
topics possible, then wait for individual or group assistance
on reading and understanding remaining topics. No definite
time limit was previously determined.
Characteristic Features
The extreme length of the test may be termed a
characteristic feature.
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School
Ago Yrs.
City
Grade
State
Boy or Girl
Date
Test II - IIITEREST HI READING VS. INTEREST HI OTEER SCHOOL SUBJECTS
Directions to Pupil: In this exerciao you arc to shov/, by placing a check
mark in parentheses, (v) which one of the two items in each set you prefer.
The other school subjects, besides Reading, are arranged in pairs. Think of
both th© subjects as you judge your lil:ing for thorn. Lfe.rk only one of the
"ilro items in each sat v;ith a (v) .
1* ( ) Reading 2. f ) Aritbietio and P ©moanship
( ) Language and felling
3. ( ) Reading
( ) History and Geography
4. ( ) Current Events and Citizenship
( ) Reading
5. ( ) liisic and Art
( ) Reading
7
. ( ) Road ing
( ) Health and Pl^ysical Education
Activities. Building or leaking
lleiv/ Things,
Copyri^t, 1944,
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T]^ST II intkrt^:st in reading vs.
INTEREST IN OTHER SCHOOL SUBJECTS
Need. Value and Function
It is frequently assumed that cMldren like reading but
until an actual opportunity for checking Individual preferences
Is provided sufficient basis for Judgement in this regard is
not valid. In order to determine to what extent reading is
preferred in comparison with other school subjects it was
necessary to incorporate into the battery of reading interests
tests this particular measure. The need of such a measure
became evident, in relation to the other proposed measures
under construction, in answer to the question: “To what extent
do fifth and sixth grade subjects like reading in comparison
with other school subjects? “ The function of this test may be
described as that of the determination of the order of
preference which exists for reading as a subject of the
elementary school curriculum in comparison with that for
specified combinations of other school subjects.
Technique of Measurement
As a method of the comparison of interest in reading
with that for combinations of other school subjects, the
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general procedure usually employed in the paired comparison
technique was utilized. As a safeguard against too constant
repetition of the item ’’Reading” throughout the test a modified
form of the technique mentioned was considered the most favor*-
able to adopt. Instead of presenting the item •’Reading” in
comparison with every possible combination of the other school
subjects, it was decided to reduce the length of the test and
make only eight comparisons without any repetition of names of
the other school subjects. Indiscriminate marking which might
result in stereotyped response because of lack of interest in
too prolonged a test situation was avoided by this procedure
with the feeling that the general effectiveness of the test
would not be impaired.
Selection and Organization of T^-^st Items
The selection of test items was automatically based
upon the names of the common subjects of the elementary school
curriculum. Various organizations of Items were experimented
wlthj finally, the combinations as presented were considered
to be the most desirable from the ooint of view of relatednsss
of the school subjects used in the combinations, common
curriculum classifications and general utility in this particu-
lar test. An exception to this general plan occurred in the
case of the oomblnfiiion of “Arithmetic” and "Penmanship” be-
cause of the inability to place these two particular subjects
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in more favora'ble posltione without Interfering with the
relatedness of other combinations of school subjects. A rather
detailed item appeared in the last series of the test but such
treatment was considered advisable because of possible misinter-
pretation of the item as initially expressed. ’’Building or
making new things” was the explanation given in an attempt to
clarify the meaning involved in ”Creatlve and Constructional
Activities”.
Rotation oi Items
By planning rotation of test items, it was possible to
have the item ”Readlng” appear first five times and second
three times in the series of eight test situations; the slight
preference in initial appearance of the item ’’Reading” x^ras
considered as a means of balancing the visual span and also the
time necessary for the reading of combinations of the school
subjects in some of the Items. With one exception, as the test
was finally arranged alternations of the position of the item
"Reading” were possible.
Record Symbols and Directions to Subjects
The record symbol which subjects were requested to use
was the check mark, to be placed according to directions, in
the parenthesis at the left of the item which was preferred in

comparison with the other Item of each series. The admonition
to think of both school subjects in combination as presented
was made in consideration of the relatedness of those parts of
the items as well as the uneven line length of the two test
items being compared. Wo sample item appeared to be necessary
and therefore was omitted as it would either have utilized or
impaired one specific situation needed in the actual test.
Although of a minimum length and not time-consuming at all, the
test designed for the special function previously mentioned was
intended as an Informal objective procedure wheret)y the subjects
might make free and genuine responses to the comparison of
their interest in reading i^^ith that of their interest in other
school subjects in various combinations.
Administration
The largely self-administrative procedure was designed
to be relatively simple in keeping with the simplicity of the
actual test. Any class dis’oussion of the interpretation of
directions was permissible, as necessary.
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TEST III, Interest In Typos of Reading
Directions to Pupil; In this oxorciso you are to think about and chock
the tj'po (or kind) of reading which you prefer the dost and also the typo
v/hich you prefer the least in each series cf three itoias.
PART I
In Part I - those itons v/ill bo found:
1. Book - noaning a conploto bookp with chapters*
Story - neaning a short story, one of several in a book.
3. Poon - ncaning one peon or verso about a given topic.
4. Play - acaning cnc play.
5. Cartoon - moaning the caption, or saying that is written to comn-
ent on tho picture.
6. Article - moaning a short v;rito-up in a magazine or no\7spapor.
You my refer to those meanings at any tino during the marking of tho
sorios of items.
Read all tho items in each series. Place a chock mark in tho paren-
theses (v) at tho left of tho item which you prefer (cr Like) tho most
of tho thi‘00 itcns**givcn. Place a cliock mark in tho parenthosos (v) at
the right of tho item vdiich you prefer (or lilcc) the least of tho throo
items given. (^Ono item in each series will not bo marked.)
Samplo;
C )Play (v) This checking morns that you would prefer most to
(v) Book ( ) read a bool: and prefer least to road a play in this
( ) Cartoon ( ) series of throo items.
No\7 mark these series of items according to directions.
1 2 3 4
( )3tory ( ) ( ) Book ( ) ( )Cartoon ( ) ( )Stoiy ( )
( )Cartoon ( ) ( )Play C ) ( )Article ( ) ( )Articlo ( )
( )Pocm ( ) ( ) Story (
)
( )Book ( ) ( )Pocm ( )
5 G 7 8
( )Articlo ( ) ( )Poom ( ( )Book ( ) ( )Play ( )
( )Book ( ) c )Cartoon ( ) ( )Play ( ) ( )Poom c )
( )Plny ( ) ( )Article ( ( )Pocn ( ) op o c )
9 10 11 12
( )Articlc ( ) ( ) Cartoon ( ( )Article c ) f )Book ( )
( )Play ( ) ( ) Story ( f ) Story ( ) ( )Article ( )
( ) Story ( ) ( )Book C ) ( )Play ( ) ( )Cartoon ( )
Oopyrlgjht, 1944,
by
S. li:lXea Mitchell
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PART II Pago 2
In Part II, thcso itoms will bo found:
1. Description - which moans reading matorial that describes people,
places, events, etc.
2* Narration - which moans reading material that narrates, or tells
events#
3. Information - which means reading material that gives information
or facts*
4. Directions - vrhich means reading material that directs, or tells
how to do a certain thing*
5. Dram - v/hich moans reading material written in the form of a play,
vfith characters.
G* Poctiy - vdiich means poems or vorsos.
You may rofor to those meanings at ary time during the narking of tlio
series of items*
Read all throe items in each series* Place a chock mark in the paren-
thesos (v) at tho loft of tho item v/hich you prefer (or lilco) tho most of
tho throe items given. Placo a chock mark in tho parcaithcsos at The
right of tho item which you prefer (or like) tho least of the throe items
given. (One item in caoh of tho scries v/ill not ’BTo marked.)
Samnlo:
(v)Description ( )This chocking moans that you would prefer most to
' ) Directions ( )rcad a Description and prefer Joast to read Poetry,
) Poetry (v) in this series of throe items*12 3
( )Dcscription ( ) ( )Dirootions ( ) ( )Drama ( ) ( )Pootry ( )
( )Drama ( ) ( )Narration ( ) ( )Dcscription ( ) ( ) Narration ( )
( )lnfonnation ( ) ( )Dcscription( ) ( )Pootry ( ) ( ) Information( )
5 6
( ) Information ( ) ( )Poctrj'’
( ) Direct ions ( ) ( ) Drama
( ) Narration ( ) ( ) Narration ( ) ( )Poetrj'-
( ) Direct ions
( ) ( ) Information ( ) ( )Drama ( )
( ) ( ) Narration ( ) ( )Dircctions ( )
( ) ( )Doscription( )
10
( ) ( )Dram
11 12
( ) ( ) Description ( ) ( )Di'ama
( ) Information ( ) ( )Poetry ( ) ( )Drama ( ) ( )Pootry ^ ,
( )Doscription ( ) ( )Dircotions ( ) ( ) Infomation ( ) ( ) Information( )
( )
( )
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TEST III INTEREST IN TYPES OP READING
Need. Value and Puncton
A review of related research failed to disclose the
existence of any objective measure of the type planned for
this study, therefore the need of constructing such a measure
was obvious.
. To determine which type or types of reading content
present the greatest appeal to fifth and sixth grade subjects,
it was necessary to present situations whereby opportunities
were given for indicating s»jch preferences. Although children
often comment on their Interests In different types of reading
content or observation of their free reading reveals their
interest in such types, an objective measure of such interests
was considered necessary.
The value of such findings, if incorporated into plans
for a balanced reading program, is evident.
The function of Test III, Interest in Types of Reading,
is that of the determination of individual differences in
interests in different types of reading content.
Helpful Available Material
Textbooks and supplementary material in reading and
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other subjects in the elementary school curriculum were studied
to determine the approximate number of types of reading .
material moat common therein.
Test Iter.s
An arbitrary list of twelve types of reading was
developed as a basic list for use in this test as a result of
the foregoing study of books and magazines considered to be of
interest to children of fifth and sixth grade levels. An effort;
was made by this medium to incorporate into the test the
feature of curriculum validity. The items selected were the
follovjing:
Py^rt I Part II
Book
Story
Poem
Play
Description
Narration
Information
Directions
Drama
Poetry
Cartoon
Article
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T^umber
of ^>eries
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION AND ROTATION OF ITEMS IN
TEST III, INTEREST IN TYPES OF HEADINa
Part I
Book Story Poem Play Cartoon.. Article
1. 1 1 1 3
2. 1 1 1 3
3. 1 1 1 3
4. 1 1 1 3
6. 1 1 1 3
6. 1 1 1 3
7. 1 1 1 3
8. 1 1 1 3
9. 1 1 1 3
10. 1 1 1 3
11. 1 1 1 3
12. . .1 .. • 1 3 .
Total 6 6 6 6 6 6 36
Part II
Number
of Series Descriotion Narration Inforwition Directions Draiaa Poetry Total
1. 1 1 1 3
2. 1 1 1 3
3. 1 1 1 3
4. 1 1 1 3
5. 1 1 1 3
6. 1 1 1 3
7. 1 1 1 3
8. 1 1 1 3
9. 1 1 1 3
10. 1 1 1 3
11. 1 1 1 3
12. 1 1 1 3
Total 6 6 6 6 6 6 36
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Rotation of Items
Table I, Distribution and Rotation of Items in Test III,
Interest in Types of Reading, was developed as a systematic
procedure in planning the rotation of each of the twelve items
in each of the two parts of the complete test. Each item in
its respective part was made to appear three times, once each
in comparison with two different items. In the final organi-
zation of the two parts of the test changed order of items was
resorted to for the sake of variation of item placement and
attempted avoidance of possible stereotyped response, although
the actual items therein remained in the same series as the
plan which the rotation chart shows.
Parentheses were placed preceding and following each
item in each series so that an opportunity for checking at
either the left or right of the item, according to directions,
was provided.
Technique of Measurement and Directions to Sub.lects
As an acceptable psychological procedure, directions
were supolied requesting that all three items in a series he
read and considered before any checking was done. The placing
of a check mark at the left of an item would mean that that
item was preferred most of the three items in the series, where-
as a check mark at the right of an item would indicate the

least amount of preference for that item in the series as com-
pared with the remaining tvjo items,
A sample test item was Included, with detailed ex-
planation of checking done therein, as an aid in accurate
understanding of the directions. An additional point v/as made
to the effect that one item in each series was not to be checked
at all, to avoid possible corxfuslon concerning the number of
check marks to be used in any one series of three items.
The general plan of presentation, test organization and
arrangement was made very similar for both parts of the test
and the easier part was placed first as an indirect teaching
procedure for the more difficult part to follow.
Administration
The directicns for this test, although the test was in-
tended as that of a self-administrative nature, were designed
to be supplemented by any further explanation, blackboard
demonstration and other assistance deemed expedient because of
the newness of this particular technique to the subjects of the
study. The length of the test directions as planned was such
that undue extension of directions seemed Inadvisable. The
expectatipn v/as that the amount of time necessary for the
thorough understanding of direct ionswould be greater than that
used in independent checking of items in the test sections
proper
. , ? il
J ’it"
•'rJ
Special Charaoterlstics
Following the initial directions to the subject to con-
sider the type or kind of reading preferred the most and also
that preferred the least In each series of the test, a prepared
section defining the Items themselves was introduced. Defini-
tions were simplified and made brief In order that ease and
speed of necessary reference to the definitions would be made
possible during t}:]e actual test checking period.
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Namo Ago Yrs. Grado Boy or Girl
School City State Date
TEST IV, GEIIERAL AW READII^ IHTET.ESTS IITVENTORY
Directions to Pupil; This inventory gives you on opportunity to givo your own
opinions and to supply infomation about your gfjnorul and reading interests.
There are no right and wrong answers. Check or number each item exactly as you
v/ish. ”liiimbcr in order of preference'’ moans to put a "1" beforo tho item you
liko the best; "2" before the item you liJ:e second best, etc.
I. Rc.ading Interests; Chock in parentheses (V) or v;rite numbers or words for
an^^fcVsV'a"3‘VcV^^
a. Have you a library card? ( )Ycsj ( )No.
b. liovf many books do you read per month?
c. How many books and niagasinv^s do you own?.....
d. Is your mind active while reading? (lY:ro7 T7S3:
G. Do you "live" important character parts in storios?..( ^Yesj ( )l'Io.
f. Would you like more easier reading matorial? ( }Ycs; ( )lio.
g. Would you liko more available reading matorial?. ( )Yes; ( )No.
II. Books and Stories; Humber those items in order of prufcrcnco.
( ) Travel & Advonturo f
^
Hyths & L .gonds ( ) Biography f )Pootry
( ) Ij^steiy <5: Dv-tcctivc ( ) Science & Invention ( ) Kobbioa ( )Animal
Stories
III.Nov/spapor and JJa^asincs; I-Ivimbsr thovso items in order of proforoncc.
( ) Local Hows ( ) Comics ( ) Sports ( ) Headlines ( ) IIomom£.king
( ) World Hews ( ) Jokes ( ) Editorials ( ) Picturo;s ( ) Articles
Underline tlio items v:hich you usiially road.
IV. Radio; llurabor these programs in order of preference.
Lkisic ( ) H'ovvs ( ) Serials ( ) IiTpersonations ( ) Quiz
Plays ( ) Politics ( ) Talks ( ) Discussion [ ) Comody
Underline tho items v/hich he.vo broadonod your reading interests.
V. llovios; ITur.ibar those programs in order of prcferonco.
( ) Educational f ) iToa/s f ) Co.rtoon ( ) Comedy ( ) War
( ) L^steiy ( ) Lovo ( ) Wostom ( ) Goaigstors { ) Serials
Underline the. items v/hich have broadonod your reading interests.
Would you r.athcr road a book before seeing c. movie of it?( )Yos; ( )lTo.
VI. Enric buy ing E^yoric-ncos; Humbor those experiences in order of profercnco.
0~*Musoum (') Soashoro ( ) Exiaibits ( ) Travel ( ) Concerts
( ) Camp ( ) Mountains { ) Circus { ) Largo City ( ) parties
Underline those items v;hich ha\'o broadened your reading interosts.
VII. Hobbios; and Social Interest s; Check or write, as requested.
What is your favorite hobby? Otliors?
Do you road to gain furthor iirforraation about your hobbies? ( )Yes;( )Ho.
VIII. Act ivities? Gamos; Sports; Humber those ite'ins in order of preforenco.
( ) Music ( ) Friendships ( ) Svw/ing ( ) Painting ( ) Pots
( ) Kilcing ( ) S-.'/imming f ) Baseball ( ) Cooking ( ) Football
( ) Playing f ) Dancing ( ) Drav/iiig (
^
Reading f ) Embroidery
( ) Partins ( ) Visiting ( ) Sv3wi»g ( ) Pishing ( ) Constructing
Undorlino tho items which have broadened your reading interosts.
fionyrlghtt 1944,
t>y
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*^s:ST IV GENERAL AND READING INTERESTS INVENTORY
Need« Value and Function
Study of that r'^lated research in the field of reading
interests which dealt with the influence of dally experiences
I
of children upon their reading interests v/as responsible for
the conception of the idea that the construction of an informal
objective measure of the extension of reading Interests would be
a valuable addition to the proposed battery of tests. Knowledge
of what kinds of articles in newspapers and magazines, which
radio and movie programs, enriching experiences, hobbles,
activities, games, snorts, etc. make valuable contributions to
the lives of children, especially v/hen their reading interests
are broadened thereby because of the carrying out of felt needs
for further information and cultural experience, can be a most
valuable asset in the school's education of the child; as an aid
in adjustment of the reading program to fit the needs and
Interests of individual children such Information as provided
by the children themselves should be most helpful. The primary
function of this measure may be stated as the determination of
Individual differences in experiences, of either a general
nature or that involving reading, which have played a major part
In reading enrichment, or broadening of reading interests.
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Indirectly, Its function may be considered an informal measure
of the peroonal-soclal values of reading, when reading is con-
ceived as a form of daily living in close relation to common
dally experiences.
Coimsents concerning each of the eight sections with
further interesting points about the items anoearing therein are
made elsewhere in this chapter.
General Descrlotion of Arrangement
ICach section was given a Roman number heading and the
title was underlined to make it appear conspicuous on the rather
full single page of material. Double spacing was planned be-
tween sections for visual relief and also for attractiveness of
general arrangement. The title of each section v/as follo»f/ed by
one direct ion , for the series of items beneath it as a whole and
additional directions for further treatment of the items were
placed at the end of each section. Column arrangement of items
seemed preferable because of the number, brevity and similar
checking technique requested in the several sections of the
measure. The number of columns varied with the corresponding
number of items. Parentheses were placed at the left of all
items whioh were to be numbered in order of preference
.
Directions for underlining were consistently placed immediately
following the column arrangement of items in the five sections
l*equesting this type of resoonse, as an aid in the establishment
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of a routine procedure of handling these test sections.
Adequate length of blanks was provided for the writing of words
in cases where such writing was requested.
Selection of Items
A basic list of activities in which children commonly
engage and from which ideas were taken for final selection of
items for this measure was developed from various informational
sources; this suoplementary material can be noted in Appendix B
In the cases of some of the sections definite listings v/ere not
made for the reason that such was entirely unnecessary, as
common knowledge would provide theia (the cases of listing sec-
tions of newspapers and magazines, types of radio programs and
types of movies). From the various activities listed, numerous
inferences and suppositions were made by the vrriter and lists
of items wiiich, it seemed, constituted at least fairly repre-
sentative features of the experiences in question were de-
veloped.
The usual plan of selecting a series of ten items for
each section was quite generally adopted with the exception of
the section on "Activities, Games and Snorts", which seemed to
lend itself to a larger number of interesting and common items;
an error of one repetition of an item was made; so by aoutal
count, nineteen different items were included.
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Teolinlque of Measurement and Dlreotl ns to Sub.lect
Disregarding the fact that numbering items in order of
preference and underlining items indicating which ones had been
conducive to broadening of reading interests, the test as a
whole presented an Interesting variety of oomrron experiences
for consideration. Monotony of the checking procedure in the
measure made Interesting by the inclusion of rather enjoyable
items for reading and reflection because of their highly
personalized character was avoided.
l‘/hen requested to underline those items which have
broadened reading interests, the subject was to be confrontevi
with a situation which would call upon him to exercise memory
of previous experiences in the areas designated by the item as
well as the act of reading some material associated in content
with th/:it area of experience, reasoning concerning whether or
not it was that particular experience or another which
broadened the reading interests and Judgment as to the
accuracy of underlining the item in question. In other words,
a rather highly-complex process of asaociat lonal thinking, of
necessity, must enter into the exeou1:ion of the direction to
underline the items wMch have broadened the reading Interests.
It is legitimate to assume that the high degree of subjectivity
Involved in the making of responses to this direction plus the
complexity involved in the thinking process might tend to
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produce some inaccurate marking. However, in consideration of
the fact that this testing situation would present a consis-
tently-difficult problem to all subjects and because the
information as obtained by the utilization of this feature
would be both interesting and valuable in an analysis of general
interests and activities as they are related, either directly
or indirectly, to reading enrichment, the feature was retained
and incorporated into the measure as described.
Although data on features of preferred order of liking
of the several items in various sections of the measure are
not to be used in this present study, if analyzed, would be
very revealing of not only individual but also of group
preferences and highly indicative of which specific experiences
were most popular. Another valuable feature would be that of
reohecklng with the underlinir^ of items v/hich were considered
to have broadened reading interests, the items which had recei-
ved highest numbers in expressed order* of preference. This
feature was included because it was thought desirable to secure
this t5rpe of indication of preference while the tests were
being used otherwise by subjects.
Administration
No sample items were supolled in the section on
directions to subjects because the general instruction to
“number in order of preference** was briefly and simply
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explained. Freedom of Individual expression of cbecKing was
encouraged -^nd was reinforced by the comment that no right or
wrong answers would prevail. The Intention was to discourage
any checking or underlining >7hich might be considered by the
subject to be favorable according to the opinion of the
examiner,
SECTION I READING INTERESTS
Library Cards
Ascertaining whether or not a library card is possessed
and the number of books read per month were thought to be
interesting situations on T^dilch to receive responses because of
the expressed initiative of the pupil in engagement in volun-
tary reading. No assumotion exists that ovmershlp of a library
card means actual use of it; however, it can be considered as
a forward step in the desire of the individual to broaden his
reading interests by use of enrichment material not orovided
in, or more accessible than, reading material of the classroom.
Qwnershiu of Books an^ Maigazinea
The ownership of books and magazines, although not a
guarantee of actual reading thereof may be fairly indicative
of interest in owning reading material. The pride of posses-
sion frequently is stimulating to the enjoyment of reading and
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conducive to a possible, ultimate reading enrichment program.
Information concerning the approxim-^te number of books and
magazines ovmed should be a point of special consideration in
planning an individualized reading program to meet lacks
evidenced in the home.
IndiyiduaX. Heeds in Keadlng_MaJie.Elal8
The availability, readability and vitality of varied
reading materials, as factors rel'-ted to the subject’s
opportunities of examination of his own reading preferences in
respect to his purposevS for reading, are important features of
a reading program. To determine personal needs of access to
more and easier reading material in an unobtrusive manner, such
as a simple “Yes-No” tjpe of response, can yield from a large
group of subjects an expression of both felt needs and wishes
for more reading materials and for extension of reading
interests thereby.
SECTION II BOOKS AND STORIES
During stages of initial planning of this section, it
was hoped to develop categories of topic content used in Test I,
Extent and Variety of Reading Interests and to compare ex-
pressed order of preference for items in Section II as a tenta-
tive measure of consistency of response. A previous explanation
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has been given concerning the abandonment of the proposed pro-
cedure. For purposes of the present study, the order of
preference as expressed will not be analyzed,
SECTION III NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES
Tvjo supplementary sources of educat ional materials
available in the library, home and school, to a greater or
0
lesser d egree for purposes of informational and recreational
reading, are those of newspapers and magazines. This section
t
was included because of the acknowledged importance of the
medium of this type of materiel. Overviews of newsnaoers and
magazines commonly available for reading served as a check on
the selection of the ten items incorporated into this section
as ti)Ose which were representative of general content of tills
type of reading material. The underlining of items reported
as usually read was considered the equivalent of the case of
indicating broadening of reading interests for purposes of
consistent scoring and analysis.
SECTION IV RADIO
The radio as an instrument of general entertainment and
education holds interest for young and old alike. The ten
types of radio programs, as presented in the test, are varied
ftnd fairly representative of the radio program possibilities as
a whole. Especially in relation to current events of the
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world, radio plays an Important part in the education of child-
ren of the present day. The capitalization of the school upon
this medium of obtaining information, coupled with that of ob-
taining from newspapers, current events papers and magazines
additional or verifying information shows uses of resources
beyond the printed pages of textbooks symbolic of the auditory
function in learning. The inclusion of the section requesting
underlining of specific radio programs which have broadened
reading interests is both a modern and a practical feature.
SECTION V MOVIES
Movie attendance among intermediate grade children is
very common. Visual education, whether provided on the movie
screen at a public theater or in the classroom, exerts an in-
fluence of no small importance on the minds of children who
enjoy this ' medium of learning. The educational value of some
movies seen in public theaters cannot be questioned; others
appear to contribute no important educational value according
to possible use made thereof in the classroom.
By the presentation of items depicting ten kinds of
current movie programs, expressed in single words, ease of
reading and underlining Is apparent,
SECTION VI E?>miCHINa EXPERIENCES
The extension of experience through visits of
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excursions or other contacts with places or recreational and
educational interest and its beneficial effect upon the
personal-social development of an individual are well known.
To ascertain which enriching experiences have been enjoyed and
which have produced in a subject a desire to broaden his read-
ing interests, either in preparation for types of contacts
noted or as an outcome of contacts previously made^ is the
function of this measure.
SECTION VII HOBBIES AND SPECIAL INTERESTS
The psychological effects of the engagement in hobbles
and other special interests as a source of relaxation and en-
joyment are appreciated. Instead of presenting a definite list
of hobbies and other special Interests, It ifas decided to per-
mit the subject the freedom of naming his favorite hobby and
other bobbies, or special interests, as desired. The theory
was that more information could be obtained by this procedure
about representative hobbles and special Interests of the
total group of subjects, because of the individual subject’s
Judgment of his favorite hobby. The act of reading to gain
further information about preferred hobbies was considered as
the broadening of reading interests thi-ough this medium, al-
though the direction employed different wording. Endeavor was
made to make this section highly-individualized and personal-
ized, in keeping with the uniqueness of hobbles and special
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interests as they present characteristic appeal.
SECTION VIII ACTIVITIES, AND SPORTS
The final section of the measure concerning general and
reading Interests features popular activities, games and sports
as related to the broadening of reading Interests. The items,
representative of larger groups of related items of the three
types, might be roughly classified in pairs as those of the
following opposite natures: general and specific, boy and girl,
indoor and outdoor, easy and difficult and individual and group
activities. For purposes of detailed analysis, definite
olassif loaticns or categories of item., content should be pre-
pared; for the general analysis of this section as planned, the
preceding trends of characteristic natures of the items must
suffice as a means of obtaining general Information for pre-
liminary analysis of those activities, games and sports
experienced by the subject in his dally living as the ones whiclr
have broadened his reading Interests.
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Namo
School
Age Yra.
City-
Grade
State
Boy or Girl
Date
TSST V, PERSOilAL IDSTTIPICATIOIJ UJ'.'H CHARACTERS IN READING
:i)
exercise you are to moke believe that you are
in th^li^t^ if yo«** feeling toward Lch itemto e lis . Each item has three letters before it: (L) f l) ro'i You nr«to mark just one of these three letters. ^ ' ^ ' ^ are
(L) moans "Like". Draw a ring arou/id the (L) if botog tlie characterappeals to you and you would •’Llko" to be it.
^ ^ ^ n
means "Indifference" or "Uncertainty", praw n ring around the fl'iif you are sure if you wish to be the cJu^ractar.
(D) moaue Dislike", praw a ring around the fv) if being the characterdoes not appeal to you and you would "Disliko" to bo it.
^
fir..
“““
How mark each i-s em according to directions.
A movie st ;r rocoi'/i;jg gra'.t praise
An entertainer telling goed jokes
A dtroctc»r of camp sports
A ’//inn or in a wi-atcr sports contest
A marine tovad5jig onoi^ territory
A speaker giving a talk on freedom
An artist drav/tor, comic pictures
^ A planner of good times at homo
^
An e^^lorer to a thic]: junglo
I A person plarmto^; clover suir^risos
I A Scout training to life-saving
I A keeper of moukeys at a «oo
A ston^ oollfeotor of experionoo
A flavor of holiday programs at school
A magician keoping observers spellbound
A club loader plfirtning a picnic
A cowboy on a Cclox'ado ranch
A fisherman who usually has good luck
A trainer of circus ontoals
a "Victory Gardener" raising vegetables
A porson onjcytog homo lifo
A baseball player to a big league
A musician with training oonpletod
A lover of nature and science
A pioneer of early Amoricu
A person enjoying uuseum colleotions
A director of public safety
A person enjoying photography
A writer of poems of the sea
A maker of puppets or marionottos
A reporter ’writing- v/ar nows, articles
A oook trying out now rocipes
A porson who enjoys skotchtog
A stogor at a public porformanco
A librarian helping with book soloctions
A porson seeking solf-inprovemont
A president of our country
A reader of jingles (jolly rlymos)
A fairy talking to somo boos Coyri.ht, 1944
A reader of nonsonso stories ^
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TEST V INTEREST IN PrRSOMAL IDENTIFICATION
WITH CHARACTERS IN RSADIHG
Heea.. Value ana Function
For purposes of general utility and attractiveness to
subjects, the need of an additional test, built on items
featuring common occupations and activities of people was
apparent. A generally-accepted co..cept is that at the inter-
mediate grade reading level, interest 3n biography and bio-
graphical adventure is common. A test which would feature in-
terests in personal identification with characters in reading
seemed to be the answer to the problem of the inclusion in the
test battery of reading interests a measure which would be
particularly appealing to subjects of these age and grade
levels. It was presumed that the factor of interest in bio-
graphy would be an important one in the. expression of “Like's”
for most of the test items and an indic^ation of the value of
the test procedure as a whole. The functions of this test may
be considered to be those of securing and measuring individua-
lized expressions of like , indifference or dislike of items
depicting very humanized activities.
Iklpful Available Material
Some of the suggestions for names of people and their

related or possible occupations or activities were drawn from
the three hundred fifty reading^ topics which was the basic list
utilized in Test I, Extent and Variety of Reading Interests.
For example: •’Movies” would suggest ’’Movie stars”; ”Outdoor
sports”, ’’Winner in a winter sports contest”; and ’’Marines”,
”A maiine Invading enemy territory”. Arbitrary selections of
ideas which were thought to be apoeallng to intermedi?*t e grade
subjects were made from the extended topic list as herein noted
thereby, a feature of consistency of response to similar items
idien ore seated in different situations was incorporated into
the construction of this measure.
Selection^ Variety and Arrarip-ement of Items
The influence of the trends of modern social and
recreational living, familiar experiences either genuine or
vicarious, and common activities or occupations of people are
noticeable in the selection of items of this test. These
specific features are in keeping i«jlth reading interests of the
age and grade levels represented in the population participat-
ing in this study. The inclusion of Items pertaining to these
features was considered a means of increasing and maintaining
interest in the test.
A suppositioh concerning later analysis of data on
lest I, Extent and Variety of Reading Interests, was that, In
all probability, among the topics rating high according to
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order and per cent of preference would be found many which
dealt with recreation and hobbles, familiar experiences of
children, current events, money-making and practical aspects of
daily experience. These general possible suppositions were
used as a basis for more or less arbitrary selection of items
to be used in the construction of this test in addition to
more formal analysis of reading interest topics supplied.
As an aid in the classification and organization of
items a, chart was designed for a total of sixty items, the
4
last twenty of which were omitted from the final test because
of the desire to limit the test to a one-page length. As each
series of ten tests items was planned to meet the needs of tkje
complete test, the omissions did not affect the balance of boy-
girl appeal or rotation of items whatsoever. The last twenty
items are not included in the chart. It is plainly evident
that in the construction of a test, wherein the imagination of
the subject is supposed to place him in the position of the
individual mentioned in the test item and then rermit him to
engage In mental association with that individual as presumably
participating in some specific activity, the feature of bio-
graphical approach will exclude the clear-out, balanced and
definite categories of item content. Such an overlapping of
classifications of items existed that it was difficult to de-
velop a rotation chart indicating accuracy of placement of
test items. The need of an unusually large number of items
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concerning those special topics mentioned at the beginning of
this paragraph was met by this freedom of organization of
matei'^lal.
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Table II below shoxirs the variety of possible categories
of reading content under which Test V items may be listed. For
convience of arrangement in the table., key numbers and initial
letters of the possible categories were used. For example,
”1, A.” means “Category No. I, Animals” and “VI, M and L**
means “Category No. VI, Myths and. Legends,” meaning of
other key numbers and Initial letters may be noted In a
previous section describing attempted development of categories.
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TABLE II
SUMBSR AND DISTRIBUTION OP ITEMS OP TEST V
ACCORDING TO POSSIBLE CATEGORIES OP BSADIRO COKTMf
UNDSR WHICH ITEMS MAT BE LISTED
Item I II in IV V VI VII VIII IX X
No. I. ..F. R.&.H. T,&A.
1. 1 1 1 3
2. 1 1 1 3
3. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7
4. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
5. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
*
6. 1 1 1 1 4
7. 1 1 1 1 4
8. 1 1 1 1 1 5
9. 1 1 1 1 4
10. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
11. 1 1 1 1 1 5
12. 1 1 1 1 1 5
13. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
14. 1 1 1 1 4
15. 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 7
16. 1 1 1 5
17. 1 1 1 3
18. 1 1 1 1 . 1 5
19. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
20. 1 1 1 3
21. 1 1 1 1 1 5
22. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7
23. 1 1 1 3
24. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
25. 1 1 1 1 4
26. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7
27. 1 1 1 1 1 5
28. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
29. 1 1 1 1 4
30. 1 1 1 1 1 5
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Table III Swary of Data Shown In Table II
Possible Category of
Reading Content
I Animals
II Biography
III Familiar Experiences
IV Informational Fiction
V Mystery and Detective
VI Myths and Legends
VII People and Customs
VIII Recreation and Hobbies
IX Science and Invention
X Travel and Adventure
Total Humber of Items
Total Humber of
Items Appearing
3
53 ,
31
IS
5
1
37
26
13
15
182
From the preceding table, certain features can be
noted. The possible category of reading content which had the
highest number of entries of Items ws^s that of ”VII, People and
Customs”, with a total of thirty-seven entries; this
classifioation was followed by ”11, Biography” with thirty-
three and ”III, Familiar Experiences”, with thirty-one entries.
”VII, Recreation and Hobbies”, with twenty-six entries was
fourth in descending order. That is to say, these four sug-
gested categories of reading content, each of v;hich embodied

biographical or autobiographical features considered basic in
the construction of this particular test, received one hundred
twenty-seven of the possible one hundred eighty-two entries.
Expressed in terms of per cents, approximately seventy per cent
of the total number of entries made were those concerning
"People and Customs", "Biography", "Familiar Experiences" and
"Recreation and Hobbies".
Direct ions to Sub.leots and General Administration of T.e_sJ;
The general directions to subjects were made very
similar to those of Test I, Extent and Variety of Heading
Interests, requesting the encircling of the record symbols for
"Like", "Indifference" or "Dislike" preceding each of the forty
test items. Prompt initial reactions were stressed.
The element of "making believe" was introduced in the
first paragraph of the directions to stimulate subjects to
imaginary, personal identification with the character noted in
each item, a proper psychological approach to a test featuring
interest in personal Identlf ication of characters in reading.
An expression of "Like", " Indifference" or "Dislike"
was requested in the case of each of the test items.
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TEST Vi:,, lOTEREST IN DESCRIPTIVE REilDING TOPICS
Directions to pupil; In this cxorciso are descriptive roading topics. You aro
to indicate your fooling toward each oiio,;. although you may not havo road storioc
about it. Each topic has two words before it* Yes No. Drav; a lino under Yoa
if you thiiilc you would like to road aboiit tho topico Draw a lino under ho Tf”
you think you would not like to read .about the topic.
ExcUiVsion to a diatant land
Invention of oloctrio lights
Outstanding work of a poor artist
Children -s p.art in \7xn:iing tho war
Tiihat makes tho thunder
Hobbies popular with girls
Methods of caring for pets
15.'‘'‘'*terious death of a fireman
Ir.ati'uotion in water sports
S'i*vicoa of our uilitfuy loaders
Imaginary adventures of children
Aviation .v.r. a scionco
Laves of famous movie stars
Cooking lessons for boginnora
1,'yths of Scandinavian countrioa
va.Luo of h.obbics in life
Habits of baby kangaroos
S.’jcrot code of tho '-gang”
Causes of giving up picnic plans
Life and customs of Koxicans
Travels of soinrico men and women
Methods of Eubirtarino warfare
Career.^ of successful public workers
D'hjoyablo- practical jokes to play
Story of tho ooraing of tho seasons
Making novel ties for sale
Transportation of circus animals
Scrvicoe of the ”F<. I."
Msdring of moving pictures
Bravery of laiights of old
Improved conditions of travel
Taking and developing snapshots
Life story of a lump of coal
Nov/ gomes for birthday parties
Nature igyths told for children
Instructions in modol-making
Training of dogs for v/ar servioo
Magicians practicing their art
Entertaining with stunts
Popular radio personalities
iploa : 1.: 1
2, \
; mark tlu'SO
1. Yes h'o
2. Yes Ho
Yos Ho
4., Yes Ho
5, Yes Ho
G • Yes Ho
7. Yos Ho
8. Yes Ho
Yes Ho
10. Yes Ho
11. Yes Ho
12. Yos Ho
13. Yes Ho
14. Yes Ho
15. Yes Ho
16. Yes Ho
17, Yos Ho
18, Yes Ho
19o Yes Ho
20. Yos Ho
21. Yos Ho
22. Yes Ho
23, Yos Ho
24, Yes Ho
25, Yes Ho
26. Yes Ho
27. Yes Ho
28. Yes i:o
29. Yes No
30. Yos No
31. Yes Ho
32. Yos Ho
33. Yos Ho
34. Yos No
35. Yes No
36. Yes No
37. Yes No
38. Yos No
39. Yos No
40. Yes No
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TEST VI IfilTERKST IN DESCRIPTIVE
READim TOPICS
)
One of the subordinate problems of this study concerns
the evaluation of the desirability of certain test approaches
or combinations of test approaches which can best be used in
measuring the extent and variety of reading interests. The
interjection of this test, concerning an expression of
preference for descriptive reading topics supplies an approach
not alrerdy used in the present battery. Its value lies in the
ability of the measure to attract the Interest of the subject
and to secure from him either a '‘Yes” or a response to
each item, Indicating his preference. The function has been
Intimated.
Selection and Arrangement _Qf Items
From source material, similar to that used in cases of
preceding' tests, ideas for topics were draiw for descriptive
treatment. The lengthy of the descriptive reading topic was
kept brief as an aid in the making of reasonabley quick and well-
clarified decisions concernifsg preference for the item. The
item selection and arrangement followed that indicated in
II
i
J
Test V, Interest In Personal Identification with Characters in
^‘eading. Each of the ten possible categories of reading
content were represented, with more items in those categories
which were rather inadequately represented in Test Vj these
Included the follov/lng types of content:
1 . Mystery end Detective
2 . Myths end Legends
3. Science and Invention
4. Travel and Adventure
5. Informational Fiction
6. Animals
A reasonable degree of satisfactory and varied selec-
tions of topics was secured by this plan although a perfect
system of rotation of items in possible categories was not
undertaken.
Four sections, each containing ten items, added to the
general appearance of the test. The ‘‘Yes-No” record symbols
were placed at the left of the descriptive topics immediately
following the number of the item itself.
Technique of Measurement and Directions to Subjects
Although the”Yes-No” checking technique, which
indicated acceptance or rejection of the item at hand In^sofar
as individual liking or preference was concerned, was not- new
to the subjects, sample material was provided to insure

adequate understanding of the checking technique. The subject
was made to feel his responsibility in checking each of the
forty items although he may not have previously read material
of the type noted therein.
Administration
Familiarity of subjects with the type of directions
supplied precluded the necessity of much assistance from test
administrators in interpretation of directions.
II
ii
I'
Grado
177a
Ndetb
School
TEST VII,
Ago Yrs.
City
INTEREST IN READING VS.
Boy or Girl
Stato Date
INTEREST H'T ACTIVITIES
Directions to Pupil; This exercise contains reading topics and
activities in which boys and girls are i-^cro or less intorostod.
In each series number the items in order of preference: plo.ee a
"I” in the parentheses before the item which you like best, a ”2”
in the parentheses before the item whic’i you 1 ille second best, etc.
Sair^le; (2) Read poetry (Liked second best)
(5) Go swiiiming (Liked third best)
(1) Draw a picture (Liked best)
Now mark these exercises accerding to directions.
la. C )
lb. ( )
2a. ( )
Bb. ( )
3a. ( )
3b. C )
4a. (
)
4bd (
5a
.
(
)
5b. (
5c. (
6a. (
6b. (
6c (
7a. (
7b. (
7o, (
6a. (
}
8b. (
8c (
9a. (
9b. (
9c (
10a. (
10b. (
10c. (
Road an article about hobbies.
Attend a friend’s birthday party.
Enjoy a cartoon ccrapbcck.
Read about famous generals.
Read about wonders of scionco.
Clean the back shod on Saturday.
Keep an accurate expense account.
Read o.bout treasure-seekers of old.
Read legends of Lurepcan countries.
Enjoy comic rngazincs.
Read about training cf animals.
Reaci ii’nortant facts about volcanoes.
Help plan a class picnic.
Road about sorvice men's centers.
Read advertisements about summer can5)S.
Listen to a talk on good behavior.
Road about fairies and brova:ios.
Road stories of child life in other lands.
Practice a long, difficult piano lesson.
Read a play about village life.
Attend a local co-rnival^
Shell peas for earning.
Read about noted inventions.
Liston to your favorite radio serial.
Garry groceries home from the store.
Read ucv;s of America’s war victories.
Conyri/5ht, 1944
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TEST VII If^TEREST IN READING VS.
INTEREST IN ACTIVITIES
Need. Value and Function
The present-day child, especially in progressive
schools, enjoys numerous and varied activities. Hia leisure
interests are generally considered quite broad and many op-
portunities for development of initiative and self-expression
are provided for him by his environment.
The plan of this test of interest in reading versus
interest in school subjects was conceived as a possible method
of analyzing these comparative interests in the hope that some
educational value might be made available through the responses
obtained thereby.
The function of the test may be said to be that of
determining the order of preference for reading as compared
with th/: t for activities of, a varied, attractive or less at-
tractive nature.
HelDful Available Material
Reading Items
Several interest inventories, suggested activity lists
and lists of favorite hobbles (which are included in Appendix B)
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provided a basis for the development of both attr*?ctive and
less attractive activity lists from which test items were
taken for revision of form before being incoTOorated into the
actual test.
Activity Items
Test items concerning Heading, to be used in comparative
situations with the attractive and less attractive aotivitie^^s
according to a plan devised for this test, were taken from
suggested reading topics from which Test I, Extent and Variety
of Reading Interests, was constructed.
According to the major classification of reading con-
tent upon v/alch this entire test battery of reading interests
was based, varied tyoes of content were selected for comparison
v/lth activities for the determination of order of preference
of reading.
Nature of Items
Children, like adults, vary so greatly in their
individual differences in general interasts, activities, hobbies
and methods of spending leisure time that it is a complex
proposition to even attempt to classify their activities accord-
ing to those of an active or passive nature, boy or girl appeal,
indoor and outdoor experience and individual or group
participation. Responses, then, are assumed to be largely

180
conditioned by the personal exoerlences of the individual child
v/hlch, of course, are constantly changing bringing subsequent
changes in interests of both a general and a specific nature.
Selection of Items
The selection of activity items necessarily had to
Include those of a rather general nature, applicable to both
sexes and considered as some activities commonly engaged in by
children of comparable age ranges. The brevity of the test
made it impossible to introduce as great a variety and as
properly-balanced a representative selection of activities as
would a longer test.
Variety of Items
The types of activity items selected concerned attending
a hlrthday party, enjoying a scrapbook, cleaning a shed, keeping
an expense account, enjoying a comic magazine, planning a
picnic, listening to a talk on good behavior, practicing a long,
difficult piano lesson, attending a carnival, shelling peas
and carrying groceries, Both attreetlve and less attractive
activities are named in the preceding sentence in the order
In which they appeared in the test. The activity items were
considered fairly general and representative of personal
experiences of most of the subjects of the study as vjell as of
t
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other chindren whose general Interests wonld be quite similar.
Classification of Activity It ems
A detailed classification of the ten activity items
used, numbered as they are in the test and arranged under
proper series and. item numbers, was made in order to malce cer-
tain that the items presented answered certain criteria of
balanced classifications. This classification is presented in
Table IV.
TABLE IV.
GESSilAL CLASSifICATiUN UF ACTIVITY ITEMS IK
TEST VII, INTEREST IN HEADING VS. INTEREST IN ACTIVITIES
Test
Items Items Items Items Items
Classification No .1-2 No. 3-4 No. 5-6 No. 7-8 No, 9-10
of Activity
Series I Series II Series III Series IV Seriess V Total
IB 2a 3b 4a 5b 6b 7b 8b 9a 9b 10a 10b
1. General
2, Specific 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12
3. Outdoor 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
4, Indoor 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
5. Boy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12
6. Girl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12
7. Active 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12
8, Passive 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7
9. Attractive 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
10. Less at-
tractive 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
11* Common 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12
iSi Uncommon 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7
13. Easy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
L4, Difficult 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
Total 11 13 8 11 10 13 10 11 12 12 10 11 132
Per cent of total possible entries (168) 78. 57?^
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The per cent of entries for all activity items ooooslte
the fourteen criteria of classification totaled one hundred
thirty-two or seventy-eight end fifty-seven hundredths of the
ore hundred sixty-eight total possible entries. This considera-
tion appears to prove that the twelve activity items selected
for this test were fairly renresentative of the various possible
categories of activities in which intermediate grade children
commonly engage.
OrKS-rilzation of Items
A total of twenty-six test items were constructed and
used in the ten groups of items including either two or three
items each according to the plan shown in Table V, Organization
of Items in Test V|f, Interest in Heading versus Interest in
Activities,
<
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TABLE V
—
1
1
1
1
ORGAWnATIOJi OF ACTIVITY ITSn^tS IK TEST VII
INTEREST IN READING V3. INTEREST IK ACTIVITIES
j
Item
Group Series Number Item
I A la Heading
lb Attractive activity
B 2a Attractive activity
2b Reading
II A 3a Reading
3b Less Attractive activity
3 4a Less Attractive activity
4b Reading
III A 5a Reading
5b Attractive activity
5c Reading
B Qa Heading
6b Attractive activity
6c Reading
IV A 7a Heading
7b Less Attractive activity
• 7c Reading
B 8a Heading
8b Less Attractive activity
8c Heading
V A 9a Attractive activity
9b Less Attractive activity
9c Heading
B 10a Attractive activity
10b Less Attractive activity
»
10c Reading
1
f
H
»/*»?
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In Group I Interest in Heading was compared with that
of interest in an attractive activity. In Series A, ”la** and
"lb”. Heading was given the first position and in Series B,
"2a” and "2b" it was placed in the second position, or was the
final item of the series.
Group II provided opportunity for indication of greater
or lesser interest for Reading as compared with less attractive
activity, according to the same general plan of position of the
two types of items as was indicated in Group I in the preceding
paragraph
.
Two items concerning Heading and one concerning an
attractive activity were features of each of the two series of
test items in Group III. The plan of introducing and conclud-
ing each series with an item concerning Reading and placing an
item featuring an attractive activity between the two was
followed.
Group IV was similar in construction to Group V except-
ing that a less attractive activity was the second item in
each series rather than an item depicting an attractive activitj^
The final test situations, in Group IV, varied from the
preceding three groups in respect to the plan of introducing
two activity items in comparison with one item concerning Read-
ing. The arrangement showed an attractive activity, a less
attractive activity and lastly, a Reading situation. Two
series of this type concluded the test.
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Organization of Reading Items
In Table VI, Organization of Reading Items According to
Classification in Possible Categories, may be noted the
fourteen reading Items used in this test in their relative
positions v;ith items depicting attractive and less attractive
activities.
TABLE VI
ORGANIZATION OF READING ITEJ^S ACCORDING TO
CLASSIFICATION IN POSSIBLE CATEGORIES
Item Possible Category of
Group Series Number Heading Content
I A la Recreation and Hobbies
lb
B 2a
2b People and Customs
II A 3a Science and Invention
3b
B 4a
4b ' Travel and Adventure
III A 5a Myths and Legends
5b
5c Animals
3 6a Science and Invention
6b
6c People and Customs
IV A 7a Recreation and Hobbies
7b
7c Myths and Legends
B 8a Informational Fiction
8b
8c People and Customs
V A 9a
9b
9c Science and Invention
3 10a
10b
10c Informational Fiction

C0NSTPJK3TIOK OF sx^pptmKm k?.r nkfmiAJS
The construction of the verioub types of records re-
lated to the battery of seven r^^nding Interests tests will
receive very brief treatment. The needs, values and functions
of such additional material are readily apparent.
truotlon of Class ^^ecords
In order to have available record facilities for the
entering of registration data and raw scores, class records for
various t;^e6 of organization of data, dependent upon the kind
of test and also of the use to be made from wne entries, were
planned and prepared for each sex and grade in each classroom
represented.
Construction of City ClaavS Hecorde
It became necessary to plan and prepare city class
records from which frequencies of raw scores, developed first
by use of a tallying procedure in the case of each separate
response to each item of each teat with one exception (to be
noted later) by each of the two hundred ten Individual subjects
according to the general plan about to be described. A hori-
zontal arrarigement across a series of sheets of paper seemed to
be the moct practical one for this purpose, both in the tally-
ing procedure as well as In the numerical distribution of raw
scores. This arrangement included the spaoee for entries under
J
appropriate headings, featuring alternation o f initial letters
of the sex considered and also of the grade numbers, under
Initial names of the schools from which data on any Individual
test were obtained. In passing, it might be said that plans
were made to take data from individual sex and grade class re-
cords in numerous invStances. For use in the determination of
order of preference^ according to sex and total grade registra-
tion, these lengthy records which permitted entries to the
number of thirty-eight In horizontal arrangement were necessary.
Specimen records for entries of both the Individual
classroom data and also that of all subjects of the study are
hot included in appendix material because of adequate explana-
tion here.
Construction of Forms for Tables. Etc.
Forms which could be used for the different types of
tables involved in the organization of data for final analysis
were planned and prepared, with consistently arranged places
for entries, in order under the special headings required by the
particular test sections for which data were entered as shown
in the form Ijnmiedlately folloxiring. This organization is
presented now because of its rather general use throughout the
study.

TABLE POaV CONTAININCt FIVE SECTIONS
USED RATHER GENERALLY IH THIS STUDY
Table
Section Grrade Sex
A V Boys
V Girls
V Boys and Girls
3 VI Boys
Vl Girls
- VI Boys and Girls
C V Boys
VI Boys
V - VI Boys
D V Girls
VI Girls
V - VI Girls
E V - VI Boys
V - VI Girls
V VI Boys and G-lrls
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This initial organization of these five basic tables
was so designed to facilitate the obtaining of the range and
nurnerloal frequencies of test scores in convenient arrangement
for later analysis of sex and grade differences in respect to
preferences expressed for certain reading Interests peculiar
to the test under consideration.
gonstruction of a Form for a Sujrimary Table for .aompIetJL
Re^il^tration and Test Data on all Subleots o.f the Btud.Y
As‘ a summary table of the total conpilation of test
data on the batteiy of reading interests tests, intelligence
and achievement testa a special form had to be planned and
made to acconmiodate in one horizontal line all the data on an
individual subject. The completed summaiy table x^lll be noted
at the end of the chapter entitled •’Test Scoring and
Compilation of Data**,
v/hlle consideration of preparation of tests and class
records x^/as being made, an individual-subject card >7as planned,
Flve-by-eight-inch cards of two contrt,sting colors, one color
per grade, were used for Individual pupil entries of data. The
plan of entries on cards which were to be completely filled in
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later when all data were available was made thus’.
I Key number of subject in upper right-hand corner
of card for ease in locating subject’s card in a
set. (Key number to contain school Initial, grade
numbei’*, sex initial and number specifying which
pupil he was in the group, T^hen last names were
alphabetized)
II Hegistration data to serve the purposes for which
card was Intended
A. Name
B. Chronological age
III Standardized test data
A. Intelligence Test
1.
Mental age
S. Intelligence quotient
B. Achievement Test
1. Total average score on entire battery
(as an Indication of general grade
placement
)
S. Reading average (on tests of paragraph
and word meaning
)
5. Age equivalent
IV Heading Interests tests data
A. Arrangement of entries for Tests I - VII
1. Test number and title
2. Perfect score for test
3. Raw score on each section
4. Total score on test
5. Opportunity for any additional details
of information on back of card
All headings and titles were entered on the individual-
subject cards preparatorj'' to later completion. Because of the
forthcoming detailed description of the method of entering raw
data on cards in relation to the development of the summary
table for complete registration and test data on the two hund-
red ten fifth and sixth grade subjects which will be Introduced
in the chapter entitled ’’Test Scoring and Compilation of Data”
no further description of the accompanying copy of a card is now
offered.
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Title - Standardized Test
California Mental Maturity C, A. 10j7 M. A. 10:1 I. 93
Stanford Acnlevement Tot.
•Titles of Beading Interests
Tests I - ,VII
Maxififum
Score
1 Extent and Yariety 360
II Bead, vs. Other School
Subjects
8
III Tyues of Head,
I? Oen. and Head, Int. Inv. 60
Y Personal Identification 40
YI Descriptive Head. Topics 40
YII Int. in Head. vs.
Int. in Activities 10
Tests I - YII Maxiffiuffi Score - 508
• Abbreviated (For Economy of Space)
.) 4.6 Read. (Av.) 4.7
Age ISq. 9.7
Raw Data, According to Record
Symbols, Test Sections
or Item Series
Sub-
ject’ s
Score
283 53 14 283
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 1 2 3 0 4
6 6 3 2 12 19
33 7 0 33
37 3 37
2 2 2 0 2 8
Subject’s Total Score - 381
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Adaptations of Technlauee of Selected Measures
Table VIII, Greneral Comparison of Techniques of
Measurement of Reading Interests Tests To Those of Selected
Measures, gives the name of the technique or techniques of
measurer ment generally used throughout the reading interests
test considered; the degree of similarity of technique or
techniques noted varied more or less.
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Summarv
To fulfill the purpose of this chapter, descriptive
material concerning the construction of tests, records, etc.,
necessary for the conduct of this study to construct and
evaluate a measure of the extent and variety of the reading
Interests of two hundred ten fifth and sixth grade participating
subjects, has been provided.
A review of the important characteristics of a good
test, the outlining of both the theoretical and the practical
considerations involved in test and inventory construction
following a discussion of limitations in interest measurement
which this study seeks to avoid, was presented. Reference v/as
made, in more or less detail, to specific Interest inventories
and other types of similar measures, previously discussed
in the chanter on "Interest and Interest Measurement,"
Special consideration was accorded those characteristic features
of each measure from which suggestions were drawn for use in
constructing the battery of seven reading interests tests.
Forward looks were frequently made concerning points of re-
vision of these tests, in anticipation of considerable refine-
ment. Consideration of the mechanical features in the
constrtier.ion of tests was noted, A brief account of attempts to
incorporate some degree of curricular validity into the present
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testing service was given.
A list of various materials to be constructecl, with
detailed descriptions of points of consideration In the con~
stri.xstion of the battery of reading Interests tests preceded
descriptive material on each of the following tests,
respectively, according to a flexible outline of treatment:
Test I Extent and. Variety of Reading Interests
Test II Interest in Reading versus Interest in Other
School Subjects
Test III Interest in Types of Heading
Test IV Q-eneral and Heading Interests Inventory
Test V Interest in Personal Identification with
Characters in Heading
Test VI Interest in Descriptive Reading Topics
Test VII Interest in Reading versus Interest in
Activities
A specimen copy of each test was so placed In this
chapter that it accompanied the descriptive material concerning
the construction of that particular test, aiding In the inter-
pretation of the descriptive material.
The construction of the several necessary tyoes of
records and forme related to the test battery as a whole was
briefly noted, concluding this chapter the purpose of which \-ms
to describe the construction of material to be used in the
present study.
Sum 'iarlzing the materi als which it was necessary to
construct for actual testing, records for entries of data from
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the battery of seven constructed reading Interests tests and
also that from the standardized tests of Intelligence and
reading achieyeraent this list is presented?
1. Battery of seven reading interests tests
2. Class records for each sex, grade and school for
each test
3. City class records utilizing data entered on the
records noted under Class record sheets for each
sex, grade and school for each test
4. City records for use in summarizing order of
preference for items of tests which were to be
so analyzed
5. Tentative table forms planned in series of five
tables for each test in related combinations
according to- sex and grade
6. Summary table form for complete registration ?>nd
test data on all subjects of the study
A copy of a soecimen individual-subject card as well as
a table (Table VII ) showing general comparison of technique or
techniques of m*»asurement of reading interests tests to those
of five selected . measures discussed in Chapter IV, Interest and
Interest Measurement and commented upon further In previous
pages of this chapter preceded this summarization of construc-
tion of materials.

CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present a description
of the plan and conduct of this study, the main problem of
which is the construction and evaluation of a measure of the
extent and variety of reeding Interests of fifth and sixth
grade subjects.
An outline describing steps in the planning of the ex-
perimental procedure is followed by an account of the execution
of the plans formulated.
The test population is described in terms of chrono-
logical age, mental age. Intelligence and reading achievement
levels. Tables concerning the test population are organized,
in some instances, in five sections each; although lengthy in
structure and broad in scope, the cumulative feature of the
tables showing data on sexes and grades, individually and in
combination, show the gradual development of the final data
entered. The last three sections are dependent upon the first
and second for data; the fifth or final section presents data
developed from all preceding sections, thereby featuring a
summary of data concerning the total test registration.
Statistical procedures are not to be emplojed as
extensively as -in some test construction and evaluation studies
for the reason that, to the writer at least, this study
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represents a preliminary report on general findings resulting
from the administration and scoring of tests plus their in-
formal, general analysis with the view of tentatively-planned
revision of tests. The, study as a whole is too complicated
and comprehensive, in consideration of Intended further treat-
ment, to be considered a situation for rigid statistical
•
analysis at present although sufficient data Is available.
Order of Experimental Procedure
A definite order of steps in the experimental procedure
was adopted after the main and subordinate problems had been
defined and delimited, research background reviewed and general
information concerning various tyoes of Interests and their
suggested measurement acquired.
Planning the Experimental Procedure
The following steps were necessary in planning the
experimental procedure;
1. Selecting a school community where the study might
be conducted
2. Securing permission from the school administration
to conduct the study
3. Analyzing all available standardized test data on
anticipated test fifth and sixth grade test subjects
t
4. Planning necessary test and other materials for
use with test subjects and for handling test data
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5. Constructing materials noted In the preceding
section
6. Planning for necessary duplication of materials
7. Planning a conference with participating teachers
(to be test administrators) in order to accomplish
the following;
a. Presenting an overview of the entire study
being undertaken
b. Discussing more fully the tests and their
administration to subjects in the seven
classrooms
c. Requesting aid in initial tabulations of
responses on Test I, Extent and Variety of
Reading Interests, so that an early cursory
examination of returns might be mede prepa-
ratory to the completion of the construction
of the three final reading interests tests
d. Answering any questions and clarifying any
points of discussion concerning the forth-
coming testing period
8. Distributing duplicated materials for use in class-
rooms
9. Collecting tests when completed
10. Completing clerical work involved in handling tests
and test data
1. Filing
2. Scoring
3. Entering data on records
4. Analyzing test data in a general manner
11. Sumoiarizing the results of the study and drawing con-
clusions more or less specific in nature
12. Developing a tentative general plan for revision of
battery of reading interests tests
Carrving-out of Experimental Procedure
Having outlined a systematic plan of experimental pro-
cedure, the next step was to carry out the plans in consecutive
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order as outlined.
Desoriptlon of School Goiamunlty Selected
A small urban community with a population of approxi-
mately fourteen thousand people of average socio-economic
status, many of whom engage in industrial pursuits was the type
of community selected for the conduct of the study. Local
library and school library facilities were average or slightly
below in general rating, according to the opinion of the
writer. Recreational and cultural opportunities were not out-
standing in number or quality but were participated in rather
extensively by the majority of fifth and sixth test subjects.
Permission to Conduct Survey
Although permission had been secured from the former
school administrative head during the previous vschool year, it
was necessary to discuss anew plans for the present study with
his successor. Willing and gracious cooperation was secured
and coordination of contacts and existing plans carried tlirough
successfully with aid given by the school department as
required.
Analysis of Standardized Test Data Made Available
bv the School Administration
In order to know the test populatioh more thoroughly
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an analysis was made of standardized test data, obtained in
educational surveys conducted in the local school system
either two months previously or at the time of the beginning
of this study, and made available by the school administration
for use in the added interpretation. of the study of reading
interests being undertaken.
Confidence was felt in the tests themselves and in the
validity of data obtained by -their administration. A brief de-
scription of each of the two standardized tests convering their
most characteristic points is presented,
Stanford Achievement Test
1
,Features of the Stanford Achievement Tests (Form F,
Intermediate Partial, which was used in the local educa-
tional survey) which made the results of the test oarticularly
attractive and valuable in the interpretation of the reading
achievement of test subjects, are characterio of all good
standardized tests in achievement. Of special importance are
the following points concerning the test:
1. Validity of content -isfoich was based on
a. A thorough analysis of repre sentative courses
of study from the entire country
. b. Careful evaluation by experts in various
subject fields and
1. Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Huch and Lewis M, Terman.
Stanford Aohlevement Test and Manual . Yonkers-on-Hudson:
't'^orld Rook Company, 1940, Manual, pp . 1-16.
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c. Subjection to rig;ld statistical evaluation
Adequate standardization from which norms for all
revised tests have been derived from a reported
more extensive and representative population than
•has been previously used in connection with the
standardization of any test.
3. lipase of interpretation of scores embracing direct
comparisons between tests by means of equated
scores which appear at the foot of each sub-test
and v/hlch may be further Interpreted by means of
age and grade equivalents provided in the manual.
4. Ease of administration because of methods so de-
signed that they contribute to the test by
a. Using a consistent form of question
whenever possible
b. Including sample exercises, properly
marked, at the beginning of each test
in the booklet
G. Providing for liberal time limits,
making tests power rather than speed
t e st s
d. Ease of scoring, elirisinatirig work
because of prepared scoring keys
5. Profile Chart which provides graphic representa-
t ion of a subject's rating in each sub-test, a
diagnotic feature when the complete battery of
tests is considered.
6. Number of forms available, with provision for both
partial and complete battery administration, as
def rable.
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity . •
Elementary S-Form^
This short-form test of mental mat?7rity possess the
1. Elizabeth T. Sullivan, V’lllls W, Clark and Ernest ¥.
Tiegs. California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity. Elemen-
tary S-Form and Manual . Los Angeles: California Test bureau,
194P, Manual, pp. 1-S.
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following important sections:
1. Pre-test A. Visual Acuity
2. Tests I and II. Spatial Relationships
3. Tests III, IV and V. Reasoning
4. Test VI. Vocabulary
The nature of the test is unique in the provision of a
visual-acuity pre-tf'St, the purnose of v/hlch is the detection
of subjects who have serious visual defects.
Some tests are presented in verbal and others in non-
verbal form so that separate evaluations of mental proceesess
both v/ith and without the use of language symbols may be made.
Each series in the test Is built according to a plan which
purports to do the following:
1. Recongnizes mental processes
2. Corresponds with prevailing present knovrledge of
the nature of mental development
The utilization of test results is that of revealing
to the Instructor the subject's best methods of learning in
respect to language and non-language activities.
Directions for giving the possible self-administering
test are simple, direct and appropriate. The time limits are
conveniently arranged so that no undue feeling of pressure is
existant.
The diagnostic profile, appearing on the front page of
the test, dicloses opportunities for placement of scores on
non-language and language tests, chronological age and grade
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placement data as well as the three Intelligence quotients
(non-language, language and total Intelligence quotients) on
charts provided for this information.
Classroom Qr^an lzatlon
In order to secure a representative group of varying
levels of
’
intelligence and reading achievement, it was decided
to include in the experiment all subjects registered in fifth
and sixth grades in the five elementary buildings of the
school system.
The classroom organization embraced two school situa-
tions where fifth and sixth grade subjects were not in grade
combinations; the remaining three had these existing grade
combinations.
Seven fifth and sixth grade teachers participated in
the administration of test material to subjects.
Test Her.lstration
The number and distribution of subjects according to
school attended, sex and grade are shovjn in Table VIII.
The fifth grade registration of boys eoualled that of the
girls, making a total of 92 fifth grade subjects. In sixth
grade the number of girls, 117, exceeded that of the boys by
46. There were 15 more boys in sixth grade than in fifth but
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the number of girls in both gVades was approximately equal.
The number of sixth grade subjects, 118, was greater than
that of fifth grade, 92, the difference being 26 in favor
of the sixth grade. The total test population numbered 210
subjects.
TABLE VIII
210 Subtle cts According: to School
Baxa .^irJLfl Igtaifl
School
. InltlaX Gr.V Gr.VI Gr.V Gr.VI Gr.V Gr.VI Gr,v-Vi_
1 B 13 24 17 10 30 34 64
2 G 4 10 9 9 13 19 32
3 H 10 9 6 8 15 17 32
4 M 12 19 11 9 2B 28 51
5 W 7 9 4 11 11 20 31
Totals 46 71 46 47 92 118 210
The distributions of chronological and mental ages
in months of the 210 test subjects are shown In Tables IX
and X, respectively. Concerning chronolo^cal ages, the
rcange was from 108 to 185 months equivalent to 77 months or
6.3 years, in both grades. The range of mental ages for both
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TABLE IX
DISTRIHJTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES IN MONTHS
OP 210 SUBJECTS ACOOP.LING TO GRAB® AID SIX
Table
Sectlr^n Gr-3.de Mm.
108-
Ili
130-
la
A V Boys 46 1 19
Y Girls 46 2 23
Y Boys and
Girls 92 3 42
B YI Boys 71 0 0
VI Girls 117 0 0
n Boys and
Girls 118 0 0
C V Boys and
Girls 92 3 42
YI Boys and
Girls 118 0 0
Y-YI Boys and
Girls 310 3 42
133- 144- 166-
167
168-
m
ISO-
122. iQlrAs.
18 6 1 0 1 46
15 4 1 1 0 46
23 10 2 1 1 92
33 22 7 6 3 71
22 17 6 1 1 47
65 39 13 7 4 118
23 10 2 1 1 92
56 39 13 7 4 118
38 49 15 8 5 210

TABLS I
DISTRIHJTIOH OF MENIAL AOBS IK MONIHS
OF 210 SUBJECTS AC(X)RDIKG TO GRABS ANB SEX
%ea in ^^oaJAa.
Table 96- 108- 120- 132- 144- 156- 163- 180-
S&C.UBB lV2l^ 107 US. 121 Igg i§2 122. 231
A F Boys 46 1 6 6 13 11 4 4 1 46
f Girls 46 1 7 10 15 10 2 0 1 46
7 Boys and
Girls 92 2 13 16 28 21 6 4 2 92
B VI Boys 71 0 1 5 16 19 18 4 8 71
71 Girls 47 0 3 4 11 17 6 6 0 47
71 Boys and
Girls 118 0 4 9 27 36 24 10 8 118
C V Boys and
Girls 92 2 13 16 28 21 6 4 2 92
VI Boys and
Girls 118 0 4 9 27 36 24 10 8 118
V-VI Boys and
Girls 210 2 17 25 55 57 30 14 10 210

grades was from 96 to 187 months* equivalent to 91 months or
7.6 years. The mentsd. age range exceeded that of tiie
chronological age by approximately 1 yean.
The mean chronological and Bimtal ages are shown in
Table XI.
TABLE XI
lental Ages In MQatlis, Qf: 21Q..-^kleo_t.a
Months
Cjrade
. ..
Sex
.
No.
. .
G
.
A
.
K ef^n M , A , Ml
V Boys 46 157.22 139.31
V Girls 46 13 6 .28 138.17
VI Boys 71 148.44 149.28
VI Girls 47 137.27 149.91
Both the ohronologloal and mental age means, 157.22 and
139.31 months, of fifth grade boys exceeds those of fifth
grade girls by .94 and 1.14 months, respectively. In Six'S!
grade the means for both ages, 148.44 and 149.28 months, of
boys are approximately equal. In the case of sixth grade
girls, the mean mental age, 149.91 months, was 12.64 months
higher than that of the chronological age, i;?7.27 months.
The conclusion was drawn from the general classifications
given that, excepting in the case of sixth grade girls who
showed very marked mental age acceleration, the mental age
\ >T »
means In months exceeded those of the chronological age mems
by one to two years in oases of all other groups.
The function of tables concerning Intelligence and
reading achievement levels of subjects was that of presenting
a comprehensive over~vlew of available data.
For the purposes of the present study, whidi may be
termed a report on the initial half of a complete experi^
mental situation (involving both the prelimlnaiy trial of
constructed tests, their revision and a later trial of the
revised material in a different school community ) it was
considered unnecessary to handle available standardized test
data in any other manner than that which was employed. A
tentative and ultimate objective of the proposed completion
of this experiment is that of developing a battery of
reading interests tests, data on which may be correlated on
three levels with three corresponding levels of both in-
telligence and reading achievement of subjects - namely.
Low, Average and High; (in the case of intelligence, Dull,
Average and Brl^t viould be the terminology used. ) Therefore,
three general classifications were made of data concerning
the intelligence and reading achievement levels of the two
hundred ten subjects of this study.

210
Table XII, Number* Distribution and Per Cent of 210
Subjects According to Grade and Sex at Three Intelligence
Levels, shows, in a commonly-used table form for various
parts of the analysis of other later data, the number and
per cent of subjects of each individual sex and grade, as
well as in the various combinations of sexes and gra.des, who
were classified as Dull, Average and Bright according to
data obtained by the administration of the California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity - iilementery S-Form for
Grades IV-VIII.
«
An exhaustive interpretation of data in the table
is not necessary at the present time. Suffice it to note
general classifications outlined as followB:
CQmp/^ls.on_Qf _Intellii"^nce Leygls of Fifth and Sixth Grade
lags .aM,..01rl.a
1. Sections A and B show that the per cent of
total fifth grade entered at the level termed Dull
was 2S.91, or 3.81 per cent hi^er than the per
cent of total sixth grade subjects, 30.11, kt the
same intelligence level.
2. At the Average level the p er cent of total
sixth grade subjects was 59.13, or 13.48 per cent
higher than that of total fifth gra.de subjects.
This shows that a considerable difference existed
at the Average Intelligence level
,
in favor of the
total, sixth grade.
3. In respect to the level termed Brl^t,
total sixth grade subjects numbered 37.64 per cent
of the total, number (llS) registered in that grade.
This fact, in combination with preceding facts led
to the conclusion that the general intelligence
levels of total sixth grade rated higher tlmn
those of total fifth grade.
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TABLE XII
NUMBER. DISTRIBUTION AND PER CENT OF 210 SUBJECTS
ACCORDING TO GRADE AND SEX AT THREE INTELLIGENCE LEViSLS*
IXill Average Bright Totals
Table 69-89 I.<^. 90-110 111-143 I.tl.69-143
Section Gyade Sex .._.No. . No... ,No. 5^ Nn.
A V Boys 46 8 17.39 22 48.23 16 34,79 46 loo
V Girls 46 13 28.24 20 43.48 13 28.24 46 100
V Boys and
Girls 92 21 23.91 42 45.66 29 31,53 92 100
B VI Boys 71 18 25.35 27 38.03 26 36.61 71 100
VI Girls 47 10 23.40 28 59.66 9 19.13 47 loo
n Boys and
Girls 118 28 20.11 65 69.13 35 37.64 118 100
0 V Boys 46 8 17.39 22 43.47 16 34.97 46 100
VI Boys 71 18 25.35 27 38.00 26 36.61 71 100
v-vi Boys 117 26 22.22 49 41.88 42 35.90 117 100
D V Girls 46 13 12.83 20 43.47 13 28.26 46 100
VI Girls 47 10 43.33 28 59.72 9 19.15 47 100
V-VI Girls 93 23 24.43 48 51.62 22 34.74 93 100
£ V-VI Boys 117 26 22.22 49 41.88 42 36.90 117 100
V-'SI Girls 93 23 24.73 48 51.61 22 23.66 93 100
V-VI Boys and
Girls 210 49 23.33 97 46.19 64 30.48 210 100
Determined hy California Short-Form Test of Mental Matarity. Elementary
S-Form for Grades IV-VII
I
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Sections C and D concern combinations of data, first
on the total boys of fifth and sixth grades, and second,
the total girls of the s^^me grades.
1. At the level termed Dull, the per cent of
total boys exceeded that of total girls by 2.21
per cent
.
2. The Average level was represented more by
the total girls to the amount of 9.74 per cent,
showing that total girls* averag;e intelligence was
higher than that of total boys
.
5. x'iowever, total bojp exceeded total girls
at the Bright levd. by 11 *16 per cent.
4. It was concluded that the intelligence
of the total girls exceeded that of the total
boys according to data in Sections G and D.
Section E 'Contains data on total fifth grade and
total sixth grade, first separately, then In combination.
1. Of the 210 subjects, 46.19 per cent rated
in the classification termed Average whldi was
considerably lower than that expected in a normal
distribution, or 22.07 aotue.1 per cent lower.
This fact indicated that appro xlmately t^^ -thirds
of the 210 subjects ^o normally would be expected
to rate Average did not rate on that level
•
2. Corresponding bala.no e was expected in the
Dull and Bright classifications. The per cent of
total subjects rating Dull was 2S.3S and the per
cent rating Bri^t was 30.48. In other words,
the 30.48 per cent of total subjects rated Brl^t
included nearly one-third of the 210 subjects.
5. A general conclusion was reached as a result
of the foregoing analjsls, namely, that the general
level of intelligence of the 210 subjects was
higher than average. This final consideration was
deemed to be the most Important In terms of future
use in the present study, which as one analytic
feature, proposed to correlate reading Interest
with general intelligence.
I
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Two tests in reading achievefflent
,
one on word and
the other on paragraph meaning, yielded a Reading Average
rating. These tests were used in analyzing the general
reading level of the two hundred ten subjects; three general
classifications were made and considered as Low Average and
High. The Average rating Included,the nusiber of subjects
whose reading grade placement fell within a five-months’
range either above or below that which corresponded per-
fectly to the expected grade placement at the time of test
administration.
TABLE XIII
Rgjigg
ment of 210.
Grade V Grade VI
Grade
laxs -Slnifi -Soys. Cdrls
Low Gr. 3.3-5.
0
Gr. 3 .5-5.0 Gr. 3. 7-6.0 Gr • 3.6— b,0
Average Gr
.
5. 1-6.1 Gr. 5. 1-6.1 Gr. 6.1-7 .1 Gr. 6.1-7M
High Gr 6 . 2—0 .
5
Gr.6.2-8.8 Gr
. 7 . 2—10 .
3
Gr. 7.2-10,0
The range of grade placement in reading aohievoaent
of 210 subjects of fifth and sixth grades according to
grade, sex and three levels of achievemoit is shown in
Table XIII. Fiftii grade boys showed a total range from
1
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Gr* 5.3 to Gr. 9.5 as compared vlth fifth grade girls X'lhose
upper f^Jid lower Halts were Gr. 5.5 andGr. 8.8; In sixth
grade a wider range of grade placement was evldait, the
lower Halt of Gr. 5.6 being reached by girls and the upper
Halts of Gr. 10.5 being reached by boys. That is to say,
a range of grade placement approxlmatliig seven years existed
throughout the three reading achievemtarit levels of both sexes
and grades represented.
A mere glance at the number and per cent of total
test subjects, 210, shown In Table XIV. rating Low, Average
and High reveals the fact that the general level cf reading
achievement for the test population as a whole was low.
Instead of an approximate 15 per cent of the subjects rating
Low, as in a normal distribution, Section A shows that
50.00 per cent of total fifth grade, Section B, 61.86 per
cent of tot^l sixth grade - or, as shox«i in Section C,
55.85 per cent of the total boys and 60.22 per cent of the
total girls, Section D rated in the Low cHsslf ic atlon.
In Section E of the table, the s^me general trend was noted.
As 56.67 per cent of the total 210 subjects rated Low,
22.86 per cent Average and 20.48 per cent Hi^ the tentative
conclusion was Justified, namely, that as a total group read-
ing achievement levels rated below average.

TASLJB XIV
DiSTEIBUTIOSf OF KUMBER AND PER CENT OF 210 S0BJ2SCTS
ACOORDINO TO OHADE ATJD SKX AT THREE READINO ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS*
TaBle Average High Totals
•aetlea Grade Sex No. No. K«?. :^SL^
A V Soys 46 21 45.65 16 34.76 9 19.50 46 100
V Girls 46 25 5^.34 9 19.61 12 26.09 46 100
V Boys and
Girls 92 46 50.00 25 27.17 11 11.96 92 100
B 71 Boys 71 42 59.16 15 21.12 14 19.71 71 100
71 Girls 47 31 66.00 8 17.02 8 16.59 47 100
71 Boys and
Girls 118 73 81.86 23 19.48 22 18.64 118 100
C 7 Boys 46 21 45.66 16 34.76 9 19.50 46 100
71 Boys 71 42 59.16 15 21.12 14 19.71 71 100
7-71 Boys 117 63 53.85 31 26.41 23 19.66 117 100
D 7 Girls 46 25 54.34 9 19.61 12 26.09 46 100
71 Girls 47 31 66.00 8 17.02 8 16.50 47 100
7-71 Girls 93 56. 60.22 17 18.28 20 21.51 93 100
S 7-71 Boys 117 63 53.85 31 26.41 23 19.66 117 100
7-71 Girls 93 56 60.22 17 18.28 20 21.51 93 100
7-71 Boys and
Girls 210 119 56.67 48 22.86 43 20.48 210 100
* Determined Ry Stanford Achievement Test - Form F - Intermediate Partial
(Grade Variation - Refer to Table XIII)
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Planning Necessary Materials
Before further progress could be made in the study as
outlined, it was necessary to plan materials suitable for use
in the attempted solution of the main and subordinate problems
of the study. These necessary materials Included the following:
1. Battery of seven reading interests tests
a. Test I, Extent and Variety of
Heading Interests
b. Test II, Interest in Reading versus
Interest in Other School Subjects
c. Test III, Interest in Types of Heading
d. Test IV, Q-eneral and Heading Interests
Inventory
e. Test V, Interest in Personal Identifi-
cation with Characters in Heading
f. Test VI, Interest in Descriptive Head-
ing Topics
g. Test Vil, Interest in Heading versus
Interest in Activities
2. Class records
3. City class records
4. Forms for tables, etc.
5. Form for summary table for complete 'registration and
test data on two hundred ten subjects
Constructing Necessary Materials
The order of procedure in the construction of materials
as well as a detailed account of such actual construction has
been adequately treated in the preceding chapter, entitled
”Conatruction of Materials'’.
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Duplloatlon of Materials
The services of the local high school commercial de-
partment were secured for duplication of some of the
materials necessary for the initiation of the experiment.
Conference with Participating Teachers
At a conference, the ourpose of which was a compre-
hensive overview of the research activity with special emphasis
on the test administration features, the participating teachers
who were to serve in the capacity of test ad*lnlstrator8 were
introduced to suggested plans of car^-ying on this phase of the
study and given oral instructions concerning their part In the
administration of tests. Questions and problems were discussed
and a feeling of rapport established.
Control of Variables
As the function of the tests was to secure free and
genuine reading interests responses from subjects, it was
deemed unnecessary to plan rigid control of variables.
Because of the fact that the completion of a city
schools' survey of a different nature vias in progress and also
that it seemed expedient to administer the reading interests
tests relatively soon, plans were made for such administration
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during a tv/o-weeks' period preceding the spring vacation.
All participating teachers were requested to administer
tests in accordance with a definite plan and in consecutive
order as provided, but were given permission to conduct such
administration on any days during the prescribed period when
conflicting survey activities and required or other necessary
features of daily school work did not intervene. In other
words, adaptations to the individual classroom situations were
given all due consideration, especially in viei^ of the fact
that several grade combinations existed where it was assumed
that a longer time would be necessary for preparation of sub-*
jects concerning directions, use of sample test items and any
general discussion follovjing the more formal printed directions.
It was suggested that a consistent and correct
psychological procedure be adopted in the recording of the
initial responses of all subjects to the various test items,
with the permission of no erasures and changing of such initial
responses. Although the advisability and necessity of oro-
viding assistance in the reading and interpretation of both
directions and test items beyond the help given during the
presentation of the tests was stressed, caution was given to
direct subjects to check independently every item possible,
awaiting aid in cases of items or directions which presented
to them any difficulty in reading comprehension. That is to
say, as the tests primarily were not concerned directly with
ii
t
t
•1
1
actual ooBJprehenslon or ability to read understand! ngly
material as presented, but rather with the securing on free,
hi^ly-lndlviduallzed and Initial subject-responses, to
provide further assistance as a medium to securing such
responses was not only permissible but hi^aly advisable,
especially in the oases of the lower levels of fifth grade
being tested and in oases of other slow-1earners.
The tin® factor was considered rather negligible
because of the greater importance of ample opportunity for
group or individualized assistance in the adequate reading and
interpretation of test material. Permission was given to the
effect that subjects be allowed to complete any test In spare
time during school hours if his group performance proved to
be slower than average.
The number and length of test sittings were left to
the discretion of eadi individual teacher participating In the
study. General suggestions were given but no rig la adherence
was requested.
,q,£.
Explanation has been given concerning the nature of
the testing procedure, the purpose of which was to secure
free and genuine responses of subjects In reading interests
situations
.
As a summarization of suggestions given in either the
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conference group, by outlined written directions or discussion
with incllvidu-al teachers as was requested or deemed necessary,
the following points are presented:
1. Tests to be administered during a common
two-weeks * period
2. All tests to be administered in sequence
as supplied
S. All fifth and sixth grade subjects present
at time of administration of Test 1, Extent and
Variety of Reading Interests, to continue tajting
tests throu^out the entire battery
4. All later absentees (who had previously
taken Test 1, Extent and Variety of Heading
Interests) to make up any tests lost during
absence
5. Teacher-judgment to be used In determining
the number and length of sittings, depending on
Individual classroom situations
6. Additional test presentation features
permissible If desired or necessary
7. Initial checking not to be changed
8. Omission of any Items by subject which
he could not read or do until entire class had
done its best and group or individual h^p could
be given •
9. Any oral reading and discussion of Items
to clarify concepts
10. Completion of tests after dajss testing
period by slow workers permissible
11. No influencing of responses directly or
indirectly by examiner permissible during any
stage of testing procedure
12. Timing to be considered a negligible factor
13. Interest in and enjoyment of tests to be
stimulated.
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Test AdmlnlatrctlQia I- erlod
A sufficient number of copies of each of the seven
reading interests tests to supply each subject ^Jith a com^
plete set during the testing period was distributed to test
administrators. Also prepared class records were dlstrlbuteds
on which it v/as requested that tabulations of the number of
subjects of each grade and sex checking ”L" (indicating
“Like”) for each of the three hundred fifty reading topics in
Test I, Extent and Variety of Beading Interests, be made.
The previous approval of this request was granted by the
school administration because of the unusual length of this
test and its subsequent large number of forthcoming responses
(75,500) which were to be made by the tvjo hundred ten test
subjects
.
Other similar class records were prepared and dis-
tributed for optional use in the classrooms as it was felt by
the individual test administrators that time was available
for f\2Tther assistance in making initial tabulations in view
of the fact that on the total battery of reading interests
tests the maximum mimber of responses of all test subjects
v/ould approximate 116
,
000 . Sincere appreciation was ex-
pressed for the cooperative spirit shown In this endeavor,
as well as for the receipt of nuraerous initial tabulations to
be used in establishing' order of preference for test items.
(For determining range of scores, each test had to be scored
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individually later.) Althouf^ some degree of error was
expected in the possible untimely raising or inaccurate count-
ing of hands, it was felt tha.t very acceptable tabulations
were made in the classrooms.
ing „P..gr
All tests were administered In the classrooms during
the two-weeks* period specified and were then collected.
Tentative plans had been previously formulated for the
handling of the tests and the data therefrom but the actual
acquisition of such materials made It necessary to plan in
greater detail procedures necessary for scoring of tests a.nd
compilation of data.
SuimnaTV
The purpose of this study was to construct and
evaluate a measure of the extent and variety of reading
interests of two hundred ten fifth and sixth grade subjects
In a small urban comaiunlty.
The purpose of this oha.pter vjas to describe in detail
the steps In the experimental procedure.
After plans had been developed for the conduct of the
study, as noted in detadl at the beginning of this chapter,
steps were taken to initiate and carry out these plans. A
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brief outline of the steps involved in accomplishing this
purpose is presented:
I. Selection of a school community made*
2- Permission granted for conducting study
Z, Available standardized test data on test
population secured
4. Analysis of standardized test data made
5. Planning construction of necessary test
and related record material completed
6. Construction of these materials completed
7. Plans for duplication of materials made
and carried out
8. Plans for conference with cooperating class-
room teachers (to be test administrators) made
and carried out in an orderly,s at isfactory mann^
9. Distribution of preoared materials handled
10. Assistance to test administrators during
testing period provided, as necessary
II. Collection of completed materials haidled.
Each of these eleven steps and the activities in-
volved in their execution has been described in this chapter
in detail. Included in this chapter are several tables, with
aocompajiying interpretations descriptive of the test popula-
tion as a whole, in respect to number of registrants per
school, grade, sex, ohronologioal age, intelligence and read-
ing achievement levels.
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CHAPTER VII
TEST SCORIUa AND COMPILATION OF DATA
Introduction
This chapter serves as an explanation of the methods
of scoring of the battery of seven re-ding interests tests and
also those used in compiling rav/ data for ease of later inter-
pretation. Maximum points of raw score per test are noted, as
well as the composite raw score attainable on the six testa
scored. The reason for the rejection of Test III, Interest in
Types of Heading, from the battery, insofar as its contribution
to the composite raw score was concerned, is cited. The
development and explanation of a summary table which combines
the two hundred ten individual-subjects’ registration data with
those of the two standardized tests and the battery of seven
reading interests tests concludes this chapter.
Sources of Data
The procedure of the checking of individual preferences
in the various reading interest test situations provided the
subjects of this study, yielded resoonses which constituted the
sources of data to be compiled.

Qenerp.l Principles of Scoring
For ourposes of general analysis at this stage of the
study the keynote of simplicity of scoring was the underlying
principle considered. Recognition was gi’ven of the need and
value of a more detailed and accurate method of scoring, with
possible use of weighted values and more refined statistical
procedures.
Absence of Scoring Keys
No scoring keys were devised for any of the tests but
all responses were counted on each test and written at the
bottom of each column or on the front page of the test as test
arrangement suggested and need was apparent
.
Scoring of Battery of Reading Interests Tests
In order to utlize effectively the relatively large
amount of raw data made available by the administration of the
battery of seven reading interests tests, it was necessary to
devise a simplified technique of scoring the tests, titles of
which follow:
Test I Extent and Variety of Reading Interests
Teat II Interest in Reading vs. Interest in Other
School Subjects
Test III Interest in Types of Heading
i:
j'
{
Test IV
Test V
Test VI
Test VII
General and Reading Interests Inventory
Interest In Personal Identification With
Characters in Heading
Interest In Descriptive Reading Topics
Interest in Reading vs. Interest in
Activltlee
A brief description of the methods of scoring each test
follows:
SooriipL- of Test I
A one-point score was allowed each response in-
dicated by the encircling of (indicating "T.ike").
The inaximum raw score was three hundred fifty points,
a number equal to that of the reading interest tooics
presented.
Although for purposes of developing a table
shov/ing order and per cent of preference of all test
subjects, numbering two hundred ten ,for each of the
three hundred fifty topics of Test I, the original
tabulations prepared in the classrooms were used, it
was necessary to count encircled ”L’s*’ on each test
as a check on accuracy of data end also for the pur-
pose of obtaining the range of raw scores on Test I.
Scoring of Tost II
The method of scoring Test II was that of
assigning a one-point score to each series where
•Heading” was checked as the preferred item. The
maximum raw score on the test was eight points.
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Scoring of Test III
This particular measure, although a valuable instru-
ment in the battery of tests did not lend itself to
the scoring process; rather, it was of such construction
that the determination of the order and oer cent of
preference for the six items considered, (book, story,
poem, play, cartoon and article) apoeared to be the
best use which could be made of the test data. Various
methods of recording a total raw score for each sub-
ject, including a plan to utilize algebraic sums of
raw scores in considerat ion of their variation from
the mean score of the class were discarded preparatory
to the decision to omit Test III from the total scoring
of the reading interests tests battery.
Soorina- of Test IV
Much valuable general and specific information was
gained by the use of the General and Reading Interest
Inventory but for purposes of this study it was decided
to omit certain sections from the scoring process be-
cause of the high degree of individuality of responses
and the Complexity of analysis of certain features of
these sections.
No scoring was attempted in Section I but data on
all seven items was such that a general analysis was
possible.
Section II did not lend Itself to scoring of the
desired type.
Sections III through VIII, because of the possession
of a common type of requested response which carried out
one of the most valuable functions of the entire test,
were the five sections scored. A slight exception to
this general rule can be noted in Sections 11 and VII,
with rather indirect methods of determining customary
or enrichment reading usually done, but these sections
were included ' ecause of inherent value in these in-
dications of individual differences. Sections IV, V,
VI and VIII were the most clear-cut and definite to
score. A one-ooint value was given to each item under-
lined as that involved in the broadening of reading in-
terests. The maximum raw score on Test IV was sixty points.
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Scorin g;!: of Test V
A one*polnt value was given each ’’L” encircled* the
rnaxltriura number of ’’I's” was forty; the maximum test
score, therefore, numbered forty points. Records were
kept of complete totals for “L’s”, and en-
circled and used as a recheok on the raw score assigned,
as the sum of letters encircled in all three columns
equalled forty, the number of items
,
Scoring; of Test VI
For each **Yes’* underlined one point of raw score was
assigned. The total raw score was forty points.
Scoring; of Test YII
In the case of series having either two or three
Items, although two concerned ^Heading” one point of
rav; score was assigned each first choice of the item
“Reading**. The maximum raw score was ten points, one
for each Pf the two series of the five groups of items.
Summar?/ of Test Scorinsr
The general procedure Involved was that of allowing one
point of raw score for each item checked as the one most pre-
ferred in a series or the ones underlined as those which best
showed the Individual preference, as requested by directions.
Each test for each subject was scored in this siSiple manner,
obtaining a series of six raw scores (Test III being rejected)
to be combined into a composite raw score for that particular
subject
.
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Compilation of Data
The purjjose of this section is to describe the methods
employed in the compilation of data secured by the administra-
tion of the battery of seven tests of reading interests
administered to two< hundred ten fifth and sixth grade subjects:
Test I Extent and Variety of Reading Interests
Test II Interest in Reading vs. Interest in Other
School Subjects
Test III Interest in Types of Reading
Test IV General and Reading Interests Inventory
Test V Interest in Personal Identification With
Characters in Reading
Test Vl Interest in Descriptive Reading Topics
Test VII Interest in Reading vs. Interest in
Activities
Need of Section Describing Compilation of Data
Tile maximum reading Interests test score for any in-
dividual subject to attain was five hundred eight points. The
- total maximum number of points of test score which two hundred
ten subjects might attain approximated one hundred sixteen
thousand. The need of a special section on compilation of test
data as an intermediate consideration between the description
of the scoring of testwS and that of general analysis of actual
data became evident and necessary in order to provide for
systematic treatment of returns.
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Methods of Compiling: Data
In terms of the specific problems of the study as
stated heretofore, an effort was made to compile test data in
such a manner that consistency and simplicity of arrangement
might be attained. Considerations of arrangement of initial
and subsequent tabulations of data were so planned that facts
for several analyses might be made available in one composite
table.
tgse of Class Records of Various Types
It became necessary to enter on prepared class records
raw scores of all fifth and sixth grade subjects on the seven
reading Interests tests. An outline of this procedure was
made and followed as consistently as possible throughout the
organization of all material of this tyce. Outline features
included the following:
1. Hegistrat Ion (grade, school, sex)
2. Test title
3. Entries of numbers and names (or key numbers) of
subjects
4. Entries of raw scores on each section or series
of the test under appropriate headings
5. Totals of raw scores in all columns
In developing city class records, combinations of the
Indivldtial classroom records were made. In the order and per
.
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cent of preference types of analyses, each subject's
preference for each item in the teat had to be considered.
Summary of Hegistratlon and Test Pata on Test Subjects
For convenience of arrangement and ease of inter-
pretation it was decided to compile into one organi?ation all
available registration and test data on each of the subjects.
Table XV was developed to accomplish this plan.
Data on the individual-subjects' cards, described in
the chapter entitled "Construction of Materials" was the same
as that of the summary presented. Each subject could be
easily located by fils Registration Humber consisting of his
school notation (initial letter of school), grade number,
letter indicating sex and his key timber In the group when last
names were alpiiabetiised. Following the chronological age data
appesu'ed that of the Intelligence Quotient and the Mental Age
obtained by the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity,
Elementary S-Form; then carae the Total Average Achievement
Grade Score and Heading Average Achievement Grade Score ob-
tained by the Stanford Achievement Test, Form D, Intermediate
Partial, Although the Total Average Achievement Grade Score
was not used in this study, it seemed expedient to have that
data available. The final entry was that of the Heading
Interests Tests Battery . Raw Scores on each of the six test s,
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data on which v/erc need In determining the composite raw score,
preceded that final entry.
Data on fifth grade boys for each school (the initial
letter of the school being used) were so arranged tha.t ease of
location and recognition of the case of any individual subject
was facilitated. These same features applied to the organi-
zation of data on fifth grade girls, sixth grade boys and sixth
grade girls, respectively. In oonjuction with individual-
subject Cards which could be easily sorted into any desired
classifications, this summary table was considered to present
an organization necessary and useful in general analysis of
the subjects and their varied test performances.
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SUMMARY
The scoring of tests and compilation of data were
described in this chapter. Sources of data were defined,
general principles of scoring discussed and the scoring of each
individual test noted in detail. As approximately one hundred
sixteen thousand test responses were available, the need of a
systematic method of compiling and also a subsequent descrip-
tion of data was evident. Arrangement of data in a composite
or summary table was described and its value noted. The
presentation of the table mentioned, namely. Table XV,
Summary of Registration and Test Data on 210 Subjects, concluded
this chapter.

CHAPTEH VIII
AN INFORMAL, GENERAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
IN VIEW OF TENTATIVELY-PLANNED REVISION
OF BATTERY OF READING INTERESTS TESTS
Introduction
The main problem of this study is to construct and eval
uate a measure of the extent and variety of reading interests
of fifth and sixth grade subjects.
The purpose of this chapter is to present an informal*
general analysis of data obtained by the administration of a
battery of seven reading interests tests constructed by the
writer and described in considerable detail in a preceding
chapter entitled ’Construction of Materials.” This battery of
tests was administered to two hundred ten fifth and sixth grade
subjects in a small urban community in a neighboring state.
Specimen tests may be noted in Appendix A.
Test Titles in Battery of Seven Reading Interests Tests
Test I Extent and Variety of Heading Interests
Test II Interest in Reading versus Interest in Other
School Subjects
Test III
Test IV
Interest in Types of Reading
General and Reading Interests Inventory
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Test V Interest in Personal Identification with
Characters
Test VI Interest in Descriptive Reading Topics
Test VII Interest in Reading versus Interest in Activities
The Analytic Procedure
A characteristic of the analytic procedure is that
from the very beginning of an experiment analysis enters in and
finds its culmination in the satisfactory handling of data ob*^
tained by the experimental process.
A plan of evaluation, to be effective, therefore, should
be directly related to the problems and objectives of the study
undertaken. Therefore, it seems advisable to restate briefly
the major objectives and problems of this study as an introduc-
tion to the chapter on analysis of data.
Restatement of ihroblems
The main problem of this study is to construct and avail
uate a measure of the extent and variety of reading interests
of fifth and sixth grade subjects.
Subordinate problems, the solutions of which were nec-
essary for the proper treatment of the main problem are as
follows:
1, By means of a series of seven constructed
tests to survey and analyze the extent and variety of
reading interests
S, To secure genuine reactions of subjects in
specified reading interest situations
3, To analyze test data in terms of age, grade,
sex, intelligence and reading achievement
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4. To detenaino the order of preferenoet per,
cent of preference and first choices of items on tests*
{as tests lend themselves to these particular types of
treatment
)
To analyze in a general manner consistency
of response in test situations
6. To determine which test approaches, or com-
binations of approaches, are most effective for use in a
planned, revised test of the extent and variety of read-
ing interests
7 a To make tentative plans for such a test re-
vision according to the findings derived from solutions
of subordinate problems (3), (4) and (6)
8» To suggest possible methods of analysis of
individual differences in interest patterns in reading
9* To suggest methods of determining what char-
acteristic interest patterns, if any, exist in each of the
two grades, respectively
10, To secure infomation helpful in planning a
well-balanced reading program which will tend to meet the
needs and interests of the average fifth and sixth grade
child
The attempted solutions of the problems as stated may
be considered as being directly related to the major objective
of the study in the sense that the measuring of individual dif-
ferences of subjects in reading preference by securing their
free and genuine reactions to specific reading interest situa-
tions involves the development of instruments of measurement foi
I
that purpose. Initial measurement, preceding revision of mate-
rial utilized, must, of course, precede final testing, a fur-
ther developraent tentatively planned for as a part of this study
The detailed analysis of data from the seven constructed tests
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previously described and administered, therefore, may be termed
as a fundamental background procedure in the attainment of the
ultimate objective of this study.
Novelty of Test Experience
This being the first reading interest test experience
of the fifth and sixth grade subjects and, in several instances,
their first acquaintance with the special record symbols used,
it is reasonable to assume that these factors may have influ-
enced the final results obtained. Coupled with the fact that
the test material itself represents an initial attempt at de-
velopment of reading interests measurement and further analysis
thereof, the former contention is emphasized, because of the
appreciation that a more refined measure would have produced
more valid returns.
However, points of critical evaluation of present mate-
rials, suggestions for revision and numerous general conclusiori%
will evolve as a result of careful analysis of what the experi-
mental procedure has brought forth.
Report on ^Initial Testing**
Consideration must be given the fact that the present
study is concerned with a general and Informal analysis of pre-
vailing data preparatory to further work involved in revision
of tests; that is to say, analyses offered herein may be con-
sidered similer to those made (although perhaps not always ex-
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pressed in as great detail) in test construction and evaluation
studies where both initial and final testing are completed and
reported.
Limitations of General. Informal Analyses
The few general points of analysis made must serve as
type analyses which may be made in the dase of any one test.
It will be appreciated that for purposes of general and infor-
mal analysis, considering the varied possibilities inherent in
all available test data that overviews and varied treatments
of data must suffice. Although all similarly-obtained data is
capable of the seme type of treatcBnt. purposely* different
methods and comments oonoeming types of analysis made are in-
tended to suggest the varied possibilities which may arise in
the mind of the reader for detailed interpretation of the many
interesting and informative points which the frequently used
cumulative five related tables provide. A broadening of in-
terpretation is anticipated, so to speak.
Comparative Analyses
A few instances will be noted where comparative analy-
ses between tests or between features of tests are given; many
could be made. Consistency of response, grade and sex prefer-
ences or individual differences and trends of oharacteristio
interest patterns will be mentioned in keeping with the attempt
ed solution of some of the problems of the study. To analyze
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8uch features adequately with the involvement of statistical
procedures, is not a primary function at present. Apparent
generalizations hold inherent value in their embodiment of
possibilities for very detailed further interpretation of data
before test refinement is undertaken. Comparative analyses,
therefore, serve a functional purpose in a survey of tha extent
and variety of reading interests.
Type and Orpcanlzation of Tables '
The type and organization of tables rather commonly
used are those representing in five sections data on fifth
grade, sixth grade, fifth and sixth grade boys, fifth and sixth
grade girls, and fifth and sixth grade boys and girls, respec-
tively. These cumulative tables present in developmental form
data featuring both grade and s^x differences in test responses
Generally, final data, namely on Section E, "Gr. V - VI Boys
and Girls” are those discussed at any length.
Several ”Order and Per Cent of Preference’’ tables are
included which reveal data of information and interest concern-
ing the esta clishraent of order of preference for Items of teats
These tables are organized in yarlous manners, some not in the
desired, final stages of refinement.
Need of Categories of Reading Content
Categories of reading item content would provide a
means of checking whether actual Items in themselves or the

type of that approach utilized was the stronger detarinining
factor in selection of a specific item* therefore* the factor
apparently involved in obtaining the order and its related per
249
cent of preference for that item*
Order and Ver Gent of l^eferenoe
As subjects expressed individual preferences for items
in tests where order and per cent of preference of items were
to be obtained* a composite picture of individual differences
in interest resulted. Knowledge of characteristic interest
patterns develop from analysis of such composite pictures* A
rather superficial treatment cannot hope to isolate all basic
trends in interest patterns.
Order and per cent of preference* basically determined
by noting the number of "Likes" for items* are to be considered
closely related interpretations. It will be noted that both
analyses are typified by consistently lower figures in descend-
ing order in tables showing order and per cent of preference*
Consideration of Each of the Seven Tests
Each of the seven tests will be given individual atten-
tion with the following general points in mind as need arises
for their discussion:
1. Brief review of the function and value of the test
2* Points of general observation
Informal, general analysis of data
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4« Critical evaluation of test plus tentative plans for
revision
5. Special features (to be noted® as necessary)
A review of the constructional features of each of the
seven tests in the chapter entitled "Construction of Materials"
would bring to mind details conoeming the various features of
the developmental procedure utilized at that stage of the ex-
periment.
II!'
i
TEST I EXTENT AND VARIETY OF READING INTERESTS
The function and value of this test were considered
as very basic and fundamental in the determination of the ex-
tent and variety of reading interests* Designed as a lengthy
unit, embodying 350 topics of supposed common interest to
fifth and sixth graders which were drawn from selected book
and reading topic and word lists noted in Appendix B of this
study, the measure’s value lay in its ability to provide ade-
quate opportunity for expression of free, uninhibited subject-
response in terms of his individual preferences and degrees of
such preferences. The educational value of test data insofar
as the establishment of order of preference of a large repre-
sentative group of subjects goes, cannot be minimized.
General observations indicated that the subjects en-
joyed this type of test and readily responded to the checking
technique, that of encircling ’’I” or ’’D’’ (indicating
'’Like”, ”Indifference" or "Dislike") for each of the 350 topics
of the test* The skill of administration was considered to
be largely responsible for the efficiency with which subjects
handled the test. Because of the fact that several test sit-
tings had been given, the element of fatigue did not enter ap-
preciably or adversely into the final results of the test.
The element of humor involved in rapid changes of concepts
offered by the topics was enjoyed. Such a list as this one
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may have in any part of the test presented a oonseoutlve order
of topioB like this: No« 287, «Spars {?/orld War II)«, Ho. 305
"Tiger, ^ No. 306, "Tools and Machines, »» No. 128, "Growing Up, "
No. 283, "Sky," No. 338, "bonders (natural)," No. 344, "Ze-
bras," and No. 251, "Radio personalities," (These particu-
lar entries can be located in Table X¥I, according to Line Nos.
182 - 190, respectively.)
In developing Table Xin, which shows the order and per
cent of preference for the 350 items of Test I by 210 subjects,
it was necessary to first obtain the total number of "Likes"
expressed by the 93 girls and the 117 boys of fifth and sixth
grades, respectively, by rather detailed procedures. Such
raw data is available but not incorporated into tables because
of the desired overview of the degree of preference for the
350 items by the total test population, as a survey feature.
Therefore, no sex differences can be ascertained by a study of
Table XVI as presented.
Table XVI Order and Per Cent Of Preference Of 210 Subjects
For Each Of the 560 Items Of Test I , presents a rather exhaus-
tive treatment of voluminous data (73,500 responses) on 350
varied reading topics presumably of interest to fifth and
sixth grade subjects. The topic number, the number of "Likes"
and the per cent of preference are noted opposite each topic.
The tabular arrangement is such that in descending numerical
order can be noted those per cents of preference, with aooom-
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panying nianber of "Likes.” The following observations were
made i
1. The total range of per cents of preference
was from 90.95 to 20.48, a difference of 70.47 per cent
which was indicative of a wide range of preferences
for test topics. An element of humor was observed in
the very highest per cent of preference, 90.95, being
for "Gamps and camping" and the very lowest, 20.48, for
"Ants," An approximate average of 5 per cent of pre-
ference per 70 test topics was noted. A study of the
table disclosed many per cent repetitions; as in the
case of the apparent mean of the per cent of a frequen-
cy distribution (should such be developed) • The true
mean, as noted in Table X7I1 was 241.20 and its standard
error 10.08, In explanation of the fact that more
repetitions of per cent of preference figures occurred
at points below the mean, it may be said that the larger
number of "Likes" for different test items occurred in
that location.
2. The order of preference for reading topics
of Test I indicates that topics numbering 350 were
drawn from all parts of the test in the building of this
table. Topic Nos, 38, 332, 177, 219, 302, 195, 52 and
84 in consecutive order verify this ccmmient. It is
interesting to note that Nos, 38, "Gamps and Camping" and
No, 332, "Winter Sports," the two most highly- preferred
topics with 90,95 and 89.05 per cent of preference, re-
spectively, feature outdoor life, recreation and famil-
iar experiences. Within the highest rating 17 topics
of the table, can be noted No, 177, "Ilarines" with
88.57 per cent; No, 196, "Navy" with 87,90 per cent;
No, 197, "Needs of man" with 87,14 per cent; No, 235,
"Politics" with 86,67 per cent and No, 163, "Liberty and
freedom" with 86.19 per cent of preference.
At the end of the table featuring topics
which received low order and per cent of preference accord-
ing to indications made by individual subjects can be
noted such per cents as 38,09 for No, 45, "Causes and ef-
fects," 23,33 per cent for No, 36, "Buttons" and 20.48 per
cent for the previously mentioned topic. No, 11, "Ants."
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TABLE XVI.
ORDER AIID PER CENT OP PREFERENCE OF 210
SUBJEC'^S FOR EACH OP TI-IE 350 ITEMS OF
TEST I.
liiLu Saclff,, & TopJLo aa Uated In Test X
1 38 191 90.95 Camps and camping
2 332 187 89.05 Winter snorts
3 177 186 88.57 Marines
4 219 186 88.09 Pets
5 302 186 88.14 Swimming
6 196 185 87.90 Navy
7 52 184 87.81 Circus
8 84 184 87.81 Dogs
9 280 184 87.81 Skating
10 197 183 87.14 Needs of man
11 188 182 86. 67 Movies
12 235 182 86.67 Politics
13 163 181 86.19 Liberty and freedom
14 326 179 86.24 Water sports
15 64 178 84.76 Comics
16 118 178 84.76 G-ames
17 152 178 84.76 Jokes
18 211 178 84.76 Outdoor activities
19 253 178 84.76 Ranches and ranch Ilf©
20 345 177 84.29 Zoo
21 289 177 84.29 Sports
22 35 175 83.33 Brave deeds
23 3 174 82.86 Adventures (outdoor)
24 50 174 82.86 Citizenship
25 124 174 82.86 Good times at home
26 172 174 82.86 Magic
27 181 174 82.86 Mining
28 61 172 81.90 Coins
29 168 172 81.90 Living with others
30 28 171 81.43 Bible stories
31 53 171 81.43 Cleanliness
32 184 171 81.43 Money
33 282 171 81.43 Skiing
34 250 170 80,95 Radio
35 301 170 80,95 Surprises
36 304 170 80,95 Thanksgiving Day
37 165 169 80,48 Life saving
38 271 169 80.48 Scouts and scouting
39 32 168 80.00 Boats
40 93 168 80.00 Engineering
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Es,. lQI?iQ Nq... »L»s« Tor>io as listed In Test I
41 185 168 80.00 Monkeys
42 292 168 80.00 Stamns
43 137 167 79.52 Holidays and festivals
44 150 167 79.52 Jewels
45 154 167 79.52 Jungle experiences
46 161 167 79.52 Learning new things
47 285 167 79.52 Snotfshoeing
48 222 165 78.57 Picnics
49 274 166 78.67 Secrets
50 62 164 78.10 Collections
51 72 164 78.10 Cowboys
52 212 164 78.10 Painting
53 214 163 77.62 Parades
54 272 163 77.62 Seashore
55 310 163 77,62 Trainers (animal)
56 70 162 77.14 Country and city
67 108 161 76.67 Fish and fishing
58 139 161 76.67 Honor and fair play
59 318 161 76.67 United States (today)
60 138 160 76.19 Home life and activities
61 258 160 76.19 Riddles
62 276 160 76.19 Secret service
63 221 169 75.71 Baseball
64 151 159 75.71 Jingles (jolly rhymes)
65 209 159 75.71 Old tales (any country)
66 215 169 76.71 Parks and playgrounds
67 224 159 75.71 Pilgrims
68 316 159 75.71 Tricks and stunts
69 120 158 75.24 Cardens
70 158 158 76.24 Knights and castles
71 91 157 74.76 Klenhants
72 147 157 74,76 Inventions
73 157 157 74.76 Kittens
74 183 157 74.76 I^odels and model-making
75 190 167 74.76 Music
76 195 157 74.76 Nature
77 291 157 74.76 Squirrels
78 293 157 74.76 Stars
79 7 156 74,29 Americans (great)
80 42 156 74.29 Carving (wood, soap, etc.
)
81 51 156 74.29 City and country
82 114 156 74.29 Forests
83 143 156 74.29 Indians
84 227 156 74.29 Playground activity
85 230 156 74.29 Pioneers; pioneer life
86 517 156 74,29 United States (history)
87 22 156 73.81 Basketball
08 81 155 73.81 Discovery
89 133 156 73.81 iieroes or heroines
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lifiL,, 'C TodIo as In Sent I
90 189 155 73.81 Museum
91 68 154 73.33 Clowns
92 110 154 73.33 flying
93 113 154 73.33 Football
94 221 154 73.33 Photography
96 262 164 73.33 Safety
96 106 153 72.85 Farming
97 126 163 72.85 Grandparents
98 136 153 72.85 Hobbles; special interests
99 156 153 72. 85 Kites
ICO 14 152 72.38 Art and Artists
101 96 152 72.38 Experiences (child)
102 148 152 72.38 Islands
103 234 152 72.38 Poetry (all kinds)
104 273 162 72.38 Sea Poems
105 303 152 72.38 Tanks
106 71 151 71.90 Courtesy
107 229 151 71.90 Pleasures
108 243 151 71.90 Punnets or marionettes
109 281 151 71,90 Sketching
110 350 151 71.90 Village Life
111 31 160 71.43 Birthdays
112 89 150 71.43 Ducks
113 140 150 71.43 Horses: horsemanship
114 297 150 71.43 Submarines
115 313 150 71.43 Travels
110 39 149 70.96 Canoes
117 104 149 70,95 Family life
118 213 149 70.96 Parachutes
119 279 149 70.96 Signals
120 333 149 70.95 Wishes
121 69 148 70.47 Cooking
122 . 173 148 70,47 Magnets
123 187 148 70.47 Mountains
124 216 148 70.47 Patriotism
126 321 148 70.47 Voyages
126 9 147 70.00 Fairs
127 132 147 70,00 Health
128 259 147 70.00 Rivers
129 88 146 69.62 Dreams
130 160 146 69,52 Leadership
131 228 .146 69. 52 Play characters
132 286 146 69.52 Songs and singing
133 324 146 69.52 Warriors (Indians)
134 341 146 69.52 Woods (forests)
136 100 146 69,05 Facts of importance
136 164 145 69.06 Libraries
137 210 145 69,05 Old V/orld History
138 314 146 69.05 Treasure-seekers
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teic No. Touio as listed in Test I
139 342 145 69.06 Woodworking
|
140 17 144 68.57 Athletes and athletics i
141 25 144 68. 57 Bears
142 200 144 68.57 News U^ar)
143 156 144 68.57 Jungles {descriptions)
144 218 144 68.67 I’ersonal experiences
145 233 144 68. 57 Plants
1
146 238 144 68, 57 Presidents
147 307 144 68,57 Toys
148 117 143 68,10 Pun and nonsense
149 163 143 68,10 Jugglers and juggling
160 191 143 68,10 Musical instruments
151 47 142 67.62 Child life in other land^
152 92 142 67.62 Embroidery !
153 112 142 67,62 Poods
164 135 142 67.62 History
155 162 142 67.62 Legends (any country)
156 182 142 67,62 Miracles
157 223 142 67.62 Picture-story content
158 231 142 67,62 Pirates
159 260 142 67,62 Rocks
1
160 308 142 67.62 Tracks (animal)
161 343 142 67,62 Workshops
162 46 141 67.14 Cavemen
163 131 141 67.14 Handicraft
164 249 141 67.14 Races (horses)
165 4 140 66.67 Airplanes
166 290 140 66.67 Spot ter *3 guide
167 296 140 66.67 Stones (gems)
168 320 140 66,67 Volcanoes
169 327 140 66.67 Waves (World War II)
i
170 44 139 66.19 Cats
171 90 139 66.19 Electricity and its uses
172 116 139 66.19 Frontier life
173 278 139 66.19 Ships and shipyards
174 322 139 66.19 Wacs (World War II)
176 340 139 66.19 Wood (uses)
176 109 138 66.71 Flowers (all kinds)
177 244 138 66.71 Puzzles
178 256 130 65.71 Rescues
179 1 137 66.24 Acting (plays)
ISO 199 137 68.24 Neighbors (geographical)
181 217 137 66.24 People (any race)
182 277 137 66.24 Shells
183 287 137 66,24 Spars (World War II)
184 305 137 65.24 Tiger
185 306 137 65.24 Tools and machines
186 128 136 64.76 Crowing up
187 283 136 64.76 Sky
188 338 136 64.76 Wonders (natural)

Eu
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
bpio No* «L*s^
-1
344 136 64, 76
261 135 G4.29
254 135 • 64. 29
87 134 63.81
149 134 63.81
166 134 63.81
226 134 63.81
311 134 63.81
336 134 63.81
6 133 63.33
170 133 63.33
179 133 63.33
226 133 63.33
267 133 63.33
300 133 63.33
312 133 63.33
40 132 62.86
73 132 62.86
174 132 62.86
193 132 62.86
207 132 62.86
252 132 ' P2.86
294 132 62.86
2 131 62.38
77 131 62.38
111 131 62.38
144 131 62. o8
169 131 62.38
309 131 62.38
127 130 61.90
180 130 61.90
186 130 61.90
203 130 61.90
206 130 61.90
267 130 31.90
325 130 61.90
346 130 61.90
347 129 61.43
107 128 60.95
169 128 60.96
176 128 60.95
266 128 60.95
348 128 60.96
201 127 60.48
247 127 60.48
263 127 60.48
265 127 60.48
299 127 60.48
339 127 60.48
16 126 60.00
%ebras
Radio personalities
Recreation
Drama
Iron and steel
Lighthouses
Places (descriptions)
Transportation
Wolves
Animals (realistic)
l<5Coraotlves
Menus and meals
Plans and planning
Rhymes (an^ kind)
Sugar industiy
Traps and Trapping
Careers or life work
Craftsmanship
Mail service
Natural history
Oceans
Railroads
Stone age
Adventures (child)
Dances and dancing
Folklore
Indian lore
Knives
Trade
Greek heroes
M5,cro scopes
Moon
Novels
Nuts
School life
Water (bodies of)
Zoography (animals)
Yachts and yachting
Fires and fire protection
Locks and keys
Marble
SeIf-imnrovemen
t
Youth's problems
Non-fiction
Questions and answers
Boenio won-5eps
Seasons
Success stories
Wonders (science)
Art masterpieces
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Bsu. T,Q.pic 1^0 . % foplc AS listed In Test I
239 93 126 60.00 Engineering
240 122 126 60.00 Olants
1241 220 123 50.00 Phantasy (mahe-believe)
242 232 123 60.00 Plains
243 316 126 GO. 00 Trees
244 5 125 69.52 Airports
245 78 125 59.52 Deserts
246 123 125 59.62 Goblins and ghosts
247 323 125 59.52 War
248 336 125 59.62 Women and girls
249 337 125 59.52 Wonder and belief
250 6 124 69.04 Airways i
251 63 124 59.04 Colonial life
252 142 124 59,04 Itoor (in verse)
253 334 124 59.04 VJlzards
254 349 124 69.04 Vehicles (wagons, etc.)
255 202 123 58.67 Nonsense rhymes
256 240 123 58.67 Printers and printing
257 19 122 68.10 Automobiles
238 79 122 68.10 Diaries
269 268 121 57,62 School (boarding)
260 269 121 57.62 Science
261 106 120 57.14 Fiction
262 125 120 67.14 Oovernment
263 330 120 57.14 Westward exoansion (U. S.
)
254 21 119 56.67 Fairies and brownies
265 26 119 66.67 Beauty
266 43 119 56.67 Castles
267 248 119 56.67 Haoes (of men)
268 328 119 56,67* Weather and climate
269 99 118 56.19 Factories
270 175 113 56.19 Manufacturing
271 198 118 56.19 Negroes
272 245 110 56.19 Pyramids
273 284 118 66.19 •State (stone)
274 54 117 65.71 Climate and weather
275 68 117 55.71 Continents
276 296 116 66.24 Study habits
277 329 116 56.24 Weaving
278 60 116 54.26* Coats
279 204 116 54. 26 Novelties (maMng)
280 27 114 54.29 Beasts
281 76 114 64.29 Crusades
282 95 114 54.29 Expeditions
283 134 114 54. 29 Historical fiction
2S4 237 114 54,29 Prehistoric Age
285 264 114 64.29. Scientific wonders
286 33 113 53.81 Body and its care
287 178 113 53.81 Mechanical devices
288 206 115 13. 81 Observations
289 10 112 33.33 Ancestors
290 236 112 53.33 Pottery

Ha.. ..4t£u>.
201 41 111
202 65 111
2D3 98 111
294 111 111
295 129 in
296 141 in
29.7 319 111
296 34 no
299 37 no
300 22K3 no
301 241 109
302 29 108
3G3 48 loa
3C4 97 108
305 130 108
30G 68 107
307 9 108
308 80 106
309 242 106
310 288 106
311 76 1C4
312 119 1'04
313 167 1C4
514 298 104
315 m 105
316 92 103
317 192 103
318 208 103
319 194 102
38C 285 102
321 56 101
322 03 101
323 146 ICX)
384 67 99
328 331 99
526 16 98
327 18 08
328 20
329 13 96
330 69 96
531 86 96
332 74 95
333 35 94
334 171 94
338 ^46 94
336 270 93
837 ou 92
338 276 92
339 24 90
340 261 89
52, B6 Cwrpent^rn and building
52.86 Clo<^0 (Imrention^ makes)
58.86 Fables
52.86 Folkloy©
32. 86 O^^sies
35.86 Ifoasee ( consti*u6tion)
52. 86 Vikings
32*38 Boxing
52,38 Cgaaela
52,38 Prlfaltlve lift
51.90 Fpotettlve ©oloratlon
51.43 Blogpaphloal adventure
31.43 CMldren and babies
51.43 Eso-sloraticn
31.43 Kmidioa ^s (overoomlng)
50,95 Cof-omunication
60.48 Mlmals (fanciful)
80.48 iblnosmirs
130.48 Public service M)rk»rB
50; 48 Spices
49.52 Gups (styles, ??g0
,
value)
49,82 Oarjjfi wardens
49.52 Literature olasslo
49.52 Suburban life
49,04
Clouds
49,04
Fs5.3^ tales (any country)
,04
>^tb0lofsy
04
Oo®ij>atiana
48.57 ?^atural resources
48.57 Hegione (geographical)
48,10 Cloud fomations
48,10 Pistance (overoandng)
47,61 Industries
47,14 CJonstruotlon
47,14 VlodS
46,67
Astronomy
46,
67
Autnblograpl^
.
46,67
>alleds (of ajrjy country)
45.71 Ar^ihlteoti^rt
48.71 Coal.
48,71 T^rmr^n
46. 23 Crli^a
44.76 Doll® (of any country)
44*76 love and romsurict
44.76 ^lEuarrles quarrying
44,29 Scientific advanoenent
43,81 Biography
43,81 Sewing and dresemaking
42* B6 Be»aare
48*38 Homance
ixrs'
liA* 2kla.1 jL tel,6, aa .iQiitJL
MX 94 m 41.90 SjtOUPQlOrtO
MS IS m 41.43 1 o
M3 as m 40*48 Irishes
344 115 m Fossils
345 145 83 39* 6S In6u8tt*lal 4scp«in©lon
M6 66 as 39*06 CofjqUOOt
347 46 m 30.0© Causes sod effeote
340 S3 67 31.90 ‘’^aeketry
349 36 49 23.33 Buttons
350 11 43 S0.48 Ants

262
The entire table should he perused by the reader to
fully appreciate the order and per cent of preference for each
of the 350 reading topics in respect to their popularity with
the 210 subjects. Although the table contains many entries of
similar classifications such as No, 310 "Trainers (animals)",
No, 91, "Elephants," No, 291, "Squirrels," and No, 305, "Tigers»
the place of entry of each in the table is not necessarily con-
secutive, One could spend considerable time analyzing the con-
tents of Table Xvi, the value of which lies in its selectivity
of reading topics according to order and per cent of prefer-
ence of subjects for a variety of reading interests. The
data of this table may well be considered the most valuable
and basic of the total data obtained by the administration of
the battery of seven reading interests tests, and data there-
from, very fundamental in construction of revised reading in-
terests tests.
Five lettered table, sections show grade and sex differ-
ences in raw scores on Test I in Table X7II as follows;
1, Section A shows scores of fifth grade boys,
then fifth grade girls and finally both
boys* and girls* scores in combination
2, Section B features a similar analysis of
sixth grade scores
3, Section G utilizes the scores of fifth
grade boys and sixth grade boys separately
and in combination, expressive of the
number and distribution of raw scores ac-
cording to that sex
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4* Section D sliows the same type of treatment
accorded fifth and sixth grade girls, add-
ing to the data on sex differences
5» In Section' E, culminating the table as a
whole, can be noted scores of total boys
of fifth and sixth grades plus similar data
on total girls of the same grades, separ-
ately and in combination. The final line
of entries on the table shov/s the data on
the 210 subjects of the study for Test I.
(It may be said in passing that numerous
tables of this same developmental nature
will be used in describing subsequent
tests, therefore the advisability of de-
tailed explanation of this type of organ-
ization as an introductory feature*
For purposes of informal, general analy-
sis of the number and distribution of
scores of the test population as a whole,
such treatment was given the final sum-
marization of data only.
^
The mean of the distribution was 241.20, the standard
deviation 55.65 (which can be termed broad) and the standard
error of the mean 10.08. The highest number of scores, 3S,
fell in the 275 - 299-point range, followed by 28 scores in
the 225 - 249 classification. Apparently one girl attained
a perfect score, 350, on the test.
The total actual range of raw scores of all 210 test
subjects on Test I was from 39 to 350. The one perfect
score may have been the result of extremely broad and varied
reading interests or indiscriminate marking, at least in part.
The advisability of discussion of test performance with any
atypical oases which seem to have been characterized by stere-
otyped responses is offered as a means of rechecking on genuine
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XVII
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AND
DISTRIBUTION
OF
RAW
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210
SUBJECTS
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AND
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preferences. The elecient of fatigue because of the undue
length of the test as a whole* stability of interest throughout
i
the checking period and inadequate interpretation of directions
|
I
on test may have influenced returns. ?or purposes of analysis!
scores as yielded on tests must be accepted at their own value*
I
The scores apparently ran higher than average on this particu-
lar measure.
The per cents of numbers indicating *’Likes,^ 'Indif-
ferences'* and ’’Dislikes'* of the 210 subjects of each of the
350 items of Test I are given in Table XVIII. Section A shows
this data on each sex of fifth grade subjects, separately and
in combination, and Section B shows similar data on sizth
grade sulajects. The final entry in Section G shows the sum-
1
marization of preceding data. The 210 subjects expressed
their degrees of preference for the maximum number of possible
responses on '*L*s,'* '*I»s'* and 'D*s'*, which was 73,500* as fol-
lows:
1. Of the 73,500 possible responses on "L*s",
48,834, or 66.44 per cent or two-thirds
of the total number were checked as
those reading topics which were liked by
the test population as a whole
2. Of the 73,500 possible responses on ”1*8,'*
13,840 or 18.38 per cent or approximately
one-fifth of the total number were checked
as those reading topics toward which in-
difference was felt
3. Of the 73,500 possible responses on ’’D's,”
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TABLE X?III
DISTiClBaTIOE OF miMBSH OF THBEE LEGHEbS OF PllEFERMCE
OF 210 SUBJECTS ACCORLIHG TO SHADE AND SEX ON TEST I
TaBle
Seetlon Grade Sex Ho.
Three Decrees of Preference*
TotalsajH
A V Boys 46 11.229 3.071 1,800 16.100
7 Girls 46 10,850 • 2,964 2.286 16,100
7 Boys and
Girls 92 22,079 6,035 4,086 23,300
3 71 Boys 71 16,633 4,475 3,742 24,850
71 Girls 47 10,122 2.970 3,358 16,450
VI Boys and
Girls 118 26,755 7,455 7,100 41.300
C 7 Boys 46 11,229 3.071 1,800 15,110
71 Boys 71 16,633 4,475 3,742 24,850
V-7I Boys 117 27,862 7.546 5,543 40,950
D 7 Girls 46 10,850 2,964 2,286 16,100
71 Girls 47 10,122 2,970 3,358 16,450
7-71 Girls 93 20,972 5,934 5,644 32,550
£ 7-VI Boys 117 27.862 7.646 5,542 40,950
7-71 Girls 93 20,972 5,934 5,644 32,550
7-VI Boys and
Girls 210 48,834 13,480 11,166 73.500
Per Gents 66.44^ 18.385& 15. 21jS 100$^
***Llke", •* Indifference** and "Dislike*’

P.67
11 » 186, or 15.21 per cent, or approximately
one-sixth of the total nxmbor were checked
as those reading topics which were popular-
ly disliked
4. Restating the findings of the three preced-
ing outlined analyses, it may be said that
in their entirety a total per cent, 66.44,
of the 550 topics of Test I v;ere liked by
the 210 subjects and that this per cent
was practically equivalent to that i;?hich
would be expected in a normal distribution
or 68.26 per cent. The interpretation
concerning the value and function of the
test is that of a measure which met the
average needs of the test population in
respect to opportunity of expression of
their ’^Likes’^ in a situation where ex-
tent and variety of reading interests
were of major concern
To construct two forms of a revised test a larger
number of test items are necessary than would be the case if
one fom only were considered. Therefore, with attention to
those items which are of a non-disoriminatory nature, a suf-
ficient number of items must be retained to use in both forms,
each being developed similarly to incorporate an acceptable de-
gree of ccxaparability of forms.
A well-clarified procedure for item-selection needs to
be made. The development of definite categories of content
for use in a rotation chart in planning and selecting test
items for constructional purposes is necessary if reliability
of the tests individually, or as a battery, is to be determined
In consideration of tho fact that two-thirds of the
1 1
reading topics of Test I were liked by the 210 subjects, further
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consideration should be given the speoifio topics toward which
[
indifference or dislike was expressed. The classification of
j
topics finally selected for incorporation into a revised test
|
should be determined by the listing of desired topics accord-
ing to the ten tentatively suggested categories of reading con-
tent in the chapter entitled Construction of Materials,” which
were:
I Animals
II Biography
III Familiar Experiences
IV Information Fiction
V ’ Mystery and Detective
FI Myths and Legends
VII People and Customs
VIII Recreation and Hobbles
IX Science and Invention
X Travel and Adventure
To ascertain in a more detailed manner the measures of
central tendency on scores of Test I according to grade and sex
of subjects of both grades, further statistical work should be
|
done on each’ table section. A, B, C and D shown in Table XVII.
!
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TE3T II INTEREST IN RiHADING VS.
INTEREST IN OTHER SCHOOL SUBJECTS
\*/hen an actual opportunity was provided for the
expression of individual differences in interest in Reading as
compared with related combinations of other school subjects
the results obtained were such that undue concern might be felt
by a conscientious instructor in Reading.
Observations of a general nature led to the tentative
conclusion that interest in Reading as compared with that for
other school subjects was relatively and consistently low.
Table XIX shows that this general tendency was noticeable in
each of the consecutive table sections, A, B, C and D and
culminated in section 2 in a total of 51 raw scores of the 210
subjects in the step-interval ”1” indicating that in the total
number of series of test items, 8, 51 subjects made a one-point
raw score favoring Re ding as a school subject of greater
interest tiian others in various related combinations. Because
of the apparent low level of interest in Reading in this test
the mean score was not determined. Inspection shows that with
45 scores of 2, 30 of 3 and 32 of 4 choices for Heading in the
series of test items, that other school subjects were of much
more Interest to the fifth and sixth graders.
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Table XIX shows that Series No. 3 comparing Reading
with History and Geography received 85 of the 569 expressions
of first choices in favor of Reading, indicating that History
and Geography was the least preferred combination of school
subjects considered. The descending order of first choices
provide interesting specific observations
.
Series No. 1 with 73 first choices for Heading as com-
pared with Language and Spelling; Series No. 6, with 72 first
choices for Reading as compared with Science and Nature;
Series No. 7, with 69 first choices for Heading as compared
with Health and Physical Education; Series No. 4, with 5c
first choices for Reading as compared with Current Events and
Citizenship. A final comment concerns Series No. 2 and No. 5
in which the lowest number, 35, of first choices were given
Reading, indicating that Arithmetic and Penmanship and Music
and Art were of equal and the greatest interest to the 210
subjects of the study.
The number and distribution of raw scores on Test II
are shovm in Table XX. Over one-half, or 119 scores fell in
the 0 - 2-point range v;hich indicated that scores in general
ran low when a- one-oolnt value was assigned each Reading item
checked in the series of eight pairs of items. The upper end
of the range, particularly the 6 - 8-point range, received very
low scores, namely 5, 1 and 0, respectively. The general find-
ings shown in this table are similar in scope to those noted in
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the preceding table (Table XIX). These particular subjects
apparently preferred other school subjects besides Reading
insofar as expression of Interest therein was concerned.
A possibility existed that the interpretation given
the item Heading was that of a formal orocedure. If so, data
on Test II should not be given undue wleght. It might be
possible to incorporate selected features of Test II and Test
VII (featuring activities) into one unit in revised tests.
A major point of suggested revision of Test II,
Interest in Reading vs. Interest in Other School Subjects, is
that of the inclusion in “Directions to Pupil “ of an explanation
of the meaning of the term Reading. The general impression of
subjects noted namely, that the term meant Reading as an
Instructional procedure in the classroom rather than the use of
a broad concept of Reading as a leisure time activity in addi-
tion to the former interpretation should be avoided.
Unless an improved placement of the items Arithmetic
end Penmanship can be devised, they should remain in their
present positions.
The test should be included in the battery in the
present form because of its length, general utility and
objectivity.
i-
i

TKST III IMTKIHEST IN TYPES OP READING
The determination of what types of reading material
present the greatest degree of interest to fifth and sixth
grade subjects was the purpose of this test. The expression
of individual differences of many test -participants were con-
sidered foundational in the composite returns about to be
described.
Part II of Test III, provided opportunity for expres-
sion of individual preference for these t ypes of reading':
description, narration, information, directions, drama and
poetry. As noted in the preceding chapter entitled '•Test
Scoring and Compilation of Data" the latter part or Part II of
the test was omitted from the scoring procedure and subsequently
from the present analysis of data because of the difficulty
the test subjects experienced in handling this latter part of
the test.
Data on Part I of Test III wereanalyzed In respect to
the number and distribution of first choices for six types of
reading, namely, book, story, poem, play, cartoon and article.
Table XXI shows the summarization of such data according to
grade and sex, separately and in combinations. Insoectlon
shows that the number of first choices rated highest in respect
to books; first choices for stories and cartoons, respectively.
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were followed by those for plays, articles and poems, the
final item rating lov/est in order of preference of the total
six items. This fact may have been due to insufficient poetry
material having be^m supplied during the intermediate grades
period. The high placement of books, with 631 choices theft
that of stories, with 593 choices may have been due to the
more satisfying experiences which a complete book had yielded
them. At least, the number of first choices ran slightly
«
more than half again as high, approximately, as they did in
the case of the next lowest entry, namely, the first choices
numbering 314, for plays; this fact would lead to the belief
tnat plays were about half as popular as books were with this
particular group. Cartoons, which hold attraction because of
the comic features therein, received 471 first choices which
was 186 more first choices than articles received (S86) and
254 more than poems (217) received.
*
From the foregoing analysis, to restate the order of
preference established counled with computed per cents of
preference, Table XXII is provided. The combined preferences
of both sexes per grade is followed by the combination of these
two preceding entries of data, namely, fifth and sixth grades
with boys and girls registered therein, equivalent to the 210
test subjects. In addition to analyzing data in vertical
formation, it is interesting to note that of a horizontal
nat ure
.
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Books, stories and cartoons hold the same consistent
first, second and third positions according to order of
preference, although the per cents vary for books from 48.56
percent ^ for fifth grade to a low point of 35.91 per cent for
sixth grade.
Again, in respect to preference for stories, fifth
grade registered 42.45 oer cent against 34.42 for sixth grade;
the average for both grades was 3P.44 per cent. Cartoons
received a wider variation of number of first choices, with
fifth grade leading with ^X).65 per cent and sixth grade reach-
ing a low point of 24.30 per cent. The positions of plays,
poems and articles were relatively consistent but variable
especially in the case of articles which featured by fifth
grade as sixth in order of preference, by sixth grade as fourth
and by both grades in combination as fifth in order of
preference. Poems was consistently the lowest entry by both
grades.
Appreciating the educational value of knowing if
preferences exist for reading material Involving description,
directions, narration or information it is hoped that some
slight use of Part II of this test may be included in a revised
form; as subjects checked items in Part II. It seems reason-
able to assume that subjects in sixth grade, especially those
rating as Bright in the intelligence classifications reasoned
ani checker acceptably well items as requested. An analysis of
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TABLS XXII
ORDER AND PER CENT OF PREPBRSNCE OF 210 SUBJECTS
ACCORDING TO GR^ES FOR SIX TYPES OF READING ON TEST III
Grade V
-J 92
Grade VI
M - 118_
Grade
N -
7-VI
210
Order of
Preference
Type of
i Readini^
Per Cent of
Preference
Tyne of
ReadiniK
Per Cent of
Preference
Type of
Reading
Per Cent of
Preference
1 Book 48.56 Book 35.91 Book 42.34
2 Story 42.45 Story 34,42 Story 38.44
3 Cartoon 40.66 Cartoon 34.30 Cartoon 32.46
4 Play
'
28.42 Article 18.85 Play 21.45
5 Poem 20.14 Play 15.47 Article 17.97
6 Article 17.09 Poem 10.42 Poem 15.28
their responses would first be n'^-cessary to determine value in
retaining a few items of Part II to incorporate with those of
Part I.
Another supposition is that those particular items
Fating highest in order and per cent of preference in Part I
and those which discriminate between the upper and lower grade
levels be retained and the test length shortened.
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TEST IV GENERAL AND READING INTERESTS INVENTORY
Probably no individual test in the battery holds the
variety of possibilities of treatment because of the varied
types of contents in its several sections than does Test IV
but because of the present scoring process involving the
assignment of a one-point score to each item credited as one
which has stimulated broadening of reading Interests further
types of treatment are not given in any detail.
As the tv/o hundred ten tests were reviewed, observation
was made that a considerable number of subjects did not under-
line as requested the items in five sections of the test which
had ’’broadened reading interests.” Whether the absence of
adequate explanation of the expression and samples to study or
actaully do in the Initial directions, lack of sufficient dis-
cussion before the undertaking of the checking procedure, the
subjects’ admission that their reading interests had not been
broadened to any great extent by any of the items, or their
inability to exercise proper Judgment of each of these five
sections, was purely a matter of speculation.
As a critical evaluation of the construction of the
test, as such construction was related to analysis of data, it
seemed that resoonsf^s might have been facilitated and more
enlightening information secured concerning a most Imoortant

feature of purposeful, extensive reading if an additional
paragraph defining the term ^broadening of reading interests'*
and any desirable f^irther treatment of the tonic had been
supplied in the directions to subjects.
The scoring technioue, previously descrioe.., allowed
one point of credit for each of the underlined items, indicat-
ing that those Items had served as a means of the broadening
of reading interests. The numerous lov/ scores of many subjects
may be an outcome of the situation which has just beer
criticized.
TABLS XXIII
NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF AFFIRMATIONS OF
210 SUBJECTS OH 5 ITEMS OF SECTION I - TEST 17
Grrade V Grade VI Grade V-VI
Test I^em^*
Boys Girls Total
N-46 j^46-_ S-92
Boys Girls
N-71 N-47
Total
ii-JLia
Totals
N-210
a. Library card 24 35 50 41 38 79 138
d. Active mind 43 42 65 64 39 103 158
e. Character parts 8 10 18 51 39 90 108
f. Easier reading 8 11 19 20 6 26 45
Availability of
material 31 42 73 54 39 93 166
*Teet Items (Tes-No)
a. Have you a library cardT
d. Is your mind active while reading?
e. Do you “live important character parts in stories?
f. Would you like more easier reading material?
g. Would you like more available reading material?
Although more of less subjective in nature in some in-
stances data are of Interest. That 166 of the SIO subjects
expressed a desire for greater availability of reading
material is a point worthy of note in Table XXITI.
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TABLE XXIV
NUMBER 01 BOOKS OWifel) AND NUMBBIi OF BOOKS READ
BT 210 SUBJECTS AOCO; DING TO GRADE AIJD SEX
No.
Books
owned
No.
Books
Head
Grade V Grade V
Bo.v8~46 Glrl3»46 Totals
2430 1749 1469
249 231 480
Grade VI GradeVI
Boys>71 Girls.47 Total Totals
3445 2278 5723 7192
315 260 565 1045
The number of books oi^ned bs well as the number rscd
(which may h&ve included reading material from both school and
library) is shown in Table XXIV., Data are classified according
to grades and sex and combinations of grade and sex. A total
#f 1469 books owned and 480 read was the report of the 9S fifth
trade subjects. It appeared that ov/nership of books did not
Imply that reading of them occured. A similar situation,
ilthough to a greater degree, the ratio being aporoximately 11
to 1 in favor of books reported owned, existed. The 118 sixth
trade subjects reported 5,783 books ov/ned as compared with 565
looks read. . In grade and sex combination, the 210 subjects
reported 7,198 bocks owned and 1,045 read; a ratio of aporoxi-
etely 7 to 1 apoarently existed,
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The following sections of newspapers and magazines,
namely. Local Kev/s, World l^ews, Comiee, Jokes, Sr?orts.
Editorials, Headlines, Pictures, Homemaking and Articles, were
those which were underlined in order to express Individual
broadening of reading interests as a result of reading certain
sections. The total range of raw scores as shown in Table ZXV
Indicates for the entire group of 210 subjects a rather even
distribution of scores. 43 scores can be noted under the
5-polnt range and seems fairly indicative that about half the
ne\'srspaper and magazine sections read were considered instru-
mental in the broadening of reading Interests. Only 4 of the
210 scores fell into the highest, or 10-polnt step of the total
range. It may be inferred, therefore, that approximately half
of the sections of reading material mentioned aided the test
population in reading enrichment.
The test, in substance, is such that its inclusion in
a revised test is Justified.
The Value of listening to radio programs, insofar as
such programs were direct or indirect promoters of reading
Interests, can be noted in Table XXVI, which shows how the 210
subjects Judged the beneficial effects of ten popular radio pro-
grams on their enriched reading experiences. The raw score
entries cluster most heavily near the lower end of the total
range of scores; inspection would indicate that a probably mean
would be approximately 4. That is to say, 4 out of the 10
programs as presented in this section of Test IV were considered
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of value In as80ciate<5 reading experiences.
To select those particular radio programs which ap-
peared to be most commonly noted as those which contributed
richly to broadening of reading interests for inclusion in a
revised test v/owld utilize effectively the responses of the
present test subjects.
In Table XXVII Is shown the number and distribution of
raw scores of 210 subjects on Section V of Test IV. .The kinds
of movie programs for which an opportunity for underlining
items which were considered to be those r;tost functional in the
promotion of reading Interests were these, namely, tiducatlonal,
Mystery, News, Love, Cartoon, Western, Comedy, Gangsters, War
«
and Serials, Although movie attendance was a rather common
experience of the 210 subjects as a whole, it is interesting to
note that 153 of the possible 210 raw scores fell in the lower
half of the total range of raw scores. That IvS to say, approxi-
mately four-fifths of the 210 subjects considered that about
hs.lf of the movie programs listed as test items and seen on
the screen had produced beneficial effects in their lives
Insofar as broadening of reading interests were concerned.
I
The number and distribution of raw scores attained by
the 210 test subjects on Section VI of Test IV are shown in
.
Table XXXVIII. The measure of central tendency may be Judged
by inspection to be that in the vicinity of 3 to 4 points of
|rav/ score, indicating a rather low general rating of subjects
insofar as their knowledge and expression of personal benefits
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gained from enriching exoerlences whichhad stimulated them to
broaden their reading interests. This general trend of
response seems to be characteristic of both grades and sexes
that probably less than half of the enriching experiences
which they had experienced had contributed indirectly to
subsequent reading enrichment.
TABL£ UIX
MUMBEE ML DISTaiBUTlOH UF FAVOKI'fJS HOBBISS OF
210 SJBJBC7S ACCOKDIBO TO VABIOUS MB SBA COKBlliAxlOBS
No.
Ho'b'biee
Grade and Sex Combinatiose
Grade V Grade Grade VI Grade
7 VI
£lrjLsr.i& 1^9Xg.=7I. Sslsl
38 35 73 54 31 85
Grade
V-VI
Ig-tal
158
Table XXIX shows detailed classification of the
favorite hobbles of the 210 subjects according to grade and sex
of each grade level represented in the study, as well as the
combinations of sex and grade noted in the table. The 92 fifth
grade subjects reported a total of 7? favorite hobbles, while
the 118 sixth grade subjects reported a total of 85 favorite
hobbies. Total boys stated that they had 92. and total girls 63
favorite hobbies. Considering that the 210 subjects reported
only 168 favorite hobbies, it may be assumed that 62 boys and
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Igirls did not actually possess such a special feature in
their life experiences; this would indiO"te that approximately
one-fourth of the subjects enjoyed hobbies.
Table XXX shows number and variety of favorite hobbies
reported by boys and girls of the fifth and sixth grades,
numbering 210.
I
The extension of reading interests through experiences
in various activities, games and sports, as Indicated by raw
scores shown in Table XXXI becomes a matter of consideration.
The heaviest clustering of scores occurs at the lower end of
I
the total range which is from 0 to 10. As the 0, 1 and 2 raw
scores classifications contain 118 or slightly over one-half of
the ?.10 possible scores, it would seem that according to the
interpretation given by the subjects not many of the activities,
games and sports listed were deemed Important and funtional in
the broadening of their reading interests. A consideration
might be, as has been previously noted, that a possible in-
adequate interpretation of the expression "broadening of
reading interest" may have existed and been at least partly
responsible for this and other correspondingly low rating of
various items or factors \^hlch can be highly conducive to
extensions of reading interests. It seems difficult to believe
I
that more or less stimulation for and attraction to reading
featuring interesting aspects of Music, Hiking, Playing,
Parties, Friendship^, Swimming, Dancing, Visiting, Sewing,
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yBaseball, Drav/ing, Painting, Cooking, Reading, Fishing, Pets,
Football, Embroidery and Constructing had not occurred as a
result of experiences in the games, activities and. sports as
listed under this particular section.
A siiorter list of activities, games and sports items
developed from the list used in the test as constructed would
serve its purpose effectively. To select those activities
which had been considered most oopular, in the minds of test
subjects, and most instrumental in the extension of reading
experience would provide a basic list which would be founda-
tional and typical of the reactions of subjects at the fifth
and sixth grade levels.
The summary of the data obtained by Test TV on
Sections III through VIII, featuring the underlining of all
items concerning Newspapers and Magazines, Radio, Movies,
Enriching Experiences, Hobbies and Activities, dames and Sports,
as listed in the test, as those which stimulated enriched
reading Interests is shown in Table XXXII. .Throughout the
various sections, A, B, A, D and S can be detected a notice-
able lov/ rating of subjects as 59 scores of the 210 were re-
corded as ’0*’, 25 as ”1”, 34 as 21 as ••3“ and 26 as ”4”;
in other words, 135 of the possible 210 scores fell within
the 0 through 4 point range of raw scores. This fact would
indicate the items which had been considered in the test had
not contributed richly to the extension of reading interests of
the test population.
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Order of preference for items in three test sections,
namely Section IV, V and VIII is provided to demonstrate the
plan of organizing data. A further step in arrangement of
items per grtde, similar to that used in recording order of
preference for tyoes of reading in Test III, should be made.
For rough and tentative analysis, the present arrangement is
an intermediate consideration only.
TABL£ XXXI I
I
OKDER or PREFSESliCE OT 210 SUBJECTS FOR 10 TYPES
OF RADIO PROGRAMS 15 SJCTIOH IV - TEST IV
Grade V Grade VI Grade V
Prof;rai][i
Boys Girls Totals Boys Girls Totals Total
N-46 M-46 5-92 5-71 N-47 5-U8_. 5-210.
il. Music 14 26 40 16 24 40 80
2, Plays 22 31 53 28 22 50 103
3. News 22 15 37 31 13 44 81
4, Politics 6 4 10 4 6 10 20
5. Serials 21 26 47 22 14 36 83
6. Talks 9 20 29 21 17 38 67
7. Impersonations 8 6 14 9 19 18 32
8, Dise^ission 6 10 16 17 13 30 46
9, Qalz 16 29 45 30 20 50 95
U). Comedy 17 19 36 17 13 30 66
In order of preference the 210 subjects’ preferences
were for these programs, in descending order, as noted in the
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final column at the right:
no. rirst
rro;,rara Choices Prqy.rani
J'io. first
Choices
*
1. Plays 103 '8. Talks 17
P. 0niz 96 7, Comedy 61
3* 3eri«la B3 S. CiscuBslon 46
4. T'Jewe 81 9. Impersonations 32
5, Puslc SO 10. Politics 20
The range Of first choices or number of preferences
was from 103 to 20,^ in deacendir^ order, showing expression of
marked individual differences of preference In the matter of
evaluation of kinds of radio programs.
TABL£ XXXIV
0£UQ£K OF ?HSFM£ltC£ 0? 210 S’JkJkCi!3 FOH 10 XT?£3 OF
MOV IS PHoOlAMS IM 3KOTIOS V . TMt IV
Grads Y Grads VI Grade V-VI
Boys Girls Totals Boys Girls Totals Totals
?T0JHT.m IU46 £-^6 M2 .N-71 N-47 K-92 !w210
1. 1c4ucational 7 19 26 16 10 16 52
2. Mystery 30 26 56 34 32 66 122
3. Hews 17 14 31 23 13 36 67
4, Lore 6 13 19 7 15 22 41
6. Cart0 OB 20 18 38 20 6 26 63
6, Western 20 23 43 29 28 67 100
7, Comedy 16 13 29 11 15 26 65
8, Canisters 21 18 39 23 9 32 71
9, War 24 15 29 31 15 36 65
10. Serials 19 14 33 18 7 25 58
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Interesting variations of order of preference for ten i
types of movie programs can be noted by observing for each
grade and sex or grade and sex combinations the descending
|
order of digits. '"The 210 subjects apparently preferred Mystery
|
I
programs best of all with 122 points, then V'estern with 100,
j
Gangsters with ?1, News with 67, War with 65, Serials with 58,
Comedy with 55, Educational with 62 and lastly. Love with 41
points. Cartoons received 63.
TABLE XXXV
ORLEH 01 PEEFERIiNCE 01 210 SUBJECTS IXiR 19 TYPES OF
ACTIVITIES, GAMES AND SPORTS IN SSOTION VIII - TEST IT
Grade V Grade VI
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Totals Grade Y-V;
N-46 B-46 K-71 N-_9.3_... Tot'ils
1. Music 9 21 31 20 17 37 67
2. Hiking 21 11 32 29 19 48 80
S. Playing 11 11 22 13 14 27 49
4, Parties 7 16 23 12 8 90 43
5, Friendships 12 13 25 5 8 13 38
6, Swlaming 22 28 50 32 20 52 102
7, Dancing 7 21 28 15 15 30 58
8. Visiting 9 18 27 8 7 15 42
9, Sewing 9 29 38 3 12 15 63
10* Baseball 26 7 33 36 6 42 75
11, Drawing 19 14 33 17 13 30 63
12. Painting 18 18 36 12 11 32 68
13, Cooking 6 30 36 11 21 32 68
14. Reading 12 15 27 14 17 31 58
15, Fishing 21 13 33 32 10 42 75
16. Pets 23 34 47 28 22 50 97
17. Football 34 7 31 29 2 31 62
18, Embroidery 2 9 21 2 10 12 33
19, Constructing 8 10 18 12 4 16 34
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the Dreferences for Activities,In descending order,
Gr'imes and Sports are presented:
No. First
/Wtlvlty. K io« Choices
1. Swimming 102
2. Pets 97
?. Hiking 80
4. Fishing 75
5. Baseball 75
6. Cooking 68
?. Painting 68
8. Music 67
9. Drawing 65
10. Football 62
No
.
First
Activity. Etc. Choices
11. Reading 56
12. Dancing 58
13. Sewing 53
14., Playing 49
15. Parties 43
16. Visiting 42
17. Friendships 38
18. Constructing 34
19. Embroidery 33
Attention is called to the fact that Activities, Carnes
and Sports of an active, outdoor and group~partlclpation nature,
generally speaking, head the list. Sex differences are noted
In the low level of preferences for Constructing and Embroidery,
with either boys or girls participating in each, in all
probability. It seems apnarent that the highest six Items in
order of preference were popularly acclaimed by boys.
It seems that the series of items numbering nineteen
(the twentieth being a repetition) was too great in length to
permit adequate comparison of preferences and therefore
accurate numbering. In all probability considerable “chance
marking" prevailed, particularly when the latter items in the
series were being numbered.
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TB’ST V INTEREST IN PERSONAL
IDENTIFICATION WITH CHAP.AGTER3 IN READIKO
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The establishment of order of preference of items
through which a biographical aporoach v;as made in the determi-
nation of reading interests as well as the ascertaining of the
range of raw scores made were two features of this testing
procedure.
The biograohical aporoach proved to be very interesting
to the subjects. Trends of thinking in respect to their
associations with various characters were revealing.
Tables XXXVI to XXXVIII show the order and per cent of
preference of 92 fifth grade, 118 sixth grade and 210 fifth and
sixth grade subjects, respectively, for each of the 40 items of
Test V.
It is interesting to note that although the order of
preference for items varied in the three tables, a similarity
Bxisted. Items No. 2, 4, 7, 11, 17, 18 and 20 were consis-
tently high in per cent of preference. Items No. 1, 13, 23,
27, 34, 35, and 39 were consistently low. Items concerning
winter sports, I’nnch life, Jokes, entertainment, "Victory
jardeners”, etc. were consistently more popular tiian those con-
uerning oublxc safety, musicians, stamp collectors, singers,
fairies and sea poems. The trend of thinking evidently v/as in
terms of popular activities, pleasure and gardening.
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TABLE XXXVI
ORDER AED PER GENT OF PREFERENCE OF 92 GRADE V SUBJECTS
FOR EACH OF THE 40 ITEIvB OF TEST V
Topic No. of
Na..No. Toole as listed In Test V
i. 21 79 85.87 A person enjoying hcMe life
2. 4 77 83.70 A winner in a winter sports contest
2 76 82.61 An entertainer telling good jokes
4. 10 73 79.34 A person planning clever surprises
5, 33 72 78.26 A person who enjoys sketching
6, 17 71 77.17 A cowboy on a Colorado ranch
7. 20 71 77.07 A 'Victory Gardener" raising vegetables
8. 7 69 75.00 An artist drawing comic pictures
9. 11 69 75.00 scout training in life-saving
10. 19 ^ 68 73.91 A trainer of circus animals
11. 3 67 72,83 A director of camp sports
12. 16 67 72.83 A club leader planning a picnic
13. 5 66 71.74 A marine invading enemy territory
14. 18 66 71.74 A fisherman who usually has good luck
15. 30 66 71.74 A maker of puppets or marionettes
16. 8 65 70.65 A planner of good times at home
17. 9 65 70.65 An explorer in a thick jungle
18. 25 63 68,48 A pioneer of early America
19. 37 62 68,48 A president of our country
20. 38 61 66.30 A reader of jingles (jolly rhymes)
21. 14 60 65,22 A planner of holiday programs at school
22. 15 60 65.22 A magician keeping observers spellbound
23. 26 60 65.22 A person enjoying museum collections
24. 39 6C 65.22 A fairy talking to some bees
25, 28 59 64,13 A person enjoying photography
26^ 24 58 63,04 A lover of nature and science
27. 31 56 60.87 A reporter writing war news articles
28. 32 56 60.87 A cook trying out new recipes
29, 23 54 58,61 A musician with training completed
30. 36 54 58.61 A person seeking self-improvement
31. 12 53 57.61 A keeper of monkeys at a zoo
32. 13 53 57,61 A stamp collector of experience
33. 22 53 57,61 A baseball player in a big league
34. 1 51 55.43 A movie star receiving great praise
35. 27 50 54,35 A director of public safety
36. 40 50 54,35 A reader of nonsense stories
37, 29 49 53.26 A writer of poems of the sea
38. 25 49 53,26 A librarian helping with book selections
39. 34 48 52.17 A singer at a public performance
40. 6 45 48.21 A speaker giving a talk on freedom
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ORDER AND PER
j
TABLE XXXVII
CENT OF PREFERENCE OF 118 GRADE VI
SUBJECTS FOR EACH OF THE 40 ITEMS OF TEST V
Topic
No.
No. Of
TodIc as listed in Test V
4 103 87.28 A winner in a winter sports contest
2. 18 96 81,35 A fisherman who usually has {^ood luck
3. 2 92 77.96 An entertainer telling good Jokes
4, 17 92 77.96 A cowboy on a Colorado ranch
6. 11 89 76.42 A scout training ‘in life-saving
6. 3 88 74.57 A director of camp snorts
7, 20 87 73.73 A ^Victory Dardener"", raising vegetables
8. 7 86 72.88 An artist drawing comic picture
9. 5 86 72.03 A marine invading enemy territory
ID. 9 83 70.34 An explorer in a thick Jungle
31. 32 83 70.34 A cook trying out new recipes
12. 33 33 70.34 A person who enjoys sketching
13. 31 82 69.49 . A reporter writing war news articles
L4. 19 80 67.80 A trainer of circus animals
15. 28 79 66.95 A person enjoying photography
16. 10 78 66.10 A person planning clever surprises
17. 16 77 65.26 A club leader planning a picnic
18. 22 77 65.25 A baseball player in a big league
19. 21 76 64.40 A person enjoying home life
SO. 30 76 64.40 A maker of puppets or marionettes
SI. 15 75 63.56 A magld an keeping observers spellbound
22. 37 73 61,86 A president of our country
23. 25 71 60.17 A pioneer of early America
24. 26 71 60.17 A person enjoying museum collections
25. 36 71 60.17 A person seeking self-improvement
26. 38 70 59.32 A reader of Jingles (jol3y rhymes)
27. 12 68 57.63 A keeper of monkeys at a zoo
28. 24 67 56.78 A lover of nature and science
29. 8 65 55. 08 A planner of good times at home
30. 13 65 65,08 A stamp collector of experience i
31. 14 63 53.88 A planner of holiday programs at school
32. 1 58 49.15 A movie star receiving great praise
33. 23 57 48.31 A musician td-th training completed
34. 34 57 48.31 A singer at a public performance
35. 27 50 42 . 37 A director of public safety
36. 6 48 40,68 A speaker giving a talk on freedom
37. 40 46 38,14 A reader of nonsense stories
38. 35 44 37.29 A librarian helping with book selections
39. 39 44 37.29 A fairy talking to some bees
40. 29 42 35.59 A writer of poems of the sea
'-C'5
TABL3 XXXVIII
ORDER AND PER GENT OF PREFERENCE OF 210 GRADES V AND
VI SUBJECTS FOR EACH OF THE 40 ITEl© OF TEST V
Topic No. of
Nfliu -12^ "L's"
1. 4 180 85 .71
’2. 2 168 80.00
3. 17 163 77 .62
4 • 18 162 77 .14
5. 11 158 75 • 23
o « 20 158 75 .23
7. 3 155 73 •81
8 . 7 155 73 .81
9. 21 155 73 .81
10. 33 155 73 .81
u. 5 151 71 .90
18. 10 151 71 .90
13. 9 148 70.48
u. 19 148 70 .48
15. 16 144 68 .57
16. 30 142 67 .62
17. 32 139 66 .19
18. 28 138 65 .71
19. 31 138 65 .71
BO
.
15 135 64 .29
Bl . 37 135 64 .29
B2« 25 134 63 .80
B3. 26 131 62 .38
B4. 38 131 68 .38
B5« 8 130 61 .90
86. 22 130 61 .90
B7. 24 125 59 .52
B8. 36 125 59 .52
39. 14 123 58 .57
50. 12 121 57 .62
51. 13 118 56 .18
52. 23 111 52 ,86
53, 1 109 51 .90
54. 34 105 50 .00
55. 39 104 49 .53
56. 27 .'.00 47 .69
57. 40 96 45 .71
56. 6 93 44.28
59. 35 93 44 .28
10. 29 91 43 .33
Topic as listed In Test V
A winner in a winter sports contest
An entertainer telling good jokes
A cowboy on a Colorado ranch
A fisherman who usually has good luck
A scout training in life-saving
A ’^victory gardener raising vegetables
A director of camp sports
An artist drawing comic pictures
A person enjoying home life
A parson who enjoys sketching
A marine invading enemy territory
A person planning clever surprises
An explorer in a thick jungle
A trainer of circus animals
A club leader planning a picnic
A maker of puppets or marionettes
A cook trying out new recipes
A person enjoying photography
A reporter writing war news articles
A magician keeping observers spellbound
A president of our country
A pioneer of early America
A person enjoying museum collections
A reader of jingles (jolly rhymes)
A planner of good times at home
A baseball player in a big league
A lover of nature and science
A person seeking self-improvement
A planner of holiday programs at school
A keeper of monkeys at a zoo
A stamp collector of experience
A musician with training completed
A movie star receiving great praise
A singer at a public performance
A fairy talking to some bees
A director of public safety
A reader of nonsense stories
A speaker giving a talk on freedom
A librarian helping with book selections
A writer of poems of the sea
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The extreme ranges of per cents of prefence shown In
the three tables were from 35.69 for total sixth grade subjects
to 87.28 for the same population, showing the widest range of
any of the three subject-groups repr*=sented . The narrov/est
range, 48.21 to 86.87 per cent, existed in the case of total
fifth grade.
An expression of very varied individual differences in
preference existed because apparently no one item was con-
sistently preferred by all three subject-groups.
It is interesting to observe in the final line of
Section E of Table XXXIX the fact that a relatively even dis-
tribution of scores of the 210 subjects on Test V prevailed.
The highest individual number of scores i n any step-interval
of the distribution, 51, fell within the 20 to 24 poifit interval,
which might be considered a mid-point of the distribution even
previous to the determination of the true mean which was found
to be 23.5 with a standard deviation of 0 as well as a
standard error of the mean Itself at 0.
The evident populatiry of this particular test featuring
the biographical ^proach in measurement of reading Interests
akes’lt advisable to retain it In its entirety.
To secure a balance of boy-girl apueal of te.'^t items,
attention should be paid to both the order and percent of
preference of items by both aexes on data which is available
fi»n city class records.
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It seems expedient to not revise to any considerable
extent the items of this test but rather to add to-nics and
reorganize teat according to rotation of items in categories as
developed for Test I and previously noted; and then divide
this test into two equal sections, one for each form of a re-
vised test,
A sample item included in the directions would be a
matter of small Improvement although without the sample no
impairment of interest, enjoyment or completion of the test was
observed.
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f
i TEST VI INTEREST IN DESCRIPTIVE READING TOPICS
The ability of this test to attract the attention rncl
Interest of the subject and solicit from him a definite ‘'Yes” or
”No” resoonse evidently was successful insofar as available data
proved that the items possessed high degrees of order of
preference of subjects and a relatively even and normal dis-
tribution of raw scores, as noted by inspection.
A series of three tables featuring order and per cent
of the 40 items of Test VI are similar to the series of three
tables featuring^ these same related aspects of Test V
previously described. Tables XL to XLII show, among other
: interesting points, these wh'ch will be described.
Items No. 4, “Children* s part in winning the war",
No. 37, “Training of dogs for mr service" and No. 21, “Travels
of service men and i-romen" w~re highly preferred by all three
subject-groups, reflecting the effects of present-day events.
The element of fun, depicted by Item No. 24, was popularly
acclaimed as was interest In sports, depicted by Item No. 9
"Causes of giving up picnic plans," (Item No. 19) were con-
' sistently of little interest. The predominance of the number of
total boys and perhaps the indifference of total girls placed
Item No. 6, “Hobbies popular with girls" at a consistently loif
level.
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TABLE XL
••=^06
ORDER AMD PER CENT OF PREFERENCE OF 92 GRADE V SUBJECTS
FOR EACH OF THE 40 ITEMS OF TEST VI
Topic No. of
No
.
«L' s '* % Topic aB listed In Test VI
1. 4 92 100.00 Children's part in winning the war
2, 3? 89 96.74 Training of dogs for war service
S. 24 87 94.57 Enjoyable, practical jokes to play
4 • 9 85 92.39 Instruction in water sports
6 . 21 84 91.30 Travels of service men and women
6 . 29 84 91.30 Making of moving pictures
7. 16 83 90.21 Value of hobbies in life
8. 27 83 90.21 Transportation of cirous animals
9. 28 83 90.21 Services of the "F.B.I.”
10. 7 82 89.13 Methods of caring for pets
11. 34 80 86.96 New games for birthday parties
12. 39 79 85.87 Entertaining with stunts
13. 10 78 84.79 Services of our military leaders
14. 18 78 84.78 Secret code of the "gang”
15. 13 78 84.78 Lives of famous movie stars
16. 35 77 83.70 Nature myths told for children
17. 40 76 82.61 Popular radio personalities
18. 30 75 81.62 Bravery of knights of old
19. 38 75 81.52 Magicians practicing their art
20. 11 74 80.43 Imaginary adventures of children
21. 32 74 80,43 Taking and developing snapshots
22. 36 74 80.43 Instructions in model-making
23. 25 70 73.52 Story of the coming of the seasons
24. 22 69 75.00 Methods of submarine warfare
25. 5 68 73.91 What makes the thunder
26. 20 67 72.17 Life and customs of Mexicans
27. 14 67 72.17 Cooking lessons for beginners
28. 1 66 71.74 Excursions to a distant land
29. 17 65 70.65 Habits of baby kangaroos
30. 31 o4 69.56 Improved conditions of travel
31. 2 82 67.39 Invention of electric lights
32. 8 62 67.39 Mysterious death of a fireman
33. 12 62 67.39 Aviation as a science
34. 23 62 67.39 Careers of successful public workers
35. 26 61 ’66.30 Making novelties for sale
36. 3 60 56.21 Outstanding work of a poor artist
37. 19 59 64.13 Causes of giving up picnic plans
38. 33 59 64.13 Life story of a lump of coal
39. 6 56 60.87 Hobbies popular with girls
40. 15 55 59.78 Myths of Scandinavian countries
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TABLE XLI
ORDER AMD PER CENT OF PREFERENCE OP 118 GRADE VI SUBJECTS
FOR EACH OF THE 40 ITEMS OF TEST VI
Topic No. of
No. No. «T > c TodIc f*s li{?tpf3 In Test VI
1. 7 112 100.00 Methods of caring for pets
g. 28 110 93.20 Servicesof the “F.B.I.”
3. 37 109 92.27 Training of dogs for war service
4. 4 107 90.68 Children’s part in winning the war
Oi 24 107 90.68 Pnjoyable, practical Jotees to play
6. 10 101 85.59 Services of our military leaders
7. 21 101 85.59 Travels of service men and women
8* 18 100 84.91 Secret code of the "Gang”
9* 9 99 83.89 Instruction in water sports
10* 29 99 83.89 Making of moving pictures
11. 38 98 83.05 Bfeglcians practicing their art
12. 39 96 81
. 30 Entertaining with stunts
13. 40 96 81.30 Popular radio personalities
14. 36 94 79.66 Instructions in model-making
15. 27 93 78.81 Transportation of circus animals
lo. 16 92 77 . 98 Value of hobbies in life
17. 34 91 77.12 New games for birthday oarties
18. 8 90 76.27 Mysterious <^ath of a fireman
19. 13 90 76.27 Lives of famous movie stars
20. 32 90 76.27 Taking and developing snapshots
21. 20 89 75.42 Life and customs of Mexicans
22. 22 86 72.88 Methods of submarine warfare
23. 30 84 71.12 Bravery of knights of old
24. 35 83 70.33 Nature myths told for children
25. 11 82 69.49 Imaginary adventures of children
26. 17 81 68.64 Habits of baby kangaroos
27. 14 79 66.95 Cooking lessons for beginners
28. 15 77 65.26 Myths of Scandinavian countries
29. 1 74 62.71 Excursion to a distent land
30. 31 74 62.71 Improved conditions of travel
31. 12 72 61.02 Aviation as a science
32. 3 71 60.15 Outstanding work of a poor artist
33. 5 71 60.16 Vhat makes the thunder
34. 2 68 57.63 Invention of electric lights
35. 25 69 57.63 Story of the coming of the seasons
36. 23 64 54.24 Careers of successful public v;orkers
37. 26 63 53.55 Making novelties for sale
38. 6 57 48 .30 Hobbies popular with girls
39. 19 54 45.76 Causes of giving up picnic plans
40. 33 53 44.92 ! ife story of a lump of cosi
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ORDER AND
SUBJECTS
Topic No. of
TABLE
PER CENT OF PREFERENCE OF 210 GRADES V AND VI
FOR EACH OF THE 40 ITEMS OF TEST VI
No. No. »L»s" % Tocic as listed in Test VI
1. 4 199 94.76 Children’s part in winning the war
2. 37 198 94.29 Training of dogs for v/ar service
3. 24 194 92,38 Enjoyable, practical jokes to play
4 • 7 194 92.38 Methods of caring for pets
5* 28 193 91.90 Services of the ”F.B.I”
6
. 21 185 88 .10 Travels of service men and women
7. 9 184 87,62 Instruction in water sports
8. 29 183 87.14 Making of moving pictures
9, 10 179 85,24 Services of our military leaders
10. IS 178 84.76 Secret code of the gang
11. 27 176 83,80 Transportation of circles animals
12. 39 175 83.33 Entertaining with stunts
13. 16 175 83.33 Value of hobbies in life
14. 38 173 82.33 Magicians practicing their art
15. 40 172 81.90 Popular radio personalities
16. 34 171 81,42 New games for birthday parties
17. 36 163 80.00 Instruction in model-making
18. 13 163 80,00 Lives of famous movie stars
19. 32 164 78,09 Taking and developing snapshots
20. 35 160 76,19 Nature myths told for children
21. 30 159 75,71 Bravery of knights of old
22. 11 156 74.28 Imaginary adventures of children
23. 20 156 74.28 Life and customs of Mexicans
24. 22 155 73.33 Method of submarine warfare
25. 8 152 72.33 Mysterious death of a fireman
26. 14 146 69.52 Cooking lessons for beginners
27. 17 146 69,52 Habits of baby kangaroos
28. 1 140 66 .66 Excursion to a distant land
29. 5 139 66.19 What makes the thunder
30. 31 138 65.71 Improved conditions of travel
31, 25 138 65.71 Story of the coming of the seasons
32. 12 134 63'.80 Aviation as a science
33. 15 132 62,85 Myths of Scandinavian countries
34, 3 131 62.38 Outstanding work of a poor artish
35. 2 130 61.90 Invention of electric lights
36. 23 126 60.00 Careers of successful public workers
37. 26 124 59.04 Making novelties for sal©
38. 19 113 53,90 Causes of giving up picnic plans
39. 6 113 53.90 Hobbies popular with girls
40. 33 112 53.33 Life story of a lump of coal
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The total range of per cents of preference both began
and ended at higher levels than did those of Test V. A range of
40.22 per cent occured in the case of the 92 fifth grade
subjects' per cents of preference on Te?it VI, the highest per
cent being 100 and the lowest 59.78. In the case of the 118
sixth grade subjects, on Test V, the total range of per cents,
51.69, although it began at 35.69 ^nd ended at 87.28, both lower
levels than those depicted in all three tables on Test VI, was
less in amount than 55.08 per cent, characteristic of sixua
grade' on Test VI.
No 100.00 per cent of preference itera existed in the
case of grade combinations shown in Table XLII. Ho. 4,
"Children’s part in winning the war" was popularly acclaimed
with a 94.76 per cent degree of preference. Again, the effects
of present day events were noticeable in this data. No. 33,
"Life story of a lump of coal", was consistently uninteresting
to subjects.
A study of the five sections of Table XLIII reveals the
fact that the scopes of both sexes of both the fifth aiad sixth
grade subjects clustered consistently md heavily at the upper
limits of the distribution. The highest number of scores of
the 210 subjeota was noted to be 72, at the 30-34 point step-
interval located at a position three-fourths of the distance
toward the upper limit of the entire distribution. Althou..ih not
entered on the table, the mean as computed was 27.63, the
11
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standard deviation 6.05 and the standard error of the mean .42.
It Is of Interest to note the absence of scores in the tv;o
lowest step-intervals, 0 in the 0-4 and the 5-9 cases.
The popularity of the test was evident In the quality
of returns, both In respect to high degrees of preference and
also a relatively high number of high ratings in the distribu-
tion of raw scores.
An analysis of the types and construction of those
particular items v/h'ch xvere rather consistently considered by
the 210 subjects as not worthy of their interest should be
made first, by reference to the order and per cent of preference
of those items as previously determined and later to their
actual construction. Items analyzed as very poor should be
rejected entirely in a revised measure.
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TEST VII INTEREST IN READING VS.
I.NTEREST IN ACTIVITIES
Preference for Reading rather than that for activities
of an attractive or less attractive nature is shown In Table
XLIV, The nuTflber/ distribution and per cent of preferences of
210 subjects are so arranged that in Table Section A, Test
Sections 1 and 2 where a choice had to be made between Heading
and 1 Attractive Activity, 107 or 50. S5 per cent of the test
population preferred Heading 0 times, 72 or 34.29 per cent 1
time and 28 or 13.81 per cent 2 times. The Attractive Activi-
ties were much preferred. In Table Section B, Test Sections 3
and 4 where Reading and 1 Less Atftractive Activity v/ere paired,
25 or 11.91 per cent preferred Reading 0 times, 80 or 42.86 per
cent 1 time and 95 or 45.24 per cent 2 times. The evident
degree of less attractiveness of the activities increaned the
preferences for Heading considerably when 2 items of Reading
were compared with 1 Attractive Activity the highest per cent
obtained, 41.90, representing first choices of 88 subjects. When
2 items of Reading were conpared with 1 Less Attractive Activity
again, as »liown in Table Section B the preference for Reading
increased, shoiflng 136 or 64.76 per cent of the 210 subjects
making first choices for Reading, 7.14 per cent, or 15 of the
total number preferred the Less Attractive Activities to Reading*
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TABLE
NUMBER, DISK.IBUTIOH AND PER CENT OF 310 SUBJECTS PREFERENCES
FOB mkmm in comparison with activities on test vii
Table
Section
Test*
Section No. ±
Times
Heading
Preferred
A CM1 a. 107 60.95 0
b. 72 34.29 1
c. 28 13.81 2
B 3-4 a. 25 11.91 0
b. 90 42.86 1
c. 95 45.24 2
C 5-6 a. 74 35.24 0
b. 88 41.90 1
c. 48 22.86 2
B 7-8 a. 15 7.14 0
b. 59 28.10 1
c# 136 64.76 2
E 9-10 a. 141 67.14 0
• b. 46 21.90 1
c. 23 10.95 2
Totals a. 375 35.71 0
b. 365 33.90 1
.
c. 330 33.33 2
*Test Section
1-2 1 Beading vs,
3-4 1 Heading vs,
5-6 3 Re ding ts.
7-8 2 Heading vs,
9 -10 1 Heading vs.
1 Attr^ictive Acitivity
1 Less Attr'-ctive Activity
1 Attractive Activity
1 Less Attractive Activity
1 Attractive and 1 Less Attractive Activity
r
514
Of the 210 subjects, 141 or 67.14 oer cent preferred Reading
0 times when it was compared to both an Attractive and a Less
Attractive Activity
>
46 or 81.90 per cent 1 time and 23, or 10.9S
per cent 2 times. It is Interesting to note that when totals
were developed that the same characteristic trends of prefeaTenoee
were noted.
The number and distribution of raw scores on Test VII
are organized in Table XLV and reveal that the mean was 5.05
with a standard error of 1.45; the standard deviation was 2.29.
Forty two scores fell in the four-point range of the distribu-
tion, the highest nuciber noted in the summary or E section of
the table. An avera^ge distribution of scores would be the
general observation made.
One possibility existed, namely, that reading was con-
sidered as a formal lesson in a classrpom; that the subjeuts
definitely do not prefer reading to any kind of activities as
presented in test v/as another consideration. This test was the
final one in the battery of testa of reading interests and the
element of fatigue may have entered in at that time; these two
factors may have been responsible for the level of Interest
noted in reading as compared with that in activities. An
additional situation to sonsider is that in progressive schools
reading is a functional part of unit development and children
may think more in terras of activities stimulated by the reading
process th^n of the acquisition of knowledge from the printed
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page which gave foundation to the development of those activi-
ties. In other words, present-day children appear to be
"activity-minded” and prefer action and active participation
whenever it is possible to engage in it. The tendency of all
fifth and sixth grade subjects in this test was to designate
not only attractive but less attractive activities as first
choice in expressions of preference In the test series, it seems
that an inadequate concept of the meaning of the test might have
been a probably outcome.
To secure a more representative reaction to situations
where intermediate grade inter ~st in Reading is compared to in-
terest in other activities, this test should be lengthened or
so refined that selections of items show broader trends of
reading content as well as of activities. More careful plan-
ning in rotation of types of items of both classifications shoiM
be made. Another suggestion made in connection with Test II is
that the present tert be combined with Test II featuring prefer-
ence for Reading in comparison T^rith that for other school sub-
jects. The relalive importance of other approaches to the
measurement of the extent and variety of reading interests
overshadows the Importance of Tests II and VII considered as
informational in scope but not as fundamental as other measures.
!
BATTISRY OF RiiADlNG IRTSRE3TS TESTS I - 7II
The maximum soore attainable on Testa I - VII was 508
points. In Table XLVI can be noted the number and distribu-
tion of raw scores of the SIO fifth and sixth grade subjects,
arranged aooordiag to a 50-point step-interval amd running
from 0 to 549* Section A depicts returns on fifth grade boys
and girls. Section B on sixth grade boys and girls, Section 0
on boys of both grades and Section D of girls of both grades.
Throughout these first four table sections it is observed that
the measures of central tendency, by inspection, appear to
have a wide range, possibly from the 150-199 to the 300-349
step-intervals of the distribution. Actual ocxaputation found
the mean to be 236,76 with a standard deviation of 67,5 which
is a larger figure than that of the size of the step-interval,
50, The standard error of the laean was determined as 4,55,
The general observation, namely, that scores of the total test
population tended to run rather high, appears to be significant.
That the test battery as a whole had been attractive and inter-
esting to take was proved by the fact that scores were satis-
factory and well-distributed throughout the total range.
For comparative purposes. Sections E of Tables I, IX, IV, Y, VI and
VII might be studied anew in relation to data on each other and
to that on this composite table of those previous returns.
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Interrelated Analysee of Intelligence. Heading
(iohlevement and Reading Interests Testa
The general, Informal analysis of data to this point
has undertaken to present evidence of at least the attempted
solution of main and subordinate problems as stated in Chapter
I. As an analysis of test data in respect to age, grade, sex,
intelligence and reading achievement, according to the state-
ment of Subordinate Problem Ko. 3, a tabulation showing as many
as possible of these factors is presented in the form of a sum-
mary in Table XLVll', the Number and Distribution of Heading In-
terests Tests I - VII Total Scores of 210 Subjects Classified
According to Oy^de, Sex, Three Levels of Intelligence and Three
Levels of Heading Achievement, typifies an attempted organiza-
tion the aim of which is to present the previously mentioned
analyses.
An observation of the fifth grade boys’ data reveals
the following features:
1. At the left is a frequency distribution show-
ing a range of 0 - 549 points of raw score (508
being the maximum number of points attainable)
depicting the range of Heading Interests Tests
I - VII total scores on a 59-ooint step-interval
basis.
2. Intelligence levels number three*-* Dull with
30-89 I.Q.., Average with 90-110 I.Q. and Bright
v;ith 111-141 I.Q., respectively.
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Z2.1
3, Reading Achievement levels number three* also*
with Low as 3,3 to 5«0, Average with Gr,
5»1 - 6,1 and High with Gr, 6*2 - 9*5 place*
ments* respectively, {Both these levels and
those of Intelligence are arranged in horizon-
tal fashion in order that frequencies of
scores on Reading Interests Tests may be cor-
rectly placed under the proper classifications),
4, The number of boys and their mean chronological
and mental ages are placed at the foot of the
tabloj the two latter entries are to be inter-
preted as follows;
a. Fifth grade boys whose mean chrono-
logical age was 137,22 montlis and whose
mean mental age was 139,31 months per-
formed on the Intelligence and Reading
Achievement Tests as indicated in the
special section of the full-page table
assigned to Grade Y Boys, It seemed
unnecessary to classify the footnote
data and incorporate it into the actual
table section.
5, Returning to the table section featuring Intel-
ligence levels* it can be noted that there
were 0 Intelligence and Reading Interests Tests
total scores noted opposite the 500-549 step-
interval i opposite the 450-498 step-interval 1
boy ivith a 60-89CI,Q, received a score. Ho
further entries are noted. In the 400-449
step-interval 2 boys with 60-89 I,ft,, 4 with
90-110 X. ft,and 4 boys with 111-141 I,ft .received
scores,
6, In respect to Heading Achievement levels, con-
sidering the 550-399 step-interval 8 boys with
Gr. 3,3-5,0 placement, 6 boys with 5,1-6,1
placement and 1 boy ?/ith Gr® 6,2-9 #5 placement
received scores on Reading Intei*©st3 Tests®
7, Totals are placed at the foot of each column
and are to be interpreted thus in this section;
a, 8 boys v/ith 60-89 22 boys with
90-110 and 16 boys with lU-141 I,ft.
total 46, the nuraber of boys in fifth grade.
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b. 22 boys with Reading Achievement level
of Gr* 3,3-5*0» 14 boys with Reading
Achievement level of Gr, 5,1 - 6*1 and
10 boys with Reading Achievement level
of Gr. 6.2 «• 9,5 total 46. the nximber
of boys in fifth grade.
Data on fifth grade girls are similarly arranged. The
upper and lower limits of the ranges of Lo?/ and Higii Reading
Achievement levels vary from that of fifth grade boys in this
manner:
1, Low features Gr, 3,5-5,0 rather than Gr, 3.5~5,o
also High features a lesser range of aooelerafr
tion than noted in the case of fifth grade boys
whose highest limit was Gr, 9,5 rather than
Gr, 0,8,
2, As the number of the two sexes was equal* inter-
esting comparisons of sex differences can be
made,
a. The number of both sexes rating Aver-
age in intelligence is the same, 22,
There are 4 more girls than boys at the
Dull level and 4 less girls than boys
at the Bright level.
b. Reading grade placement ran lower with
girls, or 30 as compared with 23 at the
Low level ¥/ithin a composite range of
Gr, 3,3-5,0 for both sexes,
c. 14 boys as against 9 girls rated as
Average in both instances or Gr, 5,1
-6,1 3 more boys than girls, 7 in
number rated High,
d. Following a horizontal arrangement in
the 0-49 step-interval of Reading In-
terests Tests total scores, the fre-
quencies for both sexes v/as 0 at all
levels of Intelligence and Reading
Achievement
,
e. Girls numbering 2 at the Dull or 60-89
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I.Q. levali 1 at tlia Averag© or 90-
110 I.Q. level. 2 at the Low Heading
Achievement level or Gr. 3,5-5,0 and
1 at the Average Heading Aohievement
level or Gr. 5 ,1-6,1 as compared to
0 boys at all six levels just mention-
ed attained Reading Interests Tests
total scores of 50-99,
f. Moving up the distribution to the 250-
299 step-interval, the numbers of
boys of the three Intelligence levels,
0, 4 and 2 compare equally in number
with those of girls, 5,0 and 3, In
Heading Aohievement boys at the three
Reading Achievement levels number
4,0 and 3 as against the girls* 5,0
and 1 frequencies. At this particu-
lar step-interval the intelligence
of all cases of both sexes was equal
but the boys had 1 more case in re-
spect to Reading Achievement levels.
An analysis of sixth grade boys* and girls* data dis-
closes a similar type of infomation to that of total fifth
grade. Proportionately in respect to grade, Reading Achieve-
ment levels are accelerated about one year. Comparative
analysis is more difficult here because of grade I’egistration
by sex. These observations possess interest:
1, In the sixth grade boy^ section, the number of
boys at the Average and Bright Intelligence
levels are approximately equal or 27 and 26, re-
spectively,
2, At the Average and High Reading Aohievement lev-
els the same feature predominates,
3, The number of sixth grade girls at the Average
Intelligence level is approximately twice as
great as those at the Low and High levels.
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4. Reading Aehievenent levels, as in the case of
sixth grade boys, runs Low,
5« Step-intervals of the frequency distribution of
Reading Interests Tests toteJ. scores numbering
300-349 and 350-399, respectively, show a
higher number of frequencies for both sexes in
respect to Intelligence and Reading Aohievenent
levels than any other 2 step-intervals.
By inspection, it appears that total fifth grade re-
ceived higher scores in general than did sixth grade in re-
spect to Reading Interests Tests total scores. Both grades
show a relatively-oonsi stent and vtiried distribution of total
scores,
Jorr^elatlon of Intelligence and Reading Interests Tests I-VI
I
Total Spores
«To secure, by statistical procedures, the index of re-
lationship between the intelligence of the two hundred ten fifth
and sixth grade subjects of this study and their deterniined,
cctnposite reading interests tests scores made on the seven
constructed tests" was noted in the Introduction, under Sub-
ordinate Ih^oblems No, Z, as an additional aim to that of analyz-
ing test data in terms of age, grade, sex, intelligence and
reading achievement.
The correlation between Intelligence and Reading Inter-
ests Tests I - 'VII Total Scores shows a positive relationship
which is low and too slight to be of predictive value. In
Table XLVIII, immediately following, it may be noted that the
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correlation Is .019 ±.047. Therefore, It appears that,
statistically. Intelligence Is a slight factor in the prediction
of reading interests.
TABLE XLVIII
CORRELATION OF INTELLIGENCE m’TK
READING INTERESTS TESTS I-VII - TOTAL SCORES
Factor Factor Correlation
Probable
Error
Intelligence Reading Interests
Tests I-VII Total
Scores
.019 ± .047
1. Method of Pearson Product-Moment,
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Apparently these individual differences in patterns
of reading Interests existed in test responses as determined
"by genertd. inspection and comparison of e??pr eased order
of preferences for similar items or classifications of
it ems
:
1. The tendency of hoys to greatly prefer
items relating to active outdoor sports" and
recreation
2. The popularity vjltii bcJfch sexes of items
depicting effects of present-day events
3. The popularity of books, stories and
cartoons In respective order as named
4. The unpopularity of poems
5. The emphasis placed by subjects on phases
of character-identification typifying public per-
formance, recreational pursuits and familiar
exper iences
6. The expression of less interest in prosaic
events (as development of natural resources)
than in those featuring more dramatic and colorful
activity (as features of travels of service men
and women, marines invading enemy territory
’’Victory Gardening” and politics
7. The tendency to much prefer participation
in attractive activities than in reading
8. The tendency to prefer reading, generally
peaking, to less attractive activities
9. The wide variety of preferences for
different types of items listed in the Test IV
sections under movies, rcadlo, newspapers and
magazines, enriching experiences and activities
,
games and sports.
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Insofar as group generalizations cx>no8rning
evident consistency of response of subjects in the seven
test situations are concerned, it may be stated that the
determination of order of preference of Items yielded the
most clear-cut Information because of the identification of
individual items in a series. The absence of more clearly-
defined classifications of content and subsequent Item-
selection made it difficult to isolate and identify enough
speolfio, representative response situations to consider that
a thorough and objective treatment of Subordinate Problem
No. 6 as noted In the chapter on The Problems can be made
at this time. However, observations would indicate
in cases of similar items or topics and their Inooro oration
into the several tests that an acceptable degree of con-
sistency of response was generally made by the test
population as a whole. That free, unhiblted reactions of
subjects and broad and varied preferences of itei:® even in
general classifications are of greater value at present
for directed thln^clng in revision and refinement of existing
tests is maintained. Suffice it to st?2.te that apparently
familiar experiences of children, outdoor ^orts, recreation
and special Interests, home life and effects of present-day
social conditions occasioned by World Wajr II were those
general classifications of reading content from v^ioh test
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Items v/ere developed that yielded the highest degree of
consistency of response.
Interests jests
Following the general, Informal analysis of each of
the seven teste suggestions for revision of each were
Included; therefore, no complete repetition Is necessary at
present. A few important general features are considered
to be deserving of special emphasis.
§P.£PAsJI.
Inventory
The e:?p res Sion **broadening of reading interests”
should be a feature of the e3?planatory end sample material
with a sufficient number of examples to clarify in the minds
of subjects the exact meaning of the e3<pression. Opportunity
for actual underlining of sample items should be provided
as an instructional procedure.
Section II concerning order of preferences for
classifications of reading content could well be lengthened
and the list of items made comparable with that of the ten
major classifications of reading content as described in
Test I, Extent and Variety of Heading Interests. This related
treatment of the ten major classifications mi^t serve as at
least an informal check on the consistency of response on
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these two tests; Test I would show by actu^.l perforraanoe
of the subject on the test itself and Test IV by his under-
lining of olassiflcations of reading content the relationship
between what he says he actually does like to read and his
personal Judgment of what his experiences in reading have been.
Qriterla of 3elootlon of Items
Criteria of selection and development of constructed
items should center in such aspects as the following:
1. Extent and variety of reading interest of
content from .rhich items are selected
2. Discriminative capacity of items featuring
both the extremely high and extremely low levels of
test performance of grades and sexes
3. Balance of boy-girl appeal
4. Btalance of entries under the ten specified
categories of content utilized
5. Balance of extremes o>f variety and ex-
tent of reading interests in consideration of
atypical oases
6. Consideration of the fact that the principle
of reading interests measurement rather than that
of reading achievement is to be of primary Im-
port,anoe in selection of items
7. Simplicity of mechanical features of
construction to avoid inadequate interpretation
of meaning of items by retarded readers
8. Utilization of highly-individualized end
personalized test items a.a noted by a pr^lminary
analysis of Individual differences culminating
in characteristic reading Interest patterns
according to grade and sex
9.
Incorporation of the most characteristic
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Items aoooj^lng to the averafs lc\’’el of Inteliigono©
of ©aoh grade sex into revised tests
10. Constder'ation of those item® for revised
tests (which on lnlti?l tests lent thecis elves to
that particular type of treatsient) best indicated
discrimination of sex grade of subjects In
respect to order and per cent of preferonoe of items.
ly^xictiona tor Ketablislment of Validity nidHpiiabilitv
By administration of th© revised tests to a larges*
and more representative copulation (oomnosed preferably of
fourth, fifth /:nd sixth grade subjects in order that the
battery of reading interests testa be adapted for use In
the ooaiplete Intermediate grade unit) and the utilisation of
data obtained thereby of a selected sampling of the population
most truly representative of an average group from each
grad© as a basis for establlchlng criteria with whlc3h data
on all other subjects may be compared should afford a means
of determining some degree of validity of the revised testa.
The actual construction of the tests and their eubseepent
features of oomparability plus the fact that the two
©culvalent fbnas should serve as recheoks on each otlier in
respect to consistency of response on aicillar items ^ould
serve as the basis of the establishment of reliability of
the revised tests.
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The following outline notes characteristic points of
development of the proposed measures in two comparable forms,
A and B,
1. Front cover featuring registration data and
an individual profile showing the extent and variety
of reading interests of the individual in comparison
vvlth ratings of an average group in respect to
a. Various kinds of classified reading
content
b. Variety of items within tiiat content
c. Extent of balance in reading interests
d. ’ Order of preference for reading as
compered with other school subjects
e. Order of preference for t^es of read-
ing (books, stories, etd.;
2. Inside front cover featuring Information
obtained by use of Test IV - Section I, concerning
Beading Interests plus my advisable further
questions of a similar nature
3. Succeeding pages
a. Battery of reading Interests tests
revised according to proposed specifica-
tions noted at the conclusion of eaoh
test’s analysis in this chapter pli;®
any further general specifications
necessary
4. A manual for administrators, with detailed
descriptions of tests In addition to customaiy
ciirections for admlnlsti’ation
5. Scoring kqys as necessary
6. Class record charts for tabulation and
analysis of returns.
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Summary
This chapter was devoted to a general, informal analysis
of data obtained by the administration of the battery of seven
reading Interests tests constructed for the puroose of
measuring the extent and variety of reading interests of 210
fifth and sixth grade subjects. In addition to this, critical
evaluation of each test with view to revision was supplied. Also
numerous summary tables showing data according to various sex
and grade combinations were included and interpretations
offered. No detailed statistical procedures were systematically
used t’oroughout the analysis. It was suggested that the
analysis be considered equivalent to the tyoe generally made
after Initial testing and before revision of measures. As
this analysis involved individual preferences and none of the
approximately 116,000 test responses could be considered either
right or wrong, the analysis possessed characteristic features
of its own.
%ch of the seven reeding interests tests, in turn,
received similar analysis and critical evaluation for aid in
revision. Then the battery as a whole, namely, the seven
reading interests t^sts, received special consideration. An
attempt was made to interrelate analyses of data on intelligence
tests and reading achievement tests (both having three levels)
with total scores of reading Interests tests. A correlation
between intelligence and reading interests tests scores was
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given.
Individual differences i n patterns of reading interests,
and an analysis of consistency of responses of subjects
preceded a discussion of tentatively-planned revision of read-
ing interests tests, v/hich included a list of criteria for
selection of itercs and suggestions for the establishment of
validity and reliability on the revised tests. An outline of
the tentatively-planned revision of existing measures, featur-
ing the development of two comparable forms, an individual
profile of the extent and variety of reading interests of the
teatee as compared with those of an average group on the same
grade level, a teacher's manual, etc., concluded the chapter.
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CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Suromary
The construction and evaluation of a measure of the
extent and variety of children's reading interests is the main
problem under investigation in this study. It implies recog-
nition of and agreement with the following definition of read-
ing interests:
Heading interests are to be considered the extensions
and the enrichment of reading experiences participated in and
enjoyed by those persons who find in their expression of indi-
vidual differences in reading preferences a satisfying and sat-
isfactory personal-BOciel development as an important experi-
ence in daily living.
This study does not confine Itself wholly to that of a
test construction and evaluation type of resea.rch activity; a
psychological background of general, informational and perti-
nent material, dravm from various authoritative sources snd con
sidered by the writer as valuable and necessary for a suffic-
iently adequate interpretation of this study in its entirety,
precedes and supplements its major aspect of development.
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The theory of individual differenoes in action is ac-
cepted by the reader in his recognition of the need of the
study undertaken. If the intensity and extent of reading in-
terests is agreed to be an outcome of major importance of read-
ing instruction* then a measure of the extent and variety of
reading interests with interpretation of results to aid in the
provision for instruction and adjustment of material to indi-
vidual differenoes of reading preferences of children is both
necessary and logical.
The educational significance of this study, the pur-
pose of which is an attempt to measure one of the less tangible
outcomes of reading instruction* lies in the fact that it rep-
resents a pioneer activity in reading interests measurement.
Kixmerous educational values are inherent in the study* some of
which are its attempted analytic approach to the determination
of Individual differenoes in reading interests* its indication
of special interests which may not have been previously satis-
fied* its usefulness in book selection* its Infomation for use
in daily planning of reading instruction and for curriculum
development, its practicality and objectivity for use in a pro-
gram of reading guidance and its purpose as a functional part
of cumulative test records on individual pupils.
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.. V.
Brief Treatment of Eaoh Ghapter of the Study
Comments conoernins the piirpose, fiinction, organization
content and value in the study as a whole of each chapter of
this study will be briefly noted* in addition to the serving of
these comments as a justification of the existence and inclu-
sion of each chapter it is hoped that a comprehensive overview
of the work as undertaken and handled may result#
Chapter I The Problems
The identification* definition and delimitation of the
main and subordinate problems are main features of the content
of this chapter. Basic assumptions and precise questions con-
cerning the problem situation in the entirety supplement the
treatment of the problems themselves. A statement of the main
and subordinate problems with detailed description and clarifi-
cation of numerous aims Involved is included.
Statement of Problems and Their Implications
The main problem is to construct and evaluate a measure
of the extent and variety of reading interests of fifth and
sixth grade subjects. Subordinate problems are as follows?
1, By means of a series of seven constructed
tests to survey and analyze the extent and vari-
ety of reading interests
2. To secure genuine reaction of subjects in
specified reading interest situations
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3. To analyze test data In terms of age, grade,
ses, intelligence and reading achievement
4* To determine the order of preference, per
cent of preference and first choices of
items on tests (as tests lend thauselves
to these particular types of treatment
)
5» To analyze, in a general manner, consist-
ency of response in test situations
6. To determine which test approaches, or
comb inat ions of approaches, are most effec-
tive for use in a planned, revised test of the
extent and variety of reading interests
To make tentative plans for such a test re-
vision according to the findings derived from
solutions of subordinate problems (3), (4), and
(6)
8. To suggest possible methods of analysis of in-
dividual differences in interest patterns in
reading
9m To suggest methods of determining what charac-
teristic interest patterns in reading, if any,
exist in each of the two grades, respectively
10* To secure information helpful in planning a
well-balanced reading program which will tend
to meet the needs and interests of the aver-
age fifth and sixth grade child.
Additional aims are outlined in considerable detail
following the statement of problems and may be considered as
related steps of necessary procedure in the attempted solution
of main and subordinate problems.
Basic assumptions concerning the problems have their
foundation partly in authoritative statements of specialists
and other experts in the field of elementary school reading
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(noted in the chapter on Reading and Reading ^Interests) and
partly in theories of educational measurement (described In the
chapters on Interest and Interest Measurement and Construction
of Materials). The Justification of the ten back assumptions
made was an attempted major objective of the study. Questions
concerning the problems number nine and center in such aspects
of thinking as (l) individual differences of grade subjects in
respect to reading interests as compared v/ith other factors of
analysis as stated, (2) subjects* ability to analyze and record
Individual preferences in reading, (3) the genuineness of their
reactions, (4) refinement of the tests, (5) reading interest
patterns, (6) extent and variety of reading interests, (?) Mell-
j
balanced intermediate grade reading program and (8) educational
value of study.
Chapter II Related Research and Its Iirmlicstion with the Present
«
iStudy
.
Although not a great deal has been done in the develop-
ment of objective measurements of reading Interests, numerous
studies which have been undertaken have yielded valuable infor-
mation concerning various aspects of those interests. An at-
tempt to classify some of the studies most pertinent to the
present work is made in this chapter although interrelated fac-
tors involved permit only general classifications. Brief re-
ports on studies previously undertaken concern (1) general
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statemento regarding recoaroh ooaduoted and future needs of
further research* (e) asx>ects of reading interests* (S) rate,
kind and amount of reading done, (4} Influence of age, grade,
sez and intelligence, (5} voluntas?;^ reading, (6| interest in
magazines, poetry, radio and movies, (?) interest factor and
selection of reading materials, (S) reading interests of
junior hi^ school pupils, (9) reading interest pattern© of ad-
ults and CIO) reading interests tests*
Opinions of both egreenent and of a coafiiotixig nature
are presented, each report raaSclng its unique contribution* A
general trend of thinking results, namely, that more specific
information needs to be obtained and teoliniques for the analy-
sis and measurement of children*© reading interests other than
the few mentioned need to be developed and refined* Educational
implications of related research with the present study center
in the att^pt to construct and evaluate a measure of the ex-
tent and variety of reeding interests of fifth and sixth grade
subjects sooordlng to noeds popularly expressed or intimated
in this review of related research*
Chapter III Reading and aeadinft Interest©
From various sources authoritative stateiiieats concern-
ing reading and reading interests, including quoted sections
for the sake of emphasis and clarity although staterients present
conflicting opinions# are ox*ganized and presented as a oonaept-
ual background of the writer and an aid to the reader in
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orientation and interpretation of this study. Such statements
as those concerning (l) individual differences in reading
and reading- interests, (2) reading guidance, (5) the role of
the teacher in reading instruction, (4) the promotion and
utilization of reading Interests, (5) selection of reading
materials to suit needs and interests of children with empha-
sis on accessibility, readability and vitality, (5) classroom
libraries and (7) evaluation of the reading program in terms
of preceding points mentioned are some of the statements and
their implications presented.
General unanimity of opinion of authorities quoted
seems to prevail on several points which are outlined in de-
tail and incorporated into the development of this study.
Chanter IV Interest and Interest Teasurement
The presentation of a brief psychological background
concerning interest and Interest measurement as a necessary re-
lated feature of the present study is made in this chapter,
A treatment of interest in general as a psychological entity,
with discussion of its principles, characteristics, phases, di-
mensions, functions, creation, development and value, precedes
application of such background of information in various con-
siderations of interest measurement which were considered neces-
sary and valuable. General statements concerning the principles,
function, construction and value of several ponularly
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-u£j©<i int@r©at lawitorles ar© mtod and followed t>y <2e3orl|>-
tloas ot these mesures with cjEa^Jhasle oa feeturee ciost perti-
nent in reXotloi to the oonstruotlon of the proeent rendin^r
Interests toots* Informl end Eior© fomeX of
reading Interests whioLhave '>een developed or© noted® rhe
IneXueion of this ohep>ter Is Justified* therefore* ao a i^yoho-
XogioaX haoHground of related material to bo allied with that
In the chapter on oodlng and i.oadlng intoroste*
JhePter y
A doeoriptlon of features of oonstruotlon of neoecsaiy
materials for the oonduot of this is provided® The bat-
!«ont end 'tirioty of Beadlns Interests
Interest In ^;ooding Verstis Interest in -.^ther
School ^ubjeots
Interest in Types of Heading
Genona and rioadlne. Interests Inventoxy
Interest in eieoncd Ident1floation sith
Ohareoters in Heading
Interest In )osori-!tlvo reading Topios
Interest in Keodlng Torauc Interest In Ae-
tivlties
tery of
test I
test II
test III
teat IV
Test V
rest VI
Tost VII
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interests, ( 3 ) interest inventory characteristics of the pres-
ent battery of tests* ( 4:) categories of reading content at-
tempted* and (6) a general outline of constructional features
precede the detailed description of each of ths'seven reading
interests tests previously named as 7/ell as a description of
related materials involved in the further conduct of the study.
Chapter VI Experimental Procedure
An outline of the definite order of steps in the ex-
perimental procedure are noted and followed by detailed de-
scriptions of those steps. Sianmarization follows.
A small urban community in a neighboring state was se-
lected as that for the conduct of this study. Permission was
I
obtained from school authorities to carry out plans previously
made. An analysis of available standardized test data on the
two hundred ten fifth and sixth grade subjects selected as the
test population had to be made. Classroom organization in the
five ooflperating schools featuring three existing grade combi-
nations and seven instructors (one being the writer, which fac-
tor of actual participation in test administration increased
the ability to critically evaluate constructed measures in use
and interpretation of results), is described. Chronological
and mental age ranges and means and intelligence and reading
achievement levels of subjects classified as advisable are
noted. The planning and construction of all necessary
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materials is outlined and a oonferenoe 'Kith participating in-
structors with special emphasis on test administration fea-
tures discussed In considerable detail* A description of the
period of test admirii strution is provided.
Chapter VI I Test ^coring and Compilation of Data
As an explanation of the methods employed in the scor-
ing of the battery of reading interests tests as well as those
utilized in the compilation of data obtained by administration
of tests to two hundred "ben subjects, this chapter was consider-
ed both necessary and advisable. It describes a simplified
method of scoring adopted, in view of the fact that an approx-
imate total of 116,000 test responses was made on the several
tests administered, ISaoh test in turn is given detailed
treatment concerning its particular scoring procedure at the
beginning of the chapter. The necessity of development of
many types of records is cited and such records are de-
scribed adequately so that their purposes and functions are*
well-defined, A special feature at the conclusion of the
chapter is the inclusion of a lengthy summary table which pre-
sentee complete registration, standardized test and reading in-
terests tests data on the two hundred ten fifth and sixth grade
subjects of the study< this table features data previously en-
tered on individual subject filing cards {fivo-by-eight inches
in size, and of different colors per grade) a specimen of which
is presented, also.
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Chapter VIII An Informal. General Analysis of Data with View
of Tentatlvely^Planried Hevlslon of Battery of t^eadin^'; Inter -
ests Tests
Because of the fact that the present report of research
may be considered as one covering the first half of a complete
experiment Involving not only Initial testing and analysis of
data as conducted but also the administration and Interpreta-
tion of revised measures, very detailed statistical analysis of
prevailing test data is not undertaken. An informal, general
analysis of data In terms of observations made and of the nu-
merous cumulative and summary tables on number and distribution
of raw scores attained on the seven constructed measures by the
test population and classified as to grade and sex in various
combinations is provided. In the same manner, tables depicting
the establishment of order and per cent of preference and first
choices for items of tests which lent themselves to these par-
ticular analyses are treated. A discussion of features of
each teat Insofar as suggestions for revision and subsequent re-
finement is provided, following the Informal, general analysis
of the test.
Chapter X Suggestion for Further Research
Because of the fact that the critical evaluations of
constructed materials and the informal, general analysis of
data thereby obtained was so incorporated into tentatively-
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planned revision of the reading interests tests, the sugges-
tions for further research are characterized by a rough olas-
sifioation of possible titles for investigations related to
children’s reading interests followed by a list of approximate-
ly seventy aotusj. titles, many of which are considered to be of
value in outlining types of possible further research in the
field of children’s reading interests.
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Conclusionf5
An informal, ganaral analysis of data in view of tenta-
tively-planned revision of the battery of reading interests
tests was undertaken with a definite plan of procedure In mind.
Because of tiiat characteristic of analytic procedure which ex-
isted at the beginning of the study, namely, that even in the
defining, dellujitlng and statement of main and subordinate prob-
lecBS with woll-clarlfled additional alsis, at that time the
functioning of analytic procedure had begun and was destined to
find its partial culmination in the satisfactory orgenisiatlon
and interpretation of drta obtained by administration of the
constructed battery of reading interests teste and later more
adequate culmination when the longer-rang© objective of revis-
ing present existing material had been accomplished.
The evaluation of the measurement of Individual differ-
ences of subjects* preferencea in reading intcreets by the
ous tost approaches and techniques selected and adapted for use
was the fundamental principle Involved at this particular stage
of the study. Consideration was given the fact that this par-
ticular type of measurement in relation to residing was the
first experience of the two hundred ten su\1ects and tnets ad-
ministrators as well as an initial atter?^pt at test conatruotlon
and evaluation by the writer. Also the report of development
of the st»Kly in its entirety, incofar as it hes been
,
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completed was considered comparable to the more or less cursory
examination of results of Initial testing preparatory to test
revision and administration of that revised material
»
The limitations of a general, informal analysis were ap-
preciated but it was considered that varied possibilities in-
herent in the study and interpretation of available test data
would be brought to light thereby. Purposely, it was planned
to employ varied approaches and different techniques of summar-
izing and analyzing information and data of both a general and
a more specific nature for the sake of experiencing the applica-
tion of these approaches and techniques.
Comment was made concerning the many comparative analy-
ses which might be made between tests and parts of tests of the
battery and which could serve a definite and functional purpose
in further treatment of test material.
Types and organization of tables were discussed with
reference to that type which serves as a cumulative summary of
numerous lesser tables previously developed, in view of the
fact that a routine method of entries of data according to the
following sectional treatment was considered most valuable at
this particular stage of the study;
Table
Section Grade Sex
Boys (data)
Girls
Boys and Girls
A Gr, V
Gr, V
Gr. Y
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B Gr, VI Boys
Gr, VI Girls
Gr, VI Boys and Girls
C Gr, V Boys
Gr. VI Boys
Gr, V-VI Boys
D Gr. V Girls
Gr, VI Girls
Gr, V-VI Girls
E Gr. V-VI Boys
Gr, V-VI Girls
Gr, V-VI Boys and Girls
Inspection and informal, or in, some instances, more
formal analysis of data was facilitated by this comprehensive
and cumulative type of summary table which featured grade and
sex combinations of data in various manners. Other tables
noted were those designed especially for use in portraying
order and per cent of preferences for test topics or items.
The general plan was that of use of full-page tables for conve-
nience of summarizing a great deal of important data.
That an informal and relatively superficial treatment of
data in comparison with that commonly employed in case of exact-
ing statistical procedures cannot uncover many details of inter-
est and importance was conceded.
.
A plan was developed to consider in this general, infor-
mal analytic procedure each of the seven reading interests
tests in the battery as constructed in respect to (1) a brief
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citation of their announced functions and values, (2) points of
general observation made, (3) analysis of data by whatever pro-
cedure seemed applicable and expedient, (4) critical evaluation
of prevailing test plus resultant, tentative plans for its re-
vision, and (5) consideration of any special features of the
test not previously noted. Sach of the seven reading inter-
ests tests was considered in turn.
Thoughtful consideration of general and specific infor-
mation obtained by study of the data on 210 subjects of fifth
and sixth grades concerning their individual differences in ex-
pression of preferences for many and varied reading interests
situations as presented by various approaches in seven tests was
one factor in the formulation of opinions and conclusions.
Another factor concerned the interpretation of the psychological
background of general and specific information concerning read-
ing and reading interests and interest and interest measurement,
both interpreted in the light of related research.
Test I - rlixtent and Variety of Reading Interests
Analysis of data concerning the number and distribution
of raw scores on Test I, coupled with that concerning the es-
tablishment of order and per cent of preference of 210 fifth
and sixth grade subjects for 350 items depicting reading topics
presumably of interest at these grade levels was responsible
for these conclusions;
m.
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1. Because of Its constructional features provid-
ing the opportunity of checking 560 test items
according to degree of preference, from which
order of preference can be established, Test I
ranked first in the opinion of the writer in
importance and value in the battery of reading
interests tests, because it tyoifled most
clearly a measure of the extent and variety of
'' reading interests in a practical sense
2, The effects of provsent-day events were actively
reflected in the minds of fifth and sixth graders
a and were indicated thus in the establishment of
order and per cent of preference;
a. Leading items were; ’’Camps and Camping, ”
”Winter Sports, *”*!Iarines, ” ’•Pets,”
” Swimming, ” ”Navy, ” ”Clrous, ” ’’Dogs, "
’’Skating, ” ”Needs of Man, ” ”Movles, ”
‘Politics,” and “Liberty and Freedom.”
5. General trends of variety of reading Interests
featured a centering on recreation and hobbles,
familiar experiences, outdoor sports and
activities, and current events, which may be
termed characteristic reading Interests pat-
terns of these particular fifth and sixth
graders
4. The need of even flexible categories of read-
ing content under which reading topics may be
even roughly classified in terms of basic
material for UvSe in all reading interests tests
construction or revision has been emphasized,
particularly when it has been desired to analyze
consistency of subject - responses or classify
apparent expressions of individual differences
in determiners of reading Interest patterns
per subject, sex and grade
5. The necessity of making available broad and
Varied reading materials of a vital and timely
nature, suited to the needs and interests of
fifth ©nd sixth graders and of personal-social
value to them has been made apparent by the
analysis of data on Test I where individual
differences of expression of preference for
550 reading topics were uninhibited and enjoy-
ed
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6, The ready response to and enjoyment of the
technique of measurement utilized in Test I«
namely t that of the encircling of "L»” ”1*’^
or (indicating the degree of preference.
"Like*” "Indifference*" or "Dislike")
proved that fifth and sixth graders could
express through the medium of this technique
without undue difficulty their genuine
and individualized preferences in a speci-
fied reading interests test situation
?• Test I, even in its initial state* possessed
the power to secure a great deal of helpful in-
formation concerning kinds of reading engaged In
in the past, enjoyed in the present and antici-
pated in the future because of its simplified,
concise and direct treatment of reading inter-
ests topics by subjects
8* Undoubtedly, the attempt to establish some de-
gree of curricular validity of the test was
directly related in general effectiveness to
the basic use in the development and selection
of reading interests topics* of material drawn
from well-standardized sources of reading con-
tent designed to fulfill major objectives of
an intermediate grades reading program
9* Appreciation of the characterization of this
special reading period by the desire for
varied and enriched reading materials on the
part of fifth and sixth graders expressed in
freedom of test response afforded satisfaction
10. Sex and grade individual differences in ex-
pression of preferences for extent and vari-
ety of reading interests prevail but charac-
teristic common trends of similarities of
preference also existed
11. The extent and variety of reading interests
of average fifth and sixth graders can not
only be objectively determined but also
made the basis of the development of a pro-
gram of classroom x'eading in a consistently
objective and effective manner
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12. The establishment of or<ier and per cent of
preference of 210 subjects for 350 reading
topics presented an acceotably comprehensive
and valid measurement, with data of genuine
subject-interest involved and from which
logical steps may be taken in further re-
finement of not only Test I Itself, but also
other tests in the complete battery.
Test II - Interest In Reading Versus Interest in Other
School Subjects
Although consisting of only eight pairs of items, one
Reading and the other a combine tion of related other school
subjects, the test was popularly enjoyed. Specific conclusions
concern the follov;lng:
1. General observation of the relatively low
scores attained coupled with the expression
of subjects for liking of the test, led to
the belief that a very narrow interpretation
had undoubtedly been given Reading, namely,
that of a formal, instructional procedure
in the classroom
2. Combinations of related other school subjects
were consistently preferred to Heading by
both grades and sexes according to raw scores
tabulated
3. Order of preference for He -ding as compared
with that for related other school subjects
was determined by expressions of subjects',
first cnoices as follows:
HeadiruA Other School Gubjeots
a. Heading
b. Reading
c. Heading
d. Heading
Music
Arithmetic and Penmanship
Constructional or
Creative Activities
Current Rvents and
Citizenship
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e* Reading Health and Physical
Sduoati on
f. Reading Science and Nature
go Reading Language and Spelling
h. Reading Histoiy and Geography
The interpretation is that at mid-points of
order of preference t namely at points ”d’*
and ’*e.” approximately equal interest ex-
isted in Reading as compared with that in
Current Events and Citizenship and also in
Health and Physical Education, The school
subjects preferred niost-highly were MusiOs
>irt and Arithmetic and Spelling, and those
least-highly preferred were History and
Geography* The number of first choices
for Reading in each instance was considered.
Test III - Interest In Types Of Reading
The order of preference for six types of reading.
namely, books, stories, cartoons, plays, poems and articles
was established as follows 2
1* For both fifth and sixth grades, books,
stories and cartoons were first, second and
third in order and per cent of preference,
respectively
2* Plays and articles received a higher per
cent of preference than did poems which
rated consistently lowest in the series of
six items for both grades although a consid-
erable variation in per cent of preference
existed in all three items
3* Plays, poems and articles held relatively-
consistent but somewhat variable positions
at points of lowest order and per cent of
preference
4. Cartoons received a wider variot? or of
number of first choices with fifth grade
leading with 40*65 per cent and sixth
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grade reaciiing a low point of 24,30 per oent
5. Articles presented the most fluctuation in
placement in the grade classifications and ocan-
blnation, rating sixth in order of preference*
17.09 per cent, with fifth grade, fourth in
order of preference with sixth grade with 18.85
per cent and fifth in order of preference with 17. 9*7
per cent with fifth and sixth grades
6. Extreme per cents of preference were highest
for books, 48,56 with fifth grade, 35,91 with
sixth grade and 42.24 with the grades in com-
bination and lowest for poems, 17,09 with
fifth grade, 10,42 with sixth grade and 15,28
per oent with the grades in combination.
Conclusions were drawn to the effect that grade and
sex differentiations existed in varying amounts and degrees
concerning interest in these six types of reading: books,
stories, cartoons, plays, poems and articles, for which order
and per cent of preference ’was established, but that similari-
ties of preference also existed. Further conclusions were
that proof had been given to substantiate the conclusion that
the per cents of preference obtained frcsa analysis of data per
grade were considerably higher in fifth grade than in sixth
grade also that inherent in the individual expressions of sub-
jects for types of reading by utilization of the paired compar-
isons technique was the basis of recognition of trends of char-
acteristic reading interests patterns.
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Test 17 - General and Reading Interests Inventory
The uniqueness of this test lay in its sampling of very
broad and varied information possessed by the subjects. Al-
though a greater degree of subjectivity of response prevailed
the general trends of information obtained were considered very
revealing. Conclusions were arrived at concerning these
points:
1.
The tern ^broadening of reading interests” had ap-
parently not been adequately explained orally by
test administrators in the total absence of a
definition and sample material in "Directions to
Pupils” in the test presentation, therefore, the
critical negative evaluation of that construc-
tional feature
2. That a more satisfactory degree of availability
of reading material existed was the expressed
wish of 166 of the 210 subjects from which
statements the supposition was made that defic-
iencies of at least some of those subjects in
broad and varied interests may have been oc-
casioned by lack of previous availability of
suitable reading material
3. Because total fifth and sixth grades reported
1,045 books read in comparison with 7,198
books owned the question of greater availabil-
ity of reading material was reconsidered
4. As a rather consistently even distribution of
raw scores existed in respect to the value of
certain Newspaper and. Magazine sections,
namely, Local News, t/orld News, Comics, Jokes,
5ports, Mitorials, Headlines, Pictures, Home-
making and Articles, it was concluded that
approximately five of the ten sections noted,
on the average, had contributed to the broad-
ening of reading interests of the subjects of
the study
5. As only four of the ten Radio programs, namely,
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Music* Plays, H©ws, Politics, Sei’ials, Talks,
ImTjersonations, Discussions, Quiz and Comedy
were considered to have enriched i‘eading in-
terests the question concerning the variety
of programs enjoyed was considered and a ten-
tative conclusion made that perhaps a few
dominant and repetitive radio programs en-
joyed^ precluded the developraeat of broader
reading interests as a result of more con-
tacts with varied programs
6. Approxiiaately four-fifths of the 210 sub-
jects apparently felt that five of the ten
kinds of Movie programs, namely, Sduoation-
al, Mystery, Love, Cartoon, Western, Comedy,
Gangsters, War and Serials, had broadened
their reading interests, therefore, a ten-
tative conclusion was made that the fac-
tor of visual education may have been
rather iai'galy responsible for the situa-
tion as noted
7* In consideration of the estimated 5-4
points of raw scores attained on the aver-
age in comparison v/ith the possible 10
points in recognition of Eui'iching Experi-
ences being important factors in broaden-
ing of reading interests, it was apparent
that (1) the subjects did not interpret
the directions for marking adequately, or
(2) enriching experiences, nan^ly, :4useum,
Gamp, Seashore, Mountains, Exhibits, Circus,
Travel, Large City, Concerts and Parties,
had not been enjoyed, or (3) recognition
, was not made of even the possibility that
reading associated with these experiences
had ever occurred
8, 158 of the total 210 subjects reported
Favorite Hobbies by number and name which
led to the conclusion that approximately
one-fifth of the group did not enjoy a
favorite hobby. Of the 158 hobbies re-
ported, there were 110 different ones,
suggesting the similarity of trends of
hobbies per sex, grade and age lf've3.s
f'er.
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9« As very low aooi*es (apx^i*03cimtely 118 of the
?.10 possible scores fellinc in the 0* 1 and
2 stei>-iatex*vals of the 0-10 distribution)
existed in resj)eot to the notation of Aotivi-
ti©£,(J€tmes and i>ports whioh had been oonducive
to the broadening of reading interests* It was
tentatively ooncluded that (1) subjects hadn’t
fully appreciated the checking situation* in
’ underlining of x..:uslc, Hiking* Playing* i/ar-»
ties* Friendships* f^wiMPlng* Dancing* Visiting,
oewing* Baseball* j)rawing* Painting, cooking*
Heading* Fisliing* :-^ts* Football, Embroidery
and oonstx»uoting as items that aided in reading
onriohment.or (2) that no actual reading had
been dono* this latter suppot»itior> seemed
more unlikely than the former one,
10. Jonolusions were justified that exitlined top-
ics (Nos* 4-9 herein) la their ooments of
low scores being made in keeping ?/ith data on
Q summary table presenting cumulative scores
which also were consistently low* 165 of the
possible 210 scores falling in the 0 - 4-point
range of raw scores were important considerations
11* Order of preference for the 10 types of Radio
programs was as follcAis according to number
of first choices assigned; (1) flays* 103i
(2) viuiz, 95 i (3) Serials, 82i (4) l^ows* 81i
(5) r,usio» 80« (6) Talks* 67 1 (7) Comedy, 66*
(8) Discussion, 46* (9) Impersonations, SS*
and (10) Politics, 20*. As the range of first
choices extended frcaa 103 - 20 in descending
order* marked individual differences were
) concluded to exist in preference
12* Order of preference for tho ten types of
I'GYle px'osrams was established thus:
(1) fyatery, 122* (2) f/oatem* lOOi (3) Gang-
sters, 71* (4) News* 67* (6) War, 65* (6) Car-
toons, 63* (7) Oerials, 56* (8) Comedy, 55*
(9) ii^duoational* 52* and (lO)Love* 41 first
choices* It was concluded that in keeping
with findings of previous research studies,
the elements of mystery* adventure, travel
and action evidenced in high degrees of
preferences for movies deplotiixg those ele-
ments
T

13 o C 'riolusioa. was readied tli&t Infonaation taken
from the order and pre’feronoe list of J?10
eubjeots for /iotivities. Guiriea and Sports bo
used later as (1) a jaeono of developing on
iDipi-oved Attractive Aotlvity end Less Attrac-
tive Activity list for use in Teot VII - Inter-
est in aeading Versus Interest in iiotivitiess
and (2) a EiediuEi for analyzing oonalatonoy of
response in alnilar teat situations. (Alien
iteiis of highest orders of preferonoe wore con-
sidered, Hwiisialng, Bets, and various: outdoor
sports and activities were reoelied as ones
which rated very high in order of preference
on foot I with 350 reading interests topics.)
The list is long, therefore, It will not b©
given in full. The low order of preference
placed on the topics I'rlendshlps, Construot-
ing and iiabroldery are interesting. Sex dif-
ferences were oonoludod to enter into the
lest two, Constructing for boya and liabroidery
for girls, reducing the nunerloal plaoeiaent
thereby. Undoubtedly Friendships were Just
accepted as such, whereas Gwliiclng, Hiking,
Fishing and Baseball head the list because of
draiTietic action, outdoor participation and
group activity, generally speaking.
rest V - Intoreat in Personal Identification *^lth Oharaotere
In ucMlng '
Tfc«t the biographical approach In a sieasure of the ex-
tent and variety of reading Interests proved to bo both popu-
lar and conducive to an acceptable distribution of scores of
test subjects are borne out by those conclusions;
1, I’roof was evident that this particular per-
sonalized approach facilitated both pro-
gress during the testing x>eilod and else
actual test aohieveniont
S* Order anu per cent of iireference were estab-
lished for fifth grade, sixth grade and the
two grades in oonbinatlon for each of the
40 Items of the tost. Several items
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featuring winter sports, ranch life, jokes,
entertainment. Victory gardening were con-
sistently popular with all three groups rep-
resented, that is to say, trends of think-
ing and reading centered in popular child-
ren’s activities, pleasures and gardening
3» Extreme ranges in per cents of preferences
as shown in three tabulations of data were
observed, from 35, 59 - 87*28 per cent for
the same test populationi the narrowest
range, from 48.21 - 85*87 per cent, existed
in the case of total fifth grade
4. Apparently no one item of the 40 was placed
consistently in order of preference by the
three groups of sub j acts < individual differ-
ences entered largely into characteristic
treatment of items by a total grade
5. Distribution of raw scores of subjects ran
very evenly with a guessed mean, judged
only by inspection, in the vicinity of 20 -
25-points of raw score* More high
scores were attained on this particular
test than on Test II where all scores were
consistently low
6. Sex differences, typical of boy - girl ap-
peal of test items, should be analyzed
still further on available record data.
Test VI - Interest in Descriptive Heading Topics
Attention-getting and interest-holding qualities of
this test aided in its satisfactory and enjoyable completion.
A relatively-even and normal distribution of scores and high
degrees of order and per cent of preferences resulted. Addi-
tional conclusions were these:
1. ”Ohildren’s part in winning the war,” ”Train-
ing of dogs for war service,” and "Travels of
service men and wcmien” were test items highly-
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preferred by all subjects and typical of the
present day, a fact which gives rise to re-
flection concerning the timeliness and vital-
ity of available reading material in the
schoolroom
2, ’’Causes of giving up picnic plans” was an
item which was low in order and per cent of
preference with all three groups. It may
have been a matter of acceptance of hard
luck to be disregarded
3, A higher level of per cents of preference
was noted on this test than on Test V which
both began and ended at lower levels, A
range of 40.22 per cent occurred in the case
of the 92 fifth grade subjects’ per cents of
preference on Test VI, the highest per cent
being 100, and the lowest 59,78, In the
case of the 118 sixth grade subjects on Test
7, the total range of per cents, 51,69, al-
though it began at 35,59 and ended at 87,28,
both lower levels than those depicted in all
three tabular arrangements of items on Test
VI, was less in amount than 55,08 per cent
characteristic of sixth grade on Test VI,
Extent and variety of reading interests were
noted throughout both Tests V and VI
4, No 100 per cent of preference item appeared
consistently hut "Children’s part in winning
the war” most nearly approached that level in-
dicative of current trends in activation of
citizenship qualities
5, ’’The life stoiy of a lump of coal” was con-
sistently of very little interest to all
subjects which can be interpreted as no
marked special interest in the development
or acquisition of this particular ^aatural
resource.
A wider range of individual differences symbolized by
a relatively wider range of per cents of preference for items
on Test V than on Test VI was apparent. Perhaps it may be
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assumed that Test V offered greater opportunity for expression
of genuine and individualized responses or that the items se-
lected presented appeal and interest more popularly enjoyed.
Test Vll - Interest In iieading Versus Interest in Activities
Preference for Reading as compared to that for Attrac-
tive and Less Attractive Activities in various combinations,
when analyzed effected the follo?/ing conclusions:
le When Heading v/as compared with one Attractive
Activity each in a pair of series of items
it received 50.95 per cent of 210 subjects
»
preferences, being selected 0 times, 34.29
per cent of preference, being selected once
and 13.81 per cent of preference, being se-
lected 2 times
2. When Reading was compared with one Less At-
tractive Activity, in respect to the 0, 1
and 2 times selected, per cents ?/©re in re-
verse order of magnitude in favor of Head-
ing
3. The highest per cent of preference for on©
item of Reading selected two times in a
pair of test item series came in the case
of comparison of two Reading items and one
Less Attractive Activity
4. .Yhen 2 Reading items were compared with
one Less Attractive Activity the per cents
of preference were once again in reverse
order of magnitude in favor of Reading
5* When Reading was compared with one Attrac-
tive' and one Less Attractive the per cents
of preference for Reading according to 0, 1
and 2 times selected were 67.14, 21.90 and
10.95 per cents respectively
6. A general, tentative conclusion would be
that Reading when compared with Less Attractive
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Aotivitios is preferred but when oompared with
Attractive Activities rates lower in per cent
of preference
7* As an average distribution of scores was made,
according to the frequency distribution of
raw scores with a mean of 5«05, standard devia-
tion of S*29 and standard error of the mean
of 1,45, the subjects’ responses in terms of
preferences for Reading in comparison with va-
rious combinations of Activities can be con-
cluded to be normal* This conclusion is
closely related to that noted in the smnmary
of the per cents and numbers of choices for
Reading versus Activities, namely, that Read-
ing was prefem^ed 0 times with 34*71 per cent
of preference, 1 time with 33,90 and 2 times
with 33,33 per cent of first choices, typical
of approximately 33*33 per cent each.
Battery of ReadinF Interest s Tests I-VII
The rnnge of raw scores on the total battery of
reading interests tests was from 0-549, the maximum score
being 508, a composite figure obtained by adding the scores
of each of the seven tests. The mean was 236.76 with a
standard deviation of 67.5 and a stand.rxd error of the mean
of 4.55. Scores appeared to run rather high, from which
the conclusion was drawn that the test battery had been
attractive, interesting and rather well-adjusted to the
age and grade levels of the subjects.
Interrelated Analyses of Intelligenoe . Reading Aohleyeoifillji
and Heading Interests Testfi
Analyses of data on fifth grade boys revealed the
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following pertinent points which In turn aided in the
formulation of definite conclusions prepriration for which
is first supplied. ...
1. Data were interpreted in terms of the
mean chi’onological and mean mmtal ages, that ic to
say fifth grade boys who could be so classified
would perform similarly on the three tests under
consideration.
*
2. Totals of each of the six columc, three each
for Intelligence and Reading Achlevem^t levels were
provided.
3. An analysis of data can be made by pro-
ceeding to the right of any step -interval in terms
of subjects v;hose total frecuencles vjere entered
opposite that particular interval.
4. (At first reference should be made to
Table XLVII and its related interpretive material
in the chapter immedidtely preceding this one by
the reader. ) Interesting comparisons of sex
differences concern
a. The number of subjects in both sexes
being equal, 46, it is definite to
conclude that v/hen the number of both
sexes rating Average in Intelligence
is the same and there are four more girls
at the Dull level than boys that the
intdligenoe of the boys is slightly
superior to that of the girls .
b. At each of the three levels of
intelligence the frequencies of scores
above nnd below the mean of t3ae distribu-
tion of raw scores for boys are compared
v/lth those of girls as follows:
(l) At the Dull level 6 boys and 9
girls received scores above the
meaji; below the mean 1 boy and
three girls received scores.
This would indicate that the
girls* scores covered a wider
range than did the boys’ at the
Dull level.
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(2) At the Average levoL 18 boys as
compared v;ith 17 girls received
scores, indicating a general
equality of score placement.
Belov/ the mean 0 boys and 5 gjrls
received scores vhich again shoved
that the girls * scores covered a
vjider range than did the boys ’
.
(s) At the Bright level 12 boys and 8
girls received ecxjres above the
mean and 2 beys and 4 ^rls received
scores beloi/ the mean, indicating
that more bright boys than girls
received hl^er scores on the Read-
ing Interests Tests although the
range of s cores of the girls was
of greater amount than that of the
boys.
( 4 ) The general conclusion is made,
therefore, that fifth grade boys
at the same three intelligence
levels made higher scares on the
. Heading Interests Teste than did
fifth grade girls.
0 . Concerning the relation of Reading Achievement
of these same subjects to magnitude of Reading
Interests Tests Scores I-VII it is concluded
that as 37 boys and 29 girls received scores
at all three levels of Reading Achievement
alcove the mean that the boys received more
higher scores than did the girls. This
finding would suggest the mere possibility
that Reading Achievement as well as Intelligence
was related positively to Reading Interests
7
d. As the mean chronological age of the boys
was 137.22 months and that of the girls
136.28 months, it Is concluded that possibly
the advanced chronological age of the boys ma^
have been a factor in their acceleration over
the girls in respect to the hifjier level of
Heading Achievsnent.
e. Corresponding data on the mean mental ages
of the. two sexes bears out the possibility
of the s?'jme general conclusion.
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u5. As the number of the sixth grade boys, 71,
exceeds that of the sixth parade girls, 47, it is
clifficult to arrive at any comparative conclusions.
However on the rough basis that the number of girls
is aoproximately nine-fourteenths as great as that
of the boys, these points may be considered fairly
acceptable a,nd correct conclusions:
a. More girls at the three levels of
intelligence received more higher* Reading
Interests Tests scores (located above the
mean ) than did tlie boys
.
b. Concerning Heading Achievement at the
three levels, again the girls received
more hi^o? Reading Interests Tests s ceres
(located above the mean) than did the boys.
c. As the mean chronologic.al age of the boys
was 148.44 months said that of the girls
137.27 months, it is concluded that rl-
thou^ the majority of girls were younger
thiijn the boys their Heading Interests
Tests scores ran higher. *
d. Due to acceleration of Intelligence of the
girls their mental age mean, 149.91 months, wp.s
practically equivalent to that of the boys,
149.28 months, again giving rise to the
DOflslbillty of intelligence being a predictive
factor in Reading Interests.
6. A final conclusion is offered with consideration
of the need of more accurate and scientific basis
for it, namely, that it appears that tSie fifth
grade boys and the sixth grade girls mads more
higher scores (located above the mecfi)thsn did
fifth grade girls and sixth grade boys. *
CoTTelation of Intelllf^enae and Headla& .Interests Tests I-VII
Total Booreg
The correlation between Intelligence and Reading
Interests Tests i-Vll total scores of the 210 fifth and
sixth grade subjects of this study shows a positive relation-
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ship hut one which is low, namely .019 with a probable error
of ±:»047. The conclusion is reached, therefore, that
Intelligence pears to be a slight factor in the prediction
of Heading Interests.
Cate i:; Qri:r.ation of Readlnii- Content
A mftjor conclusion concerns the value of
categorization of reading content, ’whether more conclusive
and dependable data may have been obtained had a definite
categorization been utilized in the constnictlon (especially
in the selection of items of tests) than was obtained by
a free use of more generally-organised test content which
permitted greater range of expression of individual
Interest is a moot question. However, it appears that in
the case of proposed test revision that greater difficulty
will be encountered in item-s election in the prevailing
situation. Therefore, the basic thought in this particular
conclusion is to consider very Cc?j?efully both the categories
into which highly-preferred ;and elsorl minatory items as
evidenced by test responses fall and filso the utilization of
particular and necessary items in certain categories in
^Ich they may be classified to the best advantage. A re-
lated thought is that a distinct refinement of categorization
may result from having available test data to rely upon in
its development rather than a presumably f fdrly constructed
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category of content at the outset
^eiLerrl. Ohserv' tlons Qoncernin,-^ >egts
An outline of the value of these observations
follows:
1. The results of general observations made in
the case of each Individual test concerning its
administration, eubj eot-acceptanoe, checking and
scoring, as related to constructional features of
the test and possibilities of its re%"lsion, reJec-»
tlon or combination with another or parts of
another test, are concluded to be at least as
valuable as numerical data obtained.
2. These results are to be used in the
development of a revised battery of res.dlng
intereots testd.
Consistency of He sparse
The inadequacy of even group generall?-atlons of the
apparent consistency of response (indirectly related to the
determination, by statistical procedures, of test battery
reliability) made by subjects is admitted in view of the
statement of Subordinate Problem No. 5 in the chapter entitled
’’The Problems.** General conclusions would indicate that an
acceptable degree of consistency of response in oases of
test items developed from general classifications of reading
content featuring familiar ezperienoes of children, outdoor
sports, recreation and special interests, home life sjid
effects of present-day social conditions occasioned by
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World War II was noted throu^out responses In those
particular tests in ^^hloh these Items occurred.
.loXattgrag^ ?MnE . I.nt?ej: e ,§ tj
Conclusion Is reached, that the most satisfactory
and objective method of determining and analyzing individual
differences in reading interests and the subsequent, related
oharacterlstio reading interest patterns of a sex or grade
is to do the following when data on the battery of proposed
revised tests Is ma-de available, as apparently cle'^r-cut
identification and classify aatlon of sudi basic
individual differences is difficult to obtain at present.
1* To so construct revised tests timt
identification of tyolcal individual differ finch’s
in item selection will be possible by the use
of keyed items for analysis of those differences.
2. To make a classified list of the items
taken from all tests accx5rdlng to a systematic
plan to be developed.
To arrange in order of relative importance
the items which seem most tyolcal of expression
of individual differences according to sex and
grade classifications.
4. To develop en analytic ohext vrhereon
tallies representative of frecuencles per pupil
may be entered opoosite the item considered in
determining the characteristic interest pattern
of the special classification.
5. To total these columns of tallies so that
a comparative analysis of important factors ob-
tained may be considered.
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6. To arrange In ordeT of the assumed degree
of characteristic value the name of the item plus
its total frequency in each olassifloation of grade
and sex.
7. To rate each test si&jject or a representative
sampling of test subjects according to the list noted
in 1?6).
8. To consider those special subjects X'jho most
nearly coincide vjith the average numerical total of
all subjects analyzed in respect to (?) as
possessive of trends of characteristic reading
interest pattern features.
9. To develop a standard of selection of
characteristic reading interest pattern features
as according to results of (8)
.
10. To considert therefore, that an attempt
has been made to objectively determine and r ate
indlvidua.1 differences of expression concerning
reading Interests which are basic in the determina-
tion of Characteristic reading Interest patterns
of a grade or sex.
Selection Qf '^est Aporo
a
ches and Measuremgit Technicues
Conclusions drawn concerning appropriate test
approaches and measurement technloues to continue using or
reject in revision of battery of tests are outlined herewith;
1. Although many of the techniques of Checking
items were new to the population tested, evidence
bears out the truth of a previous supposition that
fifth and sixth grade subjects could* interpret
end apply the techniques of measurement #iich bore
more or less similarity to those of several interest
inventories noted in the chapters entitled ” Interest
pjid Interest Measurement” and ”Construct ion of
Materials.”
2. The one particular technical e which caused
the greatest degree of confusion was that employed
in Test III, in which a left-hand chedting of that
item in a series of three preferred the most and
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a right-hand checking of that one preferred the
least was recuested.
3, A tentative conclusion might be that
impairment of test results on Part II due to the •
confusion of thinking and checking may ha~,ve
resulted from this identical feattire of the check-
ing technique.
4. Gener?d.ly speaking:, the varied meUiods of
checking still may be used without impairment of
the testing function x-ith the feeling that in
the case of measurement of the extent and variety
of reading interests (vxhich is a more intangible
outcome of reading instruction than actual achieve-
ment as determined by tests of comprehension) the
vajfled approaches and checking techniques may be
considered very desirable in so far as adequate
expression of individual differences of subjects'
reaction in the varied test situations are concerned.
Criteria of Selection o f Test Items
In addition to utilization of prepared categories
of reading content as an aid in the selection of revised test
items, specific criteria as follows are concluded to be
desirable for use!
1. Consideration of even balance of items
presenting appeal to the two sexrs and two
grades
2. Consideration of discriminative capacity
of items featuring both extremely high and
extremely low levels of performance on each test
3. Consideration of extreme or a typical
subject interests expressed on initial tests
for items
4. Incorooratlon of simplicity of features
of meohanlcai structure in items longer than one
word to avoid Inadequate interpretation of meaning
by retarded readers
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5* Utilization of many oharaoterlstlc personal-
social types of items as revealed toy previous
analysis of responses
6. Utilization of order of preference lists of
test items as one attempt to incorporvate validity
into the tests.
EdUQSLtJLQ.ng-1 yplue of This Investigation
An interpretive outline of general information
ototained toy the conduct of this investigation #iioh is
considered useful in the planning of a wd.l-bslanced
Intermediate grade reading program is presented as a
summary of the educational value i^hich it is assumed exists
1. The extent and the variety of reading
interests are typified toy very toroad limits
2. In all protoatolllty, ra.'^ny classrooms do
not adequately* provide sufficiently varied and
interesting materials to meet the extent and
variety of interests in reading as can toe
determined toy reading interests test®.
3. The value of avallatolllty and readatoillty
of proper reading material should not toe minimized
4. Daily planning of reading instruction should
consider children’s reading interests in types of
material (toooks, stories, etc.)
5. Reading guidance to a considerable degree
should center -round the needs and interests of
children according to actual measurement
6. Individual differences in reading interests
as determined toy a careful analysis previously
suggested should toe encouraged
7. Pedagogical procedures in reading instruction
could well more definitely emphasize utilization
of some of tlie teoiinlques of approach which prove
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popular In testing situations (as personal-
identification with characters.)
8. An £pprecla.tlon that although methods of
reading Instruction and reading materials may under-
go changes during the years, children's reading
Intel* csts undoubtedly follow many of the
characteristic trends noted In this study as ire 11
as in those noted In the chapter entitled “Related
Research and its Implications yilth the Present
S tudy .
”

CHAPTER X
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Introduction
In consideration of the fact that in the two preceding
chapters entitled •’An Informal, General Analysis of Data in
View of Tentatively-Planned Revision of Battery of Reading
Interests Tests" and "Surnniary and Conclusions", respectively,
has been noted commonly-listed tyoes of suggested further
researcn, tae purpose of the present chapter is to extend the
horizon of thinking of the reader in terms of possible further
Investigations that oiight be made in the field of children’s
reading interests and some of their related aspects.
Therefore, a r®indom list of suggested titles for
possible formal or informal investigations is offered.
Definitely, many of the suggestions possess inherent value;
others may be of doubtful value; the interpretation of basic
problems involved by an investigator would vary.
Classification of Suggested Titles
To present a well-classified list of titles is
difficult; however, the general trend of types of possible
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Investigations or studies may be said to be classified roughly
as follows:
1. Teat Construction and Evaluation
8.
Analysis of Factors of Heading Interests
3. Quality of Reading Content
4. Textbooks and Library Materials
5. Voluntary Reading
6. Teaching Aids in a Program Designed to
Broaden Reading Interests
7. Reading Guidance
8. Conditions of Reading Instruction
9. Reading Interests Tests
10. Characteristic Qualities of Reading Interests
11. Relationship Between Intelligence and
Reading Interests
12. Comparative Analyses of Reading Interests
15
Reading Interest Patterns
14. Reading Interests of Remedial Reading Cases
15. Individual Differences in Heading Interests
16. Reading Achievement and Reading Interests
Development
17. Enriching Experiences in Relation to Reading
18. Preferences for Reading of Comics to That of
Other Heading Content
19. Hobbles and Heading Interests
20. Magazine Reading Interests
21. Extension of Reading Interests Through
Activities.
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The numbering of the following random list of suggested
titles of possible further research activities does not
necessarily follow that of topics in the preceding rough
classification. Suggestions of grade placement are arbitrary.
List of Sug .ested Titles
_1. Construction and evaluation of a measure* of the
intensity of reading interests of fifth grade
children
2. Construction and evaluation of a measure of the
extension of reading interests as related to
social science content
3. Construction and evaluation of a measure of the
relative frequency of fluctuation of reading
interests according to sex of sixth grade children
4.
' Construction and evaluation of a meastire of the
voluntary reading of Intermediate grade children
6.
A study of the level of vocabulary load of magazine
articles selected by retarded learners when leisure
reading period is provided
6. Relationship between intelligence and type and
amount of magazine reading
7. Analysis of Interest factors of children's
magazine content
8. Preferences of fifth grade girls in children's
magazine reading
9. Relationship of factors of reading interest in
material relative to individualized and personalized
topics selected by the sub,5ect
10. Relationship of factors of sex and age in respect
to variety of reading interests
11. Analysis of factors of literary discrimination, the
basis of the development of reading taste
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12. Isolation of and comoarlson of factors of Interest in
primary grade with those of intermediate grade
reading material
13. Isolation and analysis of factors of very narrow
and very extensive reading interests in intermediate
grades
14. Determination of the quality of interest content of
prevailing comic magazines
15. Analysis of reported Interest factors in ten recent
movies attended by sixth grade children
16. Evaluation of planned procedures to broaden
interests in different tyoes of reading (book,
story, poem, article)
17. Outlining of possible techniques which might be
utilized in analysis of basal textbooks in inter-
mediate grades to determine effectiveness of
program of Instruction
18. Relationship between number of books reported ovmed
and number reported read
19. Effects on voluntary reading of an adequately-
equipped school library
20. Rating of ten basal reading series for fourth, fifth
and sixth grades according to reading interest trends
21. Analysis^ of extended book withdrawals from the
school library in respect to oreferred grade level
of malterial
22. Methods of introducing a balanced reading Interests
program to over-aged boys
23. Development of a manual, with accompanying pupil-
v/orkbook, containing planned guidance lessons for
broadening of reading Interests
24. Development of an individual cumulative record on
reading interests showing stability and fluctuation
of interests over a stated period of time.
26. Development of a suggested program of reading
guidance in intermediate grades as an aid to
securing a balanced reading program for the gifted
child
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23. Value of an extensive reading program In relation to
expense of a ne\fly and adequately-equipped school
library {per pupil cost as rated against reading
achievement gains during a specified period of time)
27. Utilization of the normative-survey technique of
research to determine what instructional conditions
exist in progressive and traditional schools that
enhance the broadening of reading interests
28. Isolation of specific instructional practices In
reading which appear to have a direct bearing upon
desire for reading enrichment by children of the
intermediate grades
29. Determination of the reliability of pupil-responses
in reeding interests test situations as compared
with those obtained through the medium of an
informal interview
30. Study of responses to reading interests test items
concerning interest in reading versus interest in
activities
31. Classification of reported reading interests in
current magazines
32. Analysis of fluctuation, stability and permanence
of reading interests during a one-year period in
fifth grade
‘ 33. ?^ffeots of extended absence on development of
reading ir^erests
34. Isolation and anal/sis of trends of associational
thinking which bear direct relation to rapid
increase in voluntary reading
35. Determination of the amount of fluctuation in
reading interests in cases of non-promotion
36. Establishment of criteria of evaluation of a
satisfactory, enriched program in fourth grade
reading designed to meet needs and interests of
children as ascertained by results from a reading
interests test
37. Survey and analysis of an intermediate grade reading
program previous to a language arts program revision
and other intended features of reorganization
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intended to improve reading
38. Relationship of reading interests to associatlonal
reading activities culminating in activities of a
manual nature
39. Isolation of trends in the development of skills of
associational reading -which bear specific relation
to broadening and refining of reading interest s
40. Study of the reading interests of second grade
children as related to their intellectual ability
41. Relative Importance of Intelligence as related to
extensive reading interests developed in an
experimental situation
42 . Methods of determing items suitable for use in a
reading interests teat
43. Comparison of techniques adaptable for use in primary
grades with those of intermediate grades for the
promotion of reading Interests
44. Methods of securing data which is appropriate for
use in case-analysis of gifted children’s reading
interests
45. Comparison of techniques of analysis of reading
interest patterns according to sex and Intelligence
levels
46. Critical analysis of remedial reading pupil's
reading Interests with investigation into causes
of an educational iwi^ure
47. An analysis of apparent causes of narrow reading
inters St vS
48. Determination of corrective measures advisable and
effective in cases of pupils whose reading interests
follow very narrow trends
49. Analysis of improvement in reading achievement of
remedial reading pupils in a controlled situation
where reading interests alone are the basis of
the functional reading orogram
50. Effects of adequate, easy reading material on reading
cases of normal intelligence previously dis-
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interested in reading
51. Individual difference of remedial reading cases in
respect to type, number, diversity, fluctuation and
permanence of reading interests
5S. Utiliaation of children’s individual reading
interests in units of work in social studies
53. Analysis and comparison of Individual differences
in reading Interest patterns in periods preceding
and following the Intermediate grade period
54. Individual differences in favorite hobbies as
they stimulate enrichment reading
55. Analysis of a balanced reading program for a
special class at the primary level
56. Analysis of individual Improvement in ability of
fifth grade children to do Independent reading
concerning their personal interests
57. Analysis of individual differences in the ability
of the average fourth grade child to associate
his enriching experiences with desire to broaden his
reading interests
58. Analysis of gains in reading achievement in relation
to effectiveness of planned, improved guidance
services and instruction in reading
59. A study of reading achievement gains made as a
result of planned availability of reading material
suited to special interests and needs, as revealed
by returns from a reading Interests test
30. Measurement of gains in eighth grade children’s
voluntary reading during one year as compared with
those made In sixth grade by the same children
61. Comparative results of consistent measurement, in
determining variety of reading interests, conducted
during the intermediate grades
62. A study of imagery as related to reading of
biographical material
63. The relationship of enrichment experiences to extensive
reading interests
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54. Frequency study of number of times comics are read
in preference to good literature when both are
provided in the classroom
v55. Observation of uses made in school of information,
etc., heard over the radio by sixth grade children
65. Individual differences in gifted children in
respect to reading about their hobbles and special
. Interests
57. Order and degree of preference of fourth grade
children for fifteen popular radio programs
68. The functional value of nevspaoer interests as
related to assoclational reading stimulated thereby
69. An analysis of newspaper sections which are
popularly read by sixth grade children, in respect
to vocabulary level
70. Correlation between expressed and observed preferred
activities about which reading is done
71. Study of interest-holding qualities of scientific
magazines for teen-age boys
72. Range of re ding interests of the average fifth
grade child
73. Objective rating of teacher-technique In develop-
ment of an enriched, extensive reading program
74. Relationship of findings from inventories of reported
voluntary reading and data secured by use of reading
interests tests.
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Summary
In this chapter was noted approximately seventy sug-
gested titles for possible investigations in the field of
children’s reading interests as a substitute list for commonly-
noted suggestions that follow more closely the definite summary
and conclusions of a study itself.
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Bamberger, Florence E.
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John Hopkins University Press, 1922, p. 45.
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Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940, p. 203.
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APPKJIDIX A

Kamo
School
Age Yra.
City
Grado
State
Boy or Girl
Date
Tost I, EITEIJT Airo VARIETY OF READUJG INTI3R2STS
Directions to Pupil: This exorcise contains many topics included in fifth and
sixth grade reading material.
You are to indicate your feeling toward each topic in the list, although you
may not have road stories about it. Each topic has throe letters before it -
(L) (I) ^D) . You aro to mark just one of these throe letters.
(L) moans ’’Like”.Draw a ring around the (L) if the topic a^oals to
you and you would like to road about it.
(I) means *^In3^ifforonco” or ”Uncorta^ty". Dravr a ring around tho
(l) if you aro not "iuro if you wish to road* ab*but the topic.
(D) moans ’dislike". Draw a ring around the (D) if the topio does
not appeal to you or if you disl ike to road about it.
Work fairly rapidly.*"* Do every line of tho exorcise, because you will
(L) Like, (d) Dislike, or (l) be Indifferent to every topio. Do not change
your first marking of a letter.
Conyri ,ht, 1944,
by
S, Ellen Mitchell
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BXTEriT A51D VAIHSTY OF R3ADIHG B'JTERSSTS
P i
1. (L) (D) Acting plays
.
51. (L) D (D)
2. (l) (I) Adventures, child 52. CL) Cl) CD)
3. (L) (I) (D) Adventures, outdoor 53. (L) (I) CD)
•4. (L) (I) (D) Airplanes 54. (L) (I) (D)
5. (L) (I) (D Airports 55. (L) (I) (D)
6. (L) (I) (D) Aiiv/ays 56. (L) CD (D)
7. (L) (I) (D) Americans, great 57. (L) (D)
8« (L) (I) (D)
(D)
Animals, realistic 58. (L) CD (D)
9. (L) (I) Animals, fanciful 59. (L) CD)
10. (L) (I) CD) Ancestors 60. (L) CD (D)
11. (L) (I) (D) Ants 61. (L) (D (D)
12. (L) (I) (D) Archaeology 62. (L)
^A CD)13. (L) (I) (D) Architecture 63. (L) CD CD)
14. (L) (I) (D) Art and artists 64. (L CD
15. (L) (I) (D) A.rt masterpieces 65. (L (I) CD)
16. (L) (I) (D) A.stronor:y 66. (L) (D (D
17. (L) (I) (D) A-thlotos and athletics 67. (L) (D (D)
18. (L) (I) (D) Autobiography 68. (L) (I) (D)
19. (L) (I) (D) A.utomobilos 69. CL) (D CD)
20. (lO (I) (D) Ballads(of ary country) 70. U) (D)
21. (L) (I) (D) Baseball 71. (L) (D (D)
22. (L) (I) (D) Basketball 72. CL) (D CD)
23. (L) (I) (D) Basketry 73. (L) CD (D)
24. (L) (I) (D) Bazaars 74. (L) (D)
25. (L (I) (D) Boars 75. (L) CD (D)
26. (L) CD (D) Beauty 76. CL) (D (D)
27. (L) (D (D) Boasts 77. (L) CD (D)
28. (L) (I) (D) Biblo stories 78. (L) (D CD)
29. (L) (I) (D) Biographical adventure 79. (L) CD (D)
30, (L) (D (D) Biography 80. CL) CD (D)
31. (L) (I) (D) Birthdays 81. CL) (D (D)
32. (L) CD (D Beats 82. (L) (D CD)
3o
.
(L) (D (D) Body and its caro 83. CL) CD CD)
34. (L) (I) (D) Boxing 84, CL) CD (D)
35. (L) (D (D) Bravo Deeds 85. (L) CD (D)
36. (L) CD (D) Buttons 86. (L) (D (d)
37. (D CD) Camels 87. CL) CD (D)
38. (I) CD) Comps and cari5>ing 88. (L) CD (d)
39. (L) (I) CD) Canoes 89. (L) CD (d)
40. Ci>) (I) CD) Careers or life v/ork 90. CL) (D CD)
41. (L) (D CD) Carp enters and builders 91. (L) (I) CD)
42. (L) (I) CD) Carving(v;ood, soap, otc
.) 92. CL) CD CD
43. (L) (D CD) Castlos 93. (L) (D (D)
44. (L) (D CD) Cats 94. CL CD CD)
45. (L) (D CD) Causes and effects 95. CL) (D (d)
46. (L) (D (D) Cavemen 96. CL) (D CD)
47. (L) CD) Child Life in other land,s97. Cl) CD (d)
48. a) h) CD) Children and babies 98. h (D (D)
49. (L) (D CD) Children’s Activities 99. CL) (D W
50. (L) (I) CD) Citizenship 100. CL) (D CD)
City and country
Circus
Cloanl inoss
Climato and woathor
Clocks (invent ion; nakos)
Cloud foraations
Clouds
Cloa-ms
Coal
Coats
Coins
Collections
Colonial life
Conics
Coramunication
Conquests
Construction
Continents
Cooking
Country- and city
Courto^
Cewboys
Craftsmanship
Crines
Crusados
Cup s ( styl c s
,
ag o *valu e)
Dane0 0
,
and dancing
Deserts
Diaries
Dino saurs
Discovery
Dishes
Distance, ovex’coning of
Dogs
Dolls(of ar^ countries)
Dragons
Drama
DreoLis
Ducks
Electricity and its uses
Elephants
Embroidery
Engineering
Excursions
Expeditions
Exporicnces (child)
Exploration
Fables
Factories
Facts of in^ortonco
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EXTEUT AKD VARIET/ OF READING INTERESTS
101 .
102 .
103.
104.
105.
106.
107,
108.
109.
110 ,
111 .
112 .
US.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120 .
121 .
122 .
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
Paf.c
it! IS!
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(^) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (D)
(L) U) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
\h) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
Fairies and Brownies
Fairy tales(any country)
Pairs
Family Life
Farming
Fiction
Fires and fire proteo-
Fisb and fishing(tion
Flowers (all kinds)
Plying
_
Folklore
Poods
Football
Forests
Fossils
Frontier life
Fun and nonsense
Qames
Game wardens
Gardens
151. (L) (I)
152. (L) (I)
153. (L) (I)
154. (L) (I)
155. (L) (I)
156. (L) (I)
157. (L) (I)
158. (L) (I)
159. (L) (I)
160. (L) (I)
(D ) J in^l 0 s ( j ol ly ; k)
(D) JokcG
(D) Jugglers and jrggling
(D) Jungle experier. lec
(D) Junglos (description)
(D) Kites
(d) Kittens
(D) Knights and castlos
(D) Knives
(D) Leadership
161. (L) (I)
162.
(L) (I)
163. (L) (I)
164. (L) (I)
165. (L) (I)
166. (L) (I)
167. (L) (I)
168. (L) (I)
169. (L) (I)
170. (L) (I)
(D) Learning ncnv things
(D) Legends(ony country)
(D) Liberia and freedom
(d) Libraries
(D) Life-saving
(D) Lighthouses
(D) Literature (classic)
(D) Living with others
(D) Locks and keys
(D) Locomotives
(L) (I) (D) 6oograply(any country)
(L) (I) (D) Giants
(l) il) (D) Goblins and ghosts
(L) (i) (D) Good times at homo
(L) (I) (D) Government
(L) (I) (D) Grandparents
(L) /i) (D) Greek heroes
CL) (l) (D) Growing up
CL) fl) (Dj C^ypsies
(L) (I) (d) Bmdicaps, overcoming
171. (L)
172. CL)
173. (L)
174c (L)
175. (L)
176. (L)
177. (L)
178. CL)
179. (L)
180. (L)
(l) (D) Love and romance
Cl) CD) liagic
( I) (d) Magnets
(I) (D) Mail service
( l) (D) l!anufactT.u'ing
(I) (D) Marble
(l) (D) Marinos
(l) (D) Mechanical devicos
(l) Cd) Menus and meals
(I) Id) Microscopes
LL)
(I) (D) Handicraft 181
(D) Health 162
(D) Heroes or heroines 183
(I) (D) Historical fiction 184
(I) History 186
(D (D) Hobbies, special interests 136
(D) Holidays and festivals 187
(I) Homo life and activities 188
(I) (D) Honor and fair ploy 189
(I) (D) Horses and horsomonshio
«»
190
(
(
(I)
(I)
(D) Mining
(D) Miraclos
(D) Models and modol making
(D) Money
(D) Monkeys
(D) Moon
(D) Mountains
Cd) Movies
(D) MusoTiras
(D) Masio
(L) (l) (D) Houses (construction)
(L) (I) (D) Humor (in verse)
(LI (I) (D) Indians
CL) (I) Cd) Indian lore
(l) (I) (d) Industrial orpanoion
(L) (I) Cd) hidustrioa
(L) (I) (D) Invontions
(L) (I) (D) Islands
(L) Cl) Cd) Iron and stool
(L) (I) (D) Jewels
191. (L)
192. (L)
193. (L)
194. (L)
195. (L)
196. (L)
197. (L)
198. (L)
199. (L)
200. (L)
(I) (D) Mu s ioal instrumont
(I) (D) lithology
(I) (D) Natural history
Cl) Cd) Natural rosoui-coo
( l) (D) Naturo
( I) (D) Navy
(l) (D) Needs of man
Cl) (D) Negroes
(l) (D) Neighbor 3(geographical)
(l) (D) Nows (war)
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EXTENT AND VARIETY OP READING INTERESTS
Pago 3
201. (L) (1) (d) Non-fiction
202. (L; (I; (d) Nonsons© rlynos
205. (L) (I) (D) Novels
204. (L) (l) (D) Novoltios, making of
205. (L) (I) (D) Nuts
206. (L) (l) (D) Observations
207. (L) (I) (D) Ooonas
208. (L) fij (D) Occ\;^ations
209. (L) (l) (D) Old talos(any country)
210. (L) (I) (d) Old World history
251, (L) (1)
252. (L) (1)
263, (L) (I)
254. (L) (I)
255. (L) (I)
256. (L) (I)
257. (L) (I)
258. (L) (I>
259. (L) (I)
260. (L) (I)
^D) Radio personalities
(d; Railroads
(D) Ranchos and ranch life
(D) Recreation
(D) Regions (geographical)
(D) Rescues
(D) Rhymes (ary kind)
(D) Riddles
(D) Rivers
(D) Rocks
211. (D (I)
212. (L) (I)
213. (L)
214.
215. (L) (D
216. (L) (I)
217. (L) (I)
218. (D (I)
219. (D (I
220. (4 (I)
Outdoor activities
Fainting
Parachutes
Parados
parks and playgrounds
Patriotism
Pooplo (any race)
Forsonal co^orionoos
Pots
Phonta^(mako-bol iovo)
261. (L) (I^ (D) Romance
262.
(L) (I)'(D) Safety
263. (L) (l) (D) Sconic wonders
264. (L) (l)
265. (L) (I)
266. (L) (I)
(D^ Scientific wonders
(D) Soason.s
(D) Self“J^rovomont
(D) School iifo
(D) School (boarding)
(D) Science
(D; Scientific (advauoomont)
221. (L) (I) (D) Photography 271.
222. h) (l) (D) Picnics 272.
223. (L) il) (D; Picture-stoiy content 273.
22*4. (L) (I) (D) Pilgrims 2T4.
225. (Li (l) (D) places (descriptions) 275.
226. iL) (l) (D) Plans oi^ planning 276.
227. (L) (I) (D) Ployground activity 277,
228. (L; (Ij (DJ Play choractore 278.
229. (l) (Z; (D) Ploasuros 279.
230. (L) (1) (D) pionoors and pionoer lifo 280*
(L) 03
is 18
(L) (rf
(4
(4 (I)
(D (I)
(L) (I)
(D (I)
(L) (I)
Scouts and scouting
Soashoro
Soa pooics
Socrotn
Secret corvioo
Sowing and dresemaking
Sliollo
Shins and shipyards
Signals
Skating
231. (L) (§
232. (L) {i
233* (l; (ti
234. (L) (I)
235. (L) (A
236. (L) (I)
237. a) (D
238. CD (I)
239. (L) (I)
260. CD (I)
(D) Pirates
(D) plains
(D) plants
(D) poetry (all kinds)
(D); Politics
(D) Pottery
(D) Prohistorio Ago
(Di Prosidonts
(D) Primitivo lifo
(D) printers and printing
281. {:l) I)
282. \[L) (I)
283. \[L) (I)
284. { (I)
285. 1 4
286. \D U)
287. { L) (I)
268. jEd (I)
289. (L) (I)
290. (L) (I)
Sketching
Sdeiing
Sky
Slate (stone)
SnoT/shooing
Songs and singing
r (World War II)
^icos
Stoorbs
potter* 3 guide
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
ISO.
|D) Protootivo coloration
pS Public service workers
'd) Pupp'. ts or marionottos
’D) Pussies
D) Pyramids
D) Quarries and quarrying
Dj Questions and answers
^D1 Races (of mon)
(d) Races (horses)
(D) Radio
291. (L) (I) 1[D)
292. (4 {A <p)
293. c4 (I) 1Ed)
294, (D ;d)
295. CD (3 1 D)
296. (L) (I) <p)
297. (L) (I) 1P)
298. (I) (D)
299. (L) (I) (D)
300. (L) 03 (D)
Squirrels
StaiJ5)S
Stars
Stone Ago
Stones (gomr?)
Study liabits
Sjibmarinos
Suburban lifo
Success stories
Sugar industry
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301. (I.) (I)
302, (L) 1[I)
303; (L) (I)
304, (L) 1
305. (l) 1
306, CL) ( I)
307. (!) (I)
308. (L) 1[I)
309. (L) (I)
310. (L) (I)
311. (L) I(I)
312. (L) I
313. (:i)
314. (L) I
315. (L) Ih)
316. (I*) (
317. (!•) (;i)
318. (L) (
319. (I.) ( I
320. (L) (I)
EXTEITT AND VARIETY OP READING KTSRESTS
Paf^o
(D) Surprises 3o^ c
(d) Sv/’inming 332c
(D) Tanks 333,
(D) Thanksgiving Day 334,
(D) Tigers 335o
(d) Tools and znachinos 336,
(D) Toys 337.
(D) Tracks (animal) 338,
(D) Trado 339.
(D) Trainors (animal) 340.
(L) (I) (D) Winds
(L) (I) (D) Winter sport
o
(L) (I) (D) Wishes
(L) (I) (D) Wizards
(Lj (I) (D) Wolves
(L) (I) (d) Womon and £ii’ls
(L) (I) (D) Wondor and (vinboliof'.
(L) (I) (D) Wonders, (natura-1)
(L) (I) (D) Wonders, (scicnco)
(L) (l; (D) Wood (uses ofj
(D) Transportation 341.
(D) Traps and trapping 342.
(D) Travels 343^
(D) Troasuro-sookors 344,
(D) Trooa 345
o
(D) Tricks and stunts 346,
(D) Ttaitod States ( history) 347
.
(D) United States (today) 34S.
(D) Vikings 349.
(D) VoloanoGS 35C
,
H(D
(L)
(L)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
( 1/
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(D)
[S
(D)
(U)
(D)
(2)
fr\
(D)
(D)
Woods (foroeto}
Wocchvorking
Workshops
Zohrc.3
Zoo
Zoogvaphy (aniiaals)
Yachts and yachting
Yov.th“ 0 problon *>
VohicIcs(migons„ otca)
Villajjo Life
321 o (L) (D)
322. (L) (£>)
323. (L) h) (D)
324. (L) (I) (D)
325. (L) (L)
326. (L) (I) h)
327. (L) (I) (c)
328, (L) (I) (D)
329. (L) U) (D)
330. (L) (I) (D)
Voyages
Wac, (World War II)
War
Warr lo rs ( Tndian
)
Wator (bodi.os of)
Wator sports
Waves (World War Ii'»
Weather and cl;mto
Weaving
W ostward ozpansion (U.S.)
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Test II - lUTEBEST HI HEADING VS. H']TERSST HI OTHER SCHOOL SUBJECTS
Directions to Pupil; In this exercise you are to show, by placing a check
irark in parentheses, (v) v/hich one of the tvvo iter.is in each set you prefer.
The other school subjects, besides Reading, are arranged in pairs. Think of
both the subjects as you judge your lil:ing for then. LJark only one of the
'items in each set v;ith a (v) .
1. ( ) Reading Z» ( ) Aritbietic and Penmanship
( ) Language and Spelling Reading
3. ( ) Reading
( ) History" and Geograpiy
4. ( ) Current Events and Citizenship
( ) Reading
5. ( ) Ilusic o.nd Art
( ) Reading
6 .
7
. ( ) Read ing
( ) Health and Physical Education
8. ( ) Reading
( ) Constructional or Creative
Activities. Building or leaking
Rev/ Things.
Copyri^t, 1944
by
S. Ellen Mitchell
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TEST III# Intorost In Types of Reading
Directions to Pupil: In this oxerciso you aro to think about and check
the tj^o (or kind) of reading v;hich you prefer the most and also the typo
v;hich you prefer tho least in each series cf three items.
PART I
In Part I - these itoma will bo found:
1. Book - moaning a conploto book> with chapters.
2. Stoiy - nooning a short story# ono of several in a book.
3. Poon - no?*ning one poem or vorso about a given topic.
4. Play - moaning one play.
5. Cartoon - moaning tho caption, or saying that is written to conu-
ont on tho picture.
6. Article - moaning a short write-up in a magazino or newspaper
•
You my refer to tlicso noonings at any time during tho narking of tho
series of items.
Read all tho items in oach series. Place a chock mark in tho paron-
thosos (v) at the loft of tho item which you prefer (cr Like) tho most
of tho tlu’oo items given. Ploco a chock mrl: in tho parentheGos (v) at
the right of tho item v/hich you prefer (or lilco) tho least of tho throo
items given. (One item in each series will not bo marked.)
Sample
;
( )Play (v) This chocking moans that you would prefer most to
(v)Book ( ) read a book and prefer least to road a play in this
( )cartoon() series of throe items.
Now mark these series of items aocordin<?: to directions.
1 2
( )Stoiy C J f ) Book ( )
( )Cartoon ( ) ( )Play ( )
( )Poon ( ) ( ) Story ( )
5 6
( )Article ( ) ( )Pcon ( )
( )Book ( ) ( )Cartoon ( )
( )Play ( ) ( )Article ( )
9 10
( )Articlc ( ) ( )Cartoon ( )
( )Play ( ) ( ) Story ( )
( )Story ( ) ( )Book ( )
3 4
( )Cartoon ( ) ( ) Story (
( )Articlo ) ( )Articlo (
( )Book C ) ( )Poem (
7 8
( )Book ( ) ( )Play (
C )Pif^y ( ) ( )Poon (
( )Poom ( ) ( )Carto<ai c
11 12
( )Articlo ( ) f )Book (
( ) Story ( ) ( )Articlo (
( )Piay ( ) ( )Cartoon (
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Cop.yri>ht, 1944
by
S, Ellen Mitchell
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PART II page 2
In Part II, these items v/ill be found:
1* Description - which moons reading matoriol that describes pecplo,
places, events, etc,
2. Narration - which means reading material that narrates, or tolls
events*
3. Information - which means reading material that gives inform-ation
or facts.
4. Directions - v;hich moans reading material that directs, or tells
how to do a certain thing.
5. Drama - which moans reading material vn*itten in the form of a play,
v/ith characters.
C. Poctiy - v/hich meems poems or versos.
You may refer to these meanings at ary time during the marking of the
series of items.
Read all three items in each series. Place a chock mark in the paron-
thosos (v) at t]xo loft of the item which you prefer (or liko) tho most of
tho thr«eo items given. Place a chock mark in tho parenthesos (v) a^Thc
right of tho item which you prefer (or liko) tho least of the three items
given. (Ono item in ca:h of tho series v/ill not Fc" marked.)
Saranlo:
(v)Doscription ( )This chocking moans that you v/ould prefer most to
f ) Directions ( )rcad a Description and pi’ofor Joast to road Pootrj',
( ) Poetry (v) in this series of tlirco items.
1
( ) Description (
( )Drama (
( ) Information (
) ( ) Direct ions (
) ( ) Narration (
) ( )Dcacription(
3
( )Drama ( )
( )Dascription ( )
( )Pootry ( )
4
( )Pootry ( )
( ) Narration ( )
( ) Information( )
5 6
( ) Information ( ) ( )Poctry
( )Diroctions ( ) ( ) Drama
( ) Narration ( ) ( )Narration
7
( ) Informrition ( )
( ) Narration ( )
( )Poeti^»- ( )
8
( )Drama ( )
( )Diroctions ( )
( )D33cription( )
9
( )Direct ions ( )
( ) Information ( )
( )Doscription ( )
10
( )Dram ( )
( )Poetry ( )
( )Dirootions ( )
11
( ) Description ( )
( ) Drama ( )
( ) Information ( )
12
( ) Drama ( )
( )Pootry ( )
( ) Information( )
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TEST IV, GEIIERAL AW RE;IDI?TG IHTEIiESTS IiraJTORY
Directions to Pupil: This inventory gives you an opportunity to givo your own
opiiiions caul to supply infonnation about your gcnoral and reading interests.
There are no right and wrong ojisi/ers. Chock or number each item exactly as you
v;ish. ’^Ikimbor in order o.f profuronco” means to put a ”1” beforo tho item you
lUco tho best; "2” before tho item you lil:c second best, etc.
I. Reading Interests; Check in parentheses (V) or v/rite numbers or words for
ccns'i^Vs," a*3 r"cTnfost'ocr
.
a. Have you a libraiy card? ( )Ycs; ( )No.
b. Kow rjcny books do you read per month?....
_
c. IIov; manj’ books and magazines do you om?
^
^
d. Is your mind active while reading?. {yfeo;
o. Do you ’’live" Important character parts in stories?.. ( ^Yes; ( )Ro.
f. Would you like more easier reading matorird?. ( JYcs; ( ^No.
g. Would you like more available reading material? ( )Yes; ( )lJo.
II. Books and Stories; Number those items in order of preferonco.
( ) Travel Sc Adventure ( ) J.'^'tho & Legends C ) Biograpl^ ( )Poetry
( ) Mystery S-, Detective ( ) Science & Invention ( ) Hobbies ( )Animal
Stories
I I I .N np nnd llagazine^ ; Number those items in order of preference.
( ) Local News ( ) Comics ( ) ^orts ( ) Headlines ( ) Homomaking
( ) World I'Tevrs ( ) Jekes ( ) Editoris.ls ( ) Pictures ( ) Articles
Underlm.io tho items vrhich you ususdly road,
IV« Rad io; Ilumbor these programs in order of proferonco.
( ) liusic ( ) N'ows ( ) Serials ( ) In^jersonations (
^
Quiz
( ) Plays ( ) Politics ( ) Talks ( ; Discussion { ) Comody
Underlino tho items which have broadened your reading interests.
V. IJovios; Hu.'ibrr those pi'ograms in order of proferonco.
( ) Educational ( ) News f
^
Cartoon ( ) Comedy ( ) War
( ) l^stoiy ( ) Lovo ( ; Wostoir* ( ) Gangsters ( ) Serials
Underline the items v/hich have broadonod your reading interests.
T/ould you' rather read a book before seeing a movie of it?( )Yos; ( )lJo.
VI. Enriche»ing o n ionc os ; Number these experiences in order of proferonco.
Ivlusoum
^
) Soashoro ( ) Exhibits ( ) Travel ( ) Concerts
( ) Canp { ) Mountains { } Circus { ) Largo City ( ) parties
Underline those items which have broadened your reading interests.
yi l. Hobb ios; .and Social Interost s; Chock or write, as requested.
What” is your favorite hobby? Otliors?
Do you read to gain further infomation about your hobbies? ( )Ygs;( )No.
VII I.
^
Activil'. ies; Sp^orts; Ilumbor those items in order of proferenco.
( ) Music ( ) Friendships ( ) S^rvving ( ) Painting ( ) Pots
( ) Hiking ( ) Swimming f ) Baseball ( ) Cooking ( ) Football
( ) Playing I ) Dancing ( ) Dre.v/ing ( ) Readilng ? ) Embroidery
( ) Parties ( ) Visiting ( ) Sev/ing ( ) Fishing ( ) Constructing
Underline tho items -which have broadened your reading interosts.
Cooyrlght, 1944
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TEST V, PERSONAL 3DE1TTIFICATI0II 7701 CHARACTERS IN RE^IDHIG
Directions to Pupil: la this exercise you are to mai:o believe that you are
the character mentioned in each item. Indicate your feeling toward each item
in the list. Each item has three letters before it: (L) (l) (D) . You are
to mark just one of these three letters.
(L) means *^il:e”. Draw a ring around the (L) if being tlio character
appeals to you and you would ”Liko” to bo it.
CD moans "Indifference” or ”UncortaLnty”. Draw n ring around the CD
if you are not sure if you wish to be the cliaractor.
(D) moans **'t)Tsl ike” . Draw a ring around the (D) if being the character
does not appeal to you and you would "Disliii.e” to bo it.
Work fairly rapidly. Do every line of tiu; exercise. Do not change your
first marking of a lo'^ter.
Now mark each itfm aocording to directions.
i
1. (L) (I) (D)
2. fL) (I) fD)
3. ?L) (I) (D)
i- (L) h) (D)
6. (L) (I) (D)
6. (L) (I) (D)
7. (L) (I) (D)
8. (L) (I) (D)
9. (L) (I) (D)
10. (L) fl) (D)
11. (L) (I) (D)
12. (L) (I) (P)
15. (L) (I) (D)
14. (h) (I) (B)
15. (L) (I) (D)
16. IL) (I) (D)
17. (L) (I) (D)
18. (L) (I) (D)
19. (L) (I) (D)
20. (L) (3 (D)
21. (L) fl) (D)
22. fL) (l) (D)
23. (L) (I) (D)
24. (L) (I) (D)
25. (L) (I) (D)
26. (L) (I) fD)
27. (L) (I) (D)
28. (l) (I) (D)
29. (L) (I) (d)
30. a) (I) (D)
31. (L) (l) (d)
32. (L) (I) (D)
33. (L) (I) (D)
34. fL) fl) fD)
35. (L) (I) (D)
(L) (I) (D)
37
•
(L) (I) (D)
38. (L) (I) (D)
50. fL) fl) (D)
40. (L) (I) (D)
A movie star rocoivi great praise
An entertainer ‘•elling good jokoa
A director of cairp sports
A v/irnor in a winter sports contest
A marine invading enemy territory
A speaker giving a talk on freedom
An artist drav/ing comio pictures
A pi- inner of good tines at homo
An cTplorov in a thick jungle
A person planning clevor suip»ris0s
A Scout training in lifo-saving
A keeper of monkqys at a zoo
A stan^ collector of o:^ericnoo
A planner of holiday programs at school
A liVigicion keeping observors spellbound
A club loader pl-.ui.ning a picnic
A cowboy on a Colorado ranch
A fisherman who u.-nially has good luck
A trainer of circun aiiiiuols
A ”Viotory Gardener” raising vegetables
A por.son enjoying homo life
A baseball player in a big league
A musician with training con^lotod
A lever of nature and science
A pioneer of early America
A person enjoying Ei.isoum collections
A director of public safety
A person enjoying photography
A writer of poems of the sea
A maker of puppets or marionettes
A reportor ‘writing- v/ar iiavfs artidea
A 00ok trying out new recipes
A person who enjoys skotching
A singer at a public performance
A librarian helping with book soloction#
A person socking sclf-inprovcmont
A president of our country
A reader of j.inglos (jolly rhymos)
A fairy talking to some boos
A reader of nonsense stories
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TEST VI, I13TEREST IK DESCRIPTIVE REilDIWG TOPICS
Directions to Pupil: In this oxorciso arc descriptive reading topics. You uro
to indicato j'-our foeling tov;ard each ono.., although you may not havo road stories
about it. Each topic has two words before it: Yos IIo. Drav/ a lino under Yos
if you think you would like to road about the topic. Draw a lino under No If*
you think you v/ould not liko to read about the topic.
Sairolos: 1. Yes No Traiviing of race horses (You would liko to road it)
2. Yos No llaking of parachutes (You would not lilcc to road it)
Now mark these exorcises according to directions.
1. Yes No
2. Yes No
3. Yos No
4. Yes No
5. Yes No
G. Yes No
7. Yos No
8. Yos No
9o Yes No
10. Yes No
11. Yes No
12, Yos No
13. Yos No
14. Yos No
15. Yos No
16. Yes No
17» Yes No
18. Yes No
19c Yes No
20. Yos No
21. Yos No
22. Yos No
23. Yos No
24. Yes No
25. Yes No
26. Yes No
27. Yos No
28. Yos No
29. Yes No
30. Yes No
31. Yos No
32. Yos No
33. Yos No
34. Yes No
35. Yos No
36. Yes No
37, Yes No
38, Yos No
39. Yos No
,40,
.
Yoa No
Excursion to a distant Ivond
Invention of olcctrio lights
Outstanding work of a poor artist
Children‘n part in winning tho war
What makoo tixo thunder
Hobbies popular v/ith girls
Methods of c.aring for pets
listerious .loath of a fireman
Instruction in water sports
Sorvisos of our itulitaiy loaders
Imaginary adventures of childron
Aviation an a Gcioi.co
Lives of famou.n movie stare
Cooking losisons foi' beginners
l^ths of ScandiraiviaJi countries
Value of hobbies iu life
Itxbits of baby l;;angaroos
Secret code of tho "gang”
Causes of giving up picnic plans
Life and customs of Mexicans
Travels of sorvico mon and vramon
Methods of subru'.rine warfare
Careers of successful public workers
EnjoyablO;, practical jokes to ploy
Story of the coming of tho soasons
Making novelties for sale
Transportation of circus animals
Services of the Br I."
leaking of moving pictures
Bravery of knights of old
Improved conditions of travel
Taking and dovol oping snapsJxots
Life story of a lump of coal
Now games for birthday parties
Nature myths told for children
Instructions in modol-making
Training of dogs for v/ar sorvico
Magicians practicing their art
Entortaining with stunts
.Popular
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TEST VII, INTEREST IN READING VS, INTEREST HT ACTIVITIES
Directions to Pupil* This oxerciso contains reading topics and
activities in which boys and girls aro Eicne or less intorostod*
In each series nurabor the items in order of preference! place a
”1” in the parentheses before the item v;hich you like best, a ”2”
in the parentheses before the item which you like second host, etc*
Sanrolo! (2) Read poetry (Liked second best)
(3) Go swimming (Liked third host)
(1) Draw a picture (Liked best)
How mark these exorcises according to directions,
la. ( ) Road an article about hebbies,
lb, ( ) Attend a friend’s birthday party.
2a. ( ) Enjoy a cartoon scrapbook.
Bi)* ( ) Read about famous generals.
3a. ( ) Read about wonders of science.
3b. ( ) clean the back shod on Saturday.
4a.
( )
Keep an accurate expense account.
4b-' ( ) Read about treasure-seekers of old.
5a. ( ) Read legends of European countries.
5b, ( ) Enjoy comic magazines.
5c. ( ) Read about training of animals.
6a. ( ) Read irroortant facts about volcanoes.
6b. ( ) Help plan a class picnic.
6o. ( ) Road about service men’s centers.
7a.
7b.
7c.
6a.
8b.
8c.
9a.
9b.
9c
.
10a.
10b.
10c.
( ) Read advertisements about summer cor^js.
( ) Listen to a talk on good behavior.
( ) Road about fairies and brovniies.
( ) Read stories of child life in other lands,
( ) Practice a long, difficult piano lesson.
( ) Road a play about village life,
( ) Attend a local carnival.
( ) Shell peas for canni::ig<,
( ) Read about noted inventions.
( ) Liston to your favorite radio serial.
( ) Carry groceries homo from the store.
( ) Road nows of America’s v/ar victories.
CJo^yri'.ht, 1944
by
Ellen Mitcbell
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BOOKLISTS md GUIDES - CHILDRENS’ LITERATURE
American Library Association
Catalog, 1926. Chicago! American Libr?j:*y Association:
Supplements A. L. A, Catalog 1926 - 1931.
Beust
,
Kora
Graded .Llot of Books for Ohll-ren. Chicago: American
Library Association, 1936.
Johnson, Edna and Scott, Carrie
AnthQlQ_g:y oX Childrex^ls, Literature . Boston: Houston,
Mifflin Co., 1936.
Mahoney, Bertha E. and Whitney, Elinor (Compilers)
Re,aIma.,o.f Oald in _Qhilclr.en ’ s Books . Garden City. N. Y.:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1929.
Sears, Minnie S. (Editor)
Children * s Cat aloe: . Third Edition Revised. New York:
H, W. Wilson Co., 1925. Also Fourth Edition, 1930.
Annual cumulative suDolements. Sixth Edition Revised,
1941
.
Terman, Lewis M, a.nd Lima, Margaret
A Guide for Tead-iera and Parents . New York: D. Appleton
and Co
. ,
1931
.
Washburne, Carleton and Vogel, Mabel
What Children Like to Read ; Winnetka Graded Book List.
New York: Band McNally and Co., 1926.
Wilkinson, Mar.v S,, Weedon, Vivian, and Washburne, Carleton
(Compilers/
The Rischt Book for the Right Child . New York: John Day
Co.. 1933.
1 *
With Anrljrtio Entries for 910 Books and a Classified List
Including Subject Headings. Compiled by Slrl Andrews,
Dorothy Cook and Agnes Cowing. tSixth Edition revised.)
Annual cumulative supplements. New York: H.W. Wilson Co.,194L,

2 . > Prmrvrea by Bor?. Bmnt. Offiof?
of i ua tlon i^uliotln, 1939, iio» II. Wa^lngtDn, P. G,
Mm Boston; ?he Horn Book, Xno.
Budd, Ruth (mtor)
^XfiaftQ.gS.gftfeBL..i:QiL ^ork? h, w.
t^^ilson Company, 1^07,
Colbur*n, Uv^gcllne
f;
tltesry for the Intemodl^ta ftp^ea. Chlcsfto!
university of Ghlor\(p Press, ImB*
Gommlttee of the T, A* and National Council of
Teachers of English
foir„,.QUi.teh * Chicago i Amerlorn
Library Aeaoolatlon, 1956,
Enoch Pr'^tt Free Library Lists
Head for Fun . Eno<^ Pratt Free Library. Haiti more, Hd.
Frank, Josetto
,. QltiUarm lorki Doubleday Dorsfi, 1937.
Hunt, C. W., et al (Goospilcrs)
i oQkflhelf ^QT Boys ,and, Cirla . fiev Xorks R. H. Bo^^ker Co.,
1932.
Johnson, S. and Boott, 0.0.
aatol^rX • Bostons H©ug;hton
,
Limin Oo., 1936.
LatJir’op, F, A, (Compiler)
4JUU?,.„la Bl.]3Er»yJLg8»
Pamphlet Lo. 65, \K S. Bovamment Printing Office,
W.asiilngton, D. C., 1935.
Moore, A, E.
.,aaa li^.Xg£,AlliSrSR * lioughton, Mifflin
iiorse, M, L.
5.ele,ole4 Mat ,of Ten Bqqvc . Association for Child-
hoou duoation, 1201 Sixteenth Street, B. Washington,
». 0 .
Satlonnl Gounoll of Teachers of English
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Chicago National Council of Teachers of English, 1938.
Terman, L, M. and Lima, H.
Children's Heading . Appleton, 1926.
Washburne and Vogel
What Children Like to id . Winnetka Graded Book List.
Rand McNally, 1936.
Wilkinson, V/eedon and Washburne
The 1,-lit Book for ,the Right Child . John Day Company,
1933. 357 p. Supplement, 1935.
t
BASIC TEXTBOOKS IN READING FOR INTEHl^lEDlATE GRADES
Avery, Fannie L.
Prose and Poetry ~ Fourth Ye r « A Literary Reader.
Syracuse, N. Y.J The L. Vi. Singer Co., 1935,
Avery, Fannie L. ’
,
Prose and Poetry - Fifth Year . A Literary Reader.
Syracuse, N. Y,: The L, . Singer Co., 1935.
Avery, Fannie L.
Prose and Poetry ~ Sixth Year . A Literary Reader.
Syracuse, N. Y.: The L. W. Singer Co., 1935.
Baker, Franklin T., Thorndike, Ashley K.
Everyday Classics . New York ! The Macmillan Co., 1917,
Baker, Clara and i^er
,
Edna.
Our World and Others . The Curriculum Readers.
Indianapolis: The Babbs-Merrill Co., 1958.
Baker, Clara and Baker, Edna
The Earth We Live On . The Curriculum Reader s. Indiana-
polis: The Babbs-Merrlll Co., 1937.
Bolenlus, Emma Miller
Sixth Reader . Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1929.
Coatsvjorth, Elizabeth
Runaway Home . The Alice and Jerry Books. Evanston:
How, Peterson and Co., 1943.
Comfort, Mildred Houghton
Peter and Nancy in Africa . Chicago: Beckley-Cardy Co.,
1935.
Comfort, Mildred Houghton
Peter and Nancy in Asia . Chicago: Beckley-Cardy Co.,
1937.
Comfort, Mildred Houghton
Peter and Nancy in Australia . Chicago i Beckley-Cardy Co.,
1937.
Cordts, Anna D.
The New Path to Reading . Boston: Ginn and Co., 1933.
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Dopo» Katherine; Pitts, May and Garrison, S. C,
Here and Far Away. Hanny Road to Reading . New Xork;
®and McNally and Co., 1941.
Dopp, Katherine; Pitts, May and Garrison, S. C.
Days to Rememher . Happy Road to Heading . Hew York:
Hand MoNally and Co., 1940.
Firman, Sidney; Maithy, Ethel and Rlchs^rdson, Frederick
The Winston Readers . Fourth Header. Philadelphia:
The John C. Jlnston Co., 1918.
Cates, Arthur I. and Ayer, Jean
Let’s Look Around . New York: The Macmillan Co., 1940.
Gates, Arthur I. and Ayer, Jean
Let’s Go Aheac' . Boston: The Macmillan Co., 1940.
Gates, Arthur I. and Ayer, Jean
Let’s Travel On . New York: The Macmillan Co., 1940.
Grady, William: Klapper, Paul and Gifford, Jane
New Stories for Boya and Girls . Childhood Readers.
Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938.
Gray, William: Monroe, Marlon and Arbuthnot, May
Times and Places . Curriculum Foundation Series. New
York: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1942.
Gray, William and Gray, Lillian
More Streets and Roads . Curriculum Foundation Series,
i'lew York: Scott, Fores®f’^n and Co
.
,
1 942
.
Gray, William 3. and Arbuthnot, May
People and Progress . Curriculum Foundation Series.
Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Go., 1943.
Hahn, Julia L.
T al es and Tr ave
1
. Child Development Readers. Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1938.
Hill, Howard; Lyman, Rollo and Moore, Nelle
Reading and Living . New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons
1950.
Horn, Ernest; Mosorlp, Ruth and Porter, Isabelle
Follovjlna Nev/ Trails . Boston: Ginn and Co., 1940.
Horn, Ernest; Goodykoontz, Bess and Snedaker, Mal)el
Reaching Our Goals . Boston: Ginn and Go., 1940.

Johnson, Willlajn H,
Then r,nd Now , Guidance In Reading Series, York:
Lyons pud Carnahan, 1940.
Johns oa, William J.
videning Trails . Guidance in Reading Series. New York:
Lyons and Carnahan, 1940.
Leavell, Ullin, et al
Trails of Adventure . The Friendly Hour - Book IV. New
York: /raerican Book Co., 1956.
Leavell, Ullin; Breckinridge, Elizabeth; Browning, Mary and
Follis, Hattie
The World *s Gifts . New York: American Book Co., 1936.
O'Donnell, Mabel
Engine Whistles . The Alice and Jerry Books. New York:
fiow* Feterson and Co., 1942.
Parker, Beryl and McKee, Paul
Highv/avs and Bvwavs . Child Development Readers. Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1938.
Parker, Beryl and Harris, Julia M.
t’.3qploring New Fields . Child Development Readers. New
York: Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1938.
Pennell, Mary E. and Cusack, Alice M.
The Children's Own Readers - Book Four . Boston: Ginn
and Go., 1936.
Pennell, Mary E. and Cusack, Alice M.
The Children's Ovm Headers - Book Five . Boston: Ginn
and Co., 1929.
Pennell, Mary E. and Cusack, Alice M.
The Children's Om Readers ~ Book Six . Ginn and Co.,
193G.
Smith, Nila B. and Bayne, Stephen M,
Distant Doorways . Unit-Activity Readers - Intermediate.
Hew York, N. Y.; Silver Burdett Co., 1940.
Smith, Nila B. and Bayne, Stephen M.
On The Long Road . Unit-Activity Reading Series -
Intermediate. New York, N. Y.; Silver Burdett Co., 1940.
i
Smith, Nila and Bayne, Stephm
Frontiers. Old ^nd Nex-r . Unit-Activity Reading Series.
New York; Silver Burdett Co., 1940.
Spencer, Paul and Fritsdhler, Lois
Exploring New Trailfl . Mew York: Lyons and Carnahan,
1942.
Spencer, Paul H. and Fritschler, Lois
Traveling New 'Trills . New York: Lyons and Carnahan,
1942.
Spencer, Paul R. and Horst, Helen W,
Finding Hew Tralla . New York: Lyons and Carnahan, 1942.
Tucker, Louise F.
Literature For He..dlna and Memorization . Poems for
Childroi . Syracuse
,
New York: Iroquois Publishing Co.,
Inc., 1929.
Walker, Alberta and Parkman, Mary
Study Readers - Book V . New York: Charles E. Merrill
Co., 1933.
Walker, Alberta and Parkman, Mary H,
Tho Study Readers. Book IV . New York: Charles E. Merrill
Co
. ,
1933
.
Walker, Alberta and Parkman, Mary R.
The Study Readers. Book VI . New York: Charles E, Merrill
Co., 1933.
Yoakam, Gerald; Veverka, Madllene and Abney, Louise
The. Laidlaw Basic Headers... Book Four . Teachers Edition.
Chicago: Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., 194L
.
Yoakam, Gerald; Veverka, Madllene and Abney, Louise
The Laidlaw Basic Header a - .Book. Five . Chicago:
Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., 1941.
Yoakam, Gerald; Veverka, Madllene and Abney, Louise
Th^ Laidlaw Baaic .^kaders. Book Six . Chicago:
Lridlaw Brothers, Inc., 1941.

MAJOR 0LASSlFIGATI(2iS OF RSADING OOi\'TEI^
mimal ( realistic
)
-nimal ( fanciful )
Jhild life
I 'agio and phantasy
Love and ronianoe
Hobbies and handicraft
Mystery and detectives
Success stories
Sports and games
Familiar experiences
Myths and legends
Travel and adventure
Old tales and brave deeds
Poetry
Exploration
Science and invention
Biography
War and war services
^elf-improvement
Oity and country
People and their customs
Festivals and holidays
United States
Transportation then and now
Foods for energy
leather and climate
Things to be learned
The world of sounds
Real life adventures
kVondeiB of the sky
Happy hours
Looking at the moon
Having fun with hobbies
//hen America was young
Electricity and its uses
Train of health
Handicraft stories
Sports
7ater and its uses
Hardship abd success
Monuments of the Middle Ages
Adventure in daily work
People far away
Things to do
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Colonial Amerioa
Historioal adventures
ir/estward expansion
Amusing incidents
Young people of today
Sugar plantations
Biography
Aviation
Geography
Plays for children
Invention and disoovery
Humorous stories
Carrying the mail
Animal heroes
Children of days gone by
Deep-sea stories
Stories everyone should know
Poems to enjoy
Far flung adventure
Holidays and festivals
I/ake believe
Hero workers
Printers and printing
Little American citizens
Star calendar
Animals you should know
Along Mediterranean shores
Land of the snowy Alps
Braving the unknown
Wonder of growing things
Foods from Bast and West
Feeding the World
Genius at work
Stories of the Congo Region
nature’s secrets
fimo and its tellers
Stephen Foster’s songs
Before there were Indians
I'^mny follows
Highways aind skyways
Zoo in your own yard
Crime searchers
Ancient cities
Reading for pleasure
Westeim heroes
Man’s best friend
The circus
Emotion, sentiment and fun
Great Americans
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Astronomy
Wonders of Eleotriolty
Badio
Insects
Oolloot ions
Conservation of natural resources
Sports and games
Feminine activities
;Natural history
Exploration
lobbies
Science
Legends
Inventions
Biography
riddle ages
Biographical adventure
War and services
Aviation
Poems
Government
Self-improvement
City and country stories
Occupations
Money-making' and practical stories
People
Ways of living
Festivals and holidays
Aae|*loa and her neighbors
Industrial World
Literature of other nations
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RAMSEY, ELOISE (CHAIRMAN AND EDITOR).
READING FOR FUN
CHICAGO: THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH,
1937
Lusio in words: paatiy
i.-ord rloturas! oetry
Neoessary noaasense
Lodem fairy tales
Uakor wonder stories
(Anderson)
Iluiaorous poetry
llopo life
Anlinals
Relatives
leys
Sights
Sounds
Country
dity
Horses
Ships
Trains
Automobiles
Airplanes
/^oo
Ark
lio©
Bix*ds
lie®
rrogs
t'onkeys
Elephcuite
JAin^e beasts
Bears
Animals of plains
Animal of forests
Animals of nountedns
Cix’cua
Toys and dolls
iuppot#
Maricamottes
Gypsies
- oppla
Oirous performers
Gypsies
•2)iXt£S we Uke
Girous
loys
^ oils
iUppets
i>:nrioaaaottos
Old hous®£
-ur hobbies
Invontiona
Carnes and sports
Out of door©
Island©
liyeterios
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RUJOR CLASSIFICATIONS
Good timos at ho»o Old talos oikd brave
Boys emd girls at hOD©
nir oats
Our dogs
Orandnothers and grandfathere
imnts and unoles
older tjoys and girls
(doings and escapades)
T‘y birthday
I aklne wishes
b'oe foil:
i'unny giants
..cross of long ago
.fonder voyagee
(noi^ and long ago)
uorld»s springtime
Dragons
mights
Jostles
Balladb
Dallau stories
City* country ond Travel i'jagioioa
City sights and sounds
Out in tho ooimtry
air friend, the horso
Ghlps and trains
Automobiles and alrpl^mes
f'otorboats
Yacht Ing
vVoader stories
Sleight of hand
?:agiolan
;nijBials everywhere
Animals at the aoo
Animals in the ark
i'lce In books
Smell enljojalo In the woods
Birds
Fish
Frogs
yonkey tales
Llephants
Great beasts of the Jungles
Bears
Animals of plains
Animals of mountains
/nlnals of forests
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our world today and long ago
Ways of living - now and long ago
Fireoraolcers : lanterns, poroelain, ohina
Japan: kites and dolls
India; bazars, tigers, jungle villages
Arabia: Persia, Syria; oarpets, spices, djinns
Africa; pyramids, camels, deserts
Spain; Cork, walled cities, Alhambra
Italy: Pink roofs, painted carts

GRADE PLACmiENT OF READING TOPICS
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Topics Grades
the chimes rang
Teles (Hans 0, Anderson)
Playoraft booh
Ilnperor of ants
Master ififizard
Historical plays
How man made music
Flower booh
Seashore booh
Tales Russian grandmother
Hnnochio in Africa
Reluctant dragcm
Ten communities
Dr* Doolittle
Patriotic stories
Turi of magic fingers
English fairy tales
Talhlng wires
Story of athletics
Hungarian fairy booh
Voyages (Cartier)
Wonder flights
Travels of birds
Children of prairie
ILarionnette plays
Story of Napoleon
How they carried the mail
Animals of American History
Story of money
Insect people
Holiday cards for you to make
Birthday stories
Jeanne D’Arc. warrior saint
Puppet showman
Boy of the Desert
Curtain calls (Bach)
Monkey people
Domestic and political life
Development of communication
Boy showman and entertainer
Chinese children
Travel narrative
4-6
4-84-6
4-64-64-64-64-6
4-64-6
4-6
4 — 64-64-64-64-6
4-64-64-64-64-64-6
4 — 6
4 — 64-6
4 - 6.
4 64-6
4-64-64-6
4 — 64-64-6
4-6
4-64-6
4-64-6
4 — 6
,4-64-6
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Topics Grades
Submarine warfare 4-6
Salamanders 4-6
Sahara desert 4-6
Feats of engineering 4-6
Plays holidays 4-6
Arbor day 4-6
Tale orusaders 4-6
American negro 4-6
Romance of air nail 4-6
Pirates (lawless men) 4-6
Noted artists 4-6
Home life in China 4-6
Great inventions 4-6
Book of disooveary 4-6
(World’s famous explorers 4 — 6
Ponies 4-6
Stagecoach 4-6
Transatlantic flights 4-6
Trade routes 4-6
Trails today 4-6
Your workshop 4 6
Transmission of power 4 — 6
Camping and scouting 4-6
Home life in Holland - 4 - 6
Gco^eers for boys 4-6
Dramatized ballads 4-6
Ulysses and the Greeks 4 — 6
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Grade
a
Topics
Lodel aircraft builder - training flying 5-6
Raccoon 5-6
David Livingston 5-6
Folksongs of ir^any countries 5-6
Scottish ballads 5-6
Spanish legends and romances 5-6
Outdoor craftsman, home, field, woods, water 5-6
I-yths and legends of old plantations 5-6
Story of a Russian child 5-6
How our grandfathers lives 5-6
Arctic exploration 5-6
History of railroads 5-6
History of steam, locomotives in England 5-6
Greek myths 5-6
Discovery of a silver mine 5-6
A story of a ooviboy pony 5-6
Star people and the sky 5-6
How the derrick works 5-6
Experiments with electricity 5-6
Children of Tyre 5-6
Boy twin to elfman 5-6
Man’s long climb, history of civilization 5-6
Story of Hosae 5-6
Boy knight of the old country 5-6
Travels on a caravan 5-6
How they carried the mail 5-6
Life of the bee 5-6
Story of books - ^'Dlack on White” 5-6
Story of a western pioneer 5-6
Schoolteacher in pioneer Minnesota 5-6
Hebrew holidays 5-6
Questions on common objects 5-6
English literature for boys and girls 5-6
History of Canada 5-6
Danish fairy and folk tales 4-6
Capture of Mexican children by Comanohos 5-6
Story of black bear cub 5-8
Story of -Siskimo dog 5-8
Crows and other birds 5-8
French children after the war 4-6
Collector of insects 5-9
Boys’ books of signs, symbols, signals 5-9
American boys’ handy book 6-7
Faliy tale plays and how to act them 5-7
Famous men of America 6-9
Laughable 'tales and comical silhouettes 5-7
Boy attending English public school 4-6
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Topics Grades
Tribes of West Africa 5-7
Construction of Mniature ships 4-7
Life in India 5-7
Insect friends - their liTes and habits 6-3

GRADED LIST OF BOOKS FOR CHILD?™
CHICAGO AiSHICAM LIBRARY ASS0CIATI0H,1936.GR.IV-7I,N0RA BEUSI
Tonics Grades
Biography of an orphan boy 6-9
Biography of an Afrioan monkey 6-3
Polly’s visit to a large oity 5-3
Stray oirous boy 5-3
Summer on Cape Cod 6 - S
Auierioan bird biographies 5-9
Story of cotton 3-6
Cereal grains 6-9
Horsemen of plains 6-8
Boy’s life in early Kentucky 6-7
Fairy tales 4-6
Tales of wonder 5-7
Indian medicine man 6-9
Norse legends 4-6
Yikings advance on the Atlantic 4-6
French fairy tales 4-6
Indian myths of California’s desert 5-7
Great inventors and their inventions 6-8
English children's summer vacation 4-6
Indian babies oared for by wolves 4-9
Astronomy - charts and maps of the slsy 5-9
Discovery of Northwest 6-7
Finnish epic tales 6-8
Knights of olden days 5-7
Legends of the Trojan war 6-8
Football heroes 5-8
Elfin Peter Pan who never grew up 5-7
Givil War 5-8
Explorers and settlers in America 5-3
Westward movement 5-8
Stories of early times in the great West 4-6
A boy’s life in Persia 7-9
life in Italy during World War 7-9
Story of skyscrapers 7-9
Use of dog-sleds by Byrd 7-9
Noimtains near South Pole 7-9
story of Fort Niagara 7-9
Chief of elephant herd 7-9
Habits and customs of American Indians 7-9
Stories of cities 7-9
ilrotective coloration 7-9
Futile search for mythical treasure 7-9
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Topi OS Grades
Dinosaurs
Bird portraits and dosoriptioas
Bobber barons in Germany
Children’s life in Ireland
Biography’' of a grizzly
Seventy poems by Sandburg
Goatherd in Spain
Reptiles (lizards,, snakes, crocodiles)
Prehistoric animals
An overland trip to Constantinople
Peary’s years at Arctic Regions
Childhood sketches of famous people
Industrial world
Early American handcraft
Shipwreck in the South Pacific
Verse of holidays and seasons
TslIos of clipper ships
Boy collector’s handbook
Production of raw materials
Unicorn with silver shoes
Fairy literature of many countries
Aztec treasure house
nineteen American inventions
Deaf-mute Indian boy
Tool chests and their contents
Development of power (engine, man, machine)
Stoiy of aviation
Identification of native trees
City of Washington, D, C.
Heroic explorations the great Northwest
Chinese country boy’s experience as apprentice
At coppersmith »s establishment in Chunking
Keller - stoiy of her life
Crane’s own trip to Egypt
Spoiled son of a millionaire
All ways of building
Sailor’s yarns of life at sea
Conditions and events following Revolution
white whale
Lumber industry in New Hampshire
Radio construction and repairing
Our presidonts
True stories of English naval service
Adventures of a lion family
Skyoraft - principles of airships
Tales of danger and daring
Deep sea divers
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Read
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Read
Read
Head
Read
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Read
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Read
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Read
Read
Head
Read
about the world's latest aircraft,
about American football heroes.
about services of paratroopers.
about adventrues of an electric spark.
about knights of old.
how to make a puppet theater.
about wonders of the sky.
about uses of electricity.
about colonial America.
amusing poems about children.
about treasures of the ocean.
about popular outdoor sports.
about Jungle sights and sounds.
a story about an amateur nhotographer
.
about famous musicians.
about weather and climate.
about keeping fit for work and play.
about real life adventures.
about the making of sugar.
about homes of people in other countries.
about holidays and festivals of many countries
about air pressure,
about makers of our nation.
about well-behaved children.
about popular hobbies of children.
Greek or Roman myths.
about airplanes of one hundred years from now.
the history of communication,
an account of the life of a cowboy,
descriptions of our country's national parks,
about the clever work of detectives.
al)Out the values of courtesy,
about our present machine age.
stories of the lives of famous movie stars,
instructions for young cooks,
about values of good foods,
accounts of scientific expeditions,
legends of Scandinavian countries,
about animals of mountain regions,
humorous stories about
about heroes of long ago.
about aviation cadet training,
a out sleight-of-hand performances,
about services of WAGS,
about safety education,
about building model boats,
about underseas boats,
about the w’orld's latest aircraft.
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WORD AND PHRASE LIST
humor and nonsense (fun)
scienoe
inventions (making of things)
adventure
travel
biography (lives of famous people)
school life
outdoor activities
services of public workers
familiar experiences (oonaaon happenings)
brave deeds
detective stories
home life
magic
holidays and festivals (celebrations)
people we like
hobbies
dangerous experiences
patriotic occasions
animals
birds
aviation (airplanes)
fairy tales
choosing a life career (job or work)
se If-improvemen
t
buildings
history
geography
nature
health
museums
excursions
handicraft
marionnettes (puppets)
insects
mountains
sports
flowers
seashore
occupations (kinds of work)
discoveries
camping
woodcraft
33 outing
sewing

woodworking
tinkering with tools
dressmaking
camping
hiking
trapping
diaries
letters
honor and fair play
children of other lands
background of America (history)
balloon flights
rescues
submarines
war
Western heroes
community friends
study of heavens (astronomy)
knights
fun
foods
climate
transportation
pirates
ancient cities
nature’s secrets
animal heroes
print ing
nail
plants
care of the body
air
behavior of children (actions)
beauty
art masterpieces
musicians (famous)
dragons
poet’s life stories
miracles
ghosts and goblins
circus
seasons
legends (old stories)
fish
wild animals
Bible stories
spotter’s guide (for airplanes)
trans portati on
toys
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toya
jungle regions
different countries in the world
people and their custoins
heroes of long ago
ballads
good times at home
city end country
boats
airplanes
scientific expeditions
art
architecture (building)
1. iddle Ages
oraftsraanship (skilled handwork)
hors ei^ianship
cooking and housekeeping
manners
leadership
growing up
Indians
deep sea fishing
discovery
school pleasures (fun)
home pleasures (fun)
iiiystery
cartoons
comics (^funnies”
modern ways of living
careers of famous people
skiing
photography
electricity
artists
our world today
our world long ago
clipper ships
polar regions
cowboys
giants
children’s escapades (mischief)
ballad stories
modern fairy tales
old fairy tales
ways of living long ago
entertainment (fairs, shows* exhibits)
countries of the world
model-making
collections (of any kind)
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!personal experiences at sea
fairy tales of all countries
pets
radio
movie s
volcanoes
heroic lives
rubber
books
travel on water
travel by air
travel on land
cities
rivers
Indians
protectors of publi o( safety
)
rooks
minerals
power
natural resources
reptiles
fi shing
stories of hardship and success
cowboys
fruits
electricity
weather
mail
pilots
kittens
instruments
canoe
birthday
lakes
shook
gifts
distance
slate
quarries
castles
stone
knights
roofs
protrction
garden
village
court
sieges
fireplace
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butcher
tapestry
shields
benches
bsimors
musicians
jewels
designs
chests
fire
fog
geography
arlthioetio
habits
celebrations
contents
index
democracy
rewards
fooda
postoffico
skates
toys
balloons
salad
bicycle
garden
song
truck
letters
gardener
insects
feathers
homes
orchards
buildings
roads
railroads
firestation
lighting
wire
enemies
glass
t owers
8he It er
tugboats
donlceys
barges
olir ate
freighters
waspa
larva
honey
steamboats
bees
barges
train
discoveries
springtime
transportation
country
sports
dogs
trees
rfiyths
races
history
biography
expeditions
discover! es
towns
education
cities
colonists
adventure
education
authors
factories
women
agriculture
stanza
forests
operations
agriculture
birds
verse
gods
brass
heroes
goddesses
olives
eruptions
pigs
beggars
clothes
oasis
herbs
vases
bulbs
candy
pictures
(K2Al
ribbon
dolls
flag
pictures
swimming
chickens
picnic
books
tools
picnic
messages
fish
drama
machines
slavery
canals
paper
cables
inventions
airplane
wheat
rubber
lumber
wigwams
cotton
lumber
copper
mo\intains
zones
reindeer
cities
rivers
plains
lakes
Islands
harbors
yards
water
population
iron
industries
metal
alloy
elephants
flies
teeth
temperature
prunes
vitamins
dog
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robin photography toil
piano camera apartiaent
money irrigati on pictux’e
carpenter liiking satisfaction
palace reservoirs refugee
Helmest agriculture vine
holiday sugar exaraple
policeman boxes plant
business exploration student
boat airplanes agreement
copper passengers bear
horse cabins luncheon
planet mansions store
grandparents poultry hunter
school 3nig pond
statesman scout zoo
writer kite safety
treasurer watermelon lions
tusls scouting impatience
stars cow ice
trunk family banana
ancestors gold sif^nal
beach swimming parrot
offices honesty iTionkey
camp address rope
parents blossom escape
trip journey.___ accident
shells kindness savages
automobile time captive
umbrella concert pirates
rain collection property
bus publication factory
games alarm voyage
grass pleasure conflict
fishing master experiment
snow mask servant
traveler occupation liydrophane
caves applause collision
first-aid 0 omplimerit lightnijig
blankets disguise sea
earth invation i;illeage
storms lawyer dirigible
camels settlement insulation
desert insurance disputes
pony court bomb
cactus injury i^acts
cowboy comfort nation
sports officer general
horsemanship task suspicion
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war
cozomaMer
captain
history
nation
aviators
grapes
presidents
winds
flying
baseball
pioneers
storekeepers
cod
crimes
streets
feas
compromises
law
ohlcadee
smoke
moon
nuthatch
conference
leisure
starch
conflict
thennometer
jars
seek
chocolate
lettuce
expenses
club
pencils
bank
stamps
varnish
appsftes
marbles
violin
fruit
raft
f
LIST OF ACTIVITIES
Attractive Aotlvltles
Collect flowers to press and mount
Play baseball
liake a wood-carving for a fair
Play a game of checkers
Take part in a wrestling match
Go swimming
Learn how to skate
Conduct a club meeting
Go for a canoe ride
i-odel a toy engine with clay
Learn how to dance
Draw cartoons of war characters
Take charge of a workshop in school
Take a trip to a museum
Build a defense stamp booth
Change baseball scores on score board
Be a timekeeper for a race
Take an alarm clock apart
Distribute programs at a school play
Be a cheer leader for your grade
Order tools for a tool chest
Paint a background for a poster
Sell tickets for a minstrel show
Watch a steam shovel in operation
Go on a boys’ club hike
Play you are a cowboy
Play marbles with a group of children
Ride on a pony’s back
Ask riddles of your friends
Collect pictures of airplanes
Do soap carving for an exhibit
Lake a kite of heavy paper
String colored macaroni for beads
Act like Charlie McCarthy
Go to a movie about gansters
Veave on a hand loom
Visit an airplane factory
Dig fish wonas
Make designs for scrapbook covers
Paint scenery for a puppet theater
Make an ink spatter print of leaves
Work mechanical puzzles
Teach your new dog tricks
Repair a broken toy
Attend the birthday party of a friend
run « with yotiy ganff
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Play baseball Saturday afternoon
Listen to a nystery story on the radio
Head oomios magazine
Play with stringed puppets
Make a model airplane
Try a new candy recipe
Plan a surprise party for mother
Go roller skating
Attend a Scout Fair
Go to 4-H meeting
Sketch outdoor scenes
Give a ”pep talk” at assembly
Guide visitors through the school building
Sell vegetables from your victory garden
Run a paper route to earn spending money
Play ping pong
Go on an excursion to the beach
Design a jointed toy
lake a dry cell transmitter
Track a rabbit •
Play with a kitten
Collect tin cans for salvage
Take a motor boat ride
Attend a circus
Take a leading part in a school play
Arrange a flower exhibit
Collect cartoons for a scrapbook
Draw comic faces
Play marbles ”for keeps”
Manage a stunt show
Plan an excursion
Arrange flowers for an exhibit
Take a chance on winning a prize
Demonstrate how to do trapeze stunts
Bring your favorite pet to school
Go coasting
Ride a bicycle
Have a ride on the merry-go-round
Lnjoy the comics
Have a leading part in a church pageant
Build a toy windmill
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Leas Attractive Activities
Listen to a talk on good manners
Report to class on reference reading done
Sv/eep the bedrooms Saturday morning
Collect clippings about accidents
Run errands for mother
Wash the dinner dishes
Practice a difficult piano lesson
Play a camping trip
Study a history lesson
Read stories to a sick playmate
Uou a large lawn
Chop wood on Saturday morning
Rake up leaves in the front yard
Clean the attic
Take baby out on Saturday afternoon
Shell peas for canning
Scrub paint on Saturday
Beat rugs for mother
Take a reading test
Listen to exacting directions
iiinter your name in a speaking contest
Carry out ashes from furnace
Shovel paths in the winter
^eed the garden
I/iend torn clothes
Care for the chickens
//rite class news daily
Give a review of the day’s news
Wait on table
Keep an expense account
Talk to older people who are visiting you
Stay home evenings
liake a short speech about a famous man
Practice for a Glee Club concert
7/eed the flower garden
Garry groceries home from the store
Attend a party in which you are not interested
rtrite a poem about some book character
Clean the rabbit house
Hold a trouble light for Dad doing repair work
Carry potatoes down cellar
Visit elderly relatives for the weekend
Tell ?/hat you dreamed last night
Draw a plan of your yard at home
Lake a scrapbook about trains
Give a talk about Indians before the class
^hine your brother’s shoes
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Preside at a meeting in which you are not interested
Experiment with finger paints
Take an inventory of the school library books
Classify different kinds of bugs for mounting
Measure the kitchen for linoleum
Have your photograph taken
Gather newspapers in your neighborhood
Stay home on Saturday with your baby brother
lYrite a poem about cleanliness
Carry home the family groceries
ijLSten to inquisitive people
Ibractice a music lesson overtime
Catalog books in school library
Look after sick relatives

Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of 3aslo Reading Abilities .
Yonkers on Hudson; Hew York, 1940.
INTEREST INVENTORY
1. Outdoor Aotivitles.
2. Animals.
3. Nature.
4. Transportation and
travel •
5. Occupations.
6. Handicraft.
7 . Music
.
8. Heading.
9. Collecting.
10. Cooking and home
duties
.
11. Games.
12. Competitive Sports.
13. Outdoor Sports.
14. Lessons.
15. Clttba.
Hunting, fishing, camping, sailing,
canoeing, hiking, scouting.
Horses, cows, sheep, pigs, chickens,
dog s
,
cat s
,
rahhlt s
.
Flowers, gardens, trees.
Automobiles, airplanes, radio, wire-
less, railroads, bridges, construc-
tion.
Science, carpentry, electricity,
chemistry, photography, printing.
Drawing, painting, carving,
mod eling.
Music, orchestra, piano, violin,
dancing
,
dramatl cs .
RerxLlng, poetry, plays, biogr?^hy,
mythology.
Collecting stamps, stones, shells,
bugs, flowers.
Cooking candy, fancy work, sewing,
weaving. Interior decorating.
Cards, puzzles, checkers - Indoor
games
.
Football, baseball, basketball,
boxing, track, ;*n?e8tling.
Swimming, skating, skiing, archery,
bowL Ing
.
History, geography, science, arith-
metic.

Witty, Paul and Kopel, David. Reading and the Eduoat|,ve
Propegs . Boston: Ginn and Co.,
1941
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INVKKTOHY OF HOBBlEb MD INTERESTS OF CHILDREN
Pleasure reading
Favorite Magazines
Number of books read
Library card oijjnerslilp
Book recommendation
Extension of reading interests
Number of pages read
Book selection
Books about hobbles
Home library
Personal library
Books about hobbles
Uses of rea.ding
Recent reading interests
Staring of reading information
Weekend activities
Friends
Constructional activities
Vacation activities
Hobbles ;nd special interests
Tools
Clubs
Other organizations
Workshop
Playthings
Workshop
Entertainment
Earning money
Defense stamps
Movies
Mus eum
Home duties
Circus
Concerts
Beach
Park
Airplane
Picnics
Mountains
Traih
Radio
Boat
Pets
Games
Collections
Sports
Searsons of Year
Contests
Reading
Art
Music

HOBBIES
stamps
airplanes
match folders
dolls
trains
miniature animals
coins
baby pictures
pennies
carving
tags
labels
shells
flowers
kites
beads
badges
baseball pictures
movie stajrs
menus
china cups
buttons
locks
keys
baskets
salt and pepper shakers
boats
rooks
charms
feathers
soap
pins
oomio strlDS
pets
puppet^
tools
marbles
ornamients
embroidery
knitting
scrapbooks
ribbons
butterflies
fashions w
bugs
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ACTIVITIES
boxing
swimming
sketching
fishing
boat-bulldlng
repairing
writ ing
cheering
skiing
modeling
wrestling
hiking
walking
visiting
swimming
camping
baking
earning
gardening
imagining
organizing
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boxing
swimming
sketching
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writ ing
cheering
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walking
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swimming
camping
baking
earning
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STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
By Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman
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INTERMEDIATE BATTERY-PARTIAL Partial
EORM F F
Name Age Grade
Boy or girl Name of school
City State Date
Test Score
Age
Equiva-
lent
Grade
Equiva-
lent
1. Paragraph Meaning
2. Word Meaning
Average Reading
3. Language Usage
4. Arithmetic Reasoning
5. Arithmetic Computation
Average Arithmetic
6. Spelling
Total (Average)
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Profile Chart; Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate and Advanced Batteries— Partial
Test 1 |Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 iTestO lest 6 TOTAL NORMS
READING LANG.ARITHMETIC SPELL- SCORE AGE GRADE
Par.mean. |WdjneanUSAGE Reason] Comp. ING ^ 6 EQUIV EQUIV
100 -
95--
90-
85 -
80 -
75 -
70 -
65 -
60 -
55"
50 -
45 -
40-
35-
30 -
25-
20
-h
-100
::
::
90
::
85
::
80
- 75
::
'^0
::
05
” 60
- 55
I
-
- 50
45
- 40
- 35
-- 30
" 25
20
•4. 16-0 11.0
-- 15-10 10.9
-* 15-7 10.6
-- 15-4 10.3
15-0 * - 10.0
-• 14-9 9.8
14-6 9.5
14-3 9.3
- - 14-0 9.0
-• 13-9 8.8
13-6 8.5
-- 13-3 8.3
-- 13-1 8.1
12-10 7.8
-- 12-8 7.6
12-5 7.4
12-2 72
12-0 7.0
-- 11-10 6.8
-- 11-7 6.6
-- 11-5 6.4
11-3 62
- - 11-0 6.0
10-11 5.9
-- 10-10 5.8
10-8 5.6
-- 10-6 5.5
-- 10-5 5.4
-- 10-3 52
-- 10-2 5.1
-- 10-0 5.0
-- 0-11 4.9
-- 9-9 4.8
-- 9-8 4.7
-• 9-7 4.6
-- 9-6 4.5
-- 9-5 4.4
9-3 4.3
-- 9-2 42
-- 9-1 4.1
- - 9-0 4.0
-- 8-11 3.9
-- 8-9 3.8
-- 8-8 3.7
8-7 3.6
-- 8-6 3.5
-- 8-5 3.4
-- 8-4 3.4
-• 8-3 3.3
-- 8-3 32
8-2 3.1
8-1 3.0
- - 8-0 3.0
-- 7-11 2.9
-- 7-10 2.9
-- 7-9 2.8
-- 7-9 2.7
7-8 2.6
7-7 2.6
-- 7-6 2.5
* Age and grade equivalents above this point are extrapolated values.
This Profile Chart is a table of norms for the Intermediate and Advanced Examinations — Partial Batteries,
Comments:
Stanf. Inter. Partial: Form F 3TEST 1. READING; PARAGRAPH MEANWG
DIRECTIONS. In the paragraphs below, each number shows where a word has been left out. Read
each paragraph carefully, and wherever there is a number decide what word has been left out.
Then write the missing word in the answer colimm at the right, as shown in the sample. Write
JUST ONE WORD on each line. Be sure to write each answer on the line that has the same
number as the number of the missing word in the paragraph.
SAMPLE Answer
A
A ® Dick and Tom were playing ball in the field. Dick was throwing
the —A— and —B— was trying to catch it. b
1-2 Bobby and Betty went to the station to meet their father. They i
heard a long whistle down the track. Soon the —l— stopped, and
they ran to kiss their —2— as he got off. 2
3-4 Dick and Bill live on a farm that has a great many cherry trees. 3
Each summer the —3— have a roadside market where they sell the
—4— from their own trees. 4
5 It is told in the Arabian Nights that a member of the Barmecide
family invited a beggar to a feast. He had had nothing to eat for some
time, but the Barmecide only pretended to feed him with imaginary
food. At the end of the meal the beggar must have been as —5— as 5
when he sat down to the table.
6-7-8 The climax of springtime in our capital at Washington is the
blooming of the cherry trees. These trees, brought from Japan, half-
way around the world, have given a rare charm to Washington in the
—6—, when they burst into a mass of pink blooms. In Japan nearly 6
every city has parks or gardens filled with cherry trees. It was the
sight of these trees in bloom that so fascinated Mrs. William Howard 7
Taft while on a trip to Japan that, when she became First Lady of
the Land, she arranged to have Japanese —7— trees planted in —8—. 8
9 10-11 There are many kinds or breeds of dogs, some of which may be
very useful to man, while others make excellent pets even though they
are not working dogs. Whippets can run very fast, collies can be
trained to herd sheep, setters can learn to scent game, and terriers are 9_
fun to play with. Of these breeds, Tom, who likes to hunt, would
probably choose a —9—. Bud simply wants a dog that will run after lo
a ball thrown for him. He would like a —lO— . Don wants a racing
dog; so his choice would likely be a —ii— . ii
Go right on to the next page.
4 Stanf. Inter. Partial: Form FTEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING iConrd)
12 13 Falconry is a very old sport in which game is hunted with such
birds of prey as the falcon or hawk. This pastime was known in
ancient China and Greece long before the Christian era. In England, 12 _
—12— was practiced by the early Anglo-Saxons, and for hundreds of
years it was probably the chief —13— of the richer classes. 13 _
14-15-16 Admiral Byrd made many wonderful discoveries and took pos-
session of much new territory for the United States in his Antarctic
expeditions. As his party flew over this strange land, the area was
photographed by the great mapping camera they carried with them. 14 _
They found this —14— to be in the full tide of an ice age which they
were able to study at flrst hand. We cannot pay too much honor to 15 _
—15—, whose discoveries and scientific studies have added so much
to our knowledge of the —16— region. 16 _
17 18-19 A biography is the life story of someone written by another
person. When one writes the story of his own life, it is called an
autobiography. Both words are to be distinguished from bibliog- 17 _
raphy, which is merely a list of titles of publications on a given subject.
Thus Benjamin Franklin’s book about himself is —17—, Ridpath’s 18 _
life of James A. Garfield is —18—, and the collected titles of writings
about Lincoln is a —19—
. ,
19 _
20-21 Generally speaking, if the name of a town ends in ia, the name of the
citizen of the town is formed by adding n ; for example, Philadelphian.
If the town’s name ends in on, the letters ian are added. If it ends in 20 _
a, not preceded by i, the rule is to add n. Thus, a man from Topeka
would be called a —20—
;
one from Jackson, a —21—. 21 _
22 23 24 The first permanent Enghsh colony in America was established
at Jamestown in Virginia, chiefly for commercial purposes. The 22 _
second colony was founded in New England by the Puritans, who had
suffered rehgious persecution at home. Unhke the founders of —22—, 23 _
who were impelled by a spirit of adventure, the —23— came to America
in order to practice their —24— beliefs without molestation. 24.
25-26-27 Rudyard Kipling, a distinguished Enghsh writer, was born in
Bombay, India. When he was six years old, he was sent to England
to be educated. At thirteen he entered Westward Ho, a boarding 25 _
school for boys, where his talent for —25— soon showed itself to such a
degree that he became editor of the school paper. When seventeen, 26.
he returned to -26-, the land of his birth, and began the career which
was to bring him such —27— as an author. 27 _
Go right on to the next page.
Stanf. Inter. Partial; Form F TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING iCont’d) 5
28-29 Women usually outnumber men in cities, but more men inhabit
the rural areas. Farming offers more employment possibilities to
single men than to single women. Farmers’ sons more often remain
on farms than do daughters. The latter look for work in factories, 28
offices, and stores. When girls leave home, they are more likely to
drift to —28— than to —29— communities. 29
30-31-32 It is only within the last century or so that anesthetics have
been used for surgical operations, although there is evidence that the
ancient Greeks knew of some drug which made people unconscious of 30.
pain. Faraday was the first to discover the use of ether as an —30—.
This was in 1822, but it was not until about 1846 that ether was used 31
to any extent. This discovery has made it possible for the most
deUcate —3i— to be performed without causing —32—. 32
33-34-35 Birds are not only useful but actually necessary to the welfare
of man. They constitute a great aerial army for the repression of 33.
various destructive insects. The loss to agriculture and forests from
the injury done by —33— is estimated at millions of dollars annually. 34
If we can protect the —34— and increase their numbers, we may
greatly lessen this tremendous economic —35—. 35
36-37-38 The senses of smell and taste in man and the higher animals
are of much less importance than hearing and vision. Only a small 36
part of our knowledge of the world about us enters through these
two —36—. We know that smell and taste are becoming less keen 37
among higher animals, while the senses of —37— and —38— have be-
come more important. 38
39-40-41 A verse is a single line of poetry, but a stanza is a number of 39
lines of verse grouped together in a definite metrical arrangement.
A —39— is often incorrectly called a —40—, but actually it comprises 40
a group of —41—.
41
42-43 Myths are Old World imaginary tales and have for their heroes
gods and goddesses. Fables are stories in which animals and inani-
mate things are represented as having the characteristics of human 42
beings. Apollo, god of love, figures prominently in many Greek —42—.
The story of the dog in the manger is one of the most familiar —43—. 43
44 45 Ventriloquism is the art of making sounds so that they appear to
come from a distance rather than from the speaker’s own mouth. It
is an ancient —44—, and many authorities believe that the various 44
phenomena such as the Greek oracles and the Egyptian speaking-
statues owe their explanation to the practice of —45— by the priests. 45
End of Test 1. Look over your work.
Number right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
1
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
Equated score 26 28 30 32 35 36 37 39 40 42 43 44 46 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 61 62 63 64 65 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 75 76 77
TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING Stanf. Inter. Partial: Form I
DIRECTIONS. In each exercise one of the five numbered words will complete the sentence
correctly. Note the number of this word. Then mark the answer space at
the right which is numbered the same as the word you have selected.
SAMPLES.
A A rose is a — 1 box 2 flower 3 home 4 month 5 river
® A roof is found on a — 6 book 7 person 8 rock 9 house 10 word
c Bread is something to — 1 catch 2 drink 3 throw 4 wear 5 eat
2 3 4 e
8 9 11
1 2 3 4 5
^ To weep is to— 1 bow 2 dream 3 cry 4 smile 5 taste
2 Brass is a kind of— 6 metal 7 lace 8 glove 9 candle 10 stocking
2 To crush is to — 1 lift 2 break 3 rush 4 throw 5 catch
^ Olives are a kind of— 6 apples 7 food 8 corn 9 eggs 10 rocks
5 A coachman is a — 1 knave 2 meter 3 museum 4 driver 5 candidate .
6 Excellent means very — 6 fast 7 good 8 large 9 big 10 near
A blaze is a— 1 blow 2 path 3 door 4 fire 5 plant
® To roam is to — 6 rent 7 anger 8 ruin 9 brush 10 wander
® Moist means — 1 fiery 2 nearly 3 damp 4 bloody 5 temperate
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 1C I
1 2 3 4 (
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
An author is one who — 6 sings 7 writes 8 colors 9 builds 10 draws loii
1 2 3 4 5
11 A place of worship is a— 1 temple 2 colony 3 cottage 4 harbor 5 league . . u N
6 7 8 9 10
12 A tradesman is a — 6 governor 7 leader 8 servant 9 merchant 10 president 12 H
1 2 3 4 5
12 An oasis is found in a — 1 desert 2 fountain 3 diamond 4 chimney 5 garment 13 H 1
1
6 7 8 9 10
11 Expensive means— 6 fatal 7 scared 8 delicate 9 costly 10 fortunate 14 H
1 2 3 4 5
10 Invisible means — 1 unusual 2 unseen 3 infinite 4 heavenly 5 dense 15 H
6 7 8 9 10
10 A chuckle is a kind of— 6 dance 7 laugh 8 command 9 race 10 cover le H N
1 2 3 4 5
i"^ To investigate is to— 1 examine 2 excuse 3 warn 4 praise 5 whisper 17 H 1 1
6 7 8 9 10
18 An acquaintance is a— 6 friend 7 stone 8 garden 9 picture 10 mountain .. is H
1 2 3 4 5
12 Saucy means — 1 eager 2 dangerous 3 rude 4 unhappy 5 foolish 19 H
6 7 8 9 10
20 To mold is to— 6 count 7 spend 8 settle 9 shake 10 shape 20 H
1 2 3 4 5
21 A purchaser is a— 1 hearer 2 voter 3 buyer 4 fisher 5 footman 21 N
6 7 8 9 10
22 Uncommon means — 6 vUe 7 clever 8 unusual Outmost 10 hearty 22 ;! jj H
1 2 3 4 5
23 To imitate is to— 1 fade 2 forbid 3 deceive 4 improve 5 copy 23 ;: 1 1 |i
Go right on to the next page.
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0 7 8 9 10
4 Blunt means — 6 contrary 7 ordinary 8 delicate 9 lame 10 dull 24
5 To desire is to— 1 show 2 want 3 tmrn 4 try 5 remember 25
® An herb is a— 6 board 7 field 8 mark 9 measure 10 plant 26
Dreary means— 1 horrid 2 envious 3 gruff 4 gloomy 5 lonesome 27
8 A common vehicle is the— 6 arrow 7 ax 8 compass 9 automobile 10 button 28
9 To interfere is to— 1 abolish 2 amend 3 refrain 4 affirm 5 meddle 29
A rivet is much like a— 6 barrel 7 plow 8 brake 9 bolt 10 file 30
1 To observe means to— 1 notice 2 offer 3 guard 4 escape 5 hide 31
2 To expand is to— 6 abandon 7 entitle 8 enlarge 9 exhaust 10 cleave 32
^ A ballot is used in— 1 digging 2 grading 3 drilling 4 grinding 5 voting .... 33
^ A wail is a— 6 blush 7 howl 8 hush 9 crime 10 weapon 34
5 A reflection is an— 1 election 2 islet 3 estate 4 image 5 ornament 35
’ To revolve is to— 6 enter 7 gather 8 shake 9 rule 10 turn 36
^ To mingle is to— 1 avoid 2 manage 3 mix 4 determine 5 deserve 37
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
G 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5
7i^
6 7 8 9 10
* Incident means— 6 fashion 7 freedom 8 event 9 portion 10 character 38 n
1 2 3 4 5
^ To plunder is to— 1 preach 2 joke 3 rob 4 seal 5 wipe 39 H
6 7 8 9 10
^ To fortify is to— 6 strengthen 7 lighten 8 prolong 9 redeem 10 reflect .... 40 H
1 2 3 4 5
^ An inquisitor is an— 1 investigator 2 agitator 3 effigy 4 asylum 5 arbiter 4iH
6 7 8 9 10
^ Thou means— 6 her 7 him 8 me 9 you 10 they 42 H
1 2 3 4 5
^ To inspect is to— 1 inherit 2 insult 3 suspect 4 institute 5 survey 43 H
6 7 8 9 10
^ An eruption is a— 6 defense 7 retreat 8 shield 9 discharge 10 monument . . 44 N
1 2 3 4 5
’ Nutrition applies to— 1 food 2 weather 3 history 4 dreams 5 labor 45 H
6 7 8 9 10
’ Liberality is— 6 facility 7 generosity 8 severity 9 intensity 10 obscurity 46 H
1 2 3 4 5
^ To congregate is to— 1 convince 2 dismiss 3 release 4 provoke 5 assemble 47 N
6 7 8 9 10
* Ingenuity means— 6 triumph 7 luxury 8 skill 9 vanity 10 revenge 48 n
1 2 3 4 5
^ Wretched means— 1 wicked 2 unhappy 3 joyful 4 glorious 5 precious .... 49 H
6 7 8 9 10
^ A nuptial is— 6 ceremony 7 fortress 8 tempest 9 talent 10 genius 50 H
End of Test 2. Look over your work.
Number right 0 1 2 3 4
1
5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30131 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 4i 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Equated score 19 20 21 22 24|25 26 27 28 29 31 32 33 34 35 36 38 39 40 41 42 43 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53I54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 65 66 67 69 70 7J 72 74 75 76
8 TEST 3. LANGUAGE USAGE
DIRECTIONS. Study the samples below carefully.
SAMPLES.
Stanf. Inter. Partial: Form
A Apples
I
good.
B He ^ told
4 tolled
1
^ 4 Jota h» went home.
2 They got the answers
g
us.
^ 2 Zln ^nd walked together. . .
® I
4 am’not expecting to go
® 6
apples are sour
^ 2 This here ^Oat doesn’t fit 7
® Those ideas ^ foolish4 are , 8 ;
® Father is
g
church this morning.
10 He
I
hke arithmetic. ... 10
;
12
11 Don’t come
^
I telegraph
12 This pen hasn’t
g
ink
13 We
2 gat
on the lawn last night
i*!
^
your brother should come. . . i4
6 vmie'^^^ i® athletic, she doesn’t swim. 1,5
1.3
10 I o my lunch.2 ate
1”^ I have
I thread ^ many times 17
18 Sue
g
it by mistake is
10 She 2 answer yesterday 19
20 Where are you
I
21 Teacher will
g j^g^ch spell 21
22 Jack is I hrnrrpr than John 222 more braver
23 They
^
tired by that time 23 ^
24
g
me have one of your toys 24 ^
Go right on to Number 25.
26 They all tried i hard.
^ very ,25 i
26 Have you
I
your bath? 26 i
27 Robert
g
the first robin.
.27 i
28 Mary always sings I
2 good. .28
20 I can’t find my pencil
I an^hg|!®^- 29 H if
30 Nothing g ®g®g^ pleases him. . 30
31 I had hardly rung
^
the door opened. 31
32 He never
I
such offers. .32 ;
33 This tree is
g ^ind^of crooked. . 33
3434 Before he did it, I I "All right.” ....
35 Who
I
this damage?
1
36 He asked me
I
come 36 i
35
You me dance. .37 :
38 Sue has
^
on a picnic.
.
38
8 ^
30 He wrote his name
g
his book.
40 It has
2 froze” hard in the night.
.
41 Helen
^
speak Itahan.
42 You can win
^
« The dam I to leak.
« They hurt
^
badly.
46 They won’t be able to go ^6 neither.
46 Has anyone 1 seen
2 saw
Mary?
47 I can’t finish 4 ^®pt they bring help.
^ 6 SUito-t scarcely read it.
49 He has
^ fgJJ®” and hurt himself.
60 Who
4
that song?
61 This is 5 all the farther
6 as far as
I have ever been
62 1 A army fought a battle.
2 An
,39
:
.40 i
.41
.
43
:
.44 :
.45
.
46
. .47 :
. 48 ;
.
49 i
. 50 i
.51
, 52
Go right on to the next page.
Difference
1
°
1
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24|25|26|27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34135 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49150
Equated score |22 23I23 23 24 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 23 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33I34I34I35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38|39 39 40 40 41 41 42 42 42 43 43 43 44 44 45145
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* The teacher called to his sister and
^
53
‘ They
^ j,een citizens for two years. . . .54
i The beggar looked
I ^eJchediy. ""
> To whom have you
I
56
Will you give 5 girls a ride? 576 we
1 Y should eat ^ regular.I ou n iu L 2 regularly. . 58
The wind has
^ ^le^ lamp 59
' It
5 can
6 can’t hardly be true eo
TX • 1 the biggest fish he almost rnnaht r,
2 almost the biggest fish he caugn . 6i :
4 ^
batters 62
My dress is
g father wririklcd 63
He did the task
I
, 64
I wiU teU ® asks me es
It took
^ ““Jjj an hour. . 66
\a.
1
2
^omL yo" 6id our best 57
George and 1 1 present
Please
g
the glass on that table. .
The dog has
I
his leg
The boys
^
help me are sick. .
.
The airplane
g Joge®^
in the air
The work was done
g b^iy.
4 Do^fforge?'®®^’ however, to telephone
The bubble
g bu^ed when touched. . .
.
It is
2 them should be blamed. . .
Sbp ^ almost the prettiest Ione IS 4 ^he prettiest I almost ’ '
68
69
70
71
72
,73
,
74
.
75
, 76
77
Go right on to Number 78.
786 Whose house shall we go to?
Ann and Sue
g pj^yg together often 79
80 Work is the
^ ^eSifuies?“^ y^ars so
81 It is neither my turn
g
yours si
82
They were I "oiSSm *0 be found 82 ;
88 I read
4 ^
lion had escaped 83
84 John likes those books
^ "Zewhat. . 84
88 He
2 took^^^ ^ book when he went home. 85
... 8688 A glass and a clay marble
4 “ ^
lost.
87 I think you
^
-8ht
88
2 Us®
nien are hunting a lost child ss
89 Running to school ^ rubber was lost,n nm n i, 4 j rubber.
00 A pig tried to
g J in the street 90
01 Have you just
g ®ame h'cm school? 91
3
02 James couldn’t see 4 ^^at h® was wrong. 92
93 They were
I
late 93
04 The moon has just
g
05 She was 4 attractive
.
94
, 95
06 Twenty of
g
^® scouts are going 96
07 He prefers written tests to g ones. 97
08 Hi-valv OU is better than 4 brand'^^^^^
He \ but two days’ vacation 996 hasn’t
100 To whom does it \ beionfto?
End of Test 3. Look over your work.
No. right ( ) X 2 (
No. omitted ( )
0 5 ^5 20 25 30 35 4() 45 50 55 00 (.5 70 75 80 g5 90 95
}lHH 1
1
1 1 1
1
1
1 1 1 1
1
1
1 li
1
1 1 1
1 1
1
1
1 1
1
I I M H 1
1
1
1
M I I'
l
I IH
< 1
1
1 M
1
1 H I |i H Hi l H
|
I H - 1 1
1
1 1 1
1
1 1 1
1
1
1 H 1
1
1 H I |+H
100 95 99 85 gg 75 79 05 gg 55 59 45 49 .35 39 25 20 10
^
100
Sum ( )
Subtract 100
Difference ( )
10 TEST 4. ARITHMETIC REASONING
DIRECTIONS. Find the answers to these problems
as quickly as you can. Write the answers on
the dotted lines. Use the margins to figure on.
Answer
1 Bobby paid 6 cents for a pen and 9 cents
for ink. How many cents in all did he pay
for these two things?
2 Alice cut out 7 stars, Grace cut out 8 stars,
and Susan cut out 7 stars. How many stars
did they cut out all together?
3 Frank has 16 cents and Fred has 8 cents.
Frank has how many more cents than Fred?
4 Lois bought a flower vase. She paid the
clerk 3 nickels and 2 pennies. How many
cents did she pay for the vase?
5 Joe has 8 kites. Bill has twice as many.
How many kites has Bill?
6 Father has 96 cows and Uncle Ed has 73
cows. Uncle Ed has how many fewer cows
than father?
7 Yesterday I planted 96 bulbs. Today I
planted 144 bulbs. If I plant 113 more
tomorrow, how many will I have planted
then?
8 The 249 pupils of a school were placed in
3 equal groups to sell Red Cross seals. How
many pupils were placed in each group?
9 Our class made 9 pans of candy for the
school candy sale. Each pan held 18 pieces.
How many pieces did the 9 pans hold?
10 Alice has 2 dozen pictures and Sue has
20
pictures. Alice has how many more
pictures than Sue?
11 Sue has 8 rag dolls and 21 paper doUs.
Mary has 8 paper dolls and 8 rag doUs.
How many rag dolls do both girls have?
Stanf. Inter. Partial : Form i
Answe;
12
EUen multiplied a number by 3 and got
105 as her answer. What number did she
multiply by 3?
13
The 9 girls of a class shared the cost of a
picture equally. The picture cost $1.35.
How many cents was each girl’s share?
I'l From the 8 rooms of our school 232 pupils
went to the school play. This was an
average of how many pupils from each
room?
15
Lakeport shipped 1641 cars of cattle last
year. This year it shipped 1511 cars. What
was the difference in the number of cars
shipped for the two years?
19 In one year the 427 pupils in Central
School took out 5124 hbrary books. This
was an average of how many books per
pupil?
20 Mr. WeUs started to mow his lawn at
2 : 15 P.M. and finished at 5:45 p.m. How
many hours did it take him to mow the
lawn?
21
You know the total cost of a picnic. You
know the amount each pupil paid as his
equal share. To find how many shared the
cost, would you add, subtract, multiply, or
divide ?
22
Nora used if cups of white sugar and t
cup of brown sugar in making candy. How
many cups of both kinds of sugar did she
use?
[.to
m
its
16 Mrs. King feeds her chickens 180 pounds
of grain each month, f of this grain is
cracked corn. How many pounds of cracked
corn does she feed each month?
17 When cookies are 6 for 5^, how many wfll
20^ buy? pits
13 Alice bought 3 storybooks for 39^ each
and a dictionary for 45^. How much did all
these books cost her? mm
iiifo
n
Go right on to Problem 12. Go right on to the next page.
I
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Answer
23 The pupils of a school gave $7.10 of the $12
needed for a new school flag. 7 teachers
agreed to share the rest of the cost. What
was the share of each?
24 Mr. Link ordered 7^ tons of coal. 3t
^ tons were delivered in one load. How
many tons were still to be delivered ?
25 Ann bought 2^ yd. of ribbon at 30^ per
yard. How much did the ribbon cost her?
26 Twelve ounces are what fraction of a
pound, in simplest form?
27 The rainfall in our city each year for the
past 6 years in inches was : 31, 35, 42, 38, 34,
and 36. The average rainfall for these
6 years was how many inches?
28 A delivery boy made 8 stops the first half
hour. At that rate, how many stops wiU he
make in 2^ hours?
29 A wading pool is 2' X 20' X 60'. What
is its capacity in cubic feet ?
30 A map is drawn to the scale : 1" = 60 mi.
A line 7 in. long on the map is needed to
show a distance of 45 miles.
31 On a trip father bought 18 gallons of gas
at 20^ a gallon and 5 quarts of oil at 25^ a
quart. What was the total cost of gas and
oil for the trip?
Go right on to Problem 32.
Answer
32 Dorothy cut 6|- yards of ribbon into
pieces f of a yard long. How many pieces
did she have then?
33 Joe read that 400 persons, or t of the
population of his town, were out of work.
What is the population of the town?
34 The day train to Weston leaves at 7 : 45 a.m.
and arrives at 4:15 that afternoon. How
many hours does the trip take?
35 A book sells for $2.50. The cost of the
binding is .08 of the seUing price. What
is the cost of the binding?
36 Mary mounted a picture 6 in. by 8 in. on
a piece of cardboard 10 in. by 12 in. How
many square inches are there in the border?
37 An article costing 60 sells for 80
Compare the cost with the selling price as a
decimal fraction.
38 A rectangular swimming pool is 90 ft.
long and 30 ft. wide. What is its area in
square yards ?
39 A farm has 40 acres, or .125 of the total
farm, under water. How many acres are
there in the farm?
40 One ounce is what decimal fraction of a
pound, correct to the nearest hundredth ?
End of Test 4. Look over your work.
Number right 0
' |2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22123 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Equated score 24 26|27 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 43 44 46 48 49 50 53 55 56 57 59 60 62 63 65 67 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 81 83 85 86 90 92 lo»l
12 TEST 5. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION Stanf. Inter. Partial: Form F
DIRECTIONS. Look at Example 1 below. It tells you to add 3 and 2. 3 and 2 are 6; so 6 is written as the
answer. The answer 5 to Example 1 has also been written in the space numbered 1 in the column
marked Answer at the right. Now look at Example 2. It tells you to subtract 1 from 4. The answer
is 3 ; the 3 is also written in space numbered 2 in the column marked Answer at the right.
Now do the other examples in the same way. Begin with Example 3 and work as quickly as you can
without making mistakes. Look carefully at each example to see what it tells you to do.
Be sure to copy your answers in the column at the right.
Add 2 Subtract 3 Add
4 5 Answer
3 4 2 3x8 = 3)2 4 9 1 5
2 1 9
5 3 2 3
3
4
5
Multiply
7
Subtract
8
Subtract
9 AAdd
1 08 1 69 1 0 12-^2 = 4 7 6
3 86 6 5
54
99 7
8
9
10
Subtract
12
Add 13 Multiply Add Subtract
53 6 2 127 8309 1 86 690944 11
1 89 4485 7 387 487106
6604 79 12
1849 1 9 1
13
14
15
17
$
18
Multiply
19 20
16
6)4 8 1 2 8)$4 9.4 4 858 3 4)6 8 9)7 2 5
200 17$
18
19
Go right on to Example 21 on the next page. 20
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22
Multiply
23
Add 24
6)4 8 0 5 835 11 0 8 _1 0 “ 5
209 1
1 0
Multiply Multiply
28
3 4)1 4 2 8 386 $3.4 9 11X
340 65
Subtract Subtract Subtract
32
Add
1
2 4 6 3 7 4.2 9 5 3
1
6
3 A
4
9 5 2.7 2 5 5
Add Subtract 36
8 6)2 1 5 8 6 3 0 0.8 2 9 4 A^ 6 3 5)2 1 3 5
7 6 5.9 8 7
1 A
6 9 3.0 0 5
' 5
4 5.9 5 5
5.2 1 5
17
A X -3- =5-^10
Multiply
2.3 9 5
1 00
39
6 -i- A —5 “
40
Add
4.
5
41
9)WT
Answer
21
22
23
24
25
_
26
_
27$
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41Turn the page and go right on to Example 42.
14 TEST 5. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION (Cont’d) Starif. Inter. Partial: Form I
42
23)1 1 732
43
2 -J- V 2
^10 ^ ^ 3
44
Find the average
9 lb.
2 4 lb.
1 0 lb.
1 7 lb.
45
1 2)2 0 4 0 5 42
43
Answer
44 lb.
45
46
1
3 -J- 5 =
47
Add
H
20 |
48
.
4 • ^ 8
~
49
p; 5 V/ 9_ _
'^6
-^10 “
46
47
48
49
Multiply
.0 5 3
.1 3
61
2 7 3)1 53 699
62 50
51
52
63
Add 64
3 yr. 6 mo. .7 5) .6
1 yr. 9 mo.
2 yr. 3 mo.
Subtract
3 lb. 2 oz.
1 lb. 4 oz.
53---n-___^0-
54
55 lb. oz.
Go right on to Example 56 on the next page.
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56 57
.0 0 6).4 2
Subtract
3 i
' 1 0-
58
.3 6)4.5
Answer
56
57
58
Cottonwood,
DouglasFir
YellowPine
WhitePine
Red Oak
Hickory
White Oak
59 What tree takes 3 times as long to produce 18-inch saw
logs as the cottonwood, according to Figure 1?
59
10 30 50 70 90 HO 130 ISO
20 40 60 SO lOO 120 140 160
Number ofyears to produce 1 8" logs
Fig. 1
Ol 23456739 lO
Dollars savedpermonth
. Fig. 2
60 According to Figure 2, the number of pupils saving $7
per month was how many more than the number of pupils
saving $5 per month?
60
Fig. 3
61 What is the area of the landing field of Figure 3 in square
miles?
61 sq^lPi
62 How many cubic inches of ice are there in the piece of
ice shown in Figure 4?
62 cu. in.
End of Test 5, Look over your work.
Number right
Equated score
0
23
1
24
2
25
3
26
4
27
5
28
6
29
7
30
8
32
9
33
10
34
II
35
12
37
13
39
14
40
15
41
16
42
17
44
18
45
19
46
20
47
21
48
22
48
23
49
24
50
25
51
25
52
27
52
28
53
29
54
30
55
31
55
32
56
33
57
34
57
35
58
36
59
37
59
38
60
39
61
40
62
41
63
42
64
43
66
44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 55 57 58 59 60
67 68 70|71 73 75 76 78 80 81 82 83 85 86 87 89 90
16 TEST 6 . SPELLING Stanf. Inter. Partial: Form F
1 26
2 27
3 28
4 29
5 30
6 31
7 32
8 33
9 34
10 35
11 36
12 37
13 38
14 39
15 40
16 41
17
18
42
43
19
20
44
45
21
22
23
24
25
46
47
48
49
50
Grade
4
Grade
5
Number right 0 1 2 3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7 8|9|I0|II 12 I3II4 15 16 17I18 19 20 21 22|23|24 25126 27 28 29I3O 3l|32 33 34 35|36 37 38|39|40|4I|42 43 44 45 46 47|48|49|50
Equated score 20 21 21 21 I 22 22I22'23 2374'25l25 26'26'27 28 28 29'30 31 32 32 33 34'34 35'36 36 37 38139 40 41 42 43 44145 46 47 I48 I49 I 51 I 52 54156 58 60 63165167169
NtTMBER RIGHT 0 I 2|3 4|5 6|7|8 9 I0I1II2 13
Equated score 21 22'23l24 25!26 26'27 28 29 31 32i33 34
14
^|j 6 |l 7
34 35I3S 36 37 38 39|40l4ll4l'42l43|44
^
28 29M^ 3513^
45 46 47148 49 50 51152 53>54 55
38 39 40141 |42|43 44 45|46|47
56 57 58 I59 I61 I62 63 65|67|68
48 49 50
70 72 74
Number right 0
1
1
2 3 4 5 6 7
1
8 9 jlOjl
1
I2|I3|I4|I5 16117118 19 20121 22 23124125 26 27128 29 30 31132 33 34 35 36|37|38|39|40|4I 42 I 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Equated score 27 28|30 31 32 33|34 36l37 38'39l40 40|4l'42!43 44I45'46 47 47|48 49 50i5r52 53 53^54 55 56 57l58 58 59 60 6l'62|63l64|65|67 68!o9 71 72 73 75 76 79 82
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I. FEATURES OF THE STANFORD
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Tests for the different school subjects which have
been independently constructed often have little or no
relationship to one another. Their norms have been
obtained by different methods and from different
groups. The norms are usually expressed so differently
that it is difficult to compare scores made in one subject
with scores made in another, or to obtain an average
or composite achievement score.
The original Stanford Achievement Test was devised
to overcome these difficulties, and subsequent revisions
have retained all the advantages of the original bat-
tery. The present Stanford Achievement Test is char-
acterized by the following features
:
Validity of content. The content of the current revi-
sion of the Stanford Achievement Test is based on a
thoroughgoing analysis of representative courses of
study from the entire country; it has been carefully
evaluated by experts in the various subject fields, and
subjected to rigid statistical evaluation as described
later in this booklet.
Adequate standardization. The norms for this revi-
sion of the Stanford Test have been derived from a
more extensive and representative population than has
ever previously been utilized in connection with the
standardization of a test.
Ease of interpreting scores. Raw scores are converted
to equated scores by means of tables appearing at the
foot of each subtest. Direct comparisons may be made
in terms of these equated scores from one subtest or bat-
tery to another. These equated scores may be further
interpreted by means of age and grade equivalents.
Ease of administering. The methods of administra-
tion have been so designed as to contribute to the
validity of the test by (1) using the same form of ques-
tion from test to test wherever possible, (2) including
sample exercises, properly marked, at the beginning of
each test, (3) liberal time limits, making the tests meas-
ure power rather than speed.
Ease of scoring. Much of the drudgery of scoring
and treating test scores has been eliminated in the
Stanford Achievement Test. High-grade clerks can be
taught to do the scoring satisfactorily, since a simplified
scoring key is provided.
Profile Chart. This chart, which appears on page 2
of the Intermediate and Advanced test booklets, gives
a graphical representation of the standing of a pupil in
each subtest, making it possible to tell in which of the
subjects the pupil is strongest and in which he is weak-
est, as well as to compare him with the norms for all
the tests. The comparison of the profile for the same
pupil over a period of several years will show the relative
progress of the pupil in the several subjects.
The batteries. The Stanford Achievement Test now
comprises three batteries
:
Primary Battery Grades 2 and 3
Intermediate Battery Grades 4, 5, and 6
Advanced Battery Grades 7, 8, and 9
The Primary Battery is an 8-page booklet, including
tests in Paragraph Meaning, Word Meaning, Spelling,
Arithmetic Reasoning, and Arithmetic Computation.
The Intermediate and Advanced Batteries — Partial
are 16-page booklets, including tests in Paragraph
Meaning, Word Meaning, Language Usage, Spelling,
Arithmetic Reasoning, and Arithmetic Computation.
There is a certain overlapping of content between
adjacent batteries.
The Intermediate and Advanced Batteries — Com-
plete are 24-page booklets containing, in addition to the
tests listed above, tests in Social Studies (I and II) and
Elementary Science. Separate subject tests also are
available.
II. HISTORY OF THE STANFORD
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
The original battery. The Stanford Achievement Test
was first published in 1923. It included tests in eight
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1940 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, printed in d.s.a a
2 Stanford Achievement Test
difTerent subjects, which were published both as sepa-
rate tests and as a composite battery. Two forms of
the test, A and B, were issued. These forms were
standardized and equated on the basis of scores of
1500 pupils. Six hundred sixty-six items were included
in each form, selected from approximately 5000 items
originally chosen from previous tests constructed by
the authors and from analyses of textbooks and studies
of subject difficulties. The norms for Forms A and B
were revised in 1925 on the basis of a carefully selected
representative sampling of 2000 cases from a much
larger number of elementary school pupils in twenty-
four cities or districts in the United States.
1929 revision. A thorough revision of the tests was
completed in 1929, resulting in Forms V, W, X, Y, and
Z. The 1929 revision involved several changes, in-
cluding the extension of the Paragraph Meaning Test
to measure ninth-grade reading ability, the introduction
of separate tests in History-Civics, Geography, and
Physiology and Hygiene to replace the two tests in
History and Literature and in Nature Study and
Science; and also certain changes in format, made
chiefly to facilitate the scoring. Forms V, W, X, Y,
and Z were equated to Forms A and B, on the basis of
test results for 5000 pupils, so that results obtained
over a period of years on any form, old or new, were
directly comparable.
19If.O revision. After Forms V, W, X, Y, and Z had
been in use for approximately ten years, certain con-
siderations made it seem desirable once more to revise
the Stanford Achievement Test. Through repeated
usage, the old forms were becoming too familiar to
teachers and pupils in some communities so that it
appeared necessary to replace these old forms with
new material
;
changing trends in curricula and newer
emphases in education necessitated certain other
changes; finally, recent developments in testing tech-
niques made it possible to produce tests which represent
a considerable improvement over the older forms, par-
ticularly from the standpoint of ease of administration
and scoring. Therefore the authors, early in 1939,
decided to embark upon a program which in reality
did not represent a revision of the old test so much as
the construction of five entirely new forms. The de-
velopment of these new forms is briefly outlined below.
Note. The discussion of the topics covered in these
Directions for Administering is not intended to be de-
tailed or exhaustive. More extended treatment of the
technical aspects of these topics will be found in the
Manual for Interpreting the Stanford Achievement Test,
and subsequent publications. This is particularly true
with reference to the sections on Construction of the
Tests, Establishment of Norms, and Interpretation of
Scores.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TESTS
For the 1940 revision the resources of the Library
of Congress and of the Library of the Office of Educa-
tion have been fully utilized in making an analysis of
curricula, courses of study, and 'textbooks. Several
thousand items were constructed covering the material
judged to be most important on the basis of this analy-
sis. These items were then evaluated by subject-mat-
ter specialists and the best ones were selected for the
first experimental edition of the test. All the material
in the previous forms of the Stanford Achievement
Test was carefully scrutinized to see how much of it
ought to be retained for fresh tryout in the new forms
;
of all the material tried out for the 1940 revision, ap-
proximately one fifth was drawn from the old forms of
the Stanford.
Sufficient material was tried out in the preliminary
program to provide five new forms of three batteries:
Primary, Intermediate, and Advanced. These experi-
mental forms were administered to pupils in Grades
2 through 10 in communities representing a wide vari-
ety of economic and social backgrounds and constitut-
j
ing a nationwide geographic sampling.^ More than
i
two hundred children at each grade level took each
j
form of the test. For every item the responses of all
pupils were tabulated and the per cent of the pupils
passing the item at each grade level was determined.
On the basis of this item analysis it was possible to
eliminate such items as failed to show an increase in
per cent passing from grade to grade and to eliminate
ambiguous or otherwise unsatisfactory items. The
items which were finally retained were then divided
into five forms (designated Forms D, E, F, G, and H),
balanced in difficulty and content. Care was taken to
insure that each form represents an adequate sampling
of the content in each of the subject-matter areas.
The procedure outlined above was designed to yield
forms which to all intents and purposes would be
equivalent both in difficulty and in content. However,
the adequacy of the equating of the forms was checked
by further experimentation, involving the administra-
tion of the five forms to equated groups ; approximately
1600 pupils per grade were tested in this check on the
equivalence of forms.^
Such minor inequalities as were found among the
forms are compensated for in the equated score scales
provided for each form.
The material in each of the five new forms is repre-
sentative of about the same range of information and
skill. Items were distributed among the forms in such
a way as to avoid overemphasis or underemphasis of
any aspect of a subject in any form. The care with
which this has been done can be easily observed by
comparing the various forms with one another. The
items of each test have been arranged in order of
difficulty.
* The communities which participated in the preliminary work
were South Portland, Maine; Plymouth, Massachusetts; Fred-
erick, Maryland ; Ypsilantl, Michigan ; El Reno, Oklahoma ; and
Santa Rosa, California.
2 The communities which participated in this experimentation
were Concord, New Hampshire ; Rutherford, New Jersey ; Bloom-
field, New Jersey
;
and Montgomery County, Maryland.
3Directions for Administering Intermediate and Advanced Batteries— Partial
The revised tests have been equated to the New
Stanford Achievement Test (Form X), and it is possible
to express the results on these new forms in terms of
the norms for the older formsd (See Table 4, page 14.)
IV. ESTABLISHMENT OF NORMS
The need for norms. The first score derived from
an achievement test is ordinarily the number of items
right or the number of items right minus some fraction
of the number wrong. It is obvious at the outset that
such scores, which we may designate raw scores, have
limited meaning. On the basis of such scores, the
teacher can rank the individuals in the group, but
can do practically nothing further in the way of intelli-
gent application of the test results. It is only when
it becomes possible to relate these scores to some clearly
defined points of reference that meaning can be attached
to them. The determination of these reference points
implies, clearly, the administration of the test in ques-
tion to the population chosen as a reference population,
or to an adequate sample thereof.
The normative population. Norms cannot be estab-
lished by fiat; they must be rooted in concrete, objec-
tive data. In embarking upon a normative program
designed to yield such objective data, it is necessary to
decide, in the first place, what the reference popula-
tion is to be; unless the normative group is clearly
defined and specified, the norms themselves will be of
little value to the test user. The experience of past
years indicated that the best single population on
which to base the Stanford norms would be a national
elementary school population; in other words, the
norms were to represent the performance of pupils
throughout the country as a whole. This decision
should by no means be construed as minimizing the
importance or necessity of local or regional norms or of
any norms which in a given situation may be more
meaningful than these national norms. As a practical
matter, however, since the test is intended for nation-
wide use, national norms seemed to be the logical basic
type to provide.
Obviously, it is impossible to establish national norms
by administering tests to all elementary school pupils
throughout the country. It is possible to test only a
sample of this total population
;
hence the norms must
be based upon this sample. Therefore, the adequacy
of the norms depends upon the extent to which this
sample is representative of the total population. It can
never be known with certainty that a sample is repre-
sentative, but one may, by careful study of the sample,
see if there is any obvious bias in it or any reason which
would lead one to suspect that it is not representative
of the total population.
It is believed that the sample on which the norms of
the Stanford Achievement Test are based represents
‘ A description of the derivation of the relationship between
scores on Form D and Form X will be found in the Manual for In-
terpreting which must be ordered separately.
a more adequate sample of the national elementary
school population than has heretofore been obtained
for any test, either intelligence or achievement. In
the normative program a total of approximately
300,000 pupils drawn from 214 administrative units ^
were tested. For various reasons, 41 of these units
were not included in the work hereinafter described
;
some failed to return their data in time for inclusion
in the program, and others were segregated because
of peculiarities in their organization which made it
seem advisable to treat them separately. The remain-
ing 173 communities, which we shall hereafter term
our normative population, were drawn from 32 states.
In each community, at least three consecutive grades
were tested ; in 70 communities all grades from 2
through 9 were tested. There was no question of selec-
tion of cases within a grade in any community, since
the cooperating communities were required to test all
the pupils in any grade in which testing was done.
Mechanics of the normative program. The testing
program from which the data for establishing norms
were derived represented a cooperative venture on the
part of the participating communities and the authors
and publisher of the Stanford Achievement Test. The
Stanford Achievement Test, Form D, was administered
in all these communities at the end of the school year
in the spring of 1940. In addition to the Stanford
Achievement Test, an intelligence test was admin-
istered to all pupils who took the achievement test.^
The intelligence tests were administered approximately
two months before the administration of the achieve-
ment tests.
All the Stanford Achievement Test booklets were
serially numbered as they were being printed and a
record was kept of the serial numbers of the test book-
lets sent to each class in each grade in each community.
After the tests had been administered and scored in a
given community, a list of serial numbers was sent to
the community indicating certain of the test papers
which were to be returned to the authors for further
analysis. The papers called for in this fashion repre-
sented a completely random sample of twenty per cent
of the entire normative population. The serial num-
bers of the papers in each class to be returned for
analysis were determined by means of a table of ran-
dom numbers. There was no way by which any teacher
could know in advance which papers were to be chosen
from her class for further analysis. Although in gen-
eral a twenty per cent sample was drawn from each
community, a minimum of fifty cases per grade was
' Several of the cooperating units in this program were county
school systems, embracing the schools of several localities. For
convenience, however, the cooperating units are hereafter referred
to as “communities.” The participating units are listed in the
Manual for Interpreting.
“ The intelligence test used was the appropriate battery in each
grade of the Pintner General Ability Test series ; namely, the
Pintner-Durost Elementary Test in Grades 2 and 3, the Pintner
Intermediate Test in Grades 4 through 8, and the Pintner Ad-
vanced Test in Grade 9.
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called for from every community, so that in the case
of certain small communities it was necessary to request
more than twenty per cent. The actual work here-
after described was done in terms of this random
sample from the normative population. The random
sample included 50,955 cases, distributed by grade as
shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Numbers of Pupils by Grade
IN Normative Population *
GRADE TOTAL GROUP
2 4617
3 6269
4 7843
5 8396
6 8683
7 6421
8 5911
9 2815
Total 50,955
* These figures represent the numbers of cases in the
random sample drawn from the total population tested.
To check on the accuracy of scorin'g of the papers,
a sub-sample of about 2000 cases was drawn from the
papers which had been returned and these papers were
completely rescored. Distributions were made of the
discrepancies between the teachers’ scoring and the
check scoring. ^Analysis of these distributions indi-
cated that the scoring errors tended to be distributed
as chance errors, and did not raise or lower the mean
scores significantly. Accordingly the teachers’ scoring
of the normative sample was accepted at its face value.
Each community also returned class records showing
the complete results for the entire group tested in the
community, so that the scores for all cases tested were
available.
The results for each of the 50,955 pupils in the ran-
dom sample of the normative population were then
punched into tabulating cards and all subsequent
analysis was greatly expedited by the use of machine
methods. Distributions of scores on each of the sub-
tests were obtained by separate age and grade levels.
Equated scores. When normative data had been
gathered as outlined above, it was possible to proceed
with the establishment of norms. Raw scores, as we
have indicated, are of limited value in the utilization of
test results. In the first place, they are not comparable
from subtest to subtest
;
for example, a raw score of
32 in Paragraph Meaning does not indicate the same
amount of ability as a score of 32 in Arithmetic Com-
putation. Secondly, they do not constitute a single con-
tinuous scale from the lowest to the highest grade
levels; in other words, they are not comparable, even
for the same subtests, from battery to battery. Thus,
a raw score of 16 on any subtest of the Intermediate
Battery does not mean the same as a score of 16 on the
same subtest of the Advanced Battery. Finally, the
raw score units are unequal at different points along
the scale, so that a gain of a given number of points
in terms of raw score does not have the same meaning
at the lower portion of the scale as it does at the middle
or at the upper part of the scale.
To overcome these shortcomings, there is needed a
sort of least common denominator, or calibration tech-
nique — a device for reducing all the raw scores to
comparable terms and making the units approximately
equal at all points of the scale. The magnitude of this
problem is better realized when one considers that there
are 125 sets of raw scores to be expressed in these com-
parable terms. The device which was resorted to in
the case of the Stanford tests was the conversion of all
raw scores to a single scale of scores, which are desig-
nated equated scores.
The theory underlying the derivation of the Stanford
equated scores is similar to that of the well-known T-
score technique, popularized by W. A. McCall. Essen-
tially, this technique consists of expressing scores as
deviations from the mean of a specified group in
terms of the standard deviation of the distribution of
scores of this group. Arbitrary values may be as-
signed to the mean and standard deviation of the con-
verted distributions so as to facilitate the handling of
the resulting scores.
In translating the raw scores on the subtests of the
Stanford Achievement Test to equated scores, distri-
butions were obtained by subtest for a group of sixth-
grade pupils considered to be at grade for their age
(this is the “modal age group” described more fully
in the next section). Each of these distributions was
then converted to a distribution having a mean of 60,
and a standard deviation of 10 points, these values
being chosen so as to yield a convenient score scale of
two-place numbers. On the basis of this scaling an
equated score value was then assigned to each raw
score value for each subtest; thus, the raw score in
any subtest which represented an achievement status,
let us say, one standard deviation below the mean
achievement of sixth-grade pupils was assigned an
equated score of 50.
It was desired, however, to have all the scores ex-
pressed in units which would have relatively constant
variability from one grade level to the next, and the
scaling as outlined above would not accomplish this
purpose. It was necessary to make certain adjust-
ments in the original scaling and these adjustments
were made by rescaling the tests at each grade level,
using modal age groups for this purpose, assigning to
the average raw score in a given grade the equated score
value corresponding to that raw score as determined
from the scaling in the adjacent grade; the standard
deviation for these separate grade scalings was then
set at 10 points. Thus a series of overlapping equated
score scales was set up, one for each grade. From this
series a single equated score scale for each test was
derived which most nearly accomplished the stated
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purpose of equalizing the variability of scores from
grade to grade.
The procedure outlined above involved the conver-
sion of Primary and Advanced Battery subtest scores
to equivalent Intermediate scores. This conversion
was based on data derived from a rotated-group over-
lapping experiment. This overlapping experiment is
described in detail in the Manual for Interpreting.
For convenience in profiling the test results, and for
simplicity of interpretation, it was desired, further, to
have the same equated score-age and grade relation-
ship for all subtests. That is, an equated score of 53
in Arithmetic Computation should have the same age
and grade equivalent as a score of 53 in Literature or
in any other subtest. Because of differences in the
rates of growth of the various functions measured by the
subtests, this uniformity from subtest to subtest did
not obtain in the original scaling except for an equated
score of 60, the basic reference point in the scaling pro-
cess. Accordingly, it was necessary again to adjust
the equated score scales so as to bring about this uni-
formity, and this was done by taking the line of relation
between score and age or grade which best represented
the several relations derived for the subtests.
Age and grade norms. The equated scores make
possible many interpretations of the test results; for
example, they enable the test user to make comparisons
from one subtest to another, they permit the profiling
of test results, and they make possible the measure-
ment of growth in the various subjects. However,
there are other types of interpretation with which most
users of achievement tests are familiar — namely, age
and grade norms. Teachers have learned through re-
peated use of tests something of the significance of age
and grade equivalents of test scores, and these provide
meaningful points of reference for guidance in the
understanding of test results. Accordingly grade and
age norms have been established for the Stanford tests.
Modal age group. The usual procedure in establish-
ing age and grade norms is to find the average score for
pupils at successive grade or age points, to plot these
points, and then to fit a curve mathematically, or other-
wise, to the obtained points, extrapolating the curve
below the lowest obtained value and above the highest
obtained value as far as necessary. Substantially
this procedure was followed in the case of the Stanford
Achievement Test, but with one very important de-
parture. It is customary to take all the pupils in a
given grade or of a given age and to find their average
score in carrying through the procedure outlined above.
In the case of elementary school achievement tests,
this means that pupils are included in a grade group
regardless of their age— that is, whether or not they are
accelerated or retarded — and conversely, that they are
included in an age group regardless of their grade place-
ment. This procedure has led to results which in
many instances were rather puzzling. For example,
schools in which promotion was on an achievement
basis would tend to find themselves exceeding the grade
norms but falling below the age norms. On the other
hand, schools in which promotion was on a chronologi-
cal age basis would tend to find themselves exceeding
the age norms but falling below the grade norms. Fur-
thermore, age of entrance and promotion and retarda-
tion policies vary so much from one community to
another that relatively large discrepancies are to be
found in the age-grade relationships from place to place.
For these and other reasons it was decided to base the
norms for the Stanford Achievement Test not on all pu-
pils at a given grade or age but only on those pupils who
were at grade for their particular age. It is most im-
portant that this characteristic of the norms be kept in
mind in using the Stanford Test norms or in comparing
Stanford results with those on tests whose norms have
been derived in the usual manner.
In order to determine which pupils were at grade
for their age, distributions were made of the chrono-
logical ages of all pupils in each grade in the normative
population. For each grade the twelve-month range
of chronological age in which the greatest number of
pupils fell was determined. This age group was desig-
nated the modal age group for that particular grade;
all pupils of this age in the particular grade were con-
sidered “at grade” for their age. The norms, as
finally derived, were based upon the average scores for
these modal age groups ; that is, on groups from which
accelerated or retarded pupils had been eliminated.
Examination of the age and grade scales at the right
of the Profile Chart in the test booklet will reveal that
the increase in chronological age is precisely one year
per grade, as of course it must be for a population
composed of groups which had been selected as these
modal age groups were.
As briefly outlined in the “ Equated scores ” section
above, an equated score had been assigned to the median
raw score of each grade and age. These equated scores
were plotted opposite points on grade and age scales
representing the status of the groups at the time of
testing. To complete the work of deriving norms it
remained only to interpolate between the medians of
successive grades or ages, and to extrapolate the lines of
relation to provide age- and grade-equivalents for
extreme scores. The modal-age norms of the Stanford
Achievement Test represent t3rpical achievement of the
pupil making normal progress through school. For
comparative purposes or for communities which may
for one reason or another prefer norms of the tradi-
tional type, there have been prepared tables of age and
grade norms based on the complete population, includ-
ing the retarded and accelerated pupils. These norms
are shown in Table 4 on page 13.
V. DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
N.B. The teacher should become thoroughly acquainted
with all the following directions before attempthig to give
the test.
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Before beginning a test, have the desks cleared and
see that each pupil is provided with one or two sharpened
pencils. Do not allow pens. Have at hand a number
of extra pencils for emergencies during the examination.
The room should be quiet throughout the test. Re-
quire strict obedience and attention. Do not allow
questions.
Follow the directions verbatim. No supplementary
explanations or remarks of any kind are permissible.
Adhere rigidly to the time limits. A stop watch is
desirable but not necessary. If an ordinary watch is
used, it is necessary to exercise great care to insime
accurate timing. It is advisable to make a note of the
time when each test is begun (both minutes and
seconds) and the time when the test is to be finished.
Following is a proposed testing schedule for the In-
termediate and Advanced batteries
:
First Sitting
Distributing booklets, recording names, etc. 5 min.
Test 1. Paragraph Meaning Work time 20 min., gross time 21 min.
Test 2. Word Meaning Work time 10 min., gross time 11 min.
Total 37 min.
Second Sitting
Distributing booklets 2 min.
Test 3. Language Usage Work time 15 min., gross time 16 min.
Test 4. Arithmetic Reasoning Work time 20 min., gross time 21 min.
Total 39 min.
Third Sitting
Distributing booklets 2 min.
Test 5. Arithmetic Computation Work time 30 min., gross time 31 min.
Test 6. Spelling Gross time approximately 15 min.
Total 48 min.
Total gross time. Intermediate and Advanced Batteries, 124 min.
It is not necessary to adhere strictly to these sched-
ules. Testers may break the examination into briefer
periods by stopping at the end of any of the separate
tests. Under no conditions should a test be started
when sufficient time is not available to complete it.
In order to reduce to a minimum the possibility
of pupils’ turning back to tests already completed and
changing their responses before the second or third
sitting is begun, it is suggested that at the end of
each sitting the examiner clip together at the top and
bottom the pages of the test booklet already completed.
Specific Instructions
To administer the tests, say to the pupils
:
“This is a test to show how much you have learned.
When you get your test booklet, do not write on it or open
it until I tell you to.”
After all are provided with test books and pencils,
say : “ Fill in the blanks at the top of the first page. Do
it as quickly as you can, but write plainly. Write your
full name where it says Name. (Pause.) After Age, tell
how old you are now. (Pause.) Put in your grade.
(Pause.) After Boy or Girl, write the word which tells
which you are. (Pause.) Write the name of this school
after Name of School. (Pause.) Fill in the name of this city
(Pause), this state (Pause), and the date of today, which
is ” (Write the date on the board. Pause.)
After the blanks have been filled, continue: “Listen
carefully and do just what I tell you to do. Do not begin
until I say Go. After you have begun work, you must not
ask any questions. If you break your pencil, hold up your
hand and I will give you another. Do your best, and do
not pay any attention to what anyone else is doing.
“Now turn the page to the first test in the booklet. It
is Test 1, Paragraph Meaning, on page 3. Fold the book-
let like this, so that page 3 is on top.” (Demonstrate.)
TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING
“ Look at the directions while I read them. They say :
In the paragraphs below, each number shows where a
word has been left out. Read each paragraph carefully,
and wherever there is a number decide what word has
been left out. Then write the missing word in the answer
column at the right, as shown in the sample. Write
JUST ONE WORD on each line. Be sure to write each
answer on the line that has the same number as the
number of the missing word in the paragraph.
“Look at the sample. (Pause.) Dick and Tom were
playing ball in the field. Dick was throwing the— blank
— and— blank— was trying to catch it. The word that
fits in the first blank space marked A is ball; so ball has
been written alongside A in the answer column at the
right. Do you all see where the word ball has been
written? (The examiner should point to the word on
his test booklet if there is any question.)
“What word is missing in the blank marked B?
(Encourage the class to answer Tom aloud.) Now write
the word Tom in the space marked B at the right. (Pause.)
“Do you all understand how you are to mark your
answers? (The teacher should answer any questions
and give any necessary individual help at this time.)
“Now begin with the next paragraph and do all of them
in the same way. Write your answers plainly. Be sure
you write your answer on the line that is numbered the
same as the word that is missing. There are three, pages
of this test, and you must keep right on until you finish
all three pages. Ready— Go ! ”
(As soon as the starting signal is given, the teacher
should move quietly about the room to see that pupils
are responding in the correct manner, and that they do
not stop at the end of the first or second page. Try to
keep all the pupils at work until time is called.)
Allow 20 minutes; then say : “Stop! Turn to Test 2,
Word Meaning, on page 6.” (Pause until all have found
the place.)
TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING
“Look at the directions while I read them. They say
:
In each exercise one of the five numbered words will com-
plete the sentence correctly. Note the number of this
word. Then mark the answer space at the right which is
numbered the same as the word you have selected.
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“ Look at Sample A. (Pause.) A rose is a— 1 box,
2 flower, 3 home, 4 month, 6 river. Of course a
' rose is a flower. Flower is answer No. 2 ; so a heavy
^ mark has been made in the space numbered 2 at the
right. Do you see where the mark was made? (The
teacher should hold up her test booklet and point to the
mark if any pupils indicate that they do not understand
the explanation.)
“ Look at Sample B. A roof is found on a— 6 book,
7 person, 8 rock, 9 house, 10 word. A roof is found
on a house. House is answer No. 9 ; so you should make
a heavy mark in the space marked 9 at the right. Make
your mark now. (Pause.)
“ Look at Sample C. Bread is something to—
1 catch, 2 drink, 3 throw, 4 wear, 6 eat. What is
the number of the correct answer? (Encourage the
class to answer “5” aloud.) Now make a heavy mark
in the space marked 5 at the right. (Pause.)
“Do you all understand how you are to mark your
answers? (The teacher should answer any questions
and give any necessary individual help at this time.)
“Now begin with No. 1 and do all the sentences in the
same way. Make your marks easy to see. Be sure to
mark the space that has the same number as the answer
you select. There are two pages to this test. Ready—
Go!”
(As soon as the starting signal is given, the teacher
should move quietly about the room to see that pupils
are responding in the correct manner.)
Allow 10 minutes; then say: “Stop! Close your
booklet.” Collect the test papers. (The first sitting
should end here.)
When the second sitting begins, make sure that each
Dunil has his own booklet.
TEST 3. LANGUAGE USAGE
When the tests have been redistributed, say : “ Open
your booklets to page 8 — Test 3, Language Usage.
“ Look at Sample A. It says : Apples is— are good.
Which is the right word, is or are? (Pause for answer.)
Yes, are is correct. The word are has the number 2 by it.
Now, notice that a heavy black line has been marked in the
space under 2 at the right to show that word 2 is the right
answer.
“ Look at Sample B. It says : He told— tolled me.
Which is the right word, told or telled? (Pause for
answer.) Yes, told is correct. What is the number be-
side told? (Pause.) Yes, the right answer is number 3;
so you make a heavy mark under 3 at the right. (Pause
while pupils mark their answers.) Did everyone mark
the space under the number 3 ?
“ There are two pages of sentences like these samples.
Select the better answer in each sentence. Notice its
number
;
then mark the answer space at the right that has
the same number as the answer you think is correct, just
as you did in the samples. Are there any questions?
(Give any further help necessary to make clear the
method of responding.) Ready— Go! ”
(As soon as the starting signal is given, the teacher
should move quietly about the room to see that pupils
are responding in the correct manner.)
Allow 15 minutes; then say : “ Stop! Turn to Test 4,
Arithmetic Reasoning, on page 10.” (Pause until all
have found the place.)
TEST 4. ARITHMETIC REASONING
“ Look at the directions while I read them. (Pause.)
Find the answers to all these problems as quickly as you
can. Write the answers on the dotted lines. Use the
margins to figure on.
“ There are two pages to this test. Ready— Go! ”
Allow 20 minutes; then say: “Stop! Close your
booklets.” (Second sitting ends here.)
When the third sitting begins, make sure that each
pupil has his own booklet.
TEST 5. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION
Note. Different directions are required for the Intermedi-
ate and Advanced Batteries: Arithmetic Computation.
{Intermediate — Grades 4, 5, 6)
When the tests have been redistributed, say : “ Open
your booklets to page 12— Test 5, Arithmetic Computation.
“ Look at the directions while I read them. (Brief
pause.) Look at Example 1 below. It tells you to add
3 and 2. 3 and 2 are 6 ; so 6 is written as the answer.
The answer 5 to Example 1 has also been written in the
space numbered 1 in the column marked Answer at the
right.
“Now look at Example 2. It tells you to subtract
1 from 4. The answer is 3 ; so the 3 is also written in
the space numbered 2 in the Answer column at the right.
“ Now do the other examples in the same way. Begin
with Example 3 and work as quickly as you can without
making mistakes. Look carefully at each example to see
what it tells you to do.
“ Be sure to copy your answers in the column at the
right. There are four pages to this test. Ready — Go!”
Allow 30 minutes; then say: “Stop! Turn to page
16 — Test 6, Spelling.” (Pause until all have found
the place.)
TEST 6. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION
{Advanced — Grades 7, 8, 9)
When the tests have been redistributed, say : “ Open
your booklets to page 12, Test 5, Arithmetic Computation.
“ Look at the directions while I read them. (Pause.)
Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can
without making mistakes. Look carefully at each example
to see what you are to do.
“ As soon as you have finished an example, write the
answer on the line provided at the right.
“ Be sure to put your answer on the line that has the
same number as the number of the example.
“ There are four pages to this test. Ready— Go! ”
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Allow 30 minutes; then say: “Stop! Turn to page
16 — Test 6, Spelling.” (Pause until all have found
the place.)
TEST 6. SPELLING
“ On this page you are to write some words. I shall
pronounce a word, read you a sentence with that word in it,
and pronounce that word again. Then you write that
word beside its number. Listen carefully and be sure to
write each word by the right number.
“ The first word is ” The examiner should
pronounce the first word to be spelled. Pause slightly
;
then read the sentence, stressing the word to be spelled.
Pause slightly
;
then pronounce the word again.
Allow enough time for all pupils to write the word
then continue with the remainder of the words in the
following manner : “ No. 2 ” and continue
with the sentence and second pronunciation of word.
The spelling words and sentences are on separate lists
which are included in each package of tests. When
the last word has been spelled, collect the booklets
immediately.
VI. DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
The Directions for Scoring are given in full with the
Scoring Key enclosed in each package of tests.
VII. INTERPRETATION OF TEST SCORES
Raw scores on a test are not comparable from test to
test or from battery to battery. They have little
intrinsic meaning, and no exact evaluation of achieve-
ment is possible until the raw score is interpreted. In
the Stanford Achievement Test all raw scores are im-
mediately translated into equated scores which are
comparable from test to test and from battery to bat-
tery. This translation is accomplished by means of
conversion tables which appear at the foot of each test.
Age and grade norms are provided and each of these
has its own function in the evaluation of a score.
Function of equated scores. The method of deter-
mining equated scores was discussed briefly under
“Establishment of Norms.” However, it is appro-
priate here to discuss some of the more important
characteristics of equated scores and the ways in which
they may be used. The most important characteristic
of an equated score is that it has the same significance,
no matter in what battery or test it may appear. Thus
the equated scores act as a kind of universal language
by means of which the separate tests of all forms and all
batteries are made comparable.
Definition of age and grade equivalents. The age and
grade norms shown on the Profile Chart were based, as
has been indicated above, upon all pupils who were at
grade for their age
;
in other words, the effect of retar-
dation and acceleration has been minimized. Thus,
the grade equivalent corresponding to a given score
represents the grade level for which that score would be
the average in a population from which the effects of
retardation and acceleration have been eliminated.
Similarly, the age equivalent of a given score is the age
for which that score is the average, in a group made up
of children who have made normal school progress.
Table 2 may be used to find the grade status of a
pupil or class as of the date of testing. For convenience,
the school year is divided into tenths. Thus, a 4th-grade
class tested on Jan. 24 would have a grade placement of
4.5. Grade equivalents derived from the test are to be
compared with the grade placement at the time of testing.
TABLE 2
Grade Placement Corresponding to Testing Dates
1
o
1
1
to is
1
to
1
<o*«
Date of Testing .
-- w r-1 ^ ^
. .
a p,
cto oz
Noi Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb a a^ ac
Grade
Placement .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
Ordinarily, grade norms are based upon the median
scores of all children found in a given grade regardless
of age, and age norms are based upon all children of a
given age regardless of their grade placement. It is
essential that the fundamental difference between the
age and grade norms provided on the Profile Chart
and the usual age and grade norms shall be clearly in
mind when attempting to interpret the Stanford test
results in terms of these new-type norms.^ The method
used in establishing the new-type age and grade norms
results in the association of a lower chronological age
with a given grade placement. The reason for this is
that the proportion of retardation tends to exceed that
of acceleration in the normal school situation, so that
the average age tends to increase by more than a year
per grade as one goes up the grade scale. This is not
true in the new-type norms. Because the effects of
retardation and acceleration have been eliminated, there
is a constant relationship between age and grade.
Errors of measurement. No test score or summary
of test scores is free of errors of measurement. These
are not errors in the usual sense but are fluctuations in
the scores due to a variety of factors, such as incon-
stancy of attention, misunderstanding of an item, fa-
tigue, pure chance, and others too numerous to men-
tion. The reliability of a test — i.e., its relative free-
dom from such errors — is often described in terms of
reliability coefficients; it is probably described more
helpfully in terms of probable errors of measurement,
the latter being an estimate of the range within which
an individual’s score may fluctuate when comparable
forms of the test are administered under similar condi-
tions. Table 3 gives the corrected (Spearman-Brown
formula) split-half reliability coefficient for each sub-
test and for total score for a single grade level. It also
gives the probable errors of measurement for each test
together with other information.
' Age and grade norms derived in the customary manner are
given in Table 4, page 13.
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In order that the user of the test might have probable
error values constantly before him, they are shown
graphically on the Profile Chart as a bar or line parallel-
ing the scale for each test at the third-grade level.
A glance at Table 3 will reveal that the probable errors
vary somewhat from test to test within the battery. In
interpreting the scores of an individual on any test the
size of the probable error should be constantly kept in
mind and the deviation of the individual’s score from
any reference point (e.g., the average score of his class
or the norm on the test) should be evaluated in terms
of the probable error of that test.
So far we have been talking about the probable error
of an individual’s score. The average score of a class
in a given test or even the average score of all the chil-
dren in a given grade in a school or in a town or city
also involves a certain amount of error due to chance.
The amount of this chance fluctuation in any average
score can be estimated statistically, and in any impor-
tant study involving comparisons upon which consider-
able dependence is to be placed such estimates of error
should be taken into account. In the ordinary class-
TABLE 3
Reliability Data for Stanford Achievement Test, Inter-
mediate AND Advanced Batteries; Grade 5 (N = 226),
Grade 8 (N = 146).
Test Tii
(corrected)
Mean Stan.Dev. PEm
Grade 5 (Intermediate)
Paragraph Meaning .936 51.00 11.00 1.87
Word Meaning .907 51.87 10.00 2.06
Lang. Usage - .817 51.03 11.60 3.34
Arith. Reasoning .870 51.67 10.80 2.62
Arith. Computation .913 51.74 8.94 1.78
Spelling .942 51.44 11.18 1.81
Total .974 51.27 8.70 .94
Grade 8 (Advanced)
Paragraph Meaning .936 66.70 10.04 1.71
Word Meaning .918 68.10 9.79 1.89
Lang. Usage .816 66.11 11.44 3.30
Arith. Reasoning .931 68.95 10.95 1.93
Arith. Computation .913 67.86 10.63 2.11
Spelling .931 66.18 10.35 1.83
Total .972 67.55 8.66 .98
room situation, however, the amount of error in such
averages is relatively small and can for practical pur-
poses be disregarded.
It should be noted that the probable errors are
expressed in terms of equated scores. The estimate of
the probable error in grade or age equivalents at a given
level may be obtained by finding the number of months
of age or grade corresponding to the range of standard
scores given as the probable error of measurement in
terms of equated score.
Profile Chart. The process of interpreting test
scores involves certain operations which, in the case
of the Stanford Achievement Test, center around the
Profile Chart appearing on the title page of each test
booklet. There is a scale on the Profile Chart for
each test in the battery, and the units of these scales
are the equated score units. At the right of the sub-
test scales are two additional scales which are gradu-
ated in different units. These are the age and grade
scales by means of which the age or grade equivalent
for any equated score may be found. For example, an
equated score of 45 corresponds to a grade equivalent
of 4.7 and an age equivalent of 9 years and 8 months.
Although the Profile Chart is primarily intended as a
graphic device to aid in the study of inter- and intra-
individual differences, it also provides the means by
which any average in terms of equated scores may be
expressed as an age or grade equivalent. The age or
grade equivalent corresponding to the median equated
score of a class or of an entire grade may be found from
the Profile Chart. Thus the Profile Chart affords a
convenient way of summarizing the achievement of a
class or grade or a series of successive classes or grades
and may be said to be the very heart of the system of
interpreting scores provided for the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test.
Class Record. To facilitate the summarization of
scores for a class and to afford a permanent record of the
scores of all individuals in a class, a Class Record is
provided with each package of tests. This Class
Record is a self-contained unit and complete directions
for its use are to be found on the first page of the folder.
Cumulative records. In many communities individual
cumulative-record folders are being installed or are
already available. A convenient method of preserving
the test record of an individual is to detach the first page
of the test booklet and file it in the cumulative-record
folder. If successive annual programs involving alter-
native forms of the Stanford Battery are planned, it
would then be possible to use a single profile for a suc-
cession of testings. Such a graphic record would have
great value in keeping track of the relative achievement
of an individual from year to year in each of the major
subjects covered by the battery.
Utilizing test scores in administration and guidance.
The need for norms has been covered and the essential
characteristics of the norms provided for interpreting
scores on the Stanford Achievement Test have been
stated. The next task is to state in more specific terms
how Stanford test data may be utilized in increasing the
educational efficiency of the schools.
In general, the uses to which test scores may be put
fall under two main divisions
;
namely, administration
and guidance. There is no clear-cut line of demarca-
tion between these two areas, however; and certain
uses of test scores might in one situation be considered
primarily as administration, while the same uses in a
different situation would properly be considered as
part of the guidance program.
Perhaps the most common use of test scores, from
an administrative point of view, is that which involves
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checking the educational achievement of the community
against national norms. This is an important use of
test scores but one which has been overemphasized in
customary school practice. The important point to
note in this connection is that the standardized tests
should never be used to mold the curriculum
;
educa-
tional objectives must be determined primarily in
terms of one’s educational philosophy and only second-
arily in objective terms of achievement. To follow
any other course will lead to a stereotyped kind of educa-
tion and will stifle all efforts to improve education by
experimentation.
In evaluating local achievement in terms of national
norms, full account must be taken of local conditions
which would affect educational outcomes. A prepon-
derance of children coming from a foreign-language
background would be a case in point. In such a situa-
tion one might expect below-average achievement in
tests calling for a high degree of mastery of the English
language. The comparison of local achievement with
test norms may be a very instructive procedure if it
calls attention to weaknesses in the local educational
program which might otherwise have been overlooked.
This kind of evaluation should be in the hands of those
who are responsible for policy-making decisions in
regard to curriculum, teaching methods, etc.
The second major administrative use of test data is the
evaluation of performance of local groups in relation to
the administrative unit as a whole. To simplify our
discussion, let us assume that we are concerned with
the utilization of test data in a small city, although
everything which follows can be applied more or less
generally to any type of administrative unit.
For most efficient utilization of test data, the tests
should be given on a city-wide basis, even though only
a single grade is tested. This will provide an approxi-
mation to a local norm by which the performance of
smaller units within the city can be evaluated. A city-
wide profile may be constructed by finding the median
score of all pupils within a given grade in the city for each
of the subject-matter areas covered by the battery and
for average achievement. Such a profile will provide
a series of reference points from which to determine
the deviation in achievement of any subclassification.
This profile may be interpreted in terms of the equated
scores or of grade or age equivalents. Since the
equated-score units are roughly equal in size at all
points along the scale and from test to test, they pro-
vide an adequate basis for determining significant
deviations. An example of this use of test scores would
be to rank all schools in the city in order of achieve-
ment and then to study this rank order in light of other
information available concerning the schools.
A third major area in the use of test scores which
might be considered as administrative is the analysis
of achievement within a given school. A school profile
by grade levels may be prepared where the school units
are large enough to justify this type of ar alysis.
Against this school profile can be placed the profiles of
each class in the grade for purposes of comparison.
If test scores are used for homogeneous grouping, it is
well to administer the tests at the end of the school
year. This permits the classroom teacher to make use
of the test data in evaluating the achievement of her
pupils during the year. Classes may then be rearranged
into homogeneous groups for the subsequent year on
the basis of the average achievement score. When all
children have been tentatively assigned to a class, care-
ful consideration should be given to this class assignment
in light of all other data available concerning each child.
For example, a child might be assigned to a rapid-ad-
vancement class on the basis of average achievement
score who should be assigned to a slower-moving group
because of physical handicaps or social maladjustment.
When the final classification has been arrived at, the
scores on each of the subtests may be distributed so
that the teacher will know in advance to what extent
her group varies in each of the subject-matter areas
covered by the test. It is a well-known phenomenon
that groups which are highly homogeneous on the basis
of some average score fail to be equally homogeneous
when more specific measures are applied. If a princi-
ple such as this is followed, it is made much more valu-
able by having a systematic annual testing program on
which the teacher can depend for the evaluation of
performance of her class and the planning of her work
for the subsequent year.
Perhaps the first important application of test scores
which would come under the heading of guidance is the
selection of those who need remedial attention, either
in separate classes or within the classroom. The Stan-
ford Achievement Test is a survey-type test rather than
a diagnostic test. This is a very important distinction
and one that is often misunderstood by the average test
user. In the survey-type test, the score as an indica-
tion of the level of attainment is the important consider-
ation
;
in diagnostic tests, the performance of the pupil
on items measuring specific skills or areas of information
is the important consideration. A test battery of the
survey type may and should be reliable enough for
diagnosis among the various school subjects — that is,
the type of analysis represented by the individual pro-
file. It does not, as a general rule, contain enough items
of any one pattern to be adequate as a diagnostic
instrument within any subject-matter area. This latter
statement does not apply only to the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test but is equally applicable to any other achieve- ' j
ment battery at present available. To be sure, more
intensive diagnosis is possible even with a survey-type
test, if the teacher is willing to make an item-by-item
study and tabulation of responses. It is proper to deter-
mine those pupils needing remedial attention in terms
of their Stanford Achievement performance and then to
apply the thorough-type or diagnostic test to selected
individuals in order to determine within closer limits
the nature of their educational needs.
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This leads us to the second area under the general
heading of guidance in which the test scores may be of
value — namely, as a basis for case studies of individuals.
In a sense, the cumulative record is a method of making
case studies automatically and systematically. There
is no point in having a cumulative record of a child
unless this record is used by those concerned to extend
their knowledge of the child as an individual. One
important element of the cumulative record should be
an educational profile determined annually for each
child, by means of a test battery yielding subtest scores
sufficiently reliable for individual analysis. Thus, the
teacher may watch the performance of a child from year
to year within each of the major areas of educational
achievement and can concern herself with that child as
a specific educational problem when performance in
any area becomes atypical in the light of past perform-
ance. For example, if a child has been doing satis-
factory work in arithmetic for three or four years and
suddenly shows a significant drop in his achievement,
this continuous profiling should call the teacher’s
attention to the child and result in further investigation
to determine the reason for the maladjustment. It is
important to recall that equated score units, in terms of
which these cumulated annual profiles are plotted, are
approximately equal in size from level to level. The
average equated score is probably the best reference
point from which to evaluate the deviation in perform-
ance within each of the subject-matter areas covered
by the battery. Because the units of equated scores
are approximately comparable from level to level, it is
possible to determine whether the individual is main-
taining the same relative standing in a subject from
year to year. The difference between average equated
scores can be expressed in terms of months of grade or
months of educational age to give an indication of the
rate of growth in average achievement.
The third major area within the field of guidance
for using test scores is concerned with the specializa-
tion of training which, in many situations, begins as
early as the junior high school level. If careful cumu-
lative records have been kept through the elementary
grades, it should be entirely feasible to begin the differ-
entiation of education at the junior high school level
so as to provide for each individual a type of education
suitable for his needs. It should not be inferred from
the above statement that test scores alone should be
considered in differentiating the educational treatment
to be given to individuals. The cumulative records
should bring together all pertinent information bearing
upon this problem, and wise subjective judgment must
fuse all of these data in arriving at a final decision.
Illustration. Perhaps the best way to summarize
the discussion on interpretation of test scores is to give
a concrete illustration from a real life situation. A 5L
class was drawn at random from a large midwestern
community which cooperated in the standardization
program for this test. An analysis of the achievement
of this class and of one individual from the class is
given against a background of pertinent information
concerning the entire 5L grade in this community.
The data are summarized on the Profile Chart which
is reproduced in Figure 1. Although the profiles for
the entire 5L Grade, for a selected class within this
grade and, finally, for a particular individual in this
class, have all been plotted on a single chart, this has
been done for illustrative purposes only and is not a
recommended procedure. Under ordinary circum-
stances it would be feasible to prepare, for each teacher,
a chart showing the profile for the entire grade, the
profile for all classes of that grade within a given school,
and, finally, the profile for a particular class. This
would enable the teacher to see at a glance how her
class and her school compared in achievement with the
city as a whole.
It would be helpful for the teacher to have the class
profile on each individual pupil profile so that she could
determine at a glance the deviation of the individual
in each area from the average for her class as a whole.
This, however, would involve a large amount of extra
work, and essentially the same results can be obtained
in a much simpler way by placing a sheet of tissue paper
over the class Profile Chart and tracing the class profile
on the tissue sheet. When this has been done, each
individual profile may be studied in relation to the class
profile simply by placing the tissue sheet on top of the
individual profile.
Turning now to our illustration, perhaps the first
striking feature is the uniformity in the achievement
level for the entire 5L Grade in this community. In
the six subtests, the average score for all 5L pupils is 46
points, making the average battery score for all 5L
pupils 46 points. This has a grade equivalent of 4.8,
according to the grade norms given on the Profile Chart.
Since the tests were given at the third month of the
fifth grade, the grade as a whole falls five months be-
low the established norm. These norms represent the
average achievement of pupils in each grade who are
normally placed for their chronological age. The
average score of 46 in our illustration, however, is
based upon all children in the 5L Grade, regardless of
acceleration or retardation. Thus, part of this dis-
crepancy between the average score and the norm may
possibly be ascribed to the effects of retardation in the
group.
Turning now to a study of the class profile, we see
that the greatest amount of deviation of the class, for
any subtest, from the achievement in the entire 5L
Grade is two points.
For a class of ordinary size (from thirty to fifty
pupils) the median score for any subtest may so often
vary by as much as two points, due to the operation of
chance factors, that obtained differences of this mag-
nitude cannot be considered as necessarily representing
real differences. Applying this general rule to the
illustration, it may be concluded that for all prac-
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FIGURE 1
Sample Profile Chart for a 5L Class
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tical purposes the achievement of the class very
closely approximates the achievement of the entire
5L Grade.
Next, consider the profile for a single individual
selected at random from the class. By chance a girl
was selected whose age at time of testing was nine
years and eleven months, compared with the average
age in her class of ten years and eleven months. Her
IQ on the Pintner General Ability Test is 110. Her
achievement in the various subjects is as shown on
the Profile Chart. Only the teacher of this class can truly
interpret this individiuxl profile because only the teacher has
the necessary background information about the child.
In evaluating the performance of an individual, the
possibilities of fluctuations in score due to various fac-
tors must be kept in mind much more strongly than
when the median for a class is involved. For this
reason. Table 3 has been included in this section, giving
as it does the probable error of measurement for each
subtest at two representative grade levels. These
probable errors are also indicated on the Profile Chart
by a light line paralleling the scale for each test
;
the
magnitude of the probable error is shown by the length
of the line. In this case, a rough rule of thumb is to say
that a deviation from the average score of the class
must be discounted if it is not at least two or three times
as great as the probable error of the score for the tes/in
question. This individual shows a significant devia-
tion from the average achievement of her class in at
least three of the subtests in the battery. In general,
superiority is shown in those tests which have to do
with the manipulation of words or which might be
influenced by general reading. On the other hand,
her scores in the Arithmetic tests do not depart signifi-
cantly from the average level in her class.
The kind of generalizations made concerning the
illustration must not in any sense be considered as
being exhaustive ; other types of analysis and other
generalizations might arise from these data. The
Profile Chart is intended to enable the teacher to under-
stand each pupil as an individual ; the process by
which such an understanding is gained cannot be re-
duced to a series of logically sequential steps. One of
the greatest satisfactions in the employment of stand-
ardized tests is the exploration of the many possi-
bilities for interpretation which they afford.
i
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Traditional-type norms. In Table 4 are shown age
and grade norms derived in the customary manner —
that is, norms based upon the scores of all pupils of
successive ages, or grades. These are to be distin-
guished from the modal-age norms described earlier
in this booklet (page 5), which are based only on those
pupils who are at grade for their age. The modal-
age norms are the norms shown on the Profile Chart
and are the ones recommended for use. However, re-
sults obtained by use of the grade norms shown in
Table 4 are likely to be more nearly comparable to
results obtained on the earlier edition of the New
Stanford Achievement Test than are results obtained
by using the modal-age norms.
The traditional-t}T)e norms tend on the whole to
be lower than the modal-age norms; that is, a given
equated score has a higher age- or grade-equivalent
according to the traditional norms than according to
the others. This tendency is more marked at the
upper grade levels than at the lower; in the second
and third grade levels the difference between the two
sets of norms is slight.
The difference between the two types of norms is
attributable largely to the fact that the modal-age
groups represent a superior selection of pupils in
relation to the total grade populations. These modal-
age groups, it will be recalled, do not include any re-
tarded or accelerated pupils. Since the proportion
of retarded (and presumably duller) pupils is larger
than the proportion of accelerated (and presumably
superior) pupils, it can readily be seen that the average
performance of any of these modal-age groups may be
expected to be superior to that of an unselected group
of the same age or grade. Norms based on such
groups, accordingly, are higher than norms based on
unselected populations.
TABLE 4
Grade and Age Equivalents Corresponding to Equated
Scores (Based on Total Standardization Population)*
Grade Norms Age Norms
EQUATED SCORE GRADE EQUIV. EQUATED SCORE AGE EQUIV.
1 1.5 5 6-1
2 1.5 6 6-2
3 1.6 7 6-3
4 1.6 8 6-4
5 1.7 9 6-6
6 1.7 10 6-7
7 1.8 11 6-8
8 1.9 12 6-9
9 2.0 13 6-10
10 2.0 14 7-0
11 2.1 15 7-1
12 2.2 16 7-2
13 2.3 17 7-3
14 2.3 18 7-4
15 2.4 19 7-5
16 2.5 20 7-6
17 2.5 21 7-7
18 2.6 22 7-8
19 2.7 23 7-10
20 2.7 24 7-11
21 2.8 25 8-0
22 2.9 26 8-1
23 2.9 27 8-2
24 3.0 28 8-3
25 3.1 29 8-5
26 3.1 30 8-6
27 3.2 31 8-7
28 3.3 32 8-8
29 3.4 33 8-9
30 3.5 34 8-10
31 3.5 35 9-0
32 3.6 36 9-1
33 3.7 37 9-2
34 3.8 38 9-3
35 3.9 39 9-4
36 4.0 40 9-6
37 4.1 41 9-7
38 4.2 42 9-9
39 4.3 43 9-10
40 4.4 44 10-0
41 4.5 45 10-1
42 4.7 46 10-3
43 4.8 47 10-5
44 4.9 48 10-6
45 5.0 49 10-8
46 5.2 50 10-10
47 5.3 51 11-0
48 5.4 52 11-1
49 5.6 53 11-3
50 5.7 54 11-5
51 5.8 55 11-7
52 6.0 56 11-10
53 6.1 57 12-0
54 6.3 58 12-3
55 6.5 59 12-5
56 6.6 60 12-8
57 6.8 61 13-0
58 7.0 62 13-3
59 7.1 63 13-7
60 7.3 64 13-11
61 7.5 65 14-2
62 7.7 66 14-6
63 7.9 67 14-9
64 8.1 68 15-0
65 8.3 69 15-3
66 8.6 70 15-7
67 8.8 71 15-11
68 9.0
69 9.3
70 9.6
71 9.9
72 10.2
73 10.5
74 10.8
75 11.1
76 and above 11.3^
> These norms are distinct from the so-called modal-age group norms
shown in the Profile Chart.
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05 O 03 X IP
CO 05 05 05 05
tf X o
05 05 O
oi
o
o p
< ^
^ Ut) <£> <X> t>
1 1 1 1 1o o o o o 10-8 10-
9
10-10 10-11
11-
0 1-H 03 X TP LP
1 1 1 1 1
O
CP o X 05 »-H
1 1 1 1 1
1—< 1-H ^ ^ 1—4
1-H O 03 X Tf
1 1 1 1 1
1-H 03 03 03 03
O rH
CP b- X rH 1-H
1 1 1 1 1
03 03 03 03 03
1-H X IP b- 05
1 1 1 1 1X X X X X
1-H 1-H Tf CP X
1 1 1 1 1X Tf Tf Tf .f*
o
rH O 03 Tf X
1 1 1 1 1
Tf IP LP Lp Lp
X 05 1-H o 03
1 i 1 1 1
IP Ip IP cp X
oXXXXrH
1 1 1 1 1X X cp cp CD
Total
o 1-H oa CO CO tP IP CP cp O- X 05 O O 1-H 03 X tP TfLPCPO-t-
1-H rH 1—4 rH 1-H
X 05 O r-< 03
rH rH 03 03 03
03 X -t Lp LP
03 03 03 03 03
X X X 05
03 03 03 03 03
O rH rH (bJ XX X X X X X Tf LP lp XX X X X X b- b- X 05 OCO X X X Tf
Spell.
CO '«3* 1/5 CP t- 00 00 05 O O 1-H 1-H 03 X X Tp tP LP Cp cp t> t> X X 05 05O rH
1-H 1-H rH 03 03
rH rH 03 X X
03 03 03 03 03
Tfi/5iPXC-
03 03 0103 03
b- X 05 O O
03 03 03 X X rH 03 X Tf lpX X X X X Lp X b- X 05XXXXX
K
Elem. SCT.
03 X Tf LP LP
»“H rH rH i-H tH
Cp b- X 05 O
1-H rH rH rH 03
rH (^J X Tf
03 03 03 03 03
ipiPXb-b-
03 03 03 03 03
X 05 O O rH
03 03 X X X 03 03 X X TfX X X X LPXXb-tfXXXXX
o
H
Q
O rH 03 03 X
03 03 03 03 03
Tf Tf LP CP cp
03 03 03 03 03
t-- X X 05 05
03 03 03 03 03
O rH rH 03 03X X X X X X Tf Tf lp lpX X X X X X tf If X 05X X X X X OOrH03 03Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
w
s
o
S.S.
I 1-4 1-H 03 03 X03 03 03 03 03 Tf Tf lP cp cp03 03 03 03 03 b- X X 05 O03 03 03 03X rH rH 03 X TfX X X X X TflPXXb-X X X XX X 05 05 O rHX X X Tf Tf rH03XXTfTf Tf Tf Tf Tf
z
o
w
ca
O
o
c/j
O 1-H 03 X Tf IP Cp b- X 05 O rH 03 X Tf
03 03 OI 03 03
TfiPXt-t-
03 03 03 03 03
X 05 O O rH
03 03 X XX 03 03 X Tf TfX X X X X X X X b- XXXXXX
A
KITH.
Comp.
CP 00 00 05 05 O O 1-H 1-1 03 X X
^ ^
IP IP CP t- t-- X X 05 O O
1-H rH 03 03
rH rH 03 X X
03 03 03 03 03
Tf -rf L/5 X X
03 03 03 03 03
b- b- X 05 05
03 03 03 03 03
o O rH 1-H c^3X X X X X X X Tf Tf LpX X X XX Lp X b- X 05XXXXX
H
<
D
O'
Arite Reas
O 1-t 03 CO IP CP [r- X 05 O 1-H 03 03 X Tp IP CP t-- t- X 05 O 1-H rH 03 X
03 03 03 03 03
Tfrfl/5Xl'-
03 03 03 03 03
X X 05 O 1-H
03 03 03 X X 03 03 X Tf TfX X X X X IP X X tfXX X X X X 05 05 O O 1-HX X Tf Tf Tf
w
Lang.
Usage
X Tf lp CP It- t— X 05 O rH
1-4 rH rH 03 03
1-H 03 X Tf lp
03 03 03 03 03
X X b- X 05
03 03 03 03 03
O O 1—< 03 XX X X X X X Tf lp IP XX X X X X If t-X05 05XXXXX
Word Mean.
o 1-H 03 03 CO ip cp Cr- X X 05 O 1-H 03 X
1-H 1-H 1-H t-H
Tf Tf 1/5 CP t-- X 05 05 O rH
1-H 1-H rH 03 03
03 X Tf -rf lO
03 03 03 03 03
X b- X 05 05
03 03 03 03 03
O O -H PI (MX X X X X X Tf LP LP XX X X X X X b- X X 05XXXXX
Para. Mean.
O 1-H ^ (M (M CO O' -O' IP iP CP X X 05 O O 1-H 03 X
rH 1-H tH 1-H 1—4
Tf rf Lp cp t- b- X 05 O 1-H
1-H rH rH 03 03
rH 03 X Tf Tf
03 03 03 03 03
LP CP X t- X
03 03 03 03 03
05 05 O rH rH
03 03 X X X 03 X X Tf lpX X X X X lp X b- b- XXXXXX
N
O
<y C O^(MC0tP IP CP t- 00 05 O 1-4 03 X Tp
1—( ^ ^ r*H rH
IP CP t- OO 05 O 1-H 03 X Tf
03 03 03 03 03
IP Cp b- X 05
03 03 03 03 03
O 1-H 03 X TfX X X X X IP X b- X 05X X X X X O 1-H 03 X TfTf Tf Tf Tf Tf LP X b- X 05Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf O rH 03 X TfXXXXX
H
>
KJ
Grade Eqdiv.
IP IP
03 03
CPCPCPt-t-
03 03 03 03 03
X X X 05 05
03 03 03 03 03
O O r^ rH rH
X X X X X
03 03 X X Tf
X X X X X
TflPCPCPb-
X X* X CO CO
00 05 05 O O
CO cd cd Tf Tf
rH 1-4 03 CO CO
^ Tf Tf Tf ^
o H & 1—1 TP CP 00
O ^
^ ^ ^ 03 Tp
O rH
LP cp X rH rH O 1-H 03 X Tf IP X b- X 05 O rHrH rH O rH 03 CO X Tf LP CP O rHtf X 05 1-H rH rH o rH 03 X [
< <yH
CP CP CP Cp CP Cp t> t> t> t> t- t>
*
X X X X X X X X X X X X 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 o o o o
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Table of corresponding scores on revised and unrevised
forms. Table 5, on page 14, will enable test users to
express results on Form V, W, X, Y, or Z of the New
Stanford Achievement Test in terms of scores on the
revised Form D, E, F, G, or H and vice versa. The
table may be used to convert equated scores, grade
equivalents, or age equivalents derived from Forms V
to Z, to equated scores for Forms D to H ; these Form D
equated scores may in turn be converted to Form D
grade or age equivalents by means of the scales at the
right of the Profile Charts, which appear on the title
page of the Primary Test booklet and on page 2 of the
Intermediate and Advanced Test booklets.
(For convenience we shall refer in the following
illustrations to “Form D scores” and to “Form X
scores” to indicate scores on any one of the newer
forms (D to H) or on any of the older forms (V to Z)
respectively.)
The table may be entered with the Form X equated
score, or age or grade equivalent. To convert these
values to Form D equated scores, locate the Form X
score or age or grade equivalent in the appropriate
column at the left of the table, and read across the table
to the corresponding Form D score in that row, being
careful to read the value from the proper column for
the subtest being considered. Thus, an equated score
of 46 in Paragraph Meaning on Form X would corre-
spond to a Form D score of 33. A grade equivalent of
7.2 in Arithmetic Reasoning on Form X would have a
Form D equated score of 58.
To find the age or grade equivalents of these Form D
scores, refer to the age or grade scale at the right of the
Profile Charts. (For Grades 2 and 3 the Profile Chart
for Primary Battery should be used ; for Grades 4
through 9 the Profile Chart for Intermediate and
Advanced Batteries is to be used.) Locate the Form D
score on the equated score scale and read directly across
to the age or grade equivalent scale. Thus, an equated
score of 52 has an age equivalent of 10-6 and a grade
equivalent of 5.5. The relationship between equated
score and age or grade is the same for all subtests.
The table may also be used to convert Form D scores
to equivalent Form X scores or to grade or age equiva-
lents according to the Form X norms. In order to do
this, locate the Form D score in the appropriate column
and read across to the desired values at the left of the
table, in the column headed “Forms V to Z.” For
example, a Form D score of 47 in Arithmetic Computa-
tion corresponds to a Form X score of 65, a grade equiv-
alent of 5.2, and an age equivalent of 11-1. A Form D
score of 34 in Word Meaning corresponds to a Form X
score of 46, a Form X grade equivalent of 3.9, and a
Form X age equivalent of 9-8.
To compare the average of a class on the old test with
performance on the new test, it is not necessary to
convert the scores of each individual in the class. The
class medians in terms of scores on Forms V to Z may
be expressed in terms of scores on the new forms and
these medians used in comparing performance on the
old forms with performance on any of the new forms.
For example, if the median Form X score in Language
Usage for a class was 58 (corresponding to a grade equiv-
alent of 4.6 according to the X norms), the corresponding
Form D score would be 41, which has a grade equivalent
of 4.3 according to the revised norms.

STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
CLASS RECORD AND CLASS ANALYSIS CHART
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED BATTERIES— PARTIAL
Grade Teacher Examiner
School City and State
^’orm used Date of examination Grade placement as of testing date
ii
Directions
Identifying data. Fill in the information called for at
the top of this page. The grade placement of pupils
as of the time of testing may be found from Table 2 of
the Directions for Administering.
Class Record. In the Class Record on page 4 write
the names of the pupils either in alphabetical order or in
order of their achievement, the best pupil being No. 1,
the second best No. 2, and so on. If the Analysis
Chart is to be used, it will be helpful to record the names
in order of achievement. The numbers preceding the
pupils’ names are the pupils’ identification numbers, and
are used in place of the pupils’ names for the distributions
in the Class Analysis Chart on page 2 and page 3.
In the column after pupils’ names, write B or G to
indicate the sex of the pupil. In the next column, enter
the ages of the pupils in years and months. In the
other columns of the Class Record enter the pupils’
grade or age equivalents, or equated scores on the sub-
tests, and on the entire test, as indicated by the headings
at the top of the columns. If the Class Analysis Chart is to
he used, equated scores should be entered on the Class Record.
At the right of the Class Record two columns without
any headings are provided. These columns may be
used for recording optional data, such as IQ’s, etc.
Class Analysis Chart. The Class Analysis Chart has
been provided to assist the teacher in summarizing the test
results for an entire class. For ease in referring to the
columns of the Class Analysis Chart a number is placed
above each column. At the left of this Chart are three
columns (Columns 1, 2, and 3) in which are listed
age equivalents, grade equivalents, and equated scores.
These three columns really constitute a table of norms for
the test; the age or grade appearing opposite any equated
score is the age or grade equivalent for that score.
In Columns 4 through 12 distributions may be made of
total scores, of scores on each of the subtests, and of
average scores on the Arithmetic, and Reading tests.
In distributing the scores in these boxes, put the identi-
fication number of each pupil in the appropriate box on
the same line as his equated score. Thus, if John Jones
has identification number 17 and has an equated score
of 47 in Paragraph Meaning, a 17 would be recorded in
the Paragraph Meaning column opposite the score of 47.
Similarly, if Alice Clark has identification number 9 and
has an equated score of 61 in Arithmetic Reasoning, a 9
would be entered in the Arithmetic Reasoning column
opposite a score of 61. This recording should be carried
through for all pupils in the class for all subtests.
The teacher will then have available a distribution
of scores in each subject and a means of readily identifying
the pupils who are at any level of ability in any subject.
The Chart provides a concise yet complete picture of the
results of the class on the test, indicating to the teacher
at a glance the subjects in which the best and poorest
work is being done, the range of abilities in each of the
subjects, the individual pupils who are most in need of
attention in each area, and the proportions of pupils
above or below the norm in any of the subjects.
Some teachers find it helpful to draw two heavy
colored lines across the Chart, marking off five equated
score points above and below the median score of
the class. Thus, if the Chart is made for a class
whose median score is 58, heavy colored lines would
be drawn just below 53 and above 63. All pupils
in the class beyond the heavy colored lines may then
be considered as deserving of particular attention.
This procedure has been found to facilitate rapid
segregation of the pupils in need of more individual
instruction.
At the foot of each column there is provided a space for
recording the median score or grade or age equivalent
for that particular column. The desired median in each
column may be found rapidly by counting to the middle
pupil in the column and reading across in that row to the
score or age or grade equivalent. Thus, if there are 37
pupils in the class, the median would be found by count-
ing from the bottom of the column (or the top) until the
19th pupil is reached and then reading across the Chart
to the score or equivalent column. These medians pro-
vide a convenient summary of the results for the entire
class.
At the right of the Chart two additional columns are
provided, one for distributing chronological ages and the
other for distributing IQ’s. The chronological-age column
is divided into two sections ; in filling out this column it
is necessary first to write chronological-age values in the
left-hand box, proceeding by one-month intervals from
the lowest chronological age in the class to the highest.
For example, if the youngest pupil in the class is 8 years
and 6 months, then 8-6 would be recorded in the lowest
box in the chronological-age column, 8-7 in the next, 8-8
in the next, and so on, until the highest age in the class
is reached. Then fill in the identification numbers of the
pupils opposite their ages just as was done for scores. The
IQ’s may be distributed as were the scores. It is highly
important that the chronological age and IQ data be kept
in mind in interpreting the performance of an individ-
ual or of the class.
Copyright 1940 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, printed in d.b.a.

To Users of Separate Answer Sheet Edition. Note that the arrangement and the numbering of the sub-
tests in the Separate Answer Sheet edition differ from the arrangement and the numbering followed in the Class
Analysis Chart. Be careful to enter the scores for each test in the column headed by the name of that test.
1 2 3 4 6 6 7
CLASS ANALY^ART
10 11 12 13 14
Stanf. Ach. Test; Inter, and Adv. Partial
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Age
Equiv.
Grade
Equiv.
Eq.
Score
Total (A™.) 1. Par. Mean. 2. Word Me:an. Avb. Read. 3. Lang. Usage 4B1TH. Comp. Ave. Arith. 6. Spelling Eq.Score Chbon. Age IQ
7d
or above
70
or above 129
16-0 11.0 78 78 128
15-10 10.9 77 77 127
15-7 10.6 76 76 126
15-4 10.3 75
— T 76 125
15-0 10.0 74 74 124
14-9 9.8 73 73 123
14-6 9.5 72 72 122
14-3 9.3 71 71 121
14-0 9.0 70 70 120
13-9 8.8 69 69 119
13-6 8.5 68 68 118
13-3 8.3 67 67 117
13-1 8.1 66 66 116
12-10 7.8 65 65 115
12-8 7.6 64 64 114
12-5 7.4 63 63 113
12-2 7.2 62 62 112
12-0 7.0 61 61 111
11-10 6.8 60 - 60 110
11-7 6.6 59 59 109
11-5 6.4 58 58 108
11-3 6.2 57 67 107
11-0 6.') 56 56 106
10-11 5.9 55 65 105
10-10 5.8 54 64 104
10-8 5.6 53 53 103
10-6 5.5 52 52 102
10-5 5.4 51 51 101
10-3- 5.2 50 50 100
10-2 5.1 49 49 99
10-0 5.0 48 48 98
. 0-11 4.9 47 47 97
9-9 4.8 46 i 46 96
9-8 4.7 45 45 95
9-7 4.6 44 44 94
9-6 4.5 43 43 93
9-5 4.4 42 42 92
9-3 4.3 . 41 41 91
9-2 4.2 40 40 90
9-1 4.1 39 39 89
9-0 4.0 38 38 88
8-11 3.9 37 37 87
8-9 3.8 36 i 36 86
8-8 3.7 35 35 85
8-7 3.6 34 34 84
8-6 3.5 33 33 83
8-5 3.4 32 32 82
8-4 3.4 31
-ml 31 81
8-3 3.3 30 30 80
8-3 3.2 29 29 79
8-2 3.1 28 28 78
8-1 3.0 27 27 77
8-0 3.0 26 26 76
7-11 2.9 25 25 75
7-10 2.9 24 24 74
7-9 2.8 23 23 73
7-9 2.7 22 22 72
7-8 2.6 21 21 71
7-7 2.6 20 20 or below
Median Median
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED BATTERIES- PARTIAL
CLASS RECORD
Pupil's Name
Boy
or
Girl
Age Test
Total
(Aver-
age)
Age or
Grade
Equlv.
* *
Yrs. Mos.
1
Par.
Mean.
2
Word
Mean.
Aver.
Read-
ing
3
Lang.
Usage
4
Aritb.
Reas.
5
Arlth.
Comp.
Aver.
Arith-
metic
6
Spell.
1
2 'v
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37 •
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
Median
* These columns may be used for recording optional data, such as IQ, etc.
Advanced S-Form
Grades 9-Adult
CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
ADVANCED S-FORM
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs
Name Grade Boy-Girl
School - Age Last Birthday
Teacher Date
PRE TEST FACTOR
A. Visual Acuity .
Poss. Pupil’s
Score Score
40
TEST FACTOR
Possible
Score
Pupil's
Score M.A
Non-Language Tests . 50
1. Sensing Right and Left 20.
2. Manipulation of Areas 15-
3. Similarities . . . . 15-
Language Tests ... 80
4. Numerical Quantity . 15
5. Inference . . . . 15.
6. Vocabulary .... 50
Total Mental Factors . 130
Chronological Age
Grade Placement
C.A.
28 29 40
Low
Mental Age
Average High
diagnostic profile
(Chart Pupil's M A.’s Here)
120 132 U4
10.0
I
>20
156
H-
13.0
I
168 180 192 204
14.0
I
H
—
216 228 240
16.0
n4»,Un)t.Li4iUiih!i
17.0 18.019.0 20.
(
300
0 25.0
I
f
120 132 llu tot ilS 228 240 300
S.O 8.0
h I
7.0 10.0 M.O 12.0
—
T"
T
13.014.0 16.0
r. 3. JS.SR.OR.
Mental Age
Yf 10,011.012.0
] I rn
13.0 14.0
Mo. 120 132 144 156
15.0
168 180 192
17,0
360
H
30.0
204
18
,
019
,
020 . 0
,.
25.0
'
' l' I'liyilllll IIH
2»240 360 36216 2824
30.0
1
QUOTIENT DATA 0.1 0.5 Ihill \ I
PERCENTILE
10 IS 20 2530 40 80 60 707S 80 85 90 98
i^al
I
liifihi-
' '
I t i I t I
4999.8 99.9
r i t
Nnn-L;tns'ua?e 1.0. IK4 A r. a«i 50 60 70 80
90 100 1 10 120 130 140 I5(
Language
Total
I.Q. (M.A.-^C.A.«)
It
50
1
60
t'
70
i t
80
i
90
1
100
1
1 10
1 1
120
f 1'
130 140
n
I5(
I.Q. IMA ' c A.«l
IT
50 60
i'
70
1 I
80
1
90
t
100
1
no
t 'i
120
‘i t
'
130 140 I5(
»Age 16 or Over, Divide by 192 Months t 'l i' 'I't' i'
1 1
1
I!
SIGMA SCALE («• = 16)
-3
-2 -I + 1
•M
Copyright, 1943, by CalUomla Test Bureau
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Directions: In each group of letters and numbers, put a circle around the letters and numbers
in the second row that are the same as those in the first row of the group.
D E L 3
A.
V 0 © C ® R © N
1.
Z X 0 4
z A N H X 0 S 4 R
C D T 6
2.
R 6 N J c T H D U
p 5 D s
3.
G D 5 S X B R P V
A G R 7
4.
E 0 R 7 A c s F G
5.
D E F 3
H F 3 C B E X D T
6.
K Q A 8
P Q 8 V K H A 0 E
7.
H 9 L R
S E L R J H 7 M 9
8.
o c -
V Y 5 0 Q C P X 3
9.
-
-
s B
t
T R V D 6 X 8
10.
z •
T M W N K 4 L z E
Pre-Test A. Score (number right)
— 2—
Directions: Put a circle around the letter R in all rights. Put a circle around the letter L
in all lefts.
Test 1. Score (number right)
Directions: In each row find a drawing that is either the same drawing or different views of
the first drawing. Put an X on the line under this drawing and put the number of the drawing
you mark on the line to the right.
; 1
\fr
2
1
^ r
4 14
1
' '
1' / /
i
Test 2. Score (number right)
i— 4—
Uirecrions: i ne iirst tnree oDjects in eacn row are arnce in some wayr nrrcraTiomef oojeci nime same ii
that belongs with them. Put an X on the line under it and put the number of the object you mark on t
line to the right.
— 5 —
Test 3. Score (number right)
Directions: Work these problems on a blank sheet of paper. Write the letter of the answer on
the line to the right. The correct answer for the first problem (A) is b.
A. If a man earned $25.00 and spent
$10.00, how much money did he
have left?
Ans.: *$5 “$15 '$20 “ $10 __b^ ^
1. How many picture post cards
can you buy for 15 cents at the
rate of 3 for 5 cents?
Ans.: «9 "3 « 15 ^ 34 1
2. How many feet of railroad track
can be laid with 750 ties if 25 ties
are needed for each 50 feet?
Ans.: “ 1250 M500 ' 325 "30 2
3. What number if multiplied by 3,
is 2 times 9?
Ans.: *^3 *^9 <^18 ^
4. A sample rug is 12 inches long and
9 inches wide. How long will a
larger rug of the same proportions
be if it is 36 inches wide?
Ans. : ^ 108 in. ^48 in. <^15 in <^36 in.
5. What is the number which if di-
vided by 4, is Yq of 72?
Ans.: «12 18 48 13 5
6. A high school student borrowed
$75.00 for one year at 6% to start
a chicken ranch. How many little
chickens must he sell at 10 cents
each to pay back the money he
borrowed with interest?
Ans.: “45 "450 '750 "795 6
7. A dealer allowed an old customer
a discount of 10% on the marked
price of book cases. What is the
marked price of a book case for
which this customer paid him
$36.00?
Ans.:“$40 "$32.40 '$3.60 "$39.60
8. A circular flower bed 7 feet in
diameter is to be bordered by
plants set one foot apart. What
will be the cost of the plants at the
rate of 2 for 15 cents? (Circum-
ference of a circle is about 3%
times the diameter.)
Ans.: “52^ "$1.65 '70^* "$1,571/2 »
9. A man placed four stepping stones
one foot square in a row in a sec-
tion of his garden so that there
were equal spaces on all four sides
of each of the stones. If the sec-
tion was 3 feet wide, how long
was it?
Ans.: “12ft. "3ft. '9ft. " 8 ft. »
10. Ben lives 1.5 miles east of the li-
brary. James lives 2.5 miles di-
rectly west of the library. On a
scale of 1/2 inch = 1 quarter mile,
how many inches will represent
the distance between the boys’
houses?
Ans. : “8 in. " 16 in. '6 in. "2 in. 1<^
11. What is the number which if add-
ed to 5 is 3 less than I/3 of %
of 60?
Ans.: « 1/2 ^9 «4 ^12 n
12. A gallon of water weighs 8.4
pounds. A gallon of gasoline
weighs 68 per cent as much as a
gallon of water. A pilot flying the
air mail carried 50 gallons. How
many pounds did this gasoline
weigh?
Ans.: “ 285 "285.6 '278.6 "380 12
13. A coffee shop buys a blend of cof-
fee composed of Ys of Grade A
at 60 cents a pound and I/3 of
Grade B at 30 cents a pound. If
they change the mixture, using
Ys of Grade A and % of Grade
B, how much will they save on
every 10 pounds of coffee?
Ans.: “3^J "10^ ' 30^^ "$1.00
14. A man’s will provides that his es-
tate of $15,000.00 should be divid-
ed as follows: % to his wife and
% each to three children, except
that in the event any of the chil-
dren were deceased, their share
should be divided equally between
the remaining children and the
wife. Two children were killed in
an automobile accident. How much
did the remaining child receive
from the estate?
Ans.: “ 1/5 "$6000.00 '$4500 "$5000
15. If a set of tires for one automobile
costs one-half of what a set costs
for another automobile; and if
three sets of the cheaper tires last
only as long as two sets of the more
expensive kind, the total cost of the
cheaper tires during a given period
will average what fraction or per
cent of the cost of the more expen-
sive kind?
Ans.: “ % or 33 Vs% " 1/2 or 50%
'3/, or 75% "11/2%
— 6—
Test 4. Score (number right)
Directions: Read each group of statements and draw a line under the correct logical answer.
Write the number of this answer on the line to the right. See Sample 0.
0. All four-footed creatures are animals.
All horses are four-footed. Therefore
^ Creatures other than horses can walk
2 All horses can walk
All horses are animals 3 ®
1. Elm Street is parallel to Oak Street.
Oak Street is parallel to Palm Avenue.
Therefore
1 Elm Street crosses Palm Avenue.
2 Palm Avenue is longer than Elm Street
^ Elm Street is parallel to Palm Avenue ^
2. George Washington was a skillful general.
George Washington was President of the
United States. Therefore
^ Skillful generals make good presidents
2 A President of the United States was a skill-
ful general
^ Good presidents make skillful
generals 2
3. If he steers toward the land he will be
wrecked; and if he steers toward the open sea
he will be wrecked; but, he must steer either
toward the land or toward the open sea.
Therefore
^ He should head for the open sea
2 The coast is dangerous for ships
^ He will be wrecked ^
4. If the wind changes it will either grow
warmer or it will storm.
The wind does not change. Therefore
^ It will probably grow warmer
- The conclusion is uncertain
^ It will not grow warmer nor will it
storm 4
5. X is younger than Y.
Y is 3^ounger than Z. Therefore
^ Y is younger than X
2 X is younger than Z
^ Y has lived longer than Z ^
6. All circles are round figures.
The figure is not round. Therefore
^ It is oval
2 It is either a square or a triangle
^ It is not a circle ®
7. A is situated to the east of B.
B is situated to the east of C. Therefore
1 C is situated close to A
2 A is situated to the east of C
^ C is nearer to A than to B
8. If he is to complete his high school course,
he must avoid wasting his energy and his
money.
But he will not avoid wasting his energy, or he
will not avoid wasting his money.
Therefore
^ He will not complete his high school course
2 He will be sorry some day
^ He should be criticized for not doing
better ®
9. If the students are in error, your refusal to
listen to their side is unreasonable;
If they are not in error, your refusal is unjust.
But, the students are in error or they are not.
Therefore
^ Your refusal is justifiable
2 Your refusal is either unreasonable or it is
unjust
^ Your refusal may be reconsidered
later
* ®
10. Three boys are up on a ladder. .
Tom is farther up the ladder than Paul.
Jim is farther up than Tom.
Which boy is in the middle position on the
ladder.?
^ Tom 2 Paul ^ Jim
11. A is either B or C or D.
A is not B. Therefore
1 A is C 2 ^ js either C or D
The conclusion is uncertain
12. If he were loyal he would not speak un-
kindly of his family in earnest.
If he were wise he would not speak unkindly
of them in jest.
Either he speaks unkindly in earnest or in jest.
Therefore
^ He is either not loyal or not wise
2 He is unkind
^ The conclusion is uncertain
13. If A is B, E is F; if C is D, G is H.
Either A is B or C is D. Therefore
1 A is F or C is H
2 Either E is F or G is H
^ The conclusion is uncertain
14. A is between B and C.
B is between C and D. Therefore
1 A is not between C and D
2 A is between B andD
^ A is nearer to B than to D
15. If A is B, E is F, and if A is B, G is H.
Either E is not F or G is not H. Therefore
’ A is not B 2 ^ is B
^ The conclusion is uncertain
Test 5. Score (number right)
Directions: Draw a line under the word which means the same or about the same as the first
word. Write the number of this word on the line to the right. See sample 0.
0. blossom 1 tree ^ vine
^ flower garden 3 ®
1. inefficient ^ avoidable ^ q^jarrelsome
^ incompetent unruly ^
2. confiscate ^ assert ^ seize
^ compile ^ comfort 2
3. malign ^ insure 2 muffle
3 slander ^ invade ^
4. whimsical accurate 2 fashionable
^ weighty ^ fanciful —
5. avarice ^ virtue 2 prominence
greed honor —
6. eradicate ^ destroy 2 vacate
^ use ^ solve —
7. impeachment ^ precedent 2 settlement
resignation ^ accusation
8. discordant ^ clashing 2 despondent
3 unsteady ^ distinctive
9. titanic ^ reddish 2 acj(j
^ large ancient
10. edict ^ decree 2 diction
^ sovereign * edition —
11. recumbent i cumbersome 2 cm-ved
^ reclining ^ saving —
12. caprice ^ action 2 whim
3 capture tact —
13. expedite ^ expel 2 dictate
^ delay ^ hasten —
14. loquacious ^ talkative 2 logical
^ legal ^ delicious
15. idiosyncracy ^ irritability 2 peculiarity
^ office 4 imbecility
16. perfidious ^ treacherous 2 fragrant
^ studious ^ responsible
17. artifice '' artless 2 fj^re
3 definition ^ device
18. anomaly ^ ceremony 2 illness
3 irregularity ^ normal
19. reciprocal ^ charming 2 mutual
^ agreeable ^ meditative
20. travesty ^ burlesque 2 tragedy
meeting ^ hotel
21. obtuse ^ pointed 2 reversible
^ blunt 4 objectionable
22. abstemious ^ stormy 2 excessive
^ mournful ^ temperate
23. tangent 1 blend 2 agent
3 touching ^ sensing
24. extraneous ^ extra 2 foreign
3 transparent * noisy
18
19
2 0
21
2 2
2 3
24
25. erudite 1 crude 2 learned
3 rugged polite 2 5
26. ameliorate ' improve 2 harden
3 dilute * decorate 26
27. malapert 1 sick 2 ia2y
3 slow ^ saucy 27
28. opulence 1 jewel 2 generosity
3 wealth ^ honor 28
29. urbanity 1 loyalty 2 refinement
weakness ^ barbarism 29
30. propinquity ^ nearness 2 curiosity
3 diligence ^ propriety 30
31. trajectory 1 court 2 project
313 area ^ curve
32. corollary 1 crown 2 inference
3
,enclosure ^ supersede 32
33. ostensible 1 actual 2 available
3 genuine ^ pretended 33
34. salient 1 salt}'^ 2 outstanding
3
1merciful ^ agreeable 34
35. probity 1 uprightness 2 interference
3 suspicion ^ weight 35
36. acephalous ^ false 2 warlike
3 headless ^ sensible 36
37. porphyry 1 papyrus 2 rock
3 cave ^ manuscript 37
38. strident ^ muscular 2 shrill
3 battered ^ strong 38
39. effete 1 exhausted 2 festive
3 fragile ^ plentiful 39
40. tyro 1 scold 2 village
3 law ^ beginner 40
41. perimeter 1 measure 2 instrument
3 boundary ^ difficulty 41
42. diurnal 1 seasonable 2 occasional
3 timely ^ daily 42
43. obloquy ^ disaster 2 blame
3 pride ^ obligation 43
44. eyot 1 island 2 lake
3 river ^ insect 44
45. detritus 1 fossil 2 dextrous
3 fragment ^ poem 4 5
46. palladium 1 burden 2 safeguard
3 title ^ residence 46
47. quiddity 1 oddity 2 doubt
473 essence ^ presence
48. ambient 1 uncertain 2 surrounding
3 surprising * well-wishing 48
49. orrery 1 book 2 prophecy
493 apparatus ^ error
50. syzygy 1 separation 2 choice
503 conjunction nonsense
- 8 -^
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PKbIbSI A.
Directions: In each group of letters, draw a
ring around the letters or numbers which
are the same as in the first row of that
group.
B K L 4
A.
S 0 0 E 0 R M
A X 0 2
1.
z 2 N H X 0 S A Y
C D T 6
2.
K 6 N J C T H D S
p 5 D s
3.
D G 5 s X B R V P
G A R 7
4.
R 0 E 7 A c s G F
5.
E D F 3
F H 3 C B E T D X
6.
K Q A 8
Q P 8 V K H A E 0
7.
H 9 L R
S L E R J H 9 M 7
8.
o - 5 p
Y V K 0 Q J P X 5
9.
-
• .
S B T R V D 6 X 8
10.
• •
- -
M W T N K 4 L E Z
Pretest A. Score (number right)
2
1 TEST 1.
I
! Directions: Draw a ring around the letter R under all right hands and feet. Draw a ring around
letter L under all left hands and feet.
I
I
Test 1. Score (number right).
TEST 2.
Directions: In each row find a drawing which is the same as the first drawing. Put an X under it and
write its number on the line to the right.
A
» i iX- ^ ' 1 2 3-
1 i
4 s
? 3 4. 1
1
1
5] ^
'
2 3 4 *
0 1
||j ^ ^
1 2 3
1 r
'I
4 |0
1
1
2 3 4 3
11
^A ^ ^ ^12 3 4 !•
4
,
'
1
AS
Z 5
1 ^
A •*
r##%|
1 2 3 4 IS
id
I 2 3
:
^
B
4 5
i * 1 1
1 2 3 4 '»
I
FU lit
2 3
H ^
A 6
14
,
^ i
1 2 3 4 .
1
1
1
T. 3 - 4 •’
15
'
1 2 3 4 i&
Test 2. Score (number right)
4
,1
Directions: The first three things in each row are alike in some way. Find another thing in the same row
which belongs with them. Put an X under it, and write its number on the line to the right.
Test 3. Score ^number riaffatV
I EST 4.
Directions: Work these problems. Write the
answers on the line to the right.
A. There are 5 birds in the tree and
3 birds on the fence. How many
birds are there? ^ ^
1.
Tom has 5 marbles. Bob has 4
marbles. Bill has 3 marbles. How
many marbles do all three boys
have?
2.
Tickets to the kite show cost 10
cents. Jim’s big brother bought 2
tickets. How much did he pay for
them?
3.
Ben earns 4 dollars each month
helping his father after school. He
has earned 16 dollars. How many
months has he been working?
4.
Seventy girl scouts were divided
into 5 groups of equal size. How
many girls were there in each
group?
5.
How many marbles can you buy
for 25 cents at the rate of 3 for 5
cents?
6.
Two boys had a watermelon stand
at the ball game. They had 50 cents
in the cash box to start with. They
sold 40 slices of melon at 5 cents a
slice. How much should they have
in the cash box at the end of the
day?
7.
Baseball mits which usually sold
for 65 cents were sold for a short
time for 25 cents less. Frank
bought a mit at the lower price
and gave the clerk 50 cents. How
much change should he get back?
scouts 3 days to set up camp. At
Camp No. 12 the camp must be set
up in one day. How many boys
will be needed to do the work? 8
9.
George lives one-fourth of a mile
from school. He goes home at
noon for lunch. How far does he
walk each day going to and from
school?10.
A newsboy delivered papers to 30
customers for a month. At the end
of the month he collected $15.
How much did each customer pay?.
11.
There are 20 girls in the Sunday
school class. Each week each girl
gives 5 cents to go toward a fund
for needy families. How much
will all the girls give in 5 weeks?
12.
Richard saw a bicycle advertised
for $21 at one-third off for cash.
How much money will he need to
buy it?
13.
How much will your mother have
to pay for the cleaning of a rug
9 ft. wide and 12 ft. long at the
rate of 20 cents a square foot?
14.
In a field meet, 20 events were
listed for the day. Pupils from
your school won 60 per cent of the
events. How many events did you
lose?
15.
A swimming pool is 60 ft. long and
30 ft. wide. The water in the pool
is 4 ft. deep on the average. How
long will it take to fill the pool if
the water runs in at the rate of 90
cubic feet a minute?
Test 4. Score (number right)
TE5TT
Directions; Read each group of statements and
draw a line under the correct answer. Write
its number on the line to the right.
0. If the sun shines it is day.
The sun shines. Therefore
’ It will not rain ^ It is day 0
3 The moon may shine tonight
1. All four-footed creatures are animals.
All horses are four-footed. Therefore
' Creatures other than horses can walk
2 All horses can walk
3 All horses are animals '
2. Either the sun moves around the earth or
the earth moves around the sun.
But the sun does not move around the earth.
Therefore ’ The earth moves around the moon
2 The earth moves around the sun
3 The sun is larger than the earth 2
3. Manuel runs faster than Harry.
Burt runs faster than Harry.
Which is the slowest of the three?
’ Burt 2 Manuel ^ Harry 3
4. Jane is taller than Helen. Helen is taller
' than Barbara.
Which is the tallest: Jane, Helen, or Barbara?
^ Helen ^ June 3 Barbara
5. All mammals are vertebrates.
The cow is a mammal. Therefore
^ Some vertebrates live on land
2 Some mammals live in water
3 The cow is a vertebrate
6. A is either B or C.
A is not C. Therefore
’ A is not B 2AisB ^CisB ®
7. Either your cousin is older than you, or the
same age, or younger.
But your cousin is not older, nor is he younger.
Therefore
* Your cousin is younger than you
2 Your cousin is older than you
^ Your cousin is the same age as you
b. All circles are roiina figures.
The figure is not round. Therefore
1 It is not a circle 2 Jt jg oval
3 It is either a square or a triangle ' *
9. All metals are solids.
Gold is a metal. Therefore
' Gold is valuable 2 Gold is a solid
3 Metals are usually heavy ^
10. Some fishes fly.
No birds are fishes. Therefore
' All creatures that fly are fishes or birds
2 No fishes resemble birds
3 Creatures other than birds can fly
1 1. Three boys are up on a ladder.
Tom is farther up the ladder than Paul.
Jim is farther up than Tom.
Which boy is in the middle position on the
ladder?
’Tom 2 Paul ^Jim ”
12. George Washington was a skillful general.
George Washington was President of the
United States. Therefore
’ Skilled generals make good presidents
2 One President of the United States was
a skillful general
3 Good presidents make skillful generals ’2
13. A is situated to the east of B.
B is situated to the east of C. Therefore
’ C is situated close to A
2 A is situated to the east of C
3 C is nearer to A than to B ’3
14. He is either honest or dishonest.
But he is not dishonest. Therefore
’ He is desirable for the position
2 He comes of honest people
3 He is honest
15. A is equal to B.
B! is equal to C. Therefore
’ B is larger than C 2 a is equal to C
3 A is equal to B plus C
Test 5. Score (number right)...
'r
Directions: Draw a line under the word which
means the same or about the same as the
first word. Write the number of this word
on the line to the right. See sample 0.
0. blossom 1 tree ^ vine
2 flower 4 garden 3 0
1. journey 1 state 2 travel
^ end ^ fair 1
2. law 1 rule ^ power
3 able ^ help 0
3. always 1 larger ^ forever
2 know 4 apart
4. almost 1 rarely ^ never
3 now 4 nearly 4
5. alarm 1 blame ^ signal
^ address ^ comfort 5
6. damage 1 manage ^ collect
3 injure ^ recover 6
7. announce ^ keep ^ publish
^ reform ^ destroy 7
8. improve 1 make ^ better
^ satisfy ^ admit 8
9. difficult 1 different ^ pleasant
^ hard ^ task 0
10. despair 1 mind ^ time
2 past 4 hopeless 10
11. consent 1 occur 2 offer
2 oppose 4 agree 1 1
12. portion 1 collect 2 part
2 make ^ refer _12
13. amuse 1 afford 2 gift
^ game ^ please 13
14. lack 1 use 2 want
^ admit ^ apart 14
15. cease ^ consent 2 concert
^ stop ^ strain 15
16. disguise 1 reveal 2 declare
^ show ^ mask 1 6
17. distinct ^ success 2 clear
2 interest ^ noticed 17
18. sincere 1 satisfactory 2 genuine
2 hopeful noble 18
19. lofty 1 tone 2 high
2 example ^ toil 19
20. extend 1 refuse 2 remain
^ lengthen ^ revert 20
21. condemn ^ false ^ blame
^ oppose ^ alarm 21
22. humble 1 secure 2 dwelling
2 lowly ^ proud 22
23. expert 1 average 2 rnaster
^ business student 2.3
24. apply ^ piece 2 use
3 correct ^ mean — 24
25. legal ^ lawful 2 court
^ lawyer ^ humane — 2 5
26. endeavor ^ help 2 bero
^ attempt ^ harm — 2fi
27. conclusion ^ settlement 2 gud
^ journey ^ right — 27
28. obscure ^ clear 2 hidden
2 odd ^ quaint — 2 8
29. extraordinary 1 prefer 2 unusual
2 particular ^ favorable — 2 9
30. location ^ relieve 2 choice
3 view ^ situation — 3 0
31. imaginary ^ existing 2 trifling
^ unreal substantial — 31
32. escort ^ avoid 2 occasion
3 attend ^ remain — 32
33. merit ^ deserve 2 merry
^ desire ^ just — 3 3
34. compile ^ aid 2 ample
2 collect answer — ‘v 4
35. console ^ empower 2 reduce
^ order ^ comfort — 33
36. legislator ^ elector 2 lawmaker
^ minor ^ citizen — 3.6
37. revert ^ persist 2 perplex
^ return unknown — 37
38. significance ^ prevention ^ treatment
^ meaning ^ certainty
39. petulant ^ oppressive - stagnant
^ sprightly peevish
40. dispute ^ disturb question
^ subdue disguise
41. deplete ^ complete ^ final
3 exhaust ^ fearless
42. compassionate ^ respectful ^ free
3 sly ^ kind ‘
43. deter i meddle ^ applaud
3 hinder ^ reline
44. complex ^ simple ^ compliment
complexion ^ mixed ‘
45. dispatch ^ discount ^ mood
^ relieve ^ haste
46. venerable ^ admirable - aged
^ youthful reliable '
47. conceited ^ variable ^ connected
3 vain ^ conquest ‘
48. malign ^ insure - slander
3 muffle ^ invade , '
49. facile ^ fragile - futile
2 easy ^ remote
50. empower ^ enlarge - permit
surpass ^ indulge ’
Test 6. Score (number right)
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